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4921-23 North Kenmore Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois - 60640 
December 9, 1969 

Mr. Harry E. Butte 
Assistant to the Director 
Division of Case Guidance 
Bureau of. Compliance 
Food and Drug Administration 
Washington, D.C. - 20204 

Mr. John Edgar Hoover 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D.C. 

Hie Emminance John Cardinal Cody 
Holy Name Cathedral 
Chicago, Illinois 

Mr. Garrison 
Mental Health Outpost 
U.S. Public Health Service 
4141 North Clarendon 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Sirs: 

I am living at the above address, have been here since 
December 5, 1969. I was formerly at the Cattle Hotel for one night, 
Winthrop near Lawrence, Chicago; the Darlington Hotel, Racine and 
Leland Avenues, Chicago, also for one night. Before the proceeding, 
I was "living" at timorNittimityxHmaxnxtkmxtimmx, one of the halfway 
houses connected with the Mental Health Outpost in which Mr. Garri-
son works. I received this ( ....) after "living" at the Pacific Gar—
den Mission, near 666 South State Street, Chiaage, Illinois, for ap-
proximately two weeks. At the Pacific Garden I war given one bowl. 
of oat meal, two stale sweet rolls and a cup of coffee in the morn-
ing. That was the let of myself and about one hundred other people. 
At the Commodore Hotel, 5547 North Kenmore, Chicago, Illinois, the 
above halfway house, I was given little better. While the meals 
were prepared in a much better faahion, the amount of food given 
was equally (...). 

When my Disability check arrived on December 3, 1969, at 
my previous address, 5101 North Kenmore Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
- 60640, I moved, after first checking in at the above hotels. I 
had some work to do. It was about my mother's killing. 

The Castle Hotel, as is the Darlington, the Commodore 
Hotel, and the Ken-Beach, also now a halfway house, is old HASI. 

So also are a number of the other buildings in this area, 
including the building in which I now live. 

At the Castle, the lobby is an IBM system, the window shade 
in the room I occupied, No. 315, an old-time cloud chamber; at the 
Darlington, in which I occupied Room No. 119, it was the laser-like 
shafts of refracted sunlight, visible in the morning before I left -
_the kind that are related to projected (1964) input-output program- 
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ming of IBM computers. At the Commodore, besides the mixed door-
numbering system that is remiecent of the time my mother was killed, 
and is related to an identification system used by Harris Richard 
"Wing" Angell's brand of HASI, is on the wall a 2001-A.D.-type mma—
isk, semi-covered by one or mere coats of paint, Etas; also partly 
framed by in-series laser-like beams of refracted sunlight. There 
to more - a lot more - and it relates to a control over the United 
States, chief of which, in 1956, was the MASI Mars control ever 
Weohington, D.C.; An 1958, the Recession, caused by L. Ren Hubbard; 
in 1959 the Wing Angell-UFO control, in which my mother was killed. 
I tried to rave her, but I mimtakenly went to the MIX UFOs myself. 

In Washington, D.C., in November of 1956, while the Di-
anazene experiment was going on, I attended a taped lecture, given 
by a California lecturer named Van Tassel, at the apartment of 
former State Department attache Monwell Welton and XM Xavier DeLa-
Torre, from Mexico City. In the lecture, Van Tassel stated, among 
other things, that in the event of atomic war, one should g3 to the 
churches and pray to the angels (Angelis) which would stop the war 
by whatever means I have forgotten. The "angels", according to the 
tape, are bodiless beings in UFO-Flying Saucer-spaceships, some or 
which, also according to the tape, have landed en Van Tassel's farm. 
The Flying Saucers, the Van Tassel tape further stated, --- correc-
tion, one Saucer --- is capable of stepping the rotation of the 
earth. The Flying Saucers, the tape went on, are housed in a mo-
ther ship in stationary orbit between the earth and the moon. Fur-
ther, also according to the tape, the Flying Saucers and/sr their 
mothership have (1956, or whenever the tape was made) an installa-
tion on the ether side of the moo; that is not visible to tele-
scopes on earth. Finally, according to my memory, the(Biblical) 
word "angel", said Van Tassel in the tape, is a mis-spelling of 
the word "angle", written at that time to describe the sharp, 45 
degree turn of the Flying Saucer. Naturally, I went to St. Thomas 
of Canterbury (Catholic) Church, Kenmore near Lawrence Avenue, 
Chicago, Illinois, in March of 1959, to light'a candle to be sure, 
among Other things, that I had a telepathic contact-point to Van 
Tassel. (I had had telepathy in Washington, D.C., at the Academy 
and elsewhere, and in Chicago with Wing Angell, his wife Smokey 
and others.) I had the intention in mind to contact Van Tassel 
and I lit the candle for this purpese. I had the thought at the 
time, "If anyone is 'listening in', let them hear it, too". I do 
not remember new if I did actually reach Van Toast'. I do remember 
that I "heard" a voice that told me to "state my case". It was a 
man. I said, "I have offered up my mother's life because L. Ron 
Hubbard's Eastern Scientologists want to murder Wing Angell's mo-
ther and thus cause (they said - in telepathy, at Lawrence and Ken-
more Avenues, in Chicago, while I was at the wheel of my cab, (Chi-
cago) American-United Ns. 150) great harm to the Eartia,.for which 
my mother would pay." There was a negative response. A group of 
voices (male) said that nothing could be done. I left the ohnrch. 
I did not pray to God. This was it. 

My mother was dead on April 1, 1959. 
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Harris Richard Wing Angell, his wife, Smekeyi a daughter 
and a son-in-law, a Mr. Stone - Wing had a ran in the Navy at the 
time - lived at 14 West Elm Street, Chicago, Illinois, in 1957-
58-59. Previously, Wing Angell and his wife stayed at 444 West 
St. James Place, Chicago, Illinois. I had seen them in their apart-
ment there in August, 1956, before I went to the September, 1956, 
Congress of Eastern Scientalogists, at the Shoreham Hotel in Wash-
ington, D.C. I had grne there at the suggestion of Paul Bezezian 
- Gaslight Clubs - because my former mantas "auditor" Henry (Heinz) 
L. *Rick" Mauerer had not processed me for three months and I was 
feeling ill effects. I had also corresponded with Richard P. Steeves 
(or Steve!) and I believe Nibs Hubbard - L. Ron Hubbard, Jr. - L. 
Ron Hubbard's(Senior) eldest son. I was pro-Scientology is those 
days, wanted to change the conditions of this planet to better it. 
I do not have kaa this correspondence now. I believe it was miss-
ing when I lost the apartment I had shared with my mother at 927 
Argyle Street, Chicago, Illinois, in 1960. 

Rick Mauerer had always been pro-Hubbard, had neither 
liked nor trusted Angell or his later (assumed) right-hand man, 
Paul Bezezian, 5231 North Wayne Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. He, 
Mauerer, had till me on I believe more than one occasion to stay 
away from both. Yet, in 1956, Henry (Heinz) L. Rick Mauerer was 
seated on the lecture stand at the right on Wing Angell - at hie 
left was Ival Maynard, a "Bishop" of the "Church" of Scientology, 
as was Angell. Paul Bezezian was seated in the first or second 
row. Dawn Alexander, of perhaps Dawn Studio, Inc., Portraits of 
Quality, 5340 North Clark Street, Chicago, Illinois (1969), where 
I got information on a camera and lens set, was there, as well as 
Jerry (Gerald) MUM Knowlton, who is still operating the Dian-
etiO Research Foundation, 121 East BMX Oak Street, Chicago, Illi-
nois, formerly of the now disbanded Dianetic Prooeseing and Re-
search Foundation, 111 Beat Oak Street, Chicago, Illinois. This 
Scientology "Group" Meeting was held at the Conrad-Hilton Hotel in 
August, 1959. I was there myself - at the suggestion of Rick Mau-
erer. I believe I saw Wing Angell at 444 West St. James Place as 
a result of this meeting. 

In 1958, Mikoyan, I believe the Russian Ambassador to 
the United States at the time, was staying at the Conrad Hilton 
Hotel. Nibs Hubbard and other telepathic Scientologiste, knowing 
that I had become telepathic in Washington, D.C., as a result of 
the Founding Church of Scientology Hubbard Association of Scion-
tologists, International drUg, Dianazene, ordered me telepathi-
cally to spy on the meeting, and give them the information, this 
meeting being held at the Hotel at that time. They told me to 
Park my cab, hang around the Hotel and telepathioally tap. This 
would not do because I feared that my possible apprehension would 
create an international incident that would be detrimental to the 
United States. I instead parked my cab on the South Side of Chi-,  
cage, got my own car and drove or fled to Rockford, Illinois, where 
I believed I would be out of telepathic range of the meeting. I 
returned to Chicago when I knew by radio that the meeting was eve' 
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In 1959, I drove, again, American-United. I drove for 
Jack Taylor, President of the American-United Cab Assn. I also 
drove, in American, for a man whom I do not remember. Driving for 
the owner of this car, a Checker Corp.-made vehicle, I had an auto 
accident involving an I believe parked car, in which I did net 
stop or do anything about. Actually, I am not still certain that 
this accident actually scoured. I war under restimulatien of Dian-
azene at the time, or of Wing Angell's telepathic beatings that I 
underwent at around the time of my mother's death. In early 1969, 
I wrote to the Secretary of State, Illinois, about the restitution 
of my driver's license, because I had been a mental hospital pa-
tient. This office advised me that I had had an accident, because 
of which, to obtain a driver's license, I must pest a bond accord-
ing to the Financial Security Law. This must have been the acci-
dent I thought I had had. There is something about this accident 
that I still cannot remember. 

At the time of my mother's death, and also due to the 
1958 Recession, I was not driving. I Was not making money. I was 
afraid about the bills, apartment rent, gas and electricity, the 
telephone bill in case she needed a doctor; cab rent - $60.00 a 
week - for the chance of making money to live, and often, double-
tankfulls of gasoline. I had. to almost starve her so that I could 
have money for gasoline and for food SO that I would not cause an 
accident. This went on for quite some time. Finally, she decided 
to go to the hospital. She told me she could not get well with 
me around her. I km& had been telling her little of what was go-
ing on. Naturally, I did not tell her about the telepathic homi-
cide I received from Nibs Hubbard and others in Rogers Park after 
the Mikoyan incident. I could net even begin to tell her about 
the "offering up of her life" incident, nor of the extreme, almost 
limitless threat they had placed on her life and existence if any-
thing did happen to Wing Angell's mother. 

Shortly before my mother's death, while she was at St. 
Joseph's Hospital, then 2100 North Burling Avenue, Chicago, Illi-
nois, I remember that on one occasion I pleaded telepathically 
with ing and Smokey Angell to let me see my mother. Their pres-
ence' OT or otherwise,. were in the room. I again told them that 
the iiitsztzg "offering" I had made stood - it occurs to me now 
that prior to this writing, I had no knowledge of Wing and Smokey 
Angell knowing =OR anything about the offering up of my mother's 
life to save the life of Wing's mother. I told them that this was 
the last time I would ask it, that she was dying as I knew. They 
reluctantly agreed, told me this was absolutely the last time. I 
went to the hospital that afternoon. 

(I am confused now. Wing and Smokey Angell must have 
told me twice not to see my mother. The first time I had seen her, 
there were tubes in her nose that I did not understand, and she 
was in an oxygen tent, I believe. She was definitely not that ill 
when she went to the hospital. She rode upright in a cab. Further, 
she had gotten up from her bed quickly and dressed herself. I had 
thought that the processing I had given her two days before had fi- 
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nally come to her aid. I had run "The Terrible Trio" on her when 

her breating Ishosixisso was most heavy and irregular. I ran the pro-

cess enough on her for me as an auditor to knew that she had re-

(seined benefit. her breathing was mere relexed and her voice was 

stronger.. She lapsed into a normal sleep and I stayed with her for 

awhile. When I was certain her breathing remained regular and con-

stant, when her sleep was normal, I left her and went to work. I 

had to try to make sure we would eat the next day.) 

It may have been the next night, it may have been the 

night after that, I decided that I had to see my mother again and 

the Hell with Wing and Smokey Angell. I believe I telephoned the 

Hospital to find out when the night visiting hours were over. I 

do not remember how I got there - it may have been the bus. On 

the way, Wing and Smokey Angell somehow stopped me. I is not re-

member exactly what happened. I think I entered the Hospital and 

then immediately walked out but I am not sure. I know I walked 

down Dickens Avenue - the side of the hospital - and looked up at 

her window. I saw the telepathic or OT Projection of Phoebie /gab. 

Mauerer doing a strip act with the Frenoh-type blouse Irene "Renee" 

MoNaught-UX Mindak - wife or ex-wife of Chicago UI (now) Police 

Captain George Mindak - was wearing when I first met her.. At the 

Southeast corner of Dickens and Burling, atop (then) three-storey 

buildings were the huge, measuring each about twenty feet in dia-

meter, presences of Wing and Smokey Angell. 

Later that night - I do not know how I got there - I 

found myself in a doorway, because it was raining. It was only 

later this year, sometime after I had received the September 4, 

1969 letter from you, Mr. Butte - which letter I still now some- 

how miraculously have - I discovered that this doorway was in the 

building directly across the street from 444 West St. James Place. 

I also met a janitor - he was a little too well-dressed - who told 

me that he did not 211 "want anyone snooping around". It was then 

that I somehow realized that Harris Richard "Wing" Angell was alive. 

Incidentally, you might check the Police X records of 

the now-moved Sheffield Station. I was arrested that night. 

On April 1, 1959, at about 10:00 in the morning, I re-

ceived a telephone call - I was at home then - from Charles J. 

Smalley, M.D., 1150 North State Street, Chicago, Illinois. He 

told me my mother was dead. I telephoned Angell, then went South. 

On the Subway, near the Clark and Division Stop - I heard t he tele-

pathic or OT voices of Nibs Hubbard and others. They were laugh- 

ing at me. They said my mother died on April Fool's Day, t 09. 	. 

Incidentally, I refer you to "Color in Photography", 

by Ivan Dmitri, Little Technical Library, Ziff-Davis Publishing 

Company, Chicago and New York, Copyright 1939, the color illus.-

tion facing page 16: "How Kodachrome Works". The circular il-

lustration similar to the cross-section of a tube, represents 

one or both tubes in my mother's nose. See color charts. 
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HASI Meeting - Dec. 12, 1968 - 8:00 P.M. - Maurice Larude: 

More and mere prenemena on OT-3 - Cearling News - Future 
No. 4: those on OT-3 expanding hat they are doing - in Florence, 
Italy, too. 

Not worried about new tax cut - small thing (for them). 

Get to slowly get going, (then expand). 

John McMaster feeding data to Mayor of New York, who 
"has the ear of Richard M. Nixon". 

(Maurice Larude) will attend Class VIII Conroe (in L.A.). 
Dianetic course starting here (Stars') tomorrow morning. Three 
Orga An Las Vegas. Class (Star's) starts at 9:30 tomorrow morning. 

, regular 
Bring blank paper,-  pencil, eraser, good/dictionary, a 

Scientology dictionary. - Clay - get glay to work with. Pound, 1» 
1/2 lbs. of mixed colors. No green - green handS. Board to work 
en. Do clay work (here), while at home studying. Bring (above) 
into Introductory Class to have checksheet on it. More clay work, 
better understanding - better.idea you oan work out. Makes it 
then solid ("Make It Solid) for you. Better to change (position) 
of piece of clay then to do something in life. 

You will get exactness of date - first one to break rule 
(will have a) severe ethic act. If you find you don't understand 
it, you will (have repercussions). As soon as answer from fellow 
students (and) zspourtictx supervisor (given), that person (will 
have been discovered) to have hidden data line. 

Class breaks between 4:00 and 4:30 P.M. 

As soon as we get into new Center - apartment looked for. 
Available every other week-end (Course). 

Expect to spend one to two months on OT-3 Course. Clears 
- Clear News out every week -- e1610Ts. Only available to Clears and 
above. Clears, those who set date fir Clear Course. 

YOU and ethics. Ethics important but there is self-dis-
cipline. Stiffen ethics to reach next step upward, etc. Audi-
tor who studied data has to now make rotten pc get up there. 

Cause and effect is always present in auditing session, 
and pc doesn't want it. Takes an individual with certainty to 
reduce an effect on someone else. Result: every time a pc in Di-
anetic Course postulates, he is referred to Check Sheet. Iffe 
won't give you instruction", only tell you to contAnue what you 
are doing. Will tell you to study again, you have all mat'arial 
there. New level of auditing by Ron. 

Today it's standard from the word Rae. Vie have moved 
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into a brand new field - standard throughout the world. All will 
audit the same way. Every time someone came out with new tech-
nology, a (reactive) bank agreement (other than Ron's) (ensued). 
Be any one place on this planet when you want is be there. Be 
there - ("Be Here, Be There", too?) - my body's tkz there, too. 
Only a full OT-3 can see what was there and know it. 

As long as one doesn 't have experiences of Time Track, 
he goes nowhere. 

News reports about Scientology usually deugregatary. 
Most not using it. 

Every one of you are in Public Relations whether you 
care to be or net. You see the (engrains in a book and carry some 
books along). 

Another project: a whole stack of cards. Each of you to 
put cards into places you do business. Don't be afraid to black-
ball them. 

Scientology is here to stay - will keep on growing, win-
ning the battle against insanity of this planet. 

Do net go against faXi*X/121111K government people - acknowl 
edged - 	"get bank , (Reactive). Politicians dropping down scale, 
(goes on), 

You must ace that all in Chicago see that Scientology is 
here. Maurice Larude) in public promotion. Newspapers, Tribune, 
Sun-Times or neighborhood xxxximmum newspapers - article writings 

Newspapers do not throw anything away. Articles to be 
sent Int in. TV and Radio Stations to be on (Maurice Larude's) 
mailing list. Event that they will cause, will be demanded to get 
a lot of publicity. 

Can blackball reporter... 

1e felt in past we had to take any thing we can get. 

Hope in future that you will take active part. Get 
copy of books that have to do with Org EXXXX Executive Course. 
Cost of books, 672.00. Org  Board: how you can organize your own 
life. Indexed and cross-indexed - over 2000 policy letters in it. 

Org Board set up on 'principle of Body, Mind, Thetan. 
Can order out books for you, cannot carry stock - too expensive. 
Dianetic Course first. Books to be used in any business. De not 
write up for anyone. 

You are gotnE to recognize the flows necessary for you 
to survive well, etc. (Maurice Larude) may teach Org Beard. Org  
Board a month-long course. (Maurice Larude will move.) Will put 
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a few people on Dianetic auditing. Will get Class VIII. 

You are making more power available to snittin auditors. 
Crack some of your heads, cases. 

(You will 101$ get) freedom from lack of energy, etc. 
%%bat you're setting in is a nice, wonderful, comfortable valence. 

Ron is cracking oases now by 100% Standard Tech, tough 
ethics, discipline. (Ethics) gotten more tough than in last two 
months but not as it was before. Used to make people cringe. 

Treason mentioned. Those. in Sea Org every A.M. work out 
of (or a) condition of treason. They look over anything they did 
the day before. Since not a group nmatizimxin activity (or) action, 
it is personal. It is a tough game we are playing, will be tough 
for people in future. We talk of having ethical planet, freedom, 
but (unethics usually used). What is ethics but applying necessary 
energy to achieve an end result (work). You don't have the abil-
ity to be God in somebody else's universe. 

If you were responsible for n*k Number One IMI (Dynamic), 
you would not have to be responsible for other (Dynamics). First 
responsibility is to get one's own case handled. (Body) a hunk of 
meat, the body doesn't hurt; if it wasn't for you.the body wouldn't 
have any complaints. 

Always a third party involved when two people are fight-
ing. Somebody is starting it, somebody is- continuing it. (If any-
thing goes wrong), nice, severe, itthLes Officer at Org. Tougher 
we are on you and Scientology g friends, less case you have around 
y ou. 

It is mass, mental mass - you will feel it from time to 
time. It moves in. Reactive Mind - keeps you from having Time, 
Place, Form and Event. 

From, "Contemporary. Schools of Psychology," Robert S. 
Woldworth, Ronald Press, New York - copyright, 1948 - pages 30, 
31, 32 and 33 -- and photographs facing pages 30 and 31: 

"Animal psychology is engaged with the study of con-
sciousness, wherever...its presence can be detected...Vie 
shall adopt the biological point of view...M we shall re-
gard all the operations of consciousness - all our-sensa-
tions, all our emotions, and all our acts of will - as so 
many expressions of organic adaptations to our nazt envi-
ronment, an environment which we must remember is social 
as well as phyeical....If the reflexes and the automatic: 
acts were wholly competent to steer the organism through-
out its course, there is no reason to suppose that con-
sciousness would ever put in an appearance." -- Angell, 
1904, pp. iii, 4, 6, 7;.50. See also Angell, 1907, 1936. 
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Basis of OT. 

Is James Rowland Angell, Harris Richard (Wing) Angell's -
see "Advance" Maigazine, Issue 6, Vol. 1, "AOLA FSM XMAKI =MEM 
Award Winners", (L) Smoky Angel, and "Ability" Magazine, Issue 161, 
page 11, "Scientology-Chicago--St. liners, Wing and Smokey Angell." 
- father? Will you please check? 

"Magazine Artidles of Level II Checksheet", L. Ron Hubbard, 
The Publications Organization World Wide - copyright, 1968: Postu-
late mminammaimgm Processing, "Deep and Light Processing" » photo-
graphic film processing en my mother; The Vocabularies of Science, 
Randomity and Automaticity" - Conditioning, plus and minus ran-
domity the positive and negative sides of film development on her 
death in 1959. No-randemity is Clear. On the following page, 'lb 
are about to be attacked by the Pruvians..." . done to my mother 
in 1959: I somehow saw this at 927 Argyle at the time it was hap-
pening. I saw a relationship to this is an exhibit at the Field 
Museum, Chicago, Illinois, in 1959. In the next pammgmemep paragraph, 
he speaks of "dispersal". See "Scientology 8.80", from which the 
photostats were taken, XX Chapter 11, pages 33 through 37. It is 
strange that the "Flew, Dispersal, Ridges" of the first edition of 
Scientology 8-80 is not mentioned. This was also done to my mother 
in 1959 - after she was dead. Automaticity, related to randomity 
by Hubbard7775—"EiR Mf=7FTermined action which ought to be de-
termined by the individual". This was the postulate behind the 
"processing" of her after she was degd. The premise was to destroy 
her every memory of Scientology and of myself. I saw a part of this 
in front of the third floor office window of Dr. Smalley - on the 
State Street side. This building is immediately adjacent to 14 
eat Elm Street, where Wing and Smokey Angell lived at that time. 

In "Two Rules for Happy Living", L. Ron Hubbard writes, 
"BE ABLE TO EXPERIENCE ANYTHING". 

Also, "brackets" in the artillery sense, with concomi-
tant explosions, were run en her in 1959. I do not remember, ex-
actly, when this was done. 

Minneapolis "Church of Scientology" publication - "Ac-
cent on Ability": "Minneapolis-St. Paul has many industries. 
Some of them are Univac, Honeywell, Control Data, 3-M, Pillsbury 
bakeries, General Mille Cereals,'Hamme and Grain Bel t - (also a 
railroad) - breweries and others*" "Other Spots of interest are 
the famouS Walker (Time Walker) Are Center. 	They used both on 
my mother. 

"Ability" Magazine, Issue 161 - Robert Lamar Taylor is in 
Peoria. 

"The Church of Scientology of California": The telephone 
exchange "Dunkirk" is the same as when I wrote "Decontamination 0! 
Radiation" and sent a copy of it to Rick Mauerer. 
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North Side. Chicago Scientology and Dianetios Center 
2561 North Clark Street 
Chicago, Illinois - 
929-3022 

Clinical 
icy Lett 
killed. 

Dianetic Research Foundation 
121 East Oak Street 
Chicago, Illinois - 
WHitehall 4-6993 

Jerry Knowlton - still there. 

North Side Chicago Dianetios and Scientology Center in 
Chicago Medical and Dental Building 

Five dentists. 
A. Schonberg, D.D.S., Room 313 and 
L.L. Wtxler, Roam 201, associated with 

. death of mother and Wing Angel at time 
of her death. 
Both associated with Physics and/or Psychology. 

"A Bit '0' Beauty Shop", Room 207, like a "Bit '0' 
Honey" candy bar - Angell's. 
Atomic Age Laboratories, Room 224, also associated 
with Mather's death. 
"M-B Import", Room 238, part of Angell's Mars and 
Benue, (oh) Venus. 
Two publications - 

Student West (Angell's), Room 222, and 
Literary Times (Angell's) Publication, 
Rooms 226-248. 

Independent Democratic Coalition,XEM Room 219,. 
(Angell's or Hubbard's). 
Gimmicks Unlimited, Room 227, (Angell's). 

Former building next to 2551 North Clark Street, 
a former hospital - (Angell's). This building new 
a State Youth Commission Facility - desk clerk. A 
call to Information gives just "Youth Commission" as 
the name of the Facility. It's telephone number is 
549-3014, which Exchange number is the same as that 
of a Yellow Cab. (The la number-series plates are 
telephone numbers, the letter-number series are 
another 09410 of HASI.) 

Heinz Henry L. "Rick" Mauerer, an old ACC (Advanced 
Course) graduate, trill be contacted by a Hubbard Pol-

er to return to auditing. 'He will refuse this and get 

Standard,Dianetics seems to be bigger than the OT-8 
Course. See Head, "Successful Class Ville - "Advance" Magazine, 
Issue 6, Vol. 1. 

OT-8 is out - see Head "Standard Dianetice" above. 

Head, "Concert Viol-inlet, Claes VIII" 	%tassel Sol. 
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ey is an outstanding young concert violinist" who has achieved 
this ability due to the extinction of my. mother. The waitress, 
Mabel, at.the Woolworth Soda Ftuntain on Argyle Street near 
Sheridan Rsad, had the throat of my mother seven months ago in 
May of 1969. I de net know how she achieved this "grant", but 
I did recognize my mother's body tissue. Her young cohort, 
Isabelle, once changed identification pins with her. This sc-
oured apprscimately two months ago before I admitted myself in-
to Chicago State Hospital. I somehow realized something was 
wrong while I was at this tun.** fountain but could not iden-
tify it at the time. Yesterday, December 16, 1969, I saw this 
woman, Mabel, at this Soda Fountain again. She was wearing' her 
(own name pin. She reacted visibly several times while I was ex-
amining her throat. Isabelle, who waited on me because Mabel 
was conveniently wrapping something at the other end of this 
counter after she both saw and walked away from me. Isabelle, 
who was wearing her own name pin, managed to finally wait on 
me. I noticed two women at the other end of the counter, one 
of whom war given a package by Mabel. It looked like a pack-
age of meet, which I assume was for her dog. This I remember 
was one of Angel's methods of transferring and/or transforming 
human flesh. Incidentally, I believe these "people" are con-
nected with the Wing Angel-Van Tassel-UFO Movement in Chicago. 

Incidentally, the "Oak" Formula is out. 

By the way, another "woman" has my mother's say warts 
on her throat, as did Mabel when I first saw her in May. 

Aoofording 
heard with, again, f 
and Xavier Delatore 
Rouse, the Elmwood, 
petition with HAS I) 
I do not doubt that 

to the Van Tassel tape recording I kmdmitik 
former State DepartMent Attache Msnwell Walton 
in their apartment In near the RASI Boarding 
in November, 1956, an organization (in cam-
exists in many cities of the United States. 
one exists in Chicago, Illinois. 

Incidentally, I did not see Paul Schieringa, who I be-
lieve is Maurice Larude's Right Rand Man, at last Friday night's 
meeting. I believe he may still live at 1434 West Warner, Chicago, 
Illinois, and may occupy an apartment in that building. 

J.B., the woman is the Muse photograph, who signed the 
receipt - see Kik enclosed photostat smohnmatikamiamt of receipt 
number 492-'18 - is the wife of IRIXRIR Berthold ("Barney") of 
Zion, Illinois. Re, MU Bertheld B., is a contractor. I have 
always seen him wearing a blue, turtle-neck shirt. He always 
serves Sy the refreshments after the meetings, and his wife, J.B., 
always bakes them. 

MODEDIXXICUIRMILRIOUL Photograph No. 1: Maurice Larude, 
with the woman underneath the Muse, and an unknown wo-
man with a purse. 

Photograph No. 2: Paul Bezetian, center, with two unknown 
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ILUDWOLEGOGIMMMIUDIEMMOSEMMOOLMN men at the moat Publications 
table. 

Photograph No. 3: Florence Bezezian, center rear, and 
the TV INYUWI Actor - see former FDA report - the man 
with the glasses and muitaohe. Four, additional, un-
known people. 

Photograph No. 4: Three unknown people. 

Photograph No. 5: J.1., and the Muse. 

Photograph No. 6: The same seams unknown, and I presume 
another one. I do not remember. 

Photograph Ni. 7: Berthold ("Barney") B., center, with 
two unknowns. 

Photograph No. 8: The TV Actor, again, with two un-
knowns. The light flash may be another Muse. 

Incidentally, No. 1111 East xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Hollywood 
Avenue has its main entrance on the JULOIEUDOLYattiODCILIEWA Winthrop 
Avenue side. This building, with the Fire Station Brick of Wing 
Angel's, has the "8-80" colors of Scientology "Black and White". 
The number, UMW "Eleven Eleven" appears on both the Winthrop 
and Hollywood Avenue rides. The structure, having a American 
Colonial Style door, resembles a huge Fire Station on its Holly-
weed side. Incidentally, the number "1111" reminds me BR of 
"one Ohe-Eleven" East Oak Street, Chicago, Illinois - the build-
ing howling the as erstwhile "Dianetic Processing and Research 
Foundation." The building war usually called "one-Eleven" by old-
time Dianeticista and probably Scientologistes  as well. 

By the way, there is a Negro Psychiatric Aide named 
"Jack" who has worked the Morning Shift at the Diagnostic Ward of 
Chicago State Hospital, 6500 West Irving Park Road, Chicago, Ill-
inois, who may be a new-type drug addict or an extra-terrestrial.   

In afternoon animmOm refracted sunlight, the whites of 
his eyes appear to be a muddy yellow. He is tall, about two hun-
dred and twenty pounds, and wears glasses. In evening reflected 
Ittsaax fluresoant light, his eyes appear to be receiving light 
energy. I di not know who this extra-terrestrial does it 	as-
sume it to be a tractor beam or tractor-pressor combination. See 
the first edition of Ron Hubbardlo "Scientology 8-.80" m Black and 
White. 

On the first evening I was there, I was denied food by 
this aide. One of the mental patients of this ward prepared some 
food for me and I ate lomat of it until the Aide, Jack, told me to 
_atop eating and get -out of there, 'I acquiesced, asked him if I 
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could have the fruit, Fruit Cocktail, later, and he agreed. When 
I did this, he gave me a tharp, right job into the solar plexus 
which knocked me down. Naturally, I did not ask hith again. 

I think the word, "Fruit", antagonized him. 

Incidentally, I saw him accept what seemed to be a half-
filled whiskey bottle from what I assume to be an Off-Duty Psychi-
atric Aide. This man, shorter some somewhat stocky, was also a 
Negro. 

At Open Ward CW-13, I "stayed" under the most revolting 
conditions I have ever seen. Old women were aiimmetxts forced to 
walk around virtually naked due t• I presume either a Psychiatric 
Aide or Aides gross  laxit or a lack of clothing. One woman - 
younger - did not even ave on any pants. 

This, a Mixed Male and Female Ward, has a female Charge 
Aide, who allow! a man to be lying on a bed completely ask= naked 
before her. 

At a inixtg "party" on Mixed (Male and Female) Ward No. 
CW-25, there was a male, Chinese psychiatric patient. His mili-
tary manner, with concomitant arm swing that is moot remisoent of 
the British "Tummies", led me to suspect that he is a Chinese 
Military Intelligende Agent who suffered a fortunate (?) psychi.. 
Earle.  breakdown. Again, the arm-sawing was too pronounced, too 
precise and too militarilly regular. I have seen movies in which 
members if the Red Chinese ArMy were depicted - good, expensive-
to-produce movies, and the parallel was striking. 

By the way, there is a young - about 25 - Chineae who 
may Work for United Parcel Service in Chicago, Illinois. When I 
liiiihdat him I usually look at people, anyway - while he was hav-
ing food at 2AMMIXKI "Buddy's-31" at the corner of Sheridan Road 
and Lawrence Avenue, Chiang', Illinois, a few nights ago, he ap-
pear to act rather aggressively about it. His short-coated uni-
form was kit kit brown, resembling closely the UPS colors that. I 
have seen. (I have recently Worked for General Products, 4500- .  
Block on North Lincoln Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, who make'exten-
sive use of UPS Bervioe. The uniform colors match closely.) This 
Chinese appeared to not want to be examined to closely, nag, again, 
aggressive about it, and was returning gaze on him. I was across 
the street in DeMars Restaurant, on the opposite corner, at the 
time. 

While  his physical manner is not military, his psycho-
logical manner, associated with authority and power, may be. I 
am going to try to get a photograph of him tonight from DeMars 
Restaurant. I use, as I did on the advertising promotion piece 
I am doing for Scientologist Maurice Larude on his Friday night 
Stars Motel YVYWNWNYMMY Scientology Meetings. a Kodak Instamatic 
No. 414 Camera, with Kaligar Auxillery Telephoto and Wide-Angle 

-lens. 
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The Process, "See My Fingers", run en me at The Skims 
gmlasaikxfialts North Side Chicago Dianetics and Scientology Cen-
ter, 834 West Lawrence Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, km - see a 
previous report has its I'M= rere-runner in "Feel My Finger". 
See page 6, "Ability" Magazine, Issue 161. As stated in that re-
port, I saw with closed eyes while running this process, the phy-
sical fingers of my auditor, and also "saw" kmtmg tiny spheres er 
glewing, white lets of light, which emanated from what I believe 
to be the km human head of this man and hovered abeut at the base 
of my skull. In that apartment-Center's bathreem, I applied cold 
water to the back of my neck and experienced a sudden, almost ex-
plosive release, concomitant with the less of my headache and an 
almost return to my former state 9f awareness. It was tad= only 
later, heed/ter, that auditing restimulatien hit me, and I exper-
ienced strange, perceptive, visual effects, including the first, 
to my knowledge, restimulatien er re/integration of the Dianazene 
Experiment. 

As stated in another previous report, the telepathic, 
issmirmmt spatial transferrence of Maurice Larude and ether Scien-
tell/gists trim the Stars Motel into McDonald's, Petersen near lied-
zie, Chicago, in 1969, in which Maurice Larude and ethers querried 
me en, in effect, what was *km the most aberrative engram in my 
Reactive Bank. It came out that it was the Washington, D.C., 1956, 
"Dianazene Experiment". 

"Reach and Withdraw", which I reported previously that 
I Perceived to be taimpairg telepathic, at the Academey of Religi-
ous'Arts and Sciences, 1812-19th Street, Nerthwest, Washington, 
D.C., alSo in 1956, and which I new realize they were attempting 
to run en me, also during the Dianazene Experiment, has its phy-
sical and/er telepathic cencomitant in "Reach and Withdraw". See 
"A Scientology Assist", pp. 4-9, "Ability" Magazine, Issue 161. 

On Mr about XXI March 15, 1959, Melledy Herner, Bolen-
telegist and wife if also-acientolegist John F. (Jack) Herner, 
whom I believe to be the grandson of the late and firmer Gover-
ner Horner of Mine's, in effect 'ordered me in telepathic com-
munication, to attend the SININXI Scientology Seminar to be held 
at the Party R911111, KU 14 West Elm Street, Chicago, Illinois, dur-
ing the what I now suspect to be the contrived absence of Wing and 
many Smoky Angel who, I believe Wing tell me, were going to pre-
cess veterans in a United States Government Veterans' Hospital. 

I attended this meeting because I feared for the life 
of my mother and myxzait myself. In it, while I was auditing, 
I experienced severe heat that I realized was emanating fret the 
"human" heads of Scientelegists L. Ron XXI ("Nibs") Hubbard, Jr. 
and fir Direoter of Precessing, the Washington Academy, 1956, 
Richard F. Steves. 

It was because I feared a repetition if this, in 1969, 
that I reacted so slovenly in my last, Federal Government, FDA 
Report. 	
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POSTCRIPT: 

While I was a mental patient at Chicago State Hospital, 
I attended both Catholic and Pretestant religious services. Usually 
every night, I attended the Protestant service. At the Chapel, 
where both Catholic and Protestant services are held, I on more than 
one occasion, observed strange happenings among some Protestant 
Chaplains. Their eyes seemed to xiumbg absorb tt electric light in 
strange, geometrie patterns, the same as the extra-terrestrial or 
drug-addict, Jack. 

One of the Roman Catholic Chaplains at Mass one Sunday 
morning, used the word "An lea"  in connection with Ged'a Angels, 
referring to them, the "Antes", as "The Holy Angles of God." 
His eyes, also, seemed to e affected by the old style, chande-
liers in the Chapel. I notioeithis on more than one occasion 
during the Service. 

I noticed this same eye-phenemena among some of the 
visiting Chaplains at the Pacific Garden Mission while I was 
there. Their visiting physician is the doctor in whose 'Mod I 
once did Day Labor work. This was after a fire that I somehow 
realized was "strangely caused". 

The Head Chaplains of the Pacific Garden Missibn seem 
to take a delight in requisioning the sickest ones to stay there 
and do work. 

Incidentally, one of theme once said, "It takes Plrowsnas, 
$1200.00 a day to operate this" installation. 

What the hell and they doing? 
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FDA/BRC/DCG 

HWFD 	
12-13-63 

T. M. Rice. Asst. to Di
rector, DCG/BRC 	3075

 
	 X 

ALL DISTRICT DIRECTORS 
	 FOUNDING CHURCH OF SCIE

NTOLOGY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. ET A
L 

(AF 41-126) 

SUBJECT: POSSIBLE MAIL
 FRAUD VIOLATIONS SCIE

NTOLOGY 

FOUNDING CHURCH OF SCIE
NTOLOGY, WASHINGTON, D.

 C.,ET AL 

THE POST OFFICE DEPARTM
ENT'S GENERAL COUNSEL H

AS ASKED OUR GENERAL 

COUNSEL FOR WHATEVER IN
FORMATION FDA HAS ABOUT

 RECENT PRACTICES RE 

SCIENTOLOGY'S USE OF T
HE MAILS. MAILINGS EMA

NATING FROM ANY OF 

SCIENTOLOGY'S INTERRELA
TED ORGANIZATIONS ARE D

ESIRED. 

?LEASE FORWARD TO DCG A
NY INFORMATION YOU HAVE

 RECEIVED BY LETTER OR 

OTHERWISE THIS PAST YEA
R, IN RESPECT TO SCIENT

OLOGY'S DISSEMINATION 

OF LETTERS, LEAFLETS, O
R OTHER PROMOTIONAL MAT

ERIAL WHICH INVOLVE THE
 

USE OF THE MAILS. 

WE ARE NOT INTERESTED I
N LETTERS TO FDA REQUES

TING INFORMATION ABOUT 

THE ORGANIZATION, UNLES
S CORRESPONDENCE OR E

NCLOSURES FROM THE 

ORGANIZATION UERE REFE
RRED.TO OR WERE ENCLOS

ED. PLEASE SUPPLY LEGI
BLE 

COPIES OF ALL CORRESPON
DENCE AND PROMOTIONAL 

PIECES EMANATING FPAM T
HE 

SCIENTOLOGY ORGANIZATI
ONS. 

1 	2 
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WE HAVE FOR SOME TIME BEEN FORWARDING
 PERTINENT INFORMATION OF THIS 

TYPE TO THE GENERAL COUNSEL. CONSEQU
ENTLY, THERE IS NO NEED FOR 

SAN-DO AND SEA-DO TO RESUBMIT THE INFORMATION RECENTLY FORWARDED TO 

US FROM MRS. KARIN RUNDBERG, SAN FRAN
CISCO, CALIFORNIA AND FROM 

MRS. PEARL FOOTE, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON. 

T. E. EYERS, DIRECTOR 

DIVISION OF CASE GUIDANCE 

BUREAU OF REGULATORY COMPLIANCE 

 

cc: ATL.E0 (Conf) 
cc: BLT-IX) (Conf) 

cc: DOS-DO (Conf) 
cc: BUF-DO (Conf) 
cc: CHI-DO (Conf) 
cc: CIN-DO (Conf) 
cc: DAL-DO (Conf) 
cc: DEN-DO (Conf) 
cc: DET-DO (Conf) 
cc: KAN-DO (Conf) 
cc: LOS-DO (Conf) 
cc: MIN-DO (Conf) 

cc: 	NOL -DO (Conf) 
cc: NYK-DO (Conf) 
cc: PHI-DO (Conf) 
cc: SAN-DO (Conf) 
cc: SEA-DO (Conf) 

cc: GC-1 (Attn: Mr. Alvin L. Gottlie
b) 

cc: RC-1 Reading File 

TMRice:mms d/t 12-1268 
ssm (F) 12-13••68 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

2 	2 
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4921-23 North Kenmore Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois - 60640 
December 36, 1969 

Mr. Harry E. Butts 
Assistant to the Director 
Division of Case Guidance 
Bureau of- Compliance 
Food and Drug Administration 
Was 	D.C. - 20204 

Mr. Jahn E46ar Hsover 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
-Namhington, D.C. 

H is Emminance John Cardinal Cody 
Holy Name Cathedral,  
Chicago, Illinois 

Mr. Garrison. 
Mental Health Outpost 
U.S. Public Health Service 
4141 North Clarendan 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Sirs: 

"Is That All There Is"; Thls sang is a close takeoff - 
of fiASI-proceased Frank Sinatra's "On a Clear Day". Too close. 

WATCH IT. 

Re: Chicago Mailing Systems 
2653 West Arthington 
Chicago, Illinois 

This "Company" is INHABITED by a number -of our EXTRA.» 
TERRESTRIAL "CITIZENS" from what planet of what Star I will not 
say. 

The dine to this IDENTITY may be found in the color.a 
fullyr  slightly mimed  front cover of a book. 

on the mailing of which book I worked yes-
1969. This book is specially and individ-
I assume, 0.ade school students - or their 
THE UNITED STATES. 

On its front cover is illustrated a 
suit, as well as a spaceship, an illustration 
loon and a machine. The answer will be found 
cursory look at' the picture of the "Man". 

"man" 'in a space-
of a weather hal-
in a quick, al.. 

The "COMPANY", Chicago Mailing Systems, 2653 West 
Arthington, Chicago, Illinois, has long been a "COMPANY"' of 
ACE SCIENTOLOGIST AS .1%LL AS MASTER  OPERATING MIX= THETAN, 

5017.  

Its title, 
terday, December 29, 
ually mailed out to, 
parents - throughout 



HARRIS RICHARD "WING" ANGEL. 

This "COMPANY" Le a HOTBED in the ELECTRICAL man 
=ma SENSE and in the EYE-GLASS alma SENSE of KING OPTICAL, 
long L. RON HUBBARD'S Base in Chicago and elsewhere. There are 
companion companies, 	ant sure — throughout the United Staten, 
and not only the Western World, 

The "PEOPLE" of CHICAGO MAILING SYSTEMS4' 2653 West 
Arthington, Chicago, Illinois, have "LANDED" by either porn 
UFO-FLTIMISAUCER-SPACESHIP of the tug LONG-CONTACTED AND 
SHALL WE SAY, FRAUDELLANT, MEANS, INCLUDING THE "METHODS" OF 
PROCESSING THE HASI-MADE EXTERIOR. 

He, L. RON HUBBARD, as well onapaulailapodulacoodiskoaus o ai 
by and quite often in oppoSition to HARRIS RICHARD "WING" AN-. 
GEL. Hubbard has, in the hip amp cooperation of, by and with,  
other axizaims"EXTERIOR" SoientologiEts who I imagine have 
"helped" him a great deal in the "PROCESSING" - or condition-
ing" of a rather large segment of the "population" of the Free 

He, L. RON HUBBARD,.hea trainee an ARMY of HIGHLY 
PROCESSED EXTERIOR AND OTHERWISE "INDIVIDUALS" win WHO ARE 
QUITE READY, IXXX dIGHLY WILLING AND MORE THAN H1.4LY ABLE 
to rent you people and the inhabitants of these United Statee 
Into TINY, MORE-THAN-ELECTRONMICROSCOPALLY, PHOTON-LIKE SHREADS. 

They, the CHICAGO INVADTTS, actually some of them, 
working so gainfully at 

CHICAGO MAILING SYSTEMS 
2653 WEST ARTHINGTON 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

are quite, and alas 
SCIENTOLOGICALLY ADEPT at Earth-type MEDIEVAL and EARLY-AMERI-
CAN X "SORCERRY" =Wu& which I "'EAS LUCKY ENOUGH TO WITNESS" 
in 'the - OPEN SPAag between TMO UFO-LIKE (TOP PORTION) POSTS, THE 
ENTIRE THIRD FLOOR, which I now manage to remember, BEING RE-
PLETE WITH THEM, They are there for the, I imagine, Xpixonit 
"PURPOSE" of aiding in tan bracing the above floor, 

I saw a black form in the general shape of a flying 
bird being routed or projected very close to the East Wall of 
the SECOND FLOOR wile I wag standing during non-break hours 
observing RUNS= enme of the "people" of 

CHICAGO MAILING SYSTEMS 
2653 WEST ARTHINGTON 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

By the way, the EYE-GLASS EFFECTS of el,me of them, a 
young Negro Male in particular, le CHICAGO-STATE-JACK STYLE. 

WOW/ 	
Oyu +ti e: 

5018 
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to another. It startles the preclear, when run through a boy-
hood fight, wherein he hit another boy in the eye, to feel the 
pain in his own eye at the instant of the blow. And so it is with 
all inflicted injuries. 

This is a simple matter of the interaction of the pictures of 
energy. 

This is a "maybe", indecision, inaction. This is aberration —
trying to do unto others what was done unto you — good or 
bad. 

An interplay of static against motion or between two classes 
of motion, one relatively static to the other, can and does pro-
duce active electrical energy in beings of different characteristics 
and potentials. This makes a living being an electrical field 
more capable of high potential and varieties of waves than are 
known to nuclear physics, of which Scientology is a basic. 

This created energy played lightly over a "facsimile" re-
activates it and causes it to bear upon a being once more. This 
is an activity of thinking. 

A "facsimile" brought into play by a moment of intense 
activity may afterwards, when the being is again producing 
only normal energy output, "refuse" to be handled by the lower 
energy. This facsimile then can trap the energy of a being and 
turn upon him the pain, emotion, and other things recorded in 
the facsimile. The facsimile thus can absorb energy and give 
pain, especially when the being holding it has forgotten it or 
does not perceive it. This is restimulation. 

By concentrating a live energy flow upon a facsimile directly, 
the being can erase, disintegrate, or "explode" or "implode" it. 

As heavy facsimiles are the hidden source of human aberration 
and psychosomatic illness, their erasure or better handling by 
the being is intensely desirable. 

The remedy of human aberration and illness is a minor goal 
of Scientology. Its discoveries make this possible. 

CHAPTER THREE 

If Life — or Theta, as it is called in Scientology — is a mirror 
and a creator of motion which can be mirrored, it follows then 
that mirror-wise, the whole of the laws of motion — magnetism, 
energy, matter, space, and time — can be found in thought and 
behaviour, and even thinking partakes of the physical universe 
laws regarding matter, energy, space, and time. Thus, even the 
laws of Newton can be found operative in thought. Fortunately, 
all this is beyond the need of an auditor's immediate grasp 
of the subject for if it were not, an auditor would have to be 
first a nuclear physicist before he could begin to make the lame 
well and the able more able. 

Some understanding of the matter is, however, desirable. 
Otherwise, some very weird philosophies would develop which 
would benefit none. Man has been ridden to death by philosophies 
which, unproven by any result, yet achieved enough prominence 
to spoil many a society (Schopenhauer or Nietzsche, for example). 
Many a scientific effort has fallen into disrepute because of 
philosophic misrepresentation. 

Kant and Hegel all but ruined any hope nuclear physics or 
the humanities had by wild misrepresentation (in resounding 
language) of Indian philosophy and other early efforts to resolve 
the riddle of existence. So let us see how very basic and simple 
are the reasons why we audit what we audit. 

Life can create motion or use motion or mirror motion. 
Motion is a change in space. Any change involves time. Con-
versely, for there to be time, there must be change. If no change 
occurs we have the illusion of a static again. 

The main trouble with facsimiles is that they "hang up" in 
time, then become timeless and then give the concept of "no 
change". Our preclear, desiring to change for the better, cannot 
change because he is "hung up" in a memory which he "can't" 
change. The auditor wants change. Timelessness or foreverness 
prevents change and these unwelcome conditions come about 
when a facsimile "hangs up" in present time. This makes the 
preclear feel he is unable to change. No matter what you do 
for him, if you do not get him "into present time" or (the 
same thing) get the facsimiles out of present time, you have 
"no change". 



CHAPTER FOUR 

A wave length is a characteristic of motion. Many motions 

are too random, too chaotic to have orderly wave lengths. An 

orderly wave length is a flow of motion. It has a regular re-

peated distance between its crests. Take a rope or a garden 

hose and give it a flip. You will see a wave travel along it. 

Energy, whether electrical, light, or sound, has some such 

pattern. 

This is a smooth flowing wave. Its length is between crests. 

It is measured in units of length such as centimeters or inches or 

feet. 

rpt 
ft..• 	„".•2 	 • I• 
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A flow can have many patterns. 

These still have wave length. We are not much interested 

here in patterns or characteristics. We are interested in lengths. 

Here are some rough estimates of wave lengths which pro-
duce reactions on the mind, a tone scale of wave lengths. 
(Accurate lengths not given here.) 

Wave . 
Tone 	 Length 

00 Or 

	

0  	0.0 
.00000000000000000000000002 

	

39.0  	cm. 
aesthetics 

	

.0000002 	\.00 

	

8.0  	cm. 	(NI 
analytical thought 

.024 

	

1.5 	  
emotion 

Note how gross is emotion, how tiny is the wave producing 
aesthetics (art). 

A wave length is not the power of a wave. A small length, 
given enough volume, is deadlier or stronger than a gross wave. 

Now we see that a facsimile can have a mirrored set of 
wave lengths which match any wave in the physical universe. 
Actually, theta can create waves. Thus a facsimile can contain 
heavy effort or emotion and throw that back at the preclear. 
A facsimile, restimulated by the preclear's attention units, can 
contain enough force to bow his back out of shape, scar his 
flesh, give him actual electrical shocks, or make him hot enough 
to run a fever, to say nothing of changing his ideas. 

Theta can be forced to have a facsimile it did not create. Hit 
a man, operate on him, beat him, give him a shock — he then 
will have a facsimile which can 'reactivate when his attention 
units, later on, accidentally sweep over it. 

However, theta, to be made to have and hold any facsimile, 
must be "built down". The only reason theta will hold to a fac-
simile, the only mechanical way it can hold any facsimile, is by 
having it attached to theta itself. 

We can see that facsimiles are unnecessary, restrictive, and in 
short, are control mechanisms. To control anyone, it is necessary 
to do one of two things: 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Neither you nor a preclear need accept "whole track" or 

the identity of the thetan as described fully in WHAT TO 

AUDIT*. Not to begin. You'll very rapidly make up your own 

mind about it when you start the process "Black and White". 

To audit an "assist", a grief charge, an engram, see earlier 

works. These items are still with us. That "Black and White" 

solves engrams and locks wholesale does not mean single incident 

running is not effective and that it should not be known. But 

these and their techniques have no place here in "8-80". 

Single incident processing, effort processing, the running of 

secondaries all are replaced by "Black and White". Straight 

wire, lock scanning, valence shifting all are replaced by "concept 

processing". The wide-open case, however, is processed on 

single incidents and concepts as necessary, for the wide-open 

case does not see white except in an actual electronic. 

The reason for this is that "Black and White" and "concept 

running" make clears, MEST and theta, in a very short time 

and they are so simple that one cannot mistake any of his moves. 

While an auditor can get complete results with them, they do 

not try his wits. They are 1, 2, 3 processes. 

Concept processing and "Black and White" mean the goals 

of Scientology will be reached very soon. They mean that none 

in Scientology should be other than a MEST clear. 

As for "whole track" and thetans, I wouldn't dare say a 

word if "Black and White" didn't show them up with alarming 

velocity. A preclear can soar so in tone on "whole track" and 

"Black and White" that his capabilities so acquired cannot be 

ignored even by the bitterest foe of truth and freedom. 

As detailed in WHAT TO AUDIT, there are many elec-

tronic implants on the whole track. In other words, any pre-

clear has, in the last few thousand years, been placed in an 

electronic field and rendered nul, void, and obsessed by heavy 

"electrical" currents. 

The object was slavery, a compulsion to be good and obedient, 

and to have a MEST body. 

•"WHAT TO AUDIT"--get HISTORY OF MAN by L. Ron Hubbard. Order from Book-

store of Hubbard Scientology Organization nearest you—listed in back of book. 
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As one makes a dog tame by beating him, one has been 

made to obey by being beaten with force fields. 

A heavy blow gives amnesia. A heavy force, field can utterly 

nullify the entire perscnalness of a being. 

You will not be long in the processing before you finally 

discover to your own joy that you are you, not a perishable 

MEST body. 

You will find electronic incidents very vicious and so heavy 

that they push one down scale to a not-beingness which is 

summed up by "I am not", "I know not". Disbelief, distrust, 

and many other low scale concepts rise as you run these heavy 

incidents. 
Somatics of great conviction, however, await your first 

contact with "Black and White". 

The electronic fields are ready to be run. They are in "present 

time". They contain heavy effort and emotion. And they also 

contain an aesthetic band. The aesthetic waves alone pin these 

facsimiles to theta. You run out the aesthetic wave band and 

you have run the incident. 

C) 
U") 

zggizo;antL 
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CHAPTER SIX 

The running of "Black and White" is very simple: simple 
to do, easy to audit. 

The best auditing and the fastest by far is done with the 
E-Meter*. The meter practically runs the case. Most important, 
it spares the auditor from too close a concentration on his 
preclear, the only aberrative thing about auditing. 

"Black and White" can be self-audited, but in this case the 
E-Meter becomes quite vital. 

Tell any preclear to "see" if he can find a "white area" 
around him. He will perceive, clearly or weakly, a blackness 
or a spotty black-whiteness, a grayness, or a whiteness around 
him, above him, or below him. It may be in patterns or there 
may be color in it. You don't want ANYTHING but WHITE-
NESS. 

Tell the preclear to "turn it all white". He will find that if 
he puts his attention in the center of the sphere, or if he pushes 
or pulls a little, he can get the field white. 

Tell him to keep it white. He will have to change and shift 
his attention around in the field but he can do it. If his attention 
keeps slipping off, the field will turn black on him. Keep telling 
him to put his attention back on the place that turns the area 
around him white. 

If you have him on a meter, as you should, you will be able 
to "read" exactly what is happening. 

If the needle steadily climbs to the left (rises), he is keeping 
the field white. The incident is running out. 

If the needle stops or is "sticky", he has a large section of 
black in the field he must make white. The Incident, with black 
in it, is not running out. 

If the needle rises and jerks suddenly to the right (drops), 
he has just gotten a somatic and the suddenness and amount of 
the drop measure the amount of pain. 

To audit, all you do is make him keep the field white. Black 
spots will appear just before the somatic hits. Theoretically, the 
entire incident could be run without somatics simply by keeping 
it white. 

*For 
this book. 

full &Meter technology get the E-Meter texts by L. Roo Hubbard listed in the back of 
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The aesthetic wave is all you want out of the incident. This 
gone, the rest vanishes. It is like having a heavy curtain hang-
ing by a thin strip. Cut the strip and you cut down the whole 
curtain. 

Run the aesthetic band only. The incident is gone. 
Run out the heavy electronic incidents and all heavy fac-

similes go, for only an electronic can keep a thetan aberrated 
and form a base "sticky" enough to cause other incidents and 
locks to stay in present time or restimutate. 

When the preclear cannot get the field, an electronic flow 
is bouncing him. Get his attention to the flow source and keep 
putting it back every time it bounces until he can manage it. 
Or, unburden the case with concept running, for if he cannot 
get white, you must take off some of the "upper" burden of 
locks by concept running. 

What of boil-off??? 
Boil-off, that sinking into grogginess or even unconsciousness, 

cannot be permitted. It wastes time and does no good. 
How to stop it? Your P-C is sending or receiving a white 

flow. If he stays at it until after he should have reversed it, it 
goes black and be will start to boiL By quickly shifting the flow 
of attention or direction of motion in the incident, whiteness 
returns and the tendency to "boil-off" vanishes. 

Hence, by discovering the source of boil-offs and how to 
stop them, we save much time. 

Aesthetic 

Reason — 
Postulates 

Emotion 

Effort 

CJ 
tV 
CO 
LC) 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

What do we mean by aesthetic? 

We mean solely, and only, Beautiful. 

Beauty is theta. Any wave close to theta is taken by theta 
for beauty. A harmony of wave motion is evidently a lower 
harmonic of beauty. A disharmony of wave motion, no matter 
how high the wave length, is ugliness. But ugliness is also a 
wave, a disharmony with the wave length of beauty* but very 
close to it. 

Light and dark waves, as they appear to attention units, go 
in harmonics all the way down the scale from .0000000000000-
0000000000002 centimeters to the bottom. 

A•11",•"*......4.1••••••••••*Wbori 

It must be remarked that this is an approximation, a rough 
analogy, for the auditor, not the engineer. 

Do NOT get beauty entangled here with LOVE or anything 
else but beauty. Beauty is a wave length closely resembling 
theta or a harmony approximating theta. Ugliness is a disharmony 
in wave discord with theta. 

Theta will stop ugliness or disharmony or try to stop it; 
that is to say, the wave of ugliness will disrupt theta. 

This may sound quite poetic. It is, in fact, very "hard boiled" 
engineering. It is just a matter of wave lengths, apparently. 

Thus an incident must have a beauty factor if it is to append 
itself to theta. Or it must be underlain by an incident with such 
a beauty factor. 

The "beauty" in this case, and where we will find it to audit, 
is actually a counterfeit of theta, an obsessive beauty which 
enforces beauty and forbids ugliness. Theta, left alone, will 
seek beauty and fight or shun ugliness. It would have to be able 
to if it could be aberrated into an obsession about beauty. That 
this obsession is present, an auditing test leaves no doubt. 

*Honor, gallantry, purity are lower wave lengths. They can be run until beauty is found. 
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If your preclear will run the concept of beauty in the white 
of an electronic incident and the concept of ugliness on the 
black if it insists on coming in, the incident will run out. 

Direct the preclear's attention to the white and have him 
get the concept that it is beautiful. He will not have to employ 
much effort to keep it white if he keeps this concept. 

If the black keeps encroaching, have him run the concept 
of ugliness on it. It will lose force. 

Some preclears are so badly aberrated that black has become 
the only desirable shade. Here is the criminal. The preclear 
can run how beautiful black is. He won't do it for long. 

The original incidents when they were laid in were designed 
to be obsessive. Most have the beauty-ugly motive. This makes 
the victim obsessed to keep all calm and not fight. There are 
even scenes — "hot facsimile" pictures made of raw energy —
to show him beauty. As if theta had no concept. 

The other twin which a preclear gets in some incidents is 
good-evil. Good is a rational level wave, a harmonic on beauty, 
much lower. It evolves into beauty when run and should to get 
the incident free. Evil, of course, is as black as white is good. 
Religious obsessive incidents (complete with religious scenes) 
come in easily and run when the white is run with the concept 
"good". This soon goes up scale to beauty. 

All electronic incidents run out on "black and white" with 
the concept of beauty and with a placing of attention so that 
the white turns on as bright as possible. 

These incidents were intended to be confusing, the better to 
make a slave obey (they thought). By running half the waves 
one way and half the other, a beauty-ugly conflict was created. 

high wave beauty 
high wave ugliness 
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CHAPTER TEN 

The patterns of attention, or wave, flows are: 

Simple flow. 

EXPLOSION 
Fix attention on Source Sphere 
or disc out from center. Fix at-
tention on center, then on the 
surface, collapsing it. 

IMPLOSION 
Imploding into center. Fix atten-
tion on center, then on surface, 
getting out from it. 

A RETRACTOR WAVE 
Put attention on both directions 
at once. 

Work on all flows until they turn white. 

For everything that you find happened to the preclear, he 
did something like it to another. 

Run any incident until it seems "sticky". Then run the 
incident. Back and forth as required. Incidents run, then, first 
the Motivator or DEDEX, then the overt, or DED. 

For every inflow there is an outflow in all present time 
locked facsmilies. Any flow run until it goes black will turn 
white or erase when the direction of flow is reversed. 

When any part of the body puts out in a single direction 
only, or too long, it will aberrate. 

The thetan puts in the wave of beauty into bodies, gets 
back low level or sex (just below beauty). The thetan doesn't 
get a beauty wave back into bodies. Putting out too long, the 
thetan keys in the "beauty" counterfeit of a facsimile. Thus, 
electronic incidents come into play. Run the thetan putting out, 
or failing to put out, beauty into bodies and situations. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 

While the auditor can do much solely by reducing facsimiles, . 
he soon will find that his preclears are not always able to erase 
facsimiles easily. He will find occasionally that he often has a 
difficult time when a particularly heavy facsimile is in restimula-
tion and, do what he will, the auditor may find his preclear's 
tone remains unchanged and that the preclear's attitudes have 
not evolved to a better high. 

We now come to "The Governor", mentioned in a lecture 
in the Autumn of 1951. The speed of a preclear is the speed of 
his production of energy. 

The most important step in establishing a preclear's self-
determinism, the main goal of the auditor, is the rehabilitation of 
the preclear's ability to produce energy. 

A being is, apparently, an energy production source. How 
does he produce live energy without mechanical means, cellular 
activity, or food? 

The basic principle of energy production by a being has 
been copied in electronics. It is very simple. A difference of 
potential of two areas can establish an energy flow of themselves. 
Carbon batteries, electric generators, and other producers of 
electrical flows act on the principle that a difference of energy 
potential in two or more areas can cause an electrical impulse 
to flow between or amongst them. 

The pre le'r is static and kinetic, meaning he is no-motion 
and motion. These, interplaying, produce electrical flow. 

A preclear as a static can hold two or more energy flows of 
different wave lengths in proximity and between them obtain a 
flow. 

A preclear can hold a difference of flow between. two waves 
and a static so long (and arduously) that the effect of a dis-
charging condenser can be obtained. This can "explode" a 
facsimile. 

The preclear flows electrical currents of command at the 
body. These hit pre-established ridges (areas of dense waves) 
and cause the body to perceive or act. The preclear takes from 
the body perception with tractor beams. He holds the body 
still or braces himself against it by wrapping a tractor (pull-
ing) beam around it while he places a pressor (pushing) beam 
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maton which will operate for him. However, as the life source 

goes down tone scale, it itself can become enturbulated and 

less able to impose time and space upon his facsimile. He cannot 

distinguish between himself and a ridge which is an apparent 

idenity. 
The name given to this life source is "thetan". It is the indi-

vidual, the being, the personality, the knowingness of the human 

being. 
The state of the human being is artificial, the thetan using 

the body for his own pleasure and convenience. A thetan, having 

done so, ordinarily forgets he is doing so, and in order to in-

crease his randomity initially, suppresses the fact that he is 

separate from the body. He then becomes identified with the 

body to such a degree that should the body die, he abandons 

to it, he supposes, but not actually, all the facsimiles which have 

been accumulated for that body. 

If the preclear refers to "his thetan", he has not identified 

himself, cinre  he supposes his thetan to be something else, or 

elsewhere. He is the thetan, and when he is in a state of knowing-

ness, he knows where he is. If he is in a state of unknowing-

ness, which is to say identified with the body, he does not know 

where he is. 

When a thetan has come down tone scale to the minus scale, 

he no longer believes himself capable of the production of power, 

he cannot select facsimiles for interchanges, and he becomes an 

unknowingly motivating portion of the person, but all the 

person ever will be is the thetan. 

The genetic entity is of very little concern. 

These manifestations of energy, and the life source, can be 

discovered easily by the technique which has now been developed. 

The formula of the energy of life source which has been 

tentatively advanced is: 
EI 

Life = — . (—f). 
—R 

If.. 	 • 
E = Energy Potential 

I = Energy Flow 

—R = Negative Resistance 

—f = Negative Frequency 

The theory of the counter-elasticity of flow is easily observed 

on an oscilliscope and is possibly the negative frequency. An 

energy line will flow, whether in space or in a confined conduit, 

just so long before it accumulates sufficient =turbulence to 

stop. It requires, then, an enormous forcing potential behind 

it to continue its flow. This is resistance, and is, indeed, the 

resistance in electrical wires, and is one of the main reasons why 

power has to be furnished to a generator. The flow, when it 

has gone to the limit of the elasticity, of the particles it contains, 

will then discharge backwards against its direction of flow, 

and if agitated, will do so. A flow must flow in one direction 

and then in the reverse direction, and within the limits of the 

elasticity of flow in order to create an energy which does not 

require heavy potentials to keep it in flow. 

While the conservation of energy is a useful principle, in 

basic physics, and elementary nuclear physics, such as those 

used in the creation of the atom bomb, and in the formulas of 

Lornz-Fitzgerald, its practical application is demonstrable only 

between effort and matter on the tone scale, and is useful within 

the bounds of mechanic4I motion and activity in the material 

universe only. That thought may be seen occasionally to violate 

the conservation of energy does not immediately cancel the 

fact that thought is part of the material universe and is as much 

energy as electrons, protons, and electric lights. Thought is 

self-perpetuating so long as it operates in the bands above 

emotion. When it falls below the band of emotion, it ceases to 

perpetuate itself. 

There is much technology here which has been discovered 

with relationship to energy and the material universe and these 

principles are applicable to such things as the creation of weapons 

which will cancel, or explode at a distance, the force of an 

atom bomb, or which will themselves, at a cost of two or three 

hundred dollars, make automatic firing blasts on the level of 

an atomic explosion. Nuclear physics has been in its infancy 

and a great deal of pioneer work has been possible in the field. 

It should not be considered that nuclear physics has invaded 

the field of life, any more than the humanities have invaded 

the field of life. Energy manifestations have a single applicable 

pattern. And those patterns apply as well to thought as they 

apply to electrical flows. It is simply that we have advanced 
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4921.23 North Kenmore Avenue 
Chicago, Illinsie - 60640 
December 27, 1'I;69 

e 

Q.e 

Mr. Harry E. Butts 
Assistant to the Director 
Division of CaEe Guidance 
Bureau of Compliance 
Feed and Drug Administration 
"aehington, D.C. - 20204 

Yr. Jahn 1-Aaar Hoover 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
,4ashingten, D.C. 

HIE Zmminance John Cardinal Cody 
Holy Name Cathedral 
Chicago, Illinois 

Mr. jarriesn 
Mental Health Outpost 
U.S. Public Health Service 
4141 North Clarendon 
Chicago, Initiate 

Dear Sire: 

From: "Centomrerary Schools of Peycholey", Revised Edition, 
by Relert Sessions 2odwerth, The Ronald Press Company, New 
York. 

Page 52: "A cameanion law was the law of exercise, or of 
use and Oleele, which stated that any response made to a given 
eituatien was thereley aeceelated with the sttuation, that the 
mere it was use d as a reeponee to the came situation the more 
etrandly it wae associated with it, whereas prolonged disuse 
weakened the association. Thin law of exeretee was evidently. 
the old law of association applied to connections, not between 
ideas, 'out between eituatien and reepeneo. Itw ae the old 10,  

eeeeciatien with its eub-lawe If frequenny ane recency. 

"The study of animal learning 'at:nazi showed clearly,. 
did not cover the ground." 

What did? 

L. Ron Hubbard and hie OTe - they were net quite up to 
their creeent "EtandarE" then - certainly added to their elecov-
eriee sn my mother in the Xxxxiatum "letampina In' or "tetampirg/ 
out" of a reeeonee tendency with the use of a stamp mill in 1959. 
I do not know the name of the. company tut I believe I can find it. 
it, the company, is located in Chicago. 

"Any act" ('ioodwarth continues on peee 52) "which in a 
given situation produces eatiefaction becomes aeeeciated with that 
situation, eo that when the eituatien recurs the act is more 
likely than before to recur ales. Cenversely, any act which in a 
aiven eituation preducel discomfort become! dielociated from that 
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situation, ea that when the situation recurs the act Is less 
likely than before to recur." 

I do not care to gs into the law of frequency - a glance 
at some physicians' ferms relative to sexual Intercourse will 
suffice - (page 52) but the law of recency - I do net find a de-
scription if this law readily available in Wesdwirrthie "Centempo-
rary Schsols of Peychalogy": a summary I once did on Melvin S. 
Hattwickte "How to Use Peychslegy for Better Advertising" (about 
1947), yields: "The f 'laws of primacy and. recency' state that 
these experience! that come first and these that are mare recent 
are the most easily recalled later.' - in an expesed live wire 
attached to the "Ring of Fire" around the center if my penis 
emits a little moire than the psychslogical "law if primacy" - I 
always came first with my mother - can suggest. 

Frem Melvin S. Remick, Phd., (again, my summary of 
his bask): "The 'law of effect'. This law states that an ex-
perience that produces an emotional effect will be recalled more 
easily and quickly. If the experience is pleasant rather than. 
unpleasant, it will be more easily remembered." 

The capabilities of the Scientologiste were is tremen-
dueusly upgraded or up-statted in their current terminology by 
such research sr "Group Activity". I doubt, asin conventional 
peyelealrgy, that learning (sr Lern-ing) was achieved by the criti-
cal examination of ther eepineee of one isolated case. I can 
only recommend the checking of psycho wards of general hespitals 
and "conventional" State Institutions: not the near-litnormal, the 
"in-goed-contact" tines, but the paranoid, the echizephrenIc and 
the multiple- (induced valences) personality and/er paraphrenic. 

It is hoped that a "vide-effect" of this checking will 
reveal the correctable flagrantly criminal vieletiens of Mental 
Health lags that, I am sure, exist not only in ChicageState Heepi-
tel, 5500 West Irving Park Road, Chicago, Illinois, but in other 
State Institutiens as well. 

"The law if effect", ilibuillattla (Woedworth, page 53) 
annauncei by Tharndike, encountered much criticism, stimulated a 

vast amount of experimental investigation, and led to persistent 
efforts to work out a complete and satisfactory theory of learn-
ing. It is net neceeeary for out purposes to follow this die-
cussien, though we shall Catch glihe)see of it in conaectian with 
some ef the ether eche:Lie f  We need consider only the Iwpertance 
of this law in the newer axeociatisniem." 

I, feeling a  little miffed at Larude's waving away of 
my efforts to get infermation on the "Wall of Fire", began some 
experimentation en my ern. 

Before I 'earn relating this - I proceeded with caution 
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tonight -.I am going to re-iterate Larudd'f warning to me: "It 
will incinerate you". Since only the highly proceeeed of the 
Scientologiste are permitted to run this incident, according to 
Larude, and since my "Ring of Fire" incident was not entirely 
pleasant, 1 suggest that you follow his advice. The "Wall of 
Fire" may be fatal. 

I took a lighted cigarette and gazed steadily at the 
fire, then noticed that it was in a straight line in relation to 
the 2001-A.D.-type obelisk-reflection on my water glass. The 
fire seemed to disappear, leaving only the white lumenescence of 
the cigarette butt itself. I held my hand steady so that motion 
would not influence the experiment, then cloned one eye and then 
the other eo that side-parralax would net be a factor. 

Larudete warning was uppermost in my mind and I, re*. 
peat, did Proceed with caution. With the above factors in check, 
with both eyes looking straight at the lighted cigarette, I  per- 
ceived17 Tia  laancear not once hut many time!. I felt ,-, or 
felt - a kind of *Warning". It seemed to emmanate from a bodi 
lees *voice" in the region of obelisk on the water glass. It X22: 
nit a little ghostly. 

I reacted with not a little anger at this "interruption" 
because I was in a hurry, and thuMbed my nose in the direction of 
the "voice". The zigamettaximitxigpplesumaxi lumeneecence of the 
cigarette butt appeared a little more pronounced. 

Interpreting this to be ecme kind of "trick", I thumbed 
mI noee simitxagainxemlin the voice's direction again and told ti 
"It" t: 	"Go to Hell". 

It.  wee then that the firery portion of kk my cigarette 
disappemred. 

This scoured u several more times; I, in defiance of 
the warning, continuing. 

Finally, when further experimentation became fruitless, 
I discontinued the experiment for the night. 

I awoke thie morning at about 1:15 P.M. 

From Robert Seesions Woodworth, "Contemporary School! 
of Peych:llogy% page 38t "The germ of asetclationlem can be Penn S .  even ae far back ae Aristotle's essay on "Memory". He made the 
fundamental ebdervation that one thing reminds you of another, 
and went on to eek the question, in effect: "If A reminds you of 
B, what- le the relation of A to B?" He answered that the relation 
TRs sometimes one of similarity, eometimea one of contrast, earner 
tlmee one of contiguity." 

Woodworth, again, page 52: "Every one of these reeponeeet  
according to the law or as exerciah,hechmes aeesciated with the 
situation." 	 -5035 
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From, again, Melvin S. Hattwick's "Hew to Use Psychology 
for Bet ter Advertising" - (my summary); 

"To bring this brand name xixthz to the prospect's mind 
requires lehrning the product's name. This is best done 
through the psychological principle of association. This 
principle states that when two thoughts, ideas, happen-
ings, are experienced together,and when one of them ap-
pears later, the other tends to come te mind also. A 
number of methods are used to build such associations 
in the field of learning. These are called 'laws,  and 
Can be effectively applied tsi advertising." 

I saw the movie "Alice's Restaurant" last night. 

Wow' 

If this offered theory is correct, "Alice's Restaurane-7 
is not only the "slap in the face" to the United States GovernMent, 
as It was, obviously, Intended to be, but is, as well, an example_; 
of the sheerest stupidity I have ever encountered among not only-'. 
Government official, and agencies, but of the American public, 
themselves. 

I refer you to,  not only the Kehee Reports on UFO-Unidenr. 
tif ied Flying SKIEXAK Objects-Van Tassel (tape recording) Flying 
Saucers, bodiless "Beingsl from which have, he e aid in the t ape, 
landed :n his farm, but to the numerrie and often overly-critl-
=TTpaperbacks on UFO Phenomena. 

The TV-Series, "The Invaders", is an example of not 
only sheer bravery but of extreme patriotism - the kind that 
can get one killed. 

The film, "Alice's Res taurant 11, kaxxiaxtt was made by 
'"human" or "near-human" freaks of another planet that are here 
solely, and I repeat solely, for the purpose of taking us over. 

This, I might add, is, or seems to be, in gimp direct 
competition with the of ten-s t a ted-by-me PLANETARY TAKE*OVER 
plane of X HASI, HTTBBARD ASSOCIATION OF SCIENTOLOGISTS, INTER-
NATIONAL, St. Hill, Susses, England. 

The LSD and/or its many derrivatives, tons of which 
are being c:nveniently thrust down the willing throats of a large 
pax propertivn of the p opul at Lon of these United States, as splat 	es 
to put us to sleep and then take us over, is but one of the ex- 
amples- of extra-terrestrial "learning°  rather, c ond it toning., 
under which we are being very' nearly ki murdered daily. 

"Alice's Restaurant" is a Hollywood-produced "movie of 
the times". 
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These are times if "LOVE", we are conditioned daily by 
cheap, completely rediculoue and/or extra-terrestrially produced 
Ex* advertising art, nit only cheaply plastered on every billboard 
across the scenic beauty of these United States, but in magazines 
such as "Life", "Time", which did manage to run an article on the 
FDA Court Suit against the Scientologists - with "Isolated" spaces 
of Time in between - and on - the number of incidents are astro-
nomical - busses, one of which is the long-sought-after Chicago 
Transit Authority system in Chicago, especially the "Advertising" 
of the "Famed" or UZI In-famed current art of "Gray-Flannel-,Cuit" 
"Bsy-(fTMEar", Peter Max. 

This "Art", in the so modern style, which has been about 
or engulfing us for many years, is exceedingly remiscent of not 
only the cliff-AsstAtag dwelling art of primitave peoples through-
out the world, but of the Tombs of the Pharsee of Ancient Egypt 
which, according to Scientologtet sr EX-(?)-Scientolsgist Carl 
Roth, see the hoped for 42500.00 I:Federal Judge Payoff Case in' 
connection with a Chicago psychiatrist*by Carl Roth and others 
in 1956, during the time of the HASI Drug, Dianazene, Experiment,: 
centered in Washington, D.C. hy L. Ron Hubbard duri hir_con- 
venient stay there 	(*kidnapoing) 	at the time, 	 which 
MIXT7Scientslagist Carl Rath) told me, in nit quite the strict-
est of conf!dencee, were built sl by extra-terrestrial (UFO-Fly-
ing Saucer-Spaceships -- Van Tassel's ?) space vehicles. 

He, Scientiloglet Carl Roth, also in 1957, is referred 
me to the song, "Ezekiel Saw the Wheel" which song, he said, was 
taken from the Bible, and said that this "'heel" was a Space-
Statian. 

I am beginning to remember that in the same Vas.. Tassel 
tape recorded "lecture" referred to in previous Government Re-
ports, 3100MA he, Var. Tasiel, said, in effect, that a space eta-
ti:n is or sorsusxkzzxkszs was being built somewhere above the 
atmosphere of the Earth, in direct relation to the Moon. 

The movie, "Alice's Restaurant", is a current Hollywood 
!ham le of Extra-Terrestrial Infilitration which, if investigated 
correc ly, will yield much psycholsgical, biological, bio-physical 
and big-chemical data of the INVADR. 

The Modern "LOVE" Art of Peter Max and of his 21MAXX 
"Imitators, LS, I believe, an example of the primitabe art of 
another planet, olviously theirs, allowed their sub-human slaves 
cn their own planet. 

The "Music", including the Earth-primitave "Kazoo" 
that is getting a little too walla plentiful these days, is 
quite remiscent of, in a parallel of Earth Science Fiction 
Writing and Art and Music in the productions of Hollywood and 
other major Studios throughout the world, including, on another 
sphere or level, the "work" of Famed or In-Famed DinopibiLauren. 
tis Production of "Camille-2000" (or =X Camille 2001-A.D.)., 
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is achieving a parallel in I believe every major and minor film 
studio throughout the globe, 

As on the Earth, the "Oldest Profession" being prosti-
tution, es it seams throughout the Universe, the "OldeSt Profession" 
is "Divide and Conquer, then Rule." 

We, in these United States, as well as, again, every 
mojer'and minor country, Principality and Island throughout the 
world - or as HASI advertises, "World-Wide - are being subjected 
to a carefully planned and monitored INVASION DMA FROM OUTER 
SPACE, that includes - judging from the license plate codes ». 
Illinois end Out-Of-State (or Solar System) -- of HASI 	infil-
tration and take-over of El/12Y INSTITUTION, BUILDING, CHURCH, 
GOVERNMENT AGENCY - inzbastisz; including, I do not doubt, the 
FDA AND THE FBI - RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATION and GOVERNMENT BODIES 
OF THE UNITED STATES AND ABROAD, including the BRITISH PARLIA-
MENT and the CONINFCRM OF SOVIET RUSSIA. 

Again, I do not doubt, that the HOUSE OF REPRESENTA 
TIVES AND THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES is not withoutAeveral 
INVADERS. 

The VICE-PRESIDENTS of both the NINXINN DEMOCRATIC and 
REPUBLICIAN XX parties in the last (1968) Presidential Election 
are both IK EXAMPLES and/or PROTOTYPES of HARRIS RICHARD WING 
ANGEL'S TYPE OR SOURCE OF EXTEN-TERRESTRIAL OR EXTRA-GALACTIC 
INVADER. 

In 1959, Ace Scientelogist Paul Bezezian - Gaslight 
Clubs, Chicago - 5231 North Wayne Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, 
was, with a part of HARRIS RICHARD WING ANGEL'S "SCIENTOLOGY" 
GROUP, running - (?) - the HASI-DISCOVERED "WALL OP XXXXX FIRE" 
on Members of the XXXXXXXXEK BRITISH PARLIAMENT by or through 
tae means of SMOKING CIGARETTES. 

The name of the cigarettes.. 

PARLIAMENT. 

What else? 

The wife of HARRIS RICHARD "WING" ANGEL, SMOKE! ANORM 
or SMOKY ANGEL is I believe still operating in the State of 
Florida. I do not have to draw your attention too closely to 
the ABILITIES of a SCIENTOLOGY-TRAINED OPERATING THETAN - pre» 
current.Variety - and an obvious member of the EXTRA-TEHRESTRIALr 
UFO-BEING»PIYING SAUCER-SPACESHIP ORGANIZATION, THE VAN TASSEL 
1NVADERU. 

The VAN TASSEL TAPE LECTURE, Wallington, D.C., 1956, 
also included a mention of an EXTRA-TERRESTRIAL probably manu» 
factured and produced - assembled here - machine that somehow.  
FIXES BODIES TO TIME AND THUS PREVENTS AGING. -  THIS MACHINE, VAN 
TASSEL, HIMSELF, SAID, IS LOCATED ovqp FARM SOMEWHERE IN-CALI» 
PORNIA. 	 U.D8 
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"Alice's Restaurant" 
-16103IXIXXXXXXX movie that I saw at the /amass Riveria 

Tkeater Sisadway near Lawrence, Chicago, Illinsis, is the answer 
of 
L. RON HUBBARD'S HASI ani the VAN TASSEL-UFO-FLYING SAUCER OR.. 
CANIZATION to the movie made about her murder, "AUNT ALICE". 

This movie I saw twice, once at the Chicago Theater and 
once at, I believe, the Uptown. In bath, I recognized the pori.. 
trayal of the Kamm murderess as a representation of Irene =XX 
McNaught-Mindak, current ex-,wife of Chicago Police Captain, I 
believe, George Mindak. This le the woman, Irene MbNaught.iMin-• 
dak, whose marriage I broke ue under the direction of now-Scien-
telegist Robert Walter Desbler, then Debler. The relationship 
I had with this woman brought mueh consternation to my mother. 
In any event, the woman who Was murdered and wham the movie was 
made about, was my mother. 

I am going to re-iterate that the Movie, "Alice's 
Restaurant" be examined theroughly by psychilegiste, btxtagiaa-
biologists, lie-physicists and bio-chemistso There are changes 
in skin tax tecture among the acting personnel that are apparent 
in the film, charges in movement that are not °pito perceptible 
to the =Rag average person. In mt.114±±714* addition to this, 
is certain art that is sf an at= extra-terrestrial nature. I 
refer you to certain abstract designs, among them Itx an in.,& 
signia of HASI, the symbol of Infinity, plus t'he "LOVE" symbol 
of the Van Tassel, etc. organizatl:n. 

-,-in-4/•5240  
Irwin E. /...iewela 
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BUY 

THE CREATION 

OF HUMAN 

ABILITY 

by L. Ron Hubbard 

Before Scientology there was no road to higher states 
of ability and beingness. In ages past, Man dreamed idly 
in his folk tales of becoming heroic and super-able. But 
without the applied philosophy of Scientology. the way 
up and out was unknown, a dream which died and was 
reborn, apparently in vain, from age to age. 

.Written in 1954 by L. Ron Hubbard, The Creation of 
Human Ability pointed the way upward to higher abilities 
and wider freedoms. This great hook includes the Axioms 
of Scientology, precision drills for the increase of human 
ability, the famous Summary of Scientology and the fasci-
nating This is Scientology, all by L. Ron Hubbard. 290 
pages, hard cover, The Creation of Human Ability is a 
thorough exploration of a being's native abilities. 

Get it to disseminate to students, Scientology 
groups and your selectees — an essential book for any 
library, to read and apply! 

Price: $5.00 (with 20% Membership discount: $4.00) 

That's $50.00 for 10 (20% Discount price: $40.00) 

(Calif. residents odd 5% soles tax) 

ORDER FROM the Bookstore at your nearest AO. 
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THE CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY OF CALIFORNIA 

SCIENTOLOGY IS A RELIGIOUS PHILOSOPHY 

LETTERS 

TO THE EDITOR 
Dear Editor, 

I thank you very much for sending me an edition of 
the magazine, ADVANCE; It is a neat little booklet anc' 
nicely arranged. 

Congratulations on Denmark, it's great to see that 
lovely country going CLEAR. I look forward to the day I 
can be a member of that wonderful team THE SEA ORG'. 

I'm off to take the "Dianetic Course" at the Hubbard 
Academy of Personal Independence in Edinburgh in .a 
week's time and make my big start as a "Counseler" in 
Glasgow. I feel this is the big push through for UK. 

The best of success to you. 	 • 
Eileen Russell Able. 
Practicing Scientologist, 
FSM. Fellow Member. 

Dear Editor, 
Just got Issue 3 Vol. 1 Advance. 
Super! Well Done! It really communicates!! 

Bill Casey 

Dear Editor, 
I would like to acknowledge and thank you for the 

Advance magazine Issue II which was sent to me. It was 
informative and exciting. 

James Beebe 
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STANDARD DIANETICS 
BOOMS NEW ERA OF EXPANSION 

By L. Ron Hubbard 

FORMER HDAs, HPAs 

All persons who had achieved prior to the advent of 
Standard Dianetics, the certificate of HDA (Hubbard Dia-
netic Auditor) or HPA (Hubbard Professional Auditor) 

'\iind who paid in full for the course are awarded as follows 

1. A Standard Dianetics Course at their local org full 
or part time. 

2. Student Auditing and Reviews in their local org. 

Both at 50% of the existing Standard Dianetics Course 
and Review fe6. 

Any person who has paid for a new Standard Dianetics 
Course in full who had already paid for an old HDA or 
HPA Course in full MAY HAVE THE FULL AMOUNT 
PAID FOR THE STANDARD DIANETICS COURSE 
CREDITED TO SCIENTOLOGY ACADEMY COURSES, 
TO AN SH COURSE IF HE HAS HAD THOSE OR TO 
A CLASS VIII COURSE OR AN AO GRADE. 

It is the full intention of this Policy Letter to assist 
any Dianetic Auditor to become an HDC and obtain 
thereby the excellent results available in using Standard 
Dianetics. 

OLD ACC STUDENTS 

Any and all persons who have ever enrolled in an ACC 
( Advanced Clinical Course) providing only that a fee was 
paid in full, is entitled to the following: 

1. Full training as an HDG in the DAC of his nearest 
org or an SH or an AO. 

2. Student Auditing in Dianetics and org reviews to 
resolve any possible case difficulties. 

3. Assistance in obtaining any medical treatment 
indicated as necessary by competent medical examination. 

4. A retread to Class VI in a modern SH Course. 

No fees, except for any medical treatment indicated, 
may be charged for any of the services above. 

All orgs, AOs and SHes are ordered to deliver the 
above services. 

The Public Executive Secretary is to cause his division 
to unearth all past ACC records for names and addresses 
and to have his divisions send copies of this Policy Letter 
to all such former ACC students. 

Those ACC students who have recently paid for the 
new Standard Dianetic Course may have the amount 
credited to AO levels or AO reviews on presentation of 
invoice to AOs. 

It is the full intention of this Pol Ltr to ensure that 
old ACC students receive full benefit of modern technical 
developments. These students were once promised they 
would not have to pay for further training and this favour 
is offered to redeem that promise at least in part if not in 
full. I want them to be well and happy beings wherever 
they may not have fully achieved that goal. 

• 

SUCCESSFUL CLASS Vills 

Any Class VIII auditor may have the new Standard 
Dianetics Course free of charge at his nearest org or an AO. 

The additional certificate of HDG is required of Class 
VIIIs so they can handle Case Supervision and Standard 
Dianetic auditing as well as audit well in Standard Dia-
netics. 

The certificate of HDG is a prerequsite (along with 
a Class VI) for all new AO Class VIII enrollees after the 
date of receipt of this Policy Letter. 

STANDARD DIANETICS 

The Course is available at AOs and SHes. 

It has been found that the ability to audit Standard 
Dianetics well in its simplicity speeds Academy, VI and 
VIII training greatly and reduces failured students in the 
Academy, VI and VIII Courses to zero. 

It is not the intention of this Pol Ltr to interrupt the 
plans or activities of Scientology Classed Auditors or ap-
plicants and all possible adjustment will be made in orgs 
to accommodate Scientology Classed Auditors to quickly 
obtain their HDG during the period of adjustment. 

Continued . . . 
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Continued from previous page . . . 

We now have a smooth flowing tech training line and 
have found there are no failed cases where training is 
good and which follows this gradient. 

TRIPLE GRADES 

No one may offer triple grades free of charge and any 
such offer after this date is null and void. 

A Class V is the only auditor authorized to audit triple 
grades. 

Lower classed auditors may audit only single grades. 

No triple grades may be audited on a pc after this 
date who has not been awarded a Standard Dianetic Com-
pletion Certificate. This certificate requires a well, happy 
human being as its end result. Usually this requires at 
least 25 hours of Dianetic Auditing and the auditing of a 
score or more of items by Standard Dianetics and may also 
entail in conjunction with auditing medical treatment for 
any physical illness or disease. 

Standard Dianetic Completion tends to ensure full 
gains on Scientology Grades and the attainment of exterior-
ization with perception at AO levels. Without such Dianetic 
Completion upper level gains are often poor. Standard 
Dianetics has been an Out Grade in the past and is now 
easily achieved and should be thoroughly done. 

Those who have had Scientology auditing and have 
not obtained full results should now get their Standard 
Dianetic Completion which is then followed by full upper 
level rehab and review at which time they should have 
achieved all they hoped for and considerably more. 

• 

THE OPEN ROAD TO A NEW CIVILIZATION IS 

ABOUT 12 LANES WIDE NOW! 

You can always write 

to Ron about your case 

or problems. 

ALLOWED 

TECHNICAL 

SERVICES 

Advanced Organizations 

Clearing Course 
OT Courses, I, II, Ill, IV, V, VI 
Class VIII Auditors Course 
Review Actions through to OT VI 

Saint Hill Organization 

Internship 
Saint Hill Special Briefing Course 
Solo Audit Course 
Org Exec Course 
PRO Course 
Power Processing V and VA 
Review Actions through to OT II 
Mini Courses 

Other Organizations 

As far as classed up to Level IV 
Grade auditing and Review through to Grade IV 
Triple Grades 
Hubbard Standard Dianetics Course (HDC - HDG) 

This will make the line up smoother and emphasizes 
each type of org's product. 

1. An AO produces OTs and Class VIII's. 

2. A SH produces Class VI's and VI I's and Power 
releases. 

3. An outer org produces academy graduates, 
HDGs and Grade IV releases or Triple Grade 
IV's. 

Of course every organization holds Basic Public 
Courses such as PE and Comm Courses except AOs. 

Grades, Triple Grades and HSDC if taken at SH 
will of course be three times the price. Also HSDC or 
PRO Course if token at an AO will be three times the 
price. 

The Organization's are inter-dependent. Each has 
an important job to do in the clearing of this planet. 

We are here to serve. 

Lt. Cmdr. Diana Hubbard 
CS6 (Commodore Staff Public Aide) 
For 
L. RON HUBBARD 
FOUNDER 
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AN OPEN LETTER 
TO ALL CLEARS 

BY L. RON HUBBARD 
life. As a Clear you have no privileges beyond being de-
clared Clear. 

As a result, bigger responsibilities will be given and 
expected of \ ou so you must be prepared to responsibly 
educate yourself where necessary so that you can do what-
ever is assigned to you in a proper manner in keeping with 
the main goals and aims of Scientology. 

So for you there is no sitting down and resting upon 
your laurels, no waiving of policy, no promiscuous 2nd Dy-
namic activities, no improper assumption of power, control 
or influence or assuming that you automatically know best 
in every situation. It is a crime to invalidate the state of 
Clear — see to it that you don't do this in your conduct 
as a Clear, particularly as regards yourself. You still have 
the rest of the dynamics to go. 

You have now become more than ever a part of a 
team. Obsessive individualism and a failure to organise 
were responsible for our getting into the state we got into. 

You are a Clear. Well done and congratulations. 

This state has not previously been attained in this 
universe and we must all work towards getting more people 
— many more people — up to this level. Essentially, you 
are clear on the 1st Dynamic and still have a lot of work in 
front of you to attain O.T., which is to say the remaining 
dynamics, but nevertheless you will find you have many 
abilities hitherto undreamed of. An ethical code already 
exists for O.T.'s so at the state of Clear one should not 
assume that one has a license to do just whatever one will. 
You still have the remaining dynamics to go so don't use 
the abilities you have attained already to enslave others, 
or indeed, yourself. 

With freedom comes responsibility and with responsi-
bility comes the need to assess one's actions and to take 
only such actions as will do the greatest good over the 
greatest number of dynamics. So, the Policies of Scientol-
ogy which have enabled you to reach the state of Clear 
still apply to all Clears. In fact they apply more because 
you have the reality of their value and the necessity of 
seeing that they are followed. 

Those who have not yet attained Clear will be watch-
ing you with some awe, so you have the duty of setting an 
example of exemplary behaviour in all aspects of your 

As soon as you have gone the rest of the way this will 
become abundantly plain. 

I expect and need your help to cant' out the broad 
mission of de-contaminating this area of the universe. If 
you wish to help, your first duty is to protect the repute of 
the state of Clear by exemplary conduct. Your second duty 
is to attain O.T. as soon as possible. Your third, if you still 
wish to help, is to become part of the endeavour to clean 
up this sector of the unis erne and make it safe not only for 
ourselves but the billions of others who have been harmed. 

As a Clear you are welcomed and honoured. Don't 
do anything that will wear out your welcome or bring 
dishonour on yourself or upon other Clears. 

Thank you for what you have done so far. 

Thank you for what you will do in the future. 

I know I can count on you. 
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TAKE THE 

TRAINING ROUTE 

TO CLEAR AND OT 

YOUR auditing skill is your passport out. 
There is a DIRECT relationship between your 
diligent attendance at study and your eventual 
state as a stable OT! 

(a) Personal Efficiency Course 
(b) Hubbard Apprentice Scientologist Course 
(c) Hubbard Standard Dianetics Course 
(d) Academy Training on Levels 0 through IV 
(e) Power Processing 

(f) Saint Hill Special Briefing Course 
(g) Clearing Course 
(h) OT Levels I through III 
(i) Class VIII Auditors Course 
(j) OT Levels IV through VI 

DEFINITIONS 
SH — Saint Hill 

AO — Advanced Organization 

HDC — Hubbard Dianetic Counselor 

HDG — Hubbard Dianetic Graduate 

DAC — Dianetic Auditors Course 

CLASS VI — Saint Hill Special Briefing Course Graduate. 

CLASS VIII — Graduate of the Class VIII Auditor Course. 

TRIPLE GRADES — Grades of Release, Sub-Zero through Grade IV, processing 
on all three "legs" of the triple flows (1) A flow from you to another, (2) from 
another to you, (3) from another to another. 

SINGLE GRADES — The Grades of Release ( above) run on the first flow 
only, a flow from you to another. 

EXTERIORIZATION — The state of the thetan (the being himself) being 
outside his body. 

REHAB — Rehabilitate a prior grade of release. 

CLEAR 	A being who can he at cause knowingly and at will over mental 
matter, energy, space and time as regards survival for self. 

OT (OPERATING THETAN) — A Clear who has been familiarized with his 
environment to a point of total cause over matter, energy, space, time and 
thought, and who is not in a body. 

DYNAMICS — The urge, thrust and purpose of life — SURVIVE! — in its 
eight manifestations: FIRST — self, SECOND — sex and children, THIRD —
the group, FOURTH — all Mankind, FIFTH — life forms, SIXTH — the 
physical universe, SEVENTH — spirits or as a spirit, EIGHTH — Supreme 
Being or Infinity. 

2ND DYNAMIC — The urge toward survival through sex, or children. 

INTERNSHIP — Trains to Class VII Auditor. 

ORG EXEC COURSE — Organization Executive Course — provides thorough 
training in the policy of Scientology organizations. 

SOLO AUDIT COURSE — Non-professional route to Clear. Training to be 
able to audit oneself to Grade VI Release. This course gives no auditor certifica-
tion. 

PRO COURSE -- Public Relations Officer Course 

MINI COURSES — Short, intensive courses on 
Conditions, Handling the E-Meter, etc. 

POWER PROCESSING, V & VA — Processes 
VIII Auditors. One regains the ability to handle 

keyed out and is not influencing RELEASE — A person whose Reactive Mind is is a distinct and definite step 
him. There are eight grades of Release. Each 
toward greater levels of awareness and ability. 

PE — Personal Efficiency Course. 

WHERE EAST MEETS WEST ... 

The historic search for spiritual wisdom and the scien-
tific approach of the West culminate in Scientology. This 
is a keynote of Tile Phoenix Lectures by the Founder of 
Scientology. 

In The Phoenix Lectures the Axioms, the most funda-
mental basics of Scientology, are analyzed and explained 
in unique detail. Over 300 pages, hardback. 

Price: $7.00. At 20% Membership discount: $5.60. (Calif. 
residents odd 5% sales tax.) 

Buy it, read it and apply it — it's "must" reading for 
any Scientologist. 

ORDER FROM the Bookstore of your AO. 

JOHN HAMMOND 
FAMOUS BLUES SINGER 

Success Story 

Scientology is the most beautiful experience in my 
life. Since the Spring of 1967 both my professional and 
personal life have been enhanced beyond my dreams. My 
ability to handle people and situations has increased to 
the point where I can be complete cause at will over my 
environment. 

In Scienthlogy auditing I have gained total spiritual 
awareness, total spiritual freedom — literally! Scientology 
is the most powerful force on this planet and it works! 

I can say without the slightest reservation that be- 
cause of Scientology I am achieving all of my goals. I am 
winning constantly and the spiral is getting much bigger. 

Scientology works! It can be used by people who 
are strong to gain everything they have ever wanted or 
dreamed of, and much much more. 

John Hammond 
Clear #1043 
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GUNG-HO 

GROUP IN 

SCOTLAND 

GUNG-HO GROUPS are composed of local Scien-
tologists in the field, any friends who are interested 
and general public members. First a President, Com-
munications Executive, Organization Executive and 
Public Executive must be elected by the group. When 
the group is formed, it must contact the Group Officer 
of the nearest org and give its address and the names 
of its officers and members, etc. and apply for a 
GROUP CERTIFICATE. 

GUNG-HO means "Pull Together" in Mandarin. 
It pulls together other groups in the community to 
work towards the betterment of society and of the area. 

The Groups Program works on the motto: 

A COMMUNITY THAT PULLS TOGETHER 
CAN MAKE A BETTER SOCIETY FOR ALL. 

The following is a success letter from Ron McCann 
who started the first Gung-Ho Group in Scotland, United 
Kingdom. 

"Dear Friends, 

Scientologists have tended to he insular . . . but no 
more. 

Today we reach by leaps and bounds into the internal 
workings of our Society and Civilization. 

Today, the Scientologist in the Field is being called 
upon, for the first time, to reach into his community region 
and country and BRING ORDER. 

Now we push on to a New Frontier ... onto ACTION 
on the third and FOURTH DYNAMIC, individually and 
as a powerful co-ordinated functioning group . . . to make 
a place for Scientology and Scientologists, to secure a safe 
environment for expansion, and to improve and help to 
bring a NEW CIVILIZATION and ORDER to this Planet. 

HAPI Scotland (Hubbard Academy of Personal In-
dependence in Edinburgh, Scotland) has as its purpose 
the increasing of the individual, COMMUNITY and NA-
TIONAL Statistic of Scotland. 

Our level of responsibility now rises to embrace our 
cities, our regions, and finally our countries. 

The time is not far off when Orgs go into AFFLU-
ENCE and POWER, not solely on rising income stats, but 
on the booming export stats of the country. 

And the tool . . . the Gung-Ho Group. 

I had the privilege of manning the first Gung-Ho  

Group on the Planet . . . HAPI's Citizens Planning Com-
mittee of Scotland . . . Scientology's first experiment at 
working towards the immediate benefits of a Country and 
Culture through local groups of dedicated and active 
Scientologists. 

I look hack now over the six months and with great 
pride realize that once again, Ron has evolved a remark-
able tool, that resulted in success beyond what I would 
have imagined possible. 

Suddenly I realized, that I, a Canadian Scientologist 
had gotten caught up and earnestly and actively concern-
ed with the welfare of the area and the internal problem 
of the city, region and nation . . . and suddenly I realized 
that I had a place here, and that I, as a Scientologist, had 
become a Citizen of the World, and any country could he 
my country. 

And with that the realization hit that it was for Man-
kind that we were doing this, and that for the first time 
through the first Gung-Ho Group, Scientologists, individu-
ally and collectively, like myself, were expanding officially 
and actively onto survival for the 4th Dynamic, and that 
our organizations had reached a milestone in their expan-
sion and development. 

I realized that for the first time I had tapped ACTIVE-
LY into the Fourth Dynamic, and the thrust and energy 
Nvas there to be tapped, and I had never before tapped the 
power that lay there. I watched my own personal ability 
and beingness expand, and channeling that power and the 
collective power of my group we started producing and 
turned it into action aimed at bettering the lot of those 
around us and Society. 

A few moves and the ripples it caused spread with 
remarkable force right across Scotland. We became known 
in an amazingly short time again, using the remarkable 
technology of Conditions and the Conditions Formulas. The 
smallest actions, produced remarkable ripple, and again 
I Was astounded at the power residual in that dynamic. 

Your Gung-Ho Group will tap that power, and you 
will make these wins. 

I cannot urge you strongly enough to join your local 
group . . . they win BIG . . . and it is an experience that 
is beyond price. 

Now you can DO SOMETHING about what ails man-
kind and the dying societies you see around you, and really 
start your Community, City, Region, Group, Country and 
Mankind on the road out of the mire . . . and with all the 
POWER of Scientology behind you. 

Good Hunting." 

Ron McCann 
Programme Officer 
The Citizens Planning Committee 
HAPI, Scotland 

Gung-Ho Groups are a principle Scientology pro- 
gram for the revitalization of Western Civilization. 
Write the Distribution Secretary of your Advanced 
Org concerning Gung-Ho Groups. He will see that you 
get the various policy letters by L. Ron Hubbard on 
Gung-Ho Groups. 
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CONCERT VIOLINIST 

CLASS VIII 
- Liesel Soley is an outstanding young concert violinist as well 

as being one of the highest technically trained Scientologists in the 
world (Class VIII Auditor, Clear 772, OT VI, HDG). 

A spirited violinist. Liesel began studying violin at the age 
of eleven. She received her Bachelors degree in 1960 and her 
Masters degree in 1962 from julliard School of Music. As a result of 
her exceptional talent she has received numerous awards and 
scholarships which enabled her to pursue her studies here and 
abroad, including the Walter Damrosch Memorial Prize in 1961 
and a Fulbright Grant to Paris. She has performed in major cities 
on the east coast of the U.S. and around Europe. 

Liesel got her first Scientology training in the New York 
Scientology Organization. She did the Saint Hill Special Briefing 
Course at Saint Hill, England, and went on to do the Class VIII 
Course, completing as AOLA Class VIII #58. She was awarded the 
PRO Course by L. Ron Hubbard and is on the PRO Course now. 

After completing the PRO Course, Liesel will be preparing for 
solo performances, one of which will be in Lincoln Center Library 
Hall in New York City. 

On how Clear has helped her music she says, "I am much 
freer to reach and express myself. As far as I'm concerned, all Sci-
entology courses and training are essential to reach the goals I want 
— personal and creative freedom. I have expanded tremendously 
and have a beautiful future ahead of me." 

INGO SWANN CLEAR 
Ingo Swann, Clear 2331, Saint Hill Special Briefing Course 

Graduate, is well known both as an artist and a diplomat, a rather 
unique combination in this age. 

You may have seen Ingo's work at his One Man Show at the 
1964 World Fair. He has also been represented in several private 
collections and the Huntington Museum of Art. 

As a diplomat, Ingo has served at the United Nations as the 
U.N. Conference Secretary. 

This man of wide talents has also recently turned author and 
playwright. His first novel is scheduled to he published in November 
1969. 

When asked about the value of Clearing, Ingo Swann replied, 
-Being Clear is wonderful, and more so as my own purpose as a 
being can be seen in closer alignment with all others on the planet 
who are working for peace and the enhanced prosperity of mankind. 
The Creed of the Church as well as the purposes and princples out-
lined in the United Nations Charter and the Universal Declaration 
on Human Rights are more alive and vivid, - and embody now, more 
than ever, my own desire for a planet on which all are Clear." 

SCULPTOR - PROFESSOR 
Alexander Soroka, Clear 2248,. OT VI, is an outstanding 

American sculptor, winner of numerous awards. He has had many 
shows and his work is currently on display at the Detroit Gallery 
and the London Art Gallery. 

Alexander also excels in communicating about sculpture to 
others: he is Assistant Professor of Art and head of the Sculpture 
Department of \Vayne State University in Detroit, Michigan. 

Clockwise: Helena Ireland, Jim McMullan, Heber JJJJjj eh and Michael Fay 
of "Thank You World." 

THANK YOU 
WORLD 

Of the more than 2,200 beings who have presently attained_ 
the state of Clear, many are people of outstanding talent and acclaims:77' 
in entertainment and the arts. 

The freedom and ability to create without self-imposed bar-
riers or unwanted emotions is a quality which has been sought after 
by artists for thousands of years. Now, with Clear, this is a reality. 

Four actors and one actress, all but one of them Clear, have 
gotten together in Los Angeles and created a futuristic large scale 
musical. They are: Helene Ireland, Clear 1791, a vibrant, blonde 
singer, actress and songwriter, who starred in "Wait a Minum," a 
musical that toured around the world; Jim McMullan, Clear 1711, 
versatile actor and singer seen on "Bonanza" and other television 	- 
shows and movies; Ileber Jentzsch, Clear 1745, stage and movie 
actor and singer; Michael Fay, Clear 1581, actor and Bob Bettcher; 
Grade VA release, singer and actor. 

It is a show with a different approach — a view point that 
shows the possibility that man can be a winner. The. technical 
aspects of the show such as music, sets and wardrobe are also 
being handled by ScientOlogists svho are professionals in these fields. 
The Director and co-author with Heber Jentzsch and Bob Bettcher 
is James Griffith. Sets are by Joe Elliott who has - done works for 
movie studios and had his ceramics displayed in Home Magazine 
and in various art shows. Music is being done by Buddy Prima, 
Clear 1924, and Jazz musician, with use of a Moog Synthesizer, an 
electronic device which produces music and various "space)," sounds 
(an invention by Paul Beaver, Clear 2054). 

Movie studios are interested in this unique show. It will be 
opening in the next few months and with Clears and other Scien-
tologists propelling it . . . watch out for "Thank You World"!!! 
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ADVANCE MAGAZINE 

New Civilizations Survey 
Dear Reader, 

Please fill in this survey and return to me in the self-addressed 
envelope provided. 

The purpose of this survey is two-fold: 
1. We will summarize the answers to this survey in a future issue 

of Advance magazine as of broad interest to all its readers. 
2. By personal attention to your responses we will get to know 

you better and be able to make your own road out to Total Freedom and 
Total Power smoother and faster. Your answers will be kept strictly 
confidential. We are here to serve. 

What is your present occupation? 	  

What is most desirable about your present occupation? 	  

Have you graduated from the Hubbard Standard Dianetics Course? 	 

If not, when do you plan to take the new Dianetics Course? 	  

What do you like best about Standard Dianetics? 	  

What appeals to you most about going Clear? 	  

What appeals go you most about becoming a Class VIII Auditor? 	  

What is your next step towards Clear? 	  

When do you plan on going Clear? 	  

If you are already Clear, what did you like best about going Clear? 

What is your next step toward becoming a Class VIII Auditor? 	  
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If you are already a Class VIII Auditor, what do you like best about 

being one? 	  

What is most desirable about your future? 

Current address: (write exactly as you wish your mailing address to be) 

Zip Code 	  

Name: (write exactly for mailing purposes) 

Is there any type of mail you want more of from AOLA? 

Is there any type of mail you would prefer less of from AOLA? 

Is there anything you would like more information about? 

cerely yours, 

David Ziff 
Captain, AOLA 

When do you plan to begin the Class VIII Auditors Course? 

Thank you. I hope to see you at AOLA soon! 

Copyright©1969 by L. Ron Hubbard. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

THE CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY OF CALIFORNIA 
SCIENTOLOGY A RELIGIOUS PHILOSOPHY 
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TV PERSONALITY SOARS 

IN SCIENTOLOGY 

Lovely Sally Ackerman, Clear 1479, had ❑lready established 
herself as a leading TV commercial star when she entered Scien-
tology- in May 1968. 

She has also danced in TV shows and on the "Bell Telephone 
Hour" TV show for one year. 	- 

Her face is quite well known in TV commercials for household 
products and some of the ads are still shown on national TV. 

A friend in New York City introduced her to Scientology and 
she immediately took the Beginning Course at the New York Org. 

In late 1968 Sally joined the Sea Org at the Advanced Organi-
zation — Los Angeles. She is on the HSDC evenings and has com-
pleted through OT III. 

On her progress in Scientology, Sally says, "Fantastic. It has 
really made a difference. I get more and more able with each passing 
day. I have more interest in all kinds of areas and how to do 
the things I want to do. It is really fabulous." 

SPORTS CHAMPION 

AND AUDITOR 

Christine Stevens grew up in a Scientologist family in Auck-
land, New Zealand. 

By the time she was 16 she was not only a School Represen-
tative swimmer, basketball player and school tennis champion 
but also a Class IV Auditor. After her Power Processing her table 
tennis improved so much that she won the New Zealand title. She 
also continued to pursue her career as an auditor and graduated 
Hubbard Senior Scientologist, Class VI, from the Saint Hill Special 
Briefing Course in Saint Hill England. She has since attained the 
state of Clear and is now a Class VIII Auditor — achieved at AO—
U.K. in Edinburgh, Scotland. 

Christine, who is now 19, had this to say: "Sometimes I am 
isked, 'Don't I miss doing the usual teenager activities?' but I know 
I'm in the most wonderful game in the universe. I have done all 
the 'Human' things throughout many aberrated lifetimes — this life-
time, I have the opportunity to achieve Total Freedom and knowledge, 
and I am doing just that — and loving it." 

CLASS VIII, PRO, CLEAR 

Denis Shuttleworth of Blowemfontein, South Africa is Clear, 
OT VI, Class VIII, a graduate of the Org Exec Course and 
P.R.O. Course! 

Before Scientology, he obtained his B.Sc. in Biology and be-
came a teacher and a research biologist. During World War II he 
was a Major in the British Army and was awarded a MBE (Member 
of the British Empire) by the Queen for distinguished service. 

Auditing and the HPA Course made it possible for him to 
take up law successfully at the age of 35. He started to do further 
university study in business but found all the questions answered in 
the Org Exec Course. He says "I have come to see how all the 
seeming complexities of family life, business and international con-
flict trace back to not understanding the simple basics learned by 
the Beginning Scientologist." 

Denis did his Advanced Courses at AO Denmark. 

JOHN McMASTER 
Clear No. 1, the famous "Ambassador" of Scientology is work-

ing with the United Nations to make the world safe for Scientology 
and human rights. 

John is making friends with ambassadors to the U.N., 
various government and Church men. He has been doing extensive 
lecturing at universities and Church groups and has appeared on 
many top T.V. and radio shows across the country. 

Wherever John lectures he brings capacity audiences to hear 
his inspiring lectures about Scientology, freedom and universal 
human rights. 

CELEBRITY CENTRE 
Celebrity Centre opened on Friday, July 18, 1969 in an ex-

tremely beautiful building, located at 1809 W. 8th Street, Los 
Angeles. 

"The purposes of Celebrity Centre", according to Yvonne 
Gillham, Director, are "to create a safe environment for all artists to 
expand in the aesthetic field, and enable the public to enjoy, appre-
ciate, and increase their knowledge. Also, to channel and co-ordinate 
the able people in the arts so that each is not suppressed, but can 
expand without compromising his own realities, and thus grows as 
a result of having his own reality acknowledged, and adding to this, 
the viewpoint of another." 

At Celebrity Centre; both Scientologists and public Celebrities 
are featured. Some well-known Scientologists connected with 
Celebrity Centre are: Mario Fenniger, concert pianist, LaMont 
Johnson, Class VIII jazz pianist, Richard Royce, artist, John Mc-
Master, who recently presented his soon-to-be-released first book of 
poetry there, Carmine Terra, dancer, and many others. 

There is an on going program each week of live entertainment, 
rock dances, children's theater, classes in acting, modern dance, 
karate, plus special events and lectures, such as a lecture for celeb-
rities given by a Scientology celebrity, as an introduction to Scien-
tology. 
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PERSONAL NOTICE 
OBTAIN YOUR VITAMIN E AND GUK FORMULA* 
guaranteed and especially packaged, from the only 
agents authorized by L. Ron Hubbard. 

For Western U.S.: 
Valor Vitamins 
1905 W. 9th Street . 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90006 
U.S.A. 

For Eastern U.S.: 
Niagara Vitamin Company 
264 Ontario Street 
Buffalo, New York 14207 
U.S.A. 	• 

'The Guk Formula consists of vit. B— I, vit. C and Cal-
cium. When you order Vitamin E specify E-High. 

T)  
U)  
V)  
W)  
X)  
Y)  
Z)  

AA) 
BB) 
CC) 
DD) 
EE) 
FF) 
GG) 
HH) 
II) 
JJ) 
KK) 
LL) 

OTL — LA 
SCIENTOLOGY ORLANDO 
SCIENTOLOGY RICHARDSON 
SCIENTOLOGY SANTA CLARA 
SAN FRANCISCO ORG 
SEATTLE ORG 
ROLLIE JONES 
HELEN KITCHEN 
ARTHUR KROWITZ 
STINA HANS 
LIZ BELL 
MORTON ENGSTROM 
CHRIS WIGGINS 
SCIENTOLOGY ARLINGTON 
SCIENTOLOGY CALGARY 
AL ELGNER 
MILLIE HEBERT 
KRIS HETER 
ROBERT 0. JONES 

GERDA STUDT 
MARTHA TAUNTON 
PAULINE WINSLOW 
HELEN WRIGHT 

I FAY KROSH 
T) JUNE LAKE 
U) BILL NIACHT 
V) JOHN MCCOY 
W) LAURIE MCGREGOR 
X) JIM MONDIER 

PETER OBIN 
Z) BOB RAMER 
AA) TERRY RAWSON 
BB) ROHNN MEGAN 

$15.00 discount on any AOLA 
Course 
M) AL SOLES! 
N) DAVID STOKES 
0) 
P) 
0) 
R) 

PETER AND ROBIN ASHER 
SHORTY BADGER 
WILLIAM BIGGS 
NEIL BROWN 
SUSAN CALHOUN 
MARY COATNEY 
GORDON COKER 
FRANKLIN GAYNOR 
CAROL GALE 
GAIL GARY 

CC) 

EE))  
FF) 
GG) 
HH) 
II) 
JJ) 
ICK) 
LL) 

AOLA 
FSM AWARD 

WINNERS 
A Field Staff Member is a Scientologist with the fol-

lowing purpose "TO HELP LRH CONTACT, HANDLE, 
SALVAGE AND BRING TO UNDERSTANDING THE 
INDIVIDUAL AND THUS THE PEOPLE OF EARTH." 

Through selecting persons for the Advanced Courses 
the FSM receives a 10% commission (15% for the Class VIII 
Auditors Course) on each course his selectee pays for and 
takes at the Advanced Org. In addition, the FSM, by 
selecting and sending in students to the AO becomes eli-
gible for the FSM Award Program. 

3rd AOLA FIELD STAFF MEMBER 

PRIZE PROGRAMME AWARDS 

The following are hereby awarded on the basis of statistics 
furnished by the DISTRIBUTION SECRETARY, AOLA, of com-
missions disbursed to AOLA FSM's during the period of 1 June 1969 
through 31 August 1969. 

Congratulations go to all AOLA FSM's for their continued 
fine showing and especially to the NEW YORK ORG; this organiza-
tion having earned the top Org award and being the top FSM with 
an outstanding achievement. 

Congratulations go to Alan- Walter, top Franchise Award winner. 

Congratulations also to Dodge Tate of Los Angeles for being 
the top individual commission earner for this period. 

AWARD WINNERS 

1) $1,001.00 and above — No winners in this category 

2) 
	

$501.00 to $1,000.00 
	

$100.00 discount on any AOLA Course 

A) NEW YORK ORG 
B) LOS ANGELES ORG 
C) ALAN WALTER — Franchise Holder 

3) 
	

$151.00 to 500.00 	 $50.00 discount on any AOLA 
Course 

SCIENTOLOGY SALT LAKE 
DODGE TATE 
FRANK MCCALL 
MISHKA O'CONNOR 
WASHINGTON, DC ORG 
CHRIS PHILLIPS 
SCIENTOLOGY PEORIA 
SCIENTOLOGY PUERTO RICO 
STANLEY STROMFELD 
TED LITTLER 
SCIENTOLOGY HOUSTON 
SMOKY ANGEL 
BARBARA CLARK 
BILL STRASSER 
LIESEL SOLEY 
AMERICAN SAINT HILL ORG 
COLLETTE WILSON 
SCIENTOLOGY BUFFALO 
MAURICE LERUD 

4) $50.00 to 150.00 

A) WORLD WIDE ORG 
B) LAS VEGAS ORG 
C) SCIENTOLOGY INSTITUTE 

OF DET. 
0) ETHICS SCHOOL 
E) SCIENTOLOGY FOUNTAIN 

VALLEY 
F) SCIENTOLOGY CENTER OF 

THE MEADOWS 
G) SCIENTOLOGY ST. THOMAS 
H) SCIENTOLOGY TARZANA 
I) SCIENTOLOGY VANCOUVER 
J) SCIENTOLOGY CENTER 

WASHINGTON DC 
K) JACK SHAPIRO 
L) WILLIAM SIMMONS 

England, 1966 

Comes the night 
To my room I go 
And locked within 
The session to begin 

I fly the ages past 
To where it all began 
And piece by piece 

Erase that awful stain 
Laid over me 

So long long ago 
And as the world outside 
Unheeding, blindly reels along 

I clear away the chains 
Upon my being 
As men have dreamed of doing 
Through unrecorded time 
And each night I grow 

In understanding 
And potential 

And soon now 
The job will all be done 
And I will fly 
Higher and brighter 
Than any bird or sun. 

John O'Keefe 

Clear 

MM) OSVALDO GORBEA 
NN) JANET HAYS 
00) NAT HIGHTOWER 
PP) DORIS HUNT 
QQ ) REBECCA JESSUP 
RR) THEODORE KIPPING 
SS) SHARON KLOPP 
TT) TERRY KOREA 
UU) TONY HITCHMAN 
VV) DIANE WOLF 

A)  
B)  
C)  
D)  
E)  
F)  
C) 
H)  
I)  
I I 
K). 
L)  
M)  
N)  
0) 
P)  
Q)  
R)  
SI 
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RECENT CLEARS 
Romoe Hud \ ma. 12033 -- Don \V. Warnock, .2034 - Goods 
Sohottka, ,2035 - Merton Proctor. -2036 - Michael J. 
Yates, #2037 - Timothy Yates, *2038 -- Ron Tree, #2043 - 
Jorge Laren, .2044 	- Jim Mulligan, .2045 - - Caron Kay 
Porritt, .2046 - \ nn M. Prothero. .2047 - Alvin E. Robinson, 
*2048 	- Donald Whitington, .2049 - Paul H. Beaver, 
*2034 	Barry NI. lase, .2035 - Clsora Dzembo, '2036 - 
Brian Dunn, .2057 	John Pantermuehl, .2039 - Peter K. 
Lewis. .2060 - Marc... Townsend, --2061 - Judy Sachs, 
#2062 - Nancy Dermanoski, .2063 - Martin Crane, .2064 -
Cal Drennen, .2063, Patricia Barrett, '2067 - Mary Heldt. 
=2068 	- Sadie Huth ma. .2069 -- Alvin Gantt. .2070 - 
Mary C. Free. .2071 	Andre\ Girshner, .2072 - Mark Deller, 
.21)73 	• fidde Kr. tchnsat. -2074 	Tyree Dullard, .2075 - 
Helen I lhilds. .21176 	L (cry Martin, .2077 - Kiane E. 
Straus. .2078 - Eugenia Dillard, -2079 - Shirley Olson, 
.208(1 - William 11. Hurst. .2081 - Thomas G. N'erber, 
#2082 - Perry Shepard, .2083 - Walter rawly, '2084 -
Margaret Jackman. .2085 - Diane Lidgard, .2090 - Barbara 
Bowes. 42091 -- Ste, en Goldsmith, .2092 - Joel Kreiner, 
.2093 - • Froedel Bagley, '2034 - Rick Melrose, .2095 -
Domenic Pescarum, .2096 - Samuel Fullerton, .2098 -
John Crossley. .2099 - Michael McGee, -2100 - Harriet 
Foster, .2101 - Richard Coleman, .2102 - Elsa Hansen 
*2103 - Keith Coulter, .2114 - Rudy Cezak, #2115 - Peggy 
Candy. .2116 - Orland Rssgaard, .2117 - Sydney Jones, 
#2118 - Sheila Nagy, *2119 - Jose Bergher, *2120 - John 
Schlanser, *2121 - - Frank Sergeant, .2122 - Alan C. Solem, 
.2123 Sandy Pokras, .1976 Sans Loria. .1977 Gerda Hin-
richsen, -,2106 Karin 5km:hind, .2111 Jens Kit Idsen, '2124 
Lennart Emeard, 42125 Maurice M. Ginzler, .2126 - • 
Geodfrey H. Hirsch, .2127 - Rick Dillard, -'2128 - lanai 
Fusco, .2129 - Bev Prewitt, 42130 - Rachel Lockwood. 
.2131 - Rene Sunshine Robin, .2132 - Rosalie Pasco, *2133 
- Janet Rysgaard, .2134 - Elyse Aronson, .2135 - Paul 
Shapiro, *2136 - Dave Foster, .2137 - Gary Minniss, 
#2140 -- Erik Sondergaard, *2141 - Johanna Pabel, *2142 
- Clayton S. McBride, *2143 - Jana Eller, .2144 - Laura 
Payne. .2143 - Sonja Aames, .2146 - Jim Diamond, *2147 
-Gary Shull, .2148-Soo Ribisi, .2149-Jane Griffith, .2150-
Bill Calhoun, *2151 - Emily Ford, #2152 - Rose Ruben. 
#2153 -- Michael Shafer, #2154 - Marjorie English, #2155 
- Stanley B. English, #2156 Muriel Yassky, .2157 Svend 
Astrupgaard. .2158 Carol Bernoulli. .2159 - Daniel Bernoulli, 
.2160 Stet e Yassky, .2161 - Brian Jeffrey, .2162 -
Frederick Vivian Whitta. .2163 •-- Eric Holliday, -2164 -
Sharon Melrose, .2165 - Glen.% Duggan, .2166 Hedy Gold-
rosen, .2167 Sarah Strasser, .2168 - Sarah Stokes, .2189 
Anne Badger, .2170 	Likky McKechnie, *2171 - Michael 
Whitaker, .2172 -- Robin Williamson, *2173 - Marian van 
der Linde, .2174 Arthur Kasmalski, *2175 Rose Levine, 
.2176 Tina Shapiro, "2177 Rowana M. Sinclair, .2178 Lois 
King, ,21.79 Gerda Studt, .218O Sean Brian Cory, =2181 Ken 
Botha. .2184 - Colette Wilson, .2183 - Ray Phelps, .2186 - 
Kay Wilson, .2188 - Madelaine E. Hamilton, .2189 - Victor 
Boyd, *2190 Bente Knudsen, .2191 Mary Kaufmann, *2192 
Mogens Haut. .2193 Hugh Huntzinger, *2194 Jestia Bonin, 
.2195 Ralph Grimes. .2196 Anita June Zalcstein, *2197 Sheila 
Armstrong. .2198 Margaret Jackman, .2199 Harold Goldberg, 
.2200 Ruth Eckman, .2201 Merian Knth, .2202 Loren Halvena, 
.2203 Iris Heaves, .2204 Mariana Rambo. .2203 Kenda Weis-
berg, .2206 Tins Littler. • 22°7 Jerry Boland, *2208 Lorraine 
Collins, =2209 Maria Maloney. .2210 Brian Pemberton, *2211 
Andrew Bagley, '2212 Do id R. Raushel, .2213 Julie Drake, 
*2214 Edith Hodgson, =2215 Bob Chapman, .2216 Marilyn Joyce 
Myers, ,.2217 Tom lands, '2218 Terry Van Zere. -2219 Eliza-
beth Kroll, -2220 Reg P. nil.. Mon, -2221 Alan Graham, .2222 
Abby Iledengran. .2223 Doreths \Vast, -2224 Eric Conies, .2225 
Brian S. Thompson. '2226 liennitez H. lilt, .2227 Michael B. 
Wolf, '2228 Sheen 	,r .. 	-2229 Roland Mochary, .2230 
Geneva Spurr, =2231 Ingo Douglas Swann. '2232 Clifford H. 
Cox, .2233 Marty von Gunten, .2234 George V. Harris, *2235 
Bjorn H. Meeker, .2216 Lawrence U. Krieger, .2237 Philip 
Smith. .2238 Donna Wilson, .2239 Melanie Seidler, #2240 
Des Cole, .2241 Bees I Boland, -2242 Michael Maui-rem, *2243 
Carol Wilber, .2244 Larry 	r, '2245 Kerry Gleesnn, 
#2246 Alan Larson, 2247 GI. nn Samuels, .2248 Alexander 
Soroka, .2249 Richard Laurence Field, *2250 Sabra (Jorgen-
sen) Briggs, .2251 Mary M. Evils', .2252 Lawrence Reaves. 
*2253 Heidi Lockwood. .2254 Norman Hoffman. /2235 Edward 
N. Miller, .22.56 Annette Olarenshaw, 12259 Edmund R. Wood, 
*2260 Eisa Baldwin, .2261 Katherine A. Loher, .2269 Penny 
Atwell, *2270 Daniel Levine. .2271 Bill Zeller, *2272 Chuck 
Dana. *2273 Donald Ellis Rothenberg, =2274 William Kent 
Clay, .2275 Danny Robinson, .2276 Ychoshafat Givenn. 

THERE ARE NOW 

2276 CLEARS! 

ORIGINAL 

AO FSM AWARD 

PROGRAM 

RE-INSTATED BY 

POPULAR DEMAND 

This is the program: 

CLEARING COURSE, OR NEXT OT COURSE 
AWARDED FOR EACH FIVE ADVANCED 
COURSES SELECTED AND TAKEN OR CLASS 
VIII COURSE FOR EACH 15 COURSES SE-
LECTED.  AND TAKEN. 

For instance: An OT I comes in and signs up for OT 
II - he can be awarded OT II if he has 5 selections to his 
credit; or be awarded OT II by his Franchise, Org or 
family member, because that is his next course. Credits 
cannot be sold, transferred or traded. 

The program is retro-active from I September 1969. 

Any and all Scientology Organizations can select stu-
dents for their nearest AO, in addition to active Scientology 
Franchises and individual FSMs. 

Individual Scientology Organization staff Cay select 
individuals for an AO advanced course, in addition to the 
Registrar, and these selections are part of the individual 
organization's total of selections. Proven up-stat staff may 
then he awarded the Advanced Courses or Class VIII 
Courses awarded. This ruling also applies to Franchises. 

As per existing policy, FSM commissions are awarded 
immediately upon the selectee actually taking the selected 
course. 

Program ends 30 November 1969. 

Any person who is Hubbard Standard Dianetic Audi-
tor or above or Grade 0 or above is eligible to become a 
Field Staff Member for the Advanced Organization. Apply 
to the Director of Clearing for full details. 

This is the 4th AO FSM Award Program. Let's 
make this the most successful program ever. Be an active 
FSM contributing to the advancement of our cause -
PLANET CLEARING! 



CLEAR! 
The incredible dividing line between Man 

and OT. 

You will route onto the beautiful, happy 

lines at the AO and receive your packet of study 

materials. After seeing the confidential Clearing 

Course introductory films by Ron, you study 

your materials and then the Clearing Course 

Supervisor guides you through a thorough 

checkout ensuring your total certainty before 

you actually begin to audit the materials. 

You then return to your lodgings and audit 

every day (as long as necessary) until you attain 

the glorious state of CLEAR, a being who has 

run and blown "basic-basic", the source of his 

own reactive mind (stimulus-response mind). 

On attainment of Clear you are joyously an-

nounced in the AO and receive a beautiful 

permanent certificate at "your Clear gradua-

tion". Soon you have your International Clear 

number (your Clear number forever) and it is 

engraved on your silver Clear bracelet. 

If you are not Clear — take your next step 
to come to the AO! If you are Clear already, 
congratulations again and SELECT OTHERS 
ONTO THE ROAD TO CLEAR. 

Price: $800. Pay in full in advance and re-

ceive 5% discount: $760. 

Enroll in advance today by contacting the 

Advance Scheduling Registrar of your nearest 

AO. 

CLEAR SUCCESSES 

I'm a new-born baby. Like the sun slowly 
reappearing after a thunderstorm and all is light 
and sunshine and the air is fresh and new!!! 

Clifford H. Cox 
CLEAR #2232 

Wow . . . CLEAR . . . Clear, and something 
is gone, and something fantastically free re-
mains; me! 

Tom Lovely 
CLEAR #2217 

CLEAR IS BEAUTIFUL! 
LIGHT AND FREE. The mist is gone! 
DO IT. 

Terry Van Zerr 
CLEAR #2218 

Being Clear is very fine, and very different 
than I expected. I thought it would be either 
putting something special on to "make me Clear", 
or else a big "gone" feeling; but instead, it's like 
wearing a too heavy sweater on a hot day and 
taking it off, and then: feeling JUST RIGHT! And 
feeling just right is really great! 

Sheila Armstrong 
CLEAR #2197 

This has been the most beautiful, warm, soft 
and sensitive experience in my life. . . . it has been 
. . . . the most wonderful fulfilling work one could 
ever endeavor. 

Sarah Strasser 
CLEAR #2167 

I feel so calm about everything. I find out 
that I'm really the person I've tried so hard to be 
all along. It just feels good, like finally being able 
to set down a heavy load I've carried for trillenia. 
Thanks Ron— 

Rick Dillard 
CLEAR #2127 
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OT VIII $50g 
SPECIAL OFFER! 

PAY IN ADVANCE GET ALL 
( 	 EIGHT DI SECTIONS TOR 

/ v• 62850 	r) 

OTVII $75 

O.T. 

COMPLETIONS 
Here are a few of the many recent O.T. 
completions. 

SECTION I OT 

Sam Loria, Barry Penberthy (New ), Sandy Pokras, Jo-
hannes Bastrup, Owen Starkey, Jo Cornelius, Sete Ginge-
Nielsen 1 New). Keith Knowler, Gerda Henrichsen, Karin 
Skovhind, Jens Kjeldsen. Lennart Eingard, Mats Norryd, 
Muriel Yassky, Nan Starkey, Steve Yassky, Simon Hogarth, 
Philip Smith, Bjorn Merker, Fran Deitsch (New), Melanie 
Seidler, Dr. George V. Harris, Michael Mauerer, Glenn 
Samuels, Alan Larson, Alexander Soroka, Brian Pemberton, 
lire Pemberton. Elizabeth Kroll, Carol Wilber, Larry 
Wilber, Kerry Gleeson, Richard Lawrence Field, Wouter 
Korringa, Dorothy \Vest, Eric Cornes. Brian S. Thompson. 
Des Cole, Beryl Boland, Norman Hoffman. Surendar Tani, 
Heidi Lockwood. Edward N. Miller, Bill Franks, Mary 
NI. Evely. Ed 1Vood, Lawrence Reaves, Katherine Lober, 
Ray Phelps, Kay Wilson. Colette Wilson. Fred R. Cole, 
Lisa Baldwin. 

OT V $875 
OT VI $350 

OT IV $75 OT III $875 

SECTION II OT 

Dasvn Mounsey, Anita June Zalcstein, Victor King, Michael 
McGee, George Castens, Emily Ford, Merian Koth, Barbara 
Bowes, Andrew Bagley, Mariana Rambo, Marilyn Joyce 
Myers, David Raushel, Terry Van Zerr, Kenda Weisberg, 
Michael B. Wolf, Tom Lovely, Iris Reaves, Douglas 
\Valker, Lawrence U. Krieger, Dick Butler, Philip Smith, 
Melanie Seidler, Frank Gardner, Glenn Samuels, Alexander 
Soroka, Michael Mauerer, Elyse Aronson, Kerry Gleeson, 
Surendar M. Jain, William Strasser, Edmund R. Wood. 
Heidi Lockwood, Katherine Lober, Ray Phelps, Lawrence 
Heaves. 

SECTION III OT 

Malury Wells, Brian Levman, Son Ribisi, Sharon Melrose, 
Camille Denholme, Jim Diamond, Alone Gardner,Deon Wat- 

. 	son. Chester Halliday, John Filisky, Joel Kreiner, Jon Hor- 

OT 	$75 	wich, Sean Cory, Doug McCreery, Ten-Ann Spickler, Rick 

-.7) 
Dillard, Albert Ribisi, Nancy Dermanoski, John Panter-
muehl, Carolyn Lee Kirkes, Anita June Zalcstein, Dawn 
Mounsey, Barbara Bowes, Merian Koth, Andrew Bagley, 
Anne Planner, Janet Wiggins, Bruce R. Wiggins, Nlarlana 
Rambo, Douglas W. Walker, Frank Rode, James L. 
Isaacson, Marilyn Joyce Myers, Sarah H. Strasser, Betty 
Oakes, Melanie Seidler, Tom Lovely, Lawrence U. Krieger, 
Michael Matierer, Alexander Soroka, Bruce A. Stem, Al 
Boughton, Glenn Samuels, Surendar Jain, Leifur C. 
Magnuson, II. 

SECTION IV OT 

Edith Friday, Marjory NI. Taylor, G. Bruce Ford, Larry 
Martin, Tohy Suzanne Paul, Jim Diamond, Hilde Kretch-
mar, Dr. Men Collins, Gerald S. Levine, Daniel Ber-
noulli, Marjorie Mace, Pam Tamara Pearcy (New). Joel 
Kreiner, James Farren, Valerie Weiss, Albert Ribisi, 
Barbara Bush, Bud Shilling, Nancy Dermanoski, Carolyn 
Lee Kirkes, Chester W. Halliday. Fred Whitta, David 
Smith, John Kemp, Anita Zalcstein, Jon Horwich, Andrew 
Bagley, Gwen Kearns, Anne Pfanner, Paul D. Bezazian, 
Michael .B. Wolf, Medan Koth, Florence B. Bezazian, 
Janet Wiggins, Barbara Bosses. Nlarlana Rambo. Marilyn 
Joyce Myers, Frank Rode, Bruce Wiggins, James L. 
Isaacson, Melanie Seidler, Timothy Yates, Ian lIaigh, Eric 
Holliday. Alex Soroka, Tom Lovely, Michael Maurer. 
Richard Coleman. 

Take the 

HUBBARD STANDARD DIANETICS 

COURSE at your local org 

Dianetic auditing and training are the 
essential background of a Scientologist 
and a prerequisite to the attainment of 
Scientology levels of ability. 
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OT II $500 

Enroll in advance on all O.T. 

Courses! Get all eight O.T. Course Sec-

tions for the special package price of 

$2,850.00 (U.S.). Save $475.00! (This 

includes the package discount of $325.00 

plus 5% discount for advance payment in 

full.) 

On these eight O.T. Course Sections, you 

will take the eight major steps necessary to 

achieve the state of Operating Thetan, and regain 

,Ite ability to be at Cause over subjective and ob-

jective matter, energy, space, and time, thought and 

life. 

Enroll in advance today. Write to the ADVANCE SCHEDULING REGISTRAR 

of your AO for an attractive Advance Registration Packet containing all the infor-

mation you need to get started. DO IT NOW. 

Prerequisite: Clear (HSDC is a prerequisite for OT III). SECTION V OT 

Soo Ribisi. Camille NI. Denholme, Sharon Melrose, Larry 
Martin, Gary Minniss, Alberto Gorbea, Jim Diamond, 
Hilde Kretchmar, Sadye Stromfeld, Don Clark, Edgar F. 
Mace, James L. Dimmock, Marjorie Mace, Pam Tamara 
Pearcy. Vernon EL Townsend, Jr., Marjory Taylor, John 
NIcMaster, Judy Davis. Joe B. D'Angelo, Vicky Alpe. 
Carolynn Lee Kirkes, Chris Stevens, Fred Whitta, Dean 
Blehert, Bud Shilling. Bobbi Bush. Samuel Giherson Spevak. 
David Smith. John Kemp, Michael B. Wolf, Susan Hoebeke, 
Nlarlana Rambo, Anne Pfanner, Janet Wiggins. Nancy 
Dermanoski, Bruce Wiggins, Marilyn Myers, Alexander 
Soroka, Christine C. Phillips, Albert Ribisi. 

SECTION VI OT 

Marie Passinore. Mildred Schwidde, Diane E. Straus, 
Sharon Rappoport, Gail Shepard, Guggy Grahame, Jane 
Griffith, Henry Robert Geddes, Raymond Stepp, Edward 
Linz, John Filisky, Larry Martin, Camille NI. Denholme, 
Edgar R. Mace, Pans Tamara Pearcy, Sharon Melrose, John 
McMaster, Gary Minniss, John Wooten, Carlynn Lee 
Kirkes. Mary Christine Free. Soo Ribisi, Jody Davis, 
Marjory NI. Taylor, Hilde Kretchmar, Alberto Corbea, 
Martha E. Weller, Sadye Stromfeld, Bobbie Bush, Liesnl 
Soley, Michael B. Wolf, Dean Blehart, David Smith, 
Frederick V. Whitta, Anne Planner, Bill Franks, Alexander 
Soroka, Mariana Rambo. 



RECENT CLASS VIII 

GRADUATES 

SUCCESS STORIES 
Thank you Ron! 
Class VIII Course is so beautiful and Standard Tech 

IS Simple. 
Betty Cook 
Class VIII 

What is there to say — 
Standard Tech is incredible . . . it's simple. 

Susan C. Ballantyne 
Class VIII 

. . . The CLASS VIII COURSE is such a tremendous 
win that it makes one again aware of all past gains and 
welds them into a power force that knows no bounds or 
limits. It gives the confidence and competence to carry 
the Standard forward to accomplish the goals that we have 
agreed with Ron are the only goals worth accomplishment. 

Burt Griswold 
Class VIII 

The Class VIII Course is the most fantastic cycle of 
action in this universe — the technology is perhaps the 
simplest tech in the universe and is the only technology 
which will free man. I am a valuable being with this 
technology. 

James J. Fiducia 
Class VIII 

AOLA 
Diana SamnaIs 
Peter Crandall 
Craig Beaney 
Marge Winard 
Merle Goodman 
Pat \Valigora 
John Imburgia 
Jon Horwich 
Jack N. Shapiro 
Stan Weiss 
Baron Berez 
Gary Engle 
Martin Samuels 
Katy Gillespie 
Janet L. Keough 
Kent R. Stryker 
Jack Cohen 
Rosalinde Mustard 
Edith Friday 
Tohy Paul 
Val Weiss 
June Lake 
Jim Farren 
Rebecca Jessup 
Alan Hollander 
Timothy P. Yates 
Lori Taverna 

Louise Kelly 
Betty Filisky 
Sylvester Nlielczarek 
Michael J. Yates 
Ted-Ann Spickler 
Murray Don Caplan 
Douglas W. Walker 
Richard Coleman 
AOUK 
Chris Stevens 
Robin J. R. Lindsell 
Penelope Elizabeth Khaled 
Pedro Doria 
Penelope Mace 
Dalene Regenass 
Hazel Cheminias 
Elizabeth Bell 
Bruce Robert Gibson 
Gwynne Lucy Borthwick 
Anthony John Rogers 
AODK 
Jill Adams 
Sandy Pokras 
Denis Shuttleworth 
Owen Starkey 
Hank Laarhuis 
Maurice Pivo 
Vi Wellington 

TAKE THE CLASS VIII AUDITOR'S COURSE 
The Class VIII Auditor's Course is the ultimate training level in Scientology. It is a 

Sea Org Course — taught only at AOs and supervised by skilled Class VIII Sea Org Auditors. 

In four to six weeks of intensive study one polishes and standardizes ones Tech to 
be able to use the most magnificent tool in the universe — 100% Standard Tech. 

A Class VIII Auditor can deliver 100% results, 100% of the time. This means he has 
the power to free any being and handle any case from new Scientologist to OT VI. 

Prerequisites for the Class VIII Course are Saint Hill Special Briefing Course Graduate 
(including HSDC), OT III or above. 

Price: $1500. Less 5% discount for advance payment in full, you pay $1425. 

Enroll in advance today. Contact the Advance Scheduling Registrar of your nearest AO. 
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HDG'S 

QUALIFY 

FOR 

SEA ORG 

On land and sea the Sea Org is in the forefront of 
the expansion of Scientology — whether it's pioneering 
on the Flag Ship the highly successful Standard Dia-
netics program or spearheading a new civilization in 
the Sea Org Advanced Organizations. 

Originally, the Sea Org was composed of Clears and 
ZITs who shared with L. Ron Hubbard, the Commodore, 
his love of adventure and the sea, but who, more import-
antly, were totally committed to his vision of a safe and 
free planet. And it was first thought that only Clears and 
OTs were able enough to accomplish the Sea Org's pro-
grams. 

But recently an exciting discovery was made: Hubbard 
Dianetic Counselors, with their tremendous ability to 
handle the mind and its psychosomatic manifestations, 
make excellent Sea Org members! 

In fact, non-HDC recruits can now be signed on and 
trained on the Hubbard Standard Dianetics Course at Sea 
Org expense. When they graduate with excellent case gain 
and flying colors as a Dianetic Auditor their contracts are 
•onfirmed and they are sent for ship and organizational 

-training. When qualified, these new Sea Org members can 
then be promoted to a Sea Org Saint Hill Organization or 
even an Advanced Organization. 

Of course, any Dianetic Counselor or above who signs 
on is sent directly for ship and org training. 

A GOOD AUDITOR, IT HAS BEEN FOUND, 
MAKES AN ABLE SEA ORG MEMBER. 

To sign on, the basic requirements are no debts, no 
children under 12 and good Ethics history. 

Through the leadership of Commodore, L. Ron Hub-
bard, the Sea Org is the best organized, best trained and 
most effective organization on this planet. 

Apply for membership in this elite group today. 

Write or contact the Personnel Recruitment Offi-
cer of your nearest AO. 

SEA ORG 
SUCCESS STORIES 

The purpose of a being is to cause. The Sea Org 
is where you can be the most causative of any place in 
the universe. You can do anything in the Sea Org! . . . 
and all you have to do is just do it! 

B. E. 

Being a Sea Org Member is a major step toward 
being an Operating Thetan. 

R. J. 

Being in the Sea Org is the biggest, most powerful, 
rewarding activity I've done! 

R. D. 

Being in the Sea Org.is quite an experience. Doing 
what I am doing is where the success is. Because every 
cycle I handle influences the whole planet and that is 
quite a responsibility. But I can have everything I cause 
now. 

I. R. 

JOIN NOW! 
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THE ROAD TO CLEAR AND 
TOTAL FREEDOM LEADS 
TO YOUR NEAREST AO 

AOLA 

I 
CL K 

AO-SH DK 

 

AO-SH DENMARK 
Advanced Organization Saint Hill Denmark 
ABELLUND 
3130 Bistrup PR. Saunte, 
SJAELLAND. DENMARK 

AOLA- LOS ANGELES 
916 South Westlake 
Los Angeles, California 
90006, U.S.A. 

5 U 

AOUK - EDINBURGH 
Fleet House 
20 Southbridge 
Edinburgh, Scotland 



• 

SCIENTOLOGY OUT 
LONDON, England (RNS) 

—A British court has ruled 
that Scientology Is not a 
religion. 

V 1" 
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fn:fois 
lifidiente 	possible 

Manson may be tied to more cleat 

C 
LOS ANGELES, Dec. 8, (OR — An investiga-tion is being conducted into possible Inks be-tween the seven Tate-LeBlanc& slayings and the Nov. 5 stabbing deaths of two young • .church of Scientoloinbers, police said 

WsY• 
The disclosure came as Charles Manson, the pied piper of a hippie cult accused in the Sha-ron Tate-LaBianca killings was returned here yesterday for arraignment on seven murder charges. Manson, 35, who will appear in court tomorrow, was brought from Independence, Calif., where he was held on auto theft charge. He wore fringed buckskin clothing and mocca- sins. 	 : 

Three other members of "the Manson fami-ly" were to be arraigned today. 
"There is an investigation going on into the i possible links," said police Sgt.L: 

 Henry Cullum. 
"We have to hit every angle. 

Detective Lt. Earl Deemer said the possible link was being closely investigated. "The over-kill syndrome was present in the Scientologists deaths—each kid was -stabbed over 50 times 
—and it was present in the Tate and LeBlanc& 
murders." Lt. Deemer said. 

Similarities between the three brutal crimes have physical as well as philosophical paral-lels. Detectives reportedly have been looking into cultism, particularly the pseudo-religious tribe led by the long-haired, bearded Manson and another group called "the Process." 
"The Process," an anti-establishment group formed in London which has been known to worship Satan, is an offshoot of the Church of Scientology. Investigators have been struck with parallels between its philosophies and the 

occultism of Manson, who was k 	to have dabbled in Scientology and then one on to more eccentric cultism. 
The present investigation, accdrding to Lt. Deemer, encompasses the three crimes, but authorities were reportedly looking Into links to two other unsolved slayings, termed sense-less, in the Los Angeles area since the begin-ning of the year. 
The bodies of James Sharp, 15, and Doreen Gaul, 19, botherecent residents of the Los An-

geles 
 

area, were found in an alley Nov. 5. The i young Scientologists had been repeatedly stabbed. 

Lt. Deemer noted jtrsimilarities: 
• Misa Gaul and young Sharp lived about two miles from where wealthy grocer Lego Labianca and his wife were stabbed to death - Aug. 10. 
• The seven Tate-Labianca slayings and the' stabbing deaths of the young-Man and woman were apparently without motive. • Ail but one of the seven victims In August were stabbed as were Miss Gaul and the Sharp U. Deemer said investigators also were checking into a possible link between the Man-son group and the death Jan. 1 of Marin Hab%0 17, daughter of screenwriter Hans Habe. Her body was found on a brush-covered slope in the Hollywood hills. She had been stabbed. - 

Another young girl, never identified, was' found stabbed to death in the immediate area a few months later. There also is a possible link between that crime and the others, police say. 
The Church of Scientology is a quasi-scien-

man is truly a spirit. Its chief goal is to free 
the "soul of wisdom." The mystical group uses 
an instrument called an "E-meter," a type of lie detector in its work with its followers. 
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ree Love, Bi Obedience 
To Manson Features of Cult 

. By STEVEN V. ROBERTS 
e 190 Maw Yak Visa Na.,, Service 

CHATSWORTH. Calif. — Here 
in the barren, boulder-strewn 
Santa Son= Mountains, the 
aocused killers of actress Sharon 
Tate and at least sever other 
victire lived a life of indolence. In a fly-covered room with dogs 'free sex. midnight motorcycle and saddles scattered_ every- .iratres and bird otertesce tea utteie.  

!mysterious gars Inflamed . with 
41 hie prover  to =trot their 	'rI. IMELLED A RAT but. I 

and bagel. 	 _ ads afraid to crowd thethi I sus 
scared to death of Clothe I was 
afraid in erased him he'd hurt 
me. I guess I get it right." 

The "family"—about six men 
and 12 women—arrived Inc boo 
ken down school bus after a 
slow trip from San Francisco's.  
HaightiAshbury district. During 
cold spells they slept in the 
abandoned buil:Stags of the mov-
ie set, but during the summer 
camped out in the fields and 
woods. 

They slept late and often 
Stayed up most of the night, rac-
ing motorcycles on Santa Susan-
na Pass Road or singing. During 
the day they walked in the 
mountains or went on "garbage 
trips" to' collect unnamed food 
from local merchants. They 
bought gas with a credit card 
one girl had stolen from her par-
ents. 

Manson and the "family" 
were allowed to stay on the 
Spahr Ranch simply because 
people were afraid of him. 

"I couldn't get rid of them," 
said George *aim, the elderly, 
blind owner of the ranch, sitting 
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This picture emerges from in 
terviewe with empioyes of the 
Spell's Ranch, a dilapidated rid-
ing stable whine westernstyle 
huildinga are sometimes used as 
movie seta. 

It was here Charles Manson 
and his lbsoily" of about 18 
young people lived a number of 
morales before the murder of 
Mine Tate and four others Aug. 
9. They left about a week after 
the killings when police raided 
their camp looking for stolen au-
tomobiles and made several et-
rests. 

'IRE NEXT 110ME for the 
roving, nomadic band was a 
rant* near Death Valley. where 
they stet up a fortress-Eke camp 
msmiled by sentries, and contin 
uedrtheir ea ratealmg activities. 
Thei :remained there until mid-
October when police moved in 
arrested Manson and sever-
al '2;:ilihers for receiving stolen 
property. Ten of the "family" 
members are now in custody, al. 
tholfgh only three, excluding 
Maple& have been directly 
chin-fed with murder. 

today. people who knew 
Charlie Manson are afraid to 
talfrabout him publicly. "He's 

P flotthis zombies out," said one 
employe of the Spahn Ranch. 
"There's more than one family 

vine* been conditioned to be-
lierniCharlie Mattson is always 
riSigl: 	•  

notic spells" from Mason. An-
other girl, Sandra Pugh, told a 
reporter: 

"Re was magnetic. His mo-
tions Were like magic. The first 
time I saw him he was petting a 
cat I don't know why that 
struck me, but he seemed so 
kind." 

THE GIRLS LIVING trtih 
Manson told people. they lade 
him, that they had been throw% 
out by their parents, that they 
had nowhere else to go. 

"He played the guitar, he 
sang, he would make love to a 
girl," said one employe of the 
Spahr Ranch. "He preached 
love and peace and all that. You 
latow. He conditioned the girls 
to do avything." 

Using the girls es "bait," the 
lso 

traeincPitedoYesevsaeitral yotmgMlumnmeant harat-
coterie win helped him steal 
cars and convert them into dune 
buggies. Another employe who 
accepted the advances of one of 
the girls became infected with 
venereal disease. 

Manson's control of the group 
was so complete some 
him "God" and "Satan." Otheatt 
called him Hymie," by which r; 

they meant "Hitler." 

"CHARLIE ALWAYS had first 
crack at the new girls, the girls 
told me that," Spain said. "But 
they didn't seem jealous of each 
other." 

Beneath Manson's doctrine of 
love and peace, however, ran an 
undercurrent of violence. The 
family stocked up on guns and 
knives. Neighbors who com-
plained about their nmencycle 
racing were threatened with 
murder. A girl who came to a 
party and comphimed about the 
rowdiness was beaten up. One 
ranch employe was held hostage 
most of the night after an argu-
ment with Manson. 

In his Meeting,. Manson 
stirred up a mixture of violent 
rhetoric and 
thought linked t1=' 
a quasi-mystical nut which has 
a amber of bilowees in des 
area. He ranted ageisierailitest 
blacks and against the "es-
tablishment." He drove his rat. 
lowers into a frenzy of hatred 
against "nociety." 

Paine believe he finally • or-
dered them to commit murder to 
"mulish" that society for its ex-
cesses. They note the word 
"pig" was scrawled in blood at 
three different murder sites. 

"You can't stop them, you 
can't stop them," muttered one 
of their acquainances. "Once 
you corantica people Me that, 
you can't stop them." 

• 

'THEY LIVED VERY care-
lessly," said one man who knew 
them. "It was a real monoto-
nous life, but they kept telling 
themselves they were happy." 

The center of this life was 
Charlie Manson. a 3tyear-old 
man with a foe-page police re-
cord stretching back 18 years. 
Little ia known of his east life, 
but several years ago he started 
collecting young girls with a 
powerful magnetic annartion. 

The lawyer for one of his fol-
lowers, Susan Denise Atkins, 
said Ms client was under "by- . 



Mr. Harry E.-Butts 
Assistant tos-the Director 
Division of Care Guidance 
Bureau of Compliance 
Food and Drug Administration 
Washington, D.C. - 20204 

Mr. John Edgar Hoover 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D.C. 

His Emminance John Cardinal Cody 
Holy Name Cathedral 
Chicago, Illinois 

Mr. Garrissn 
Mental Health Outpoet 
U.S. Public Health Service 
4141 North Clarendon 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Sire: 

4921-23 North Kenmore Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois - 60640 
December 27, 1969 

long tt 
All leve 

inevitab 
level (t 

go throu 

Freedom 

clears". 
captions 

space. 

of OT-3. 
the (moo 

willing 

Scientology Meeting - 12-26-69 - Maurice Larude: 

OT-3 - every expanding level. Up to individual how 
takes. Toughest level to go through and meet important. 
le and Dianetice preparing for OT-3. 

Dianetic Auditing preparing for OT-3. "Handling the 
le." Every are of you seting in riddle of OT-3. Freedom 
s get at, too"). 

Took Ron a long time to work it out. (You will all) 
gh it eooner or later. 

Everyone of ue etill have to do more auditing on it. 
with full (57) perceptions. 

Liet (of this) in Self-Analyeie or "Handbook for. Pre- 
Not six - itItaxxmaxaxxisa (like seneee) - but 57 per- 

Not body way but your way. (W111) move you about in 
Full color perception ae a being. 

(First, handle) body difficulties, (then to OT-3). 

Multiple illnesses, multiple emetics (in body) part Imuumpantaxm Handle it with Dianetioe. (It ief 
t powerful tool there is. 

(Will) get mum you enough up scale co that you're 
to tackle it. 
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You're all like a Circus Ring Master having various acts geing en at one time. 

Start in communication with it an get it handled. 

Individual a little bit timid as far as willingness to confront anything - turns en various types of manifestations. Only thing to do is to cortront it. 

Large percent of population is psychotic to some de-gree, hears voices in dark, sounds around them. All part of OT-3. 

Complete peace and quiet in O?-3. 

Man has gone dawn bottom with drugs, alcohol. More of things there you don't understand. 

Dianetics and (Scientolsgy) assisting (the keying cut) of body (illnesses) keyed into it - aches and pains, (too)4 

Study on Dianetic material dies restimulate, but does (else) destimulate. 

In old days, group auditing. A let of good games done on MR group auditing. 

Experiences are grouped together. Just one individual. That individual it 'going to handle groups of somaticd. 

You have for (the) last 75,000,000 years (been) trying to get at OT-3. Studied varieus religious philosophies, sciences for purposes of freedom attainment. Something to get free Pram., 

lou can't get put of it en your own. Death won't do it. Religisnists, e.g., made it quite certain you have some particle of freedom: Y911 live only ;nee. Preedem from horrible experiences sought. 

Always the fact - that sneaky suspicion- that it w'on't Se. 

Now you have a chance to get out of it the other way - have mare 	than bef ere in - life. 

You started out as an OT, hut were a stupid jackass. 

You wouldn't let someone else after you were free get you into it again. 

Something new.  An neighbc)rheed - bt flashing lights cut there. At one time if somebody put bright light out there you would have been sucked into it. End up with a lot of trouble for self. 
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Last of the traps that (have been around fir a long 
time). Will not work anymore. 

Gotten an education, trained - now stay away from 
ether devices as control mechanism. 

Lot of religions (preached) about Heaven and Hello 

In inside of both of them is an implant mechanism. 
Pearly gates, et al, is set up as (an a ) trap. 

Even hell, old Satan at the doer with long tail and 
all - waiting for you. 

As you go it, somebody puts you intomachine 110 
energy and you go out - "I don't want that place at 

Dark place, whacking. Walk in, go out bleary eyed. 

Present day thastxxxlmhantitat theaters beautifuriet. 
up. Confuses.you. They are your pictures. (Give) you a false 
time-track. 

Today enough TV sets in every home. Wive central 
mechanism. Re: TV - "I would then be suspicious again: another 
trap." 

In future, you will learn. Things net to get barn a,* 
involved in. First time you cut finget called engram today. 
Directed against you as a being - net ypu as a body. 

Try to protect children. "Don't do this, you might 
get hurt. Kid gees off. and dies it anyway." "You try to pre. 
teat one another Pram experiences that yeu learned were harmful." 
Avert accident. 

Don't have to experience it to find out what ite like. 
Further: Breakthrough at OT-3. Yeu will get awfully smart. Not 
gam viewpoint you have new. 

Something wrong with individual over there. Change 
it (pictures) around for him. Ethical in all cases - for us, tar 
(.M.L.). 

A Survival game. 

OT-3 Course cut there. WWWW 

Back in home areas - some people in "trouble" and we 
change things around far them. 

Look what's going to change a let of people. 
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Crime will 01 down 	(for us, toe) (M.L.). 

Control an "insane driver" from your car to his on 
road • 

Getting stuck you your viewpoint. Free to communicate 
better. 

Things far out. I haven't got far enough yet. 

Gamer you get are consistent with everyone - 0*.L.) 
are universal. Sub-goal to pain goal - person stuck en. 

(Sy doing this you) are allowing the group to be. 

it. 
	You see him doing something non-survival. Y911 change 

First you have to look at hie consideration - the--
way it is. 

Are you perfectly willing to grant yourself being-
need (to Verna). 

You have net arrived at freedom barrier, freedom goals. 
You will look at own aberration and change it: auditing, as-is-
ness. 

Grant him beingnere by changing pictures. 

Changing never non-survival. 

Look what kind of a planet we'll have to play on. 
No family sr other insane activities going en today. 

All survival actions. 

What then conveniently spreads as an argument - try to 
convince somebody they're wrong. 

If all .that were used fer survival action, better 
world fer all of us to live ft in. 

Ron has not only a Sea Org operating. Space Org 
talked about. 

Probably by end of this mum century. 

We'll revitalize them. 

From sameness to no-life at all. 
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Planets in this Sector of Universe all dead. 

One person brought state of desent all about (universe). 

Successful in destroying other planets. 

This planet had no life on it for a time. 

Space travel going to be a common everyday thing. 
Some of you will live in space for centuries. 

We can only go sn on this Mudball. 

Terrible to travel 50 miles from home. 

Trip to and from LA since last meeting was grea 

Plane's average speed 500. Went 700. 

"Had a good tail wind." 

Thing is, some of the abilities you're goin&to have to 
go on ahead will serve gnu later. 

Some of you are dramatizing some of manifestations of 0T-3 
more than others. 

Most of them are taking at least two months to get to 
0T-3 - at (LA) - sombaking seven months. 

A slow process. 

Nine-hours-a-day auditing stopped. Most could not do 
it. 

Skimped over it. 

Prestige is getting it dose - that powerful lever. 

You can have your five or six perceptions. You have done 
something about them - shifting for them. 

You have taken on a responsibility for individual, going 
to help make it better for everyone. 

One thousand on OT-3 by end of 1970. Less than 50 
ztaxidalbamorx OT-30 now. One hundred fifty on course. 

Old OT-3 around 400. 

Some people trained for, e.g., auditors, have gone 
off and taken simple jobs to prevent themselves from making money. 
Scared of OT-3, 
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(As soon as Sue gets back, Lae, will gs en to XXIX 
OT-3-Expanded, not to Clast-8 Course.) 

When that's dzne, en to OT-8. 

Most of those en old Dianetic course prevented them•. 
selves from going on - had fear going. 

Anything an individual does that dews net pamminaxia 
keep his nose to the grindstone is avoiding (it). 

You're not going to avoid it - not going to escape 
from OT-3. 

No matter what you de, "Step lying to you"... _ 

"I went to see every one on Dianetic Course ge throUgh 
it, going to make chairs hot for you. 

They are in. 

"live trot to see the Consultant.. Tell me, Maurice." 

All rationed out, all =stilts/Ix justified. 

Only ens that kept X (Sue) awake was her - (divorce?). 

Individual werktn€ for his gzi goal - freedom, power of 
choice. 

You're being nailed down, right now. Unless you want 
to push hard vn you 

I want a let more people•en Dianetic Course. 

Sue to be an OT-4. 

When she comes back, OT-4, you're all ving tt be in 
trouble, 

From her actual experiences on auditing, herself, 

All I want to see is everyone pitching himself ferawrd. 
If husband or wife putting up barrier for yau, (handle it/). 

I did not want to de this, but I asked Maurice Larude 
about OT-3 phenomena, told him I had experienced a "Ring of Fire" 
incident. I did net say that it had been on the region of my 
penis. 

He, Larude, told me that I did not experience OT-3. 
He said, IRA further, that it would be fatal for me without prior 
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procesciag and/or auditing. Larude seemed ti be laUghing at 
this, did oall the incident a "Ring of Fire". He said it weir 
on the track. 

He mentioned, talon further, when I related the incident 
to the Druids at Stenehagen, that it was still a Track incident. 

Maurice Larude seemed to be enjoying my mention of the 
"Ring of Fire" incident. 

All I want to mention of this incident is that concomi-
tant with mama a severe burning sensation in the oenter of the 
penis - near I believe a major sensory sax nerve center - is a 
!trona, unyielding, pressing, severe desire to urinate. 

This may be done repeatedly. 

Dr. Duranski, I do not know his first name and diCnot 
want to take the time to check Information or the telephonnAllr-
ectaries, is an M.D. I have seen him at the Paul Bezestan "Group 
Meeting one or two months ago - I do net remember - and at the 
Maurice Larude Stare Motel Friday night meeting last week. 

He seems to be coming there on his own accord, now. 

When I mentianed the "Ring of Fire" incident, he, Dr. 
Duraneki, Ex/ seemed to evince interest. 

Maurice Larude will purchase the advertising promotion 
piece I worked an for him, will buy it after he moves. No room 
for the seventy-f ive or so people he expects. He is, incidentally, 
leaking for an apartment in the Lawrence-Crawford (or Pulaski) 
area. A large one. 

I believe I will help him find it. 

That is about all I have to report. Oh, yes, Maurice 
Larude told me, also, that the 'Wall of Fire" was - in response 
to my questioning, he said it was similar to "White-Star Fire" 

like radiation -- and I.think I saw a similar incident -- on 
my mother in 1959 at or around 927 Argyle, Chicago, b done to • 
her by the Roman Catholic Church's Blessed Virgin Mary - capable 
of incinerating me. In same eases, only xximmiximm the ashes 
of the body arc remaining, and sometimes not even that. He said 
he liked k me, did net want to see me dead. 

lie said the "rail of Fire" would incinerate me. 
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U.S.TREAalRYAPARTMENT 
EU RZAU 00,(1QSTC.AS 

DEPARTMF.NT OF 
AND 	HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE 

FGOO AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION 

NOTICE OF REF::::;;U. il.D.VZSION 

FEDERAL FCOD, DRUG AND CC".:42T:C ACT, Section 801(a) 

FEDE:1AL HAZARDOUS SUDSTANCES LABELING ACT; Section 14(a) 

TO 	 =e..1 	L:..olocy of CalL2,10ce  Denvar, Colorado 
(Owner, :aT,c;onelgnee who foundo; bona) 

+ 
Address: 13 .i 

Salt Lal:c City, 	C,4105 
12/23/C9 Date 	  

624 Sample No 
 DN  

Examination of samples has been made and an opportunity for a hearing accorded you under the above 

designated Act with respect to shipment of 10 boz:ca, each containing 1 Hubbard Electra. 

mater 

Carrier 

 

DIAL:  17'97°  	Entry No. and dateNew York IT 132433-5 6119/1 

Plumwstandmmoolaniel0 

0200513/P0077976 Marks and numbers Addrest.,ad 

It appears that the article is not in compliance with such Act and is subject to refusal of admission be-
cause of the following violation(s): 

Atticla is .11:1;;;)randsd in violation of Section 502(f)(1) of the Federal rood, 
Drug, cad Cosmetic Act in that the labeling fails to bear adequate directions 
for use. 

_Pcp.t.p44g!or 
cc - CA-224  
cc - BC--2211 
cc - SLC 
cc - File 

NOTE: By letter of 12/12/69, consignee informed us that they wished to export these devices. 

You are hereby notified that admission of above-described merchandise is refused. This merchandise 
must be exported under Customs' supervision within 90 days from the date of this notice or within such 
additional time as the Collector of Customs specifies. Failure to do so may result in destruction of the 
merchandise as authorized by the statute. 

(Signature) VBIZ Le 
1.02SVOLD, Acti,x; 1*,:-.port Officer 

&;g2e="c.frer4-sseems 

FD-772& (1/62) (CUSTOMS COPY) 

Customs. District No. 	Port of 	  
41 

PREVIOUS EDITION OF 	 (SEE REVERSE) 
THIS toSN II OBSOLETE* 

1 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION, AND WELFARE 
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE 

CONSUML R PROTECTION AND LNVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SERVICE 

December 23, 1969 
F000 AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION 
DENVER DISTRICT 

ROOM 513. U.5.CUSTOMHOUSE 
DENVER. COLORADO 80202 

TELEPHONE: 303:297-4335 

Miss Deon Satterfield 
Executive Director 
Scientology - Salt Lake 
Hyland Village Suite 15 
1321 East 33rd South 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106 

Dear Miss Satterfield: 

Your letter of December 12, 1969, inquired as to the 

procedure through which the ten detained E-meters could be 

exported. I am enclosing a Notice of Refusal of Admission. 

With this document, your Custom House Broker can make the 

necessary arrangements with Customs to export the shipment. 

Sincerely, 

FRED L. LOFSVOLD 
Regional Food & Drug Director 

FLL:dz 

cc - Port Director 

cc - CA-224 

cc - BC-220 

u 



4921.23 North Kenmore Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois - 60640 
December 21, 1969 

Mr. Harry E. Butts 
Assistant_to the Director 
Division 9f Caseaddance 
Bureau of Compliance 
F914 and Drug Administration 
Washington, D.C. - 20204 

Mr. John Edgar Hoover 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D.C. 

His EMminance John Cardinal Cody 
Holy Name Cathedral 
Chicago, Illinois 

Mr. Garrison 
Mental Health Outpost 
U.S. Public Health Service 
4141 North Clarendon 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Sirs: 

r  

"The Other Side • My ftperiences with Psychic Phoenmena" by 
Bishop James A. Pike with Diane Kennedy. 

Inside front cover: Somebody's "Postman Always Rings Twice"? 

Page 6: "..Miss Diane Konnedy, Director of New Focus Foundations."... 
Somelmdy's new-type UFO organization? "..the board of which has 
given support." - or somebody's new Org Board? 

Page 9: "If he is compelled to look straight at the light, will 
he not have a pain in his eyes which will make him turn away?" 
"Last of all, he will be able to see the sun. He wi 11 then proceed 
to argue that the sun is he who gives the seasons and the years 
and is the guardian 9f all that is in the visible world." 

"Imagine once more such an individual timing suddenly out of the 
sun to be replaced in his old situation." 

Plato - The Republic,  

He will 'het have a "pain in his eyes" if he (a) is pro-
cessed, (b) if he is a member of the Van Tassel Organization or I 
believe (c) if he is a member of Diane Kennedy's New Focus Foun-
dation. He also quite probably will be able to see the sun if 
he has had the HASI process, "See My Fingers". "He will then 
proceed to argue that the sun is he who gives the seasons and the 
years and is the guardian of all that is in the visible world." is 
simillar to the "Shadow Men" invasion of the City of Chimp from 
out of the Sun in 1959. This invasion was originated by Harris 
Richard Wing Angel and Ron Hubbard to shield not only the murder 
of my mother but the MIkoyan incident and the 1958 Recession as 
well. 	 5070 
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Page 135:_ "The few days in Washington were filled to overflow-
ing. For years I preached at Epiphany" - or epi-phenomena 
(Angel's) Church downtownY.." "I also at evening services in a 
suburban Presbyterian (Assyrian - opo - sops - Angel's Operators: 
see "What to Audit 	"Scientology 8:8008t  the "History of Man" and 
the old edition of "Scientology 8-80" - "Black and White.") "church, 
Chevy Chase" (Ange-I-LH-..—TITTr-Tr-Mir Silver Spring, Maryland, 
which in 1956-,57-58 and 59 was the Distribution Center of MASI. 

19 1969 
HASI Meeting - Dec./MAIM 8:00 p.m. - Maurice Larude. 

XIIIIMINECIIIKEXXXXILMIEUXXECEITAILUXX 

02443 knows not only from eyeballs but other directions 
as well. Planet future to be up. 

Dianetic class next Saturday and Sunday - second session 
27th and 28th, here. You can start second time, too. There is 

something to find out, etc. You will sit there and do it to some «it 
body else and see theM change. Tri*ple flows..start running a 
single-  flow. Baird from St. Louis. 

Moving that much mental mass. 

Car loads of pictures. 

Next thing going to happen, trying to run po and have po 
self-audit (as do self audit) both will suffer Overwhelm. 

Body sags. You can no longer go on. (From 20 hours 
of auditing in five days.) Will now run two poet per day instead 
of one. 

Handling tremenduous amounts sf Mental Image pictures -
getting tired. All (Above) on Dianetic Course. 

Ron sent out a P91 Ltr this week to those that took 
Pro-Course: "Individuals vs. Groups", etc. - 

Do not lecture or disseminate to public groups, public 
and social groups, guilt support a fixed solution. Such groups 
are a mutual protective society. To a nation at war, eg. last 
war U.S. susploi6uo of Eng., France. Thus a mailing list to 
gsv't, etc., can do harm. Don't waste time to fix in (?) from the 
Lions - worthless to disseminate to .specialized groups. Groups 
can be unpopular in the extreme - AMA and APA mentioned. News-
papers represent the litter of public opinion - they are not gen-
erally liked. Nelson Rockerfeller mothballed into South America. 
XXXI Ninty-Two percent of population do not Mimic belong to groups 
vicious Oatholica, underhanded Protestants - fixing any reporter, 

Power of Press does .not extend to freedom of reporters. 
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Minty-two pereent of world population with whom Comm. is possible 0 

Summary. Thus, little point in disseminating to Uni-
versity, but to students, who have.problema. No point to police 
force, policemen, who have problems. War Ministry, soldiers, who 
have problems. With Earth as it Is. Psychiatry, gov't agencies 
mentioned. ]WCK Ninty-two 1X percent of population not on side of 
anyone - majority have problems. Thus dissemination can occur. 
Thus majority potential on our sides  

Just run into organization that has fixed ide&. If some - 
body didn't have fixed ideas, you wouldn't be in mesa you're in 
now. From long time on the Track. See crookedness in bank or 
gevit office. You show up in England, China, looking it over - 
no laws. What's going to happen when all above OT-3. They could .4 
n't have you travelling from planet to planet - used to be done 
bef ore. 

That hold on Mankind is breaking again. A lot of OT-6a 
and XXX Be may shake up gev't, etc. - takk off fir moon at tax 
time. In future, be anywhere you want to be for as long as you 
want to be. Other games to play. Total freedom. Getting re4,  
acquainted with leusey Time Track of yours. Many Reactive Mind 
incidents secured a long time ago - space opens up. Scientology 
moving in that direction. When first OT-3 comes back, has full 
perceptic ability, Clears, too. Clears and Ota should be dif-. 
ferent than ex they are. XXX 

Sue will be full OT-3 or Xlt 4 when she comes back. 

If they can vanish their body in front of me - that's 
no excuse. No one is g oing to be able to get away in the fu-
ture. Ron has found Tut there is a lot more father South -
North is up. 

Ire can't fit into perfect statue you have get mocked up 
f or us • 

People wearing different elothee, not wearing old 
Grecian smocks. Being draped ever with a fur I skin. 

Some of you have been sitting in a Society more modern 
than this one can be - so beautiful that this planet looks like a 
desert. It gets quite real when you're sitting in it. 

• 
(Sematica) come from old Mental Image, (Overt-Motiva-

tor sequence next). 

Gee, that was iplxicxxxi a quick one - must have been 
painful 	start feeling old pictures moving off body-zone. See 
pain. 

See Mental Image pictures of actual pain in incident. 
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Every one of those experiences sitting with you in 
Present Time - real in Dianetic Auditing. 

Feel actual changes going on in body. Mast of you can't 
reach two inches t before gm: nose -(something about reaching 
across room). 

When you get up higher, you can perceive history of 
area. Ron Cochratne can look at an area and see its history at a 
glance. UK 

Dictionary will change, too - books. 

You will first have to decide to not know what's in a 
book before you read it to decide what's in it. 

Eames where one Will find an excuse to get out of *Know-
ing what history could'be, we could change course of it": Woman. 
Maurice Larude: "Right." 

Woman (Karen): Scientologist. Wraiteress covertly holip4 
tile. Walking aimlessly. Decided to get into one woman's head. 
rid so. 

Maurice Larude: "That's right". 

You become more responsible, more ethical, more pan-
determined. 

Pan-Dtorminienu willing to be or take over anyone,/ 
else's viewpoint; Maurice Larude. 

(We must) come up in ethics - be responsible for more 
of Mankind. A Gradient Scale upward of Ability. Higher, respon-
sibility goes up across Dynamics!. Beingnees to be occupied is 
Space, enjoys to occupy your space. To occupy your space as 
cause of miatimax victems. 

In all of flow!, inflow, outflow, cross flew - all 
kick the body. How can you feel it from somebody over there. 

Another being. 

You occupied his space. 

TV today a beautiful restimulation of Cross-Flom. 

True affinity - willingness to occupy another's space 
or have another occupy yours. 

If body hurts, better to occupy another viewpoint. 

Look from my finger.- (extends right arm with thumb 
13 upraised). 
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If you are willing to flow enough affinity, it will hur 	t 
more. 

Tries to put injured member of body away. Try to handle 
a pile of ashes in living room floor from back porch. Can you do 
it? 

(You) need some affinity. 

As-is-news makes it disappear. 

As-is-ness applicable to human pain. 

Purpose of doing a Touch Assist to get a person into 
Communication and out of Confusion. 

Interiorizing, getting atention stuck on Mental Image 
picture* 

Difference between interisrizing and exteriorizing. 

Insane are being forcibly exteriorized by use of troll... 
mattxxxxx quilizers - other' drug. 

Free Rum meter. 

Keyed-out, subject to be keyed-in again. 

*30* 

This is about all I have to tell you at this time. 
When I have mare time, and more money, I will do more. In the 
meantime, I have cancelled out my checking and savings accounts, 
and am going to prepare to return to Day Labor immediately after 
Christmas. I do have, however, two advertising promotion pieces 
written and laid out, s one of which is more sn speculation tiutt 
than the other. The first is for Maurice Larude, which promotion 
piece I will finish today. The other, for Chicago North-Side 
Scientology and Dianetim Center, is done Ix! except for the copy. 
I am girt going to complete this tomorrow and make the presenta-. 
tion tomorrow night. 

I did not get the chance to photograph the X (assumed) 
Chinese military agent as I wrote that I would do. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE 

NOV 1 3 1969 

"DririllUG '' r----"-7-"-r'9&tanding Church of Scientology 
Washington DCAAF 41-126) v. 

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION 

donerable Spessard L. Selland --um States Senate 
waskieston, O. C. 20510 

aeor Senator Oollands 

This mai to year reqoest of_grager.2,2,,..12112.apr comment on a 
;Attila' 	 tae?  ;Ingle,  Tallahassee, Florida, macerates recast 
&atomises of importations of 8-tooter devices by the food and OM 
Adeimistratise. 

3r. Louie charges that FDA is attempting to interfere cloth tettoteas 
freedom and that a Poderal Court had found that FAA had operate, 
improperly in connection with a seizure action ars net trap. 

In January 1063, approximately 100 Sideberd Ureters together nitli ae 
large mamtity of various pieces of literature relating to the Ihillehef 
were seized is possession of the Oistribotima Center, Ins,, the 
Academy of Sciessology, and the Subberd Ouideece Center, Inc., all 
located ioteuddigtom, 4. C. The devices mere represented by the 
literature to be adequate and effective for the dissmosie and treat. 
emit of all memtal ailments and essentially all physical ailments of 
meableir  'ditch representations and suggest ions were charged to be 
Setae and misleading. This seizure action ass contested. After a 
thirteen day trial, a Jury determined the devices to be misbranded. 
A Themes et ftedeemstion lee tiled Aiwa 23, 1967. Oa February 5, 
1969, the limited States Court of Appeals far the District of Columbia 
reversed the jetty's verdict but eat for the mesons stated by 
Mr. Louie. 

The Circuit Court ruled that ell the reeptirem<als unposed by the 
163111thiailU6alla hed been complied oath by the Government. The Court 
amid 42041#164 et latermetion particularly describing the items 
hobo tektlitsitigiotss a ressomeb4 particular account of the respects 
111111111131 lb* elle thought to contravene the Federal Food, Drag, and 
eseseeto Aet, bet beep tiled by the United States Attorney, that the — 
libel nos subject to scrutiny by a United states oistrict Judge, and 
that it wee only after hie movie w and by Court order that the worm* 
issued. The Court tenet that the contention that the seizure tee 
carried out to an unreasonable manor was without merit. 

101-1083-1 	CIPo 
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the Cleemit COMO reversed become it found that ameb of the Itteratere =ggifyy tftecentreenst to establish aistweedlas toe see labeling 
tholosaidiss of the Act as interpreted La the tight of the Pint 

Ansmisset. The Coast said* *lo ito legal argue sets the Sevaremeat has 
coateekod free the await that ehothet Of net Scientology is a relistes„ 
sad shoehret or net auditing or preeessieg is a practice of that teliglest, 
eras entirety ixteleveat to the ems. Seligioes beliefs, it is argued, 
ace entitety pretested by the First Ameedoest, get fatties in the seine 
of religion to tams cable to legal mulattos under the sone ataudowdo 
and to the sane degree am it eseid he if ertirety seeder in paropsee.' 
The Comet held that ea the reeved Were it the appellemea hod =de 
eat a prime feels case that the Pounding drama of gdameagallY  to  a 
reltglee and the the daverenest hold eat cheese to coeteet cb Outs. 
it lewd that the gsIVAOS* Milt of the materiel alleged is he Mee 
Ls-belies at the &Metes eeneAsted el the geneeel Litseetseenef 
Seleatetegy„ add that if the eaveaset le a rellebee me eleieed14,411* 
appalls*, and es the eaverotwat had toe denied, thole amistolmiftir 
Stripteres. 

The Coast further bold that the heels of its reversal WO that 
tenet Ingeoposty framed rather than that the soleatotegfese gala* 
titaaataal mars maamtmaelY lwateeted, 	that the **ideate geO 
tenantless, and snide 'it meld appear chat a age trial ea 	b 
uodev." 

The Food sad Dye; Adeindetration investigations show that the &Meter 
devices are inseeded to be promoted far and retied epee to the dingoes**, 
tresteest„ sad poeventioa of tinny disease ceaditiees. it to else clew 
that they Lett adequate directions for this I.:aoudad eve, end that they 
are therefore etabeanded. This vise bee been suppetted by the 0.8. 
District Coat at Las Anodes an Mich 17,. 1469, and thee.*** ;Utast 
Omelet for the Seaters' histriat of Totes on March 13, 1960, mite reseed* 
to the demotes of ode* &deter devices. 

The Feed sad Dreg Adededitratiee in nee etteeptieg to interfere taste 
religious freedoms es charged, but La only attempting to enforce the 
priveislassa of the Act ea required by low.' 

ti Waft toot furthes assistance, please let us kaaw. 

cc CL-10 (2.) 
cc RC-100 (JNewmen) 
cc RC-1 RA? 
BTLoftuallas t-10-29-69 
R/D Init: VW&nart 

luelsamme 
ComattoeuVo let 
Congressional Liaison Office 
cc ATL-DO BLT-DO 

NOTE: Mr. Lewis wrote to 2 senators, a 
copgressman, & the President (& sent a copy of the 
lea to FDA) complaining about FDA's seizure of 
E-Meters. This is the first congressional inquiry,  
generated by his writing. BTLoftus 
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William C-14011 
Oleos W. Rilpetrick Acting Directoe 
Office of Legislattve and 
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Daniel N. Eoffnen, Esq. 
Christy, Costello &Roffman 
Pest Office Ben 177 
1500 Los Padres Boulevard 
Santa Clare, California 35052 

Re: Scientology 

Dear Mk. Eoffeee: 

This is in response to your Letter of October 20, 
1969. 

As requested, we are enclosing copies of the coast 
opinions involving the seizure action against the &Mord 
E-Muter under the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act and 
the Court of Claims case involving the Pounding Church of 
scLestelogy of Washington. D.C. No decision bee yet been 
mode whether the seizure scam will be retried. 

Very truly yours, 

ii 	p  

William W. Goodrich 
Assistant General Counsel 
food. Drugs is Environmental 

Health Division 

Znalasurso 

MFG sags AUK: mez 
10/29/69 
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Daniel N. Hoffman Esq. 
Christy, Costello 6 Hoffman 
Post Office Bon 177 
1500 Los Padres Boulevard 
Santa Clara, California 95052 

Re: Scientology 

Dear Mi. Hoffman: 

This is in response to your letter of October 20, 
1969. 

As requested, we are enclosing copies of the court 
opinions involving the seizure action against the Hubbard 
E-Neter under the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act and 
the Court of Claims case involving the Pounding Church of 
Scientology of Washington, D.C. No decision has yet been 
made whether the seizure action will be retried. 

Very truly yours, 

A 
W. Goodrich 

Assistant General Counsel 
Food, Drugs & Environmental 

Health Division 

Enclosures 

SVC: Alas JSISK: mos 
10/29/69 
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Very truly yours. 
lo 	

141.7 ql 

trillion W. Goodrich 
Assistant General Comae 
Food. Drugs. and gait 

littalth Biota 

6LOS 

Honorable Wa. Matthew Byres. Jr. 
United States Attorney 
Vatted States Court House 
312 Worth Spring Street 
Lee Aegeles. California 90012 

Attar Larry L. Dies 
Assistant Gutted States Attorney 	AC  //- /WA*  

Rot lbs Church of Sciestology of California, 
a corporation v. Robert Pinch, et al. 
No.  24276. Wisc. No. 86  

Deer Sirt 

Enclosed are the original and three copies of grief for 

appellee for your use in the above-captioned case. 

If we may be of any further aasistance, please do not 

hesitate to call upon us. 

Itallbleares 

sirdOtaISKI jtrolf : 10/24/69 



UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 

FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT 

No. 24276 

THE CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY OF CALI
FORNIA, 

a corporation, 

Appellant, 

vs. 

ROBERT FINCH, et al. 

Appellee. 

On Appeal from The United States D
istrict Court for the 

Central District of California
 

BRIEF FOR APPELLEE 

WM, MATTHEW BYRNE, JR. 
United States Attorney 

FREDERICK M. BROSIO, JR. 
Assistant United States Attorney 

Chief, Civil Division 

LARRY L. DIER 
Assistant United States Attorney 

United States Court Rouse 

312 North Spring Street 

Los Angeles, California 90012 

Of Counsel: 

WILLIAM H. GOODRICH 
Assistant General Counsel 

JOANNE S. SISR 
Attorney 
U.S. Department of Health, Educat

ion, 

and Welfare 
Washington, D.C. 20201 
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UNITED STATES COURT OP APPEALS 
FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT 

No. 24276 

THE CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY OF CALIFORNIA, 
a corporation, 

Appellant, 

vs. 

ROBERT FINCH, et al. 

Appellee. 

On Appeal from The United States District Court for the 
Central District of California 

COUNTER STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

The facts that give rise to this action are as follows: 

The Food and Drug Administration, acting under the import provisions 

of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, 21 U.S.C. 381(a), obtained 

documentary samples of articles known as E-Meters that were consigned to 

various individuals, to the Hubbard Scientology Organization, and to the 

Church of Scientology of California for importation into the United States. 

It appeared to the ageaoy from an examination of the articles and from 

other information available that the E-Meters were devices within the 

meaning of the law, 21 U.S.C. 321(h), and that they were misbranded 

because they failed to bear adequate directions for use, 21 U.S.C. 352(f)(I), 
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whereupon the Agency issued a notice of detention and he
aring to the 

individual consignees signifying its intention to exclud
e the 

1 
importations. 

As a matter of background, on January 3, 1963, a Libel o
f Information 

had been filed pursuant to the Act, 21 U.S.C. 334, in th
e United States 

District Court for the District of Columbia, seeking con
demnation of a 

number of E-Meter devices. United States v. An Article 
of Device ...  

E-Mater, Civil Action No. DC1-1963. Subsequently, in June 1967, after a 

jury trial, a Decree of Condemnation vas entered orderin
g the destruction 

2 

of the E-Meters there involved (R. 37-81; Finding 1, R.
 257]. Thereafter, 

beginning on May 29, 1968, a number of Import Notices of
 Detention and 

Nearing were issued by the San Francisco and Los Angeles
 District 

Offices of the Food and Drug Administration [Government'
s Answer to 

Plaintiff's Interrogatory 2; R. 83-90; Finding 2, R. 258
]. 

The Notices stated that articles of device in wooden cas
es, 

labeling as an E-Meter, were being detained at either th
e local United 

States Post Office or Customs Office because they mere b
elieved to be 

in violation of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act
 (See Complaint, 

paragraph 5, p. 3; R. 4; Finding 2; R. 258]. The Notices
 provided that 

the consignee might appear personally or write to the lo
cal office of the 

United States Food and Drug Administration regarding its
 views as to why 

it believed the products comply with the law [Complaint,
 paragraph 10, 

p. 4; R. 6; Finding 4; R. 258]. 

I/ The Agency acted on delegated authority from. the Secretary of Health, 

Education, and Welfare. 

2/ This case vas later reversed by the Court of Appeals for
 the District 

Columbia, 409 F.2d 1146 (C.A. D.C., 1969). 
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On August 6, 1968, pursuant to such a Notice, a tearing was held 

by the Food and Drug Administration in Los Angeles, California, as a 

convenience to plaintiff, on a Notice of Detention that had been issued 

by the San Francisco District (Record of Hearing, pp. 9-12; R. 215-218; 

Finding 5; R. 258). 

After consideration of the record of the hearing and other available 

information the Food and Drug Administration concluded that the E-Meter 

devices appeared to be misbranded within the meaning of 21 U.S.C. 

352(0(1), as alleged in the Notices. A similar finding had been made 
3 

by the jury in the District of Columbia case. As a result, plaintiff 

was advised that the decision to refuse admission to the E-Meter devices 

would be maintained [Finding 6; R. 258]. This suit was filed by the 

Church of Scientology of California on September 30, 1969 [R,, 313), 

seeking to enjoin the defendants, the Secretary of Health, Education, 

and Welfare, and various other Government officials, in their official 

capacity, from refusing admission of the 8-Meters into the United States; 

to enjoin defendants from causing the return of the devices to the 

United Kingdom, the country of origin; and $20,000 in damages for 

plaintiff and the clans it purports to rep 	 

The district court found that the plaintiff bad conceded that the 

K-Meter devices are ineffective for any medical or therapeutic purposes 

but that it insists that the devices are marked to show they are not 

intended for such purposes. Plaintiff's contention was that the devices 

are used solely as a confessional aid in Scientology and that the detention 

of these devices by the defendants unlawfully interferes with the religious 

freedom of plaintiff [Finding 8; R. 2591. 

3/ See The Founding Church of Scientology of Washington. D.C. v. 

United States, 409 P.2d 1146, 1162, 1164 (C.A. D.C., 1969). 
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The Government filed a Motion to Dismiss and for Summary Judgme
nt 

on the grounds that the Court lacked jurisdiction over the subj
ect 

matter; the Complaint failed to state the claim upon which reli
ef can 

be granted; and the pleadings and exhibits on file showed that 
there 

is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that defendants
 were 

entitled to judgment as a matter of lay. 

The defendants contended that, for purposes of this action and 
the 

import detentions, it is irrelevant that plaintiff claims to be
 a 

religious organisation. Our position was and is that the E-Met
er 

devices had been the subject of a prior enforcement action; tha
t, based 

on the facts developed in that case and other information the d
etained 

E-Meters appeared to the defendants to be misbranded; and, that
 the 

detentions were discretionary action which is not subject to re
view in 

this suit for injunction. 

The lower court, Judge Real, heard argument on the Motion to 

Dismiss and for Summary Judgment on January 27, 1969, and grant
ed 

judgment to the United States. 

The trial court concluded, inter alia, that the administrative 

determination of the admissibility of imports, subject to the F
ederal 

Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, is a discretionary function of th
e 

defendants; that the E-M eeeee are misbranded devices despite pl
aintiff's 

disclaimer that they are not devices at all; that, in making th
e determina- 

tion that the E-Meter devices "appear" to be misbranded, the de
fendants 

are entitled to rely upon the Decree of Condemnation in the Dis
trict of 

Columbia; and, that the defendants' action in refusing admission
 of the 

devices was not arbitrary or capricious (R. 260-11. 

-4- 
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Subsequently, on February 5, 1969, the United States Court 

of Appeals for the District of Columbia reversed the decree of 

condemnation on the seizure action [409 Fad 1146), on the ground "that 

some of that literature [there involved) was at least prima facie  

religious doctrine, and that the jury, as it was instructed, could have 

found against the E-Meter by finding false statements in 'labeling' 

which was at the same time religious doctrine." (409 Fad., at 1164, 

emphasis by the Court). Plaintiff moved for relief from the summary 

Judgment of dismissal here [R. 265, et seq.]. The Motion was denied 

on March 19, 1969 [R. 302). 

This appeal followed. 

ARGUMENT  

The device involved here, the E-Meter, recently has been described 

by the United States Court of Claims in The Founding Church of Scientology  

v. United States, 

 

Ct. Cl 	(No. 226-61, July 16, 1969), as follows: 

 

* * * 
• 

10. 	The Hubbard E-Meter (also known as Electro -Psycho 
Meter or Electro-Meter), *** is a battery-powered 
device for measuring changes in body resistance to 
electrical current. It consists of a wooden or plastic 
cabinet measuring about 10" x 6" x 2", with several 
control knobs and a dial.  Wires connect the instrument 

to two electrodes, usually small tin cane, which the 
preclear holds, one in each hand, during processing. 
The meter dial reflects changes in body resistance, but 
the readings are not actually quantitative due to 
uncontrollable variations in skin contact and current. 
Scientologists regard the E-Meter as essential to the 
processing operation. Accordingly, auditors were 
usually urged or required to purchase an E-Meter; such 
purchases were made through Distribution Center, Inc., 
at a price of approximately $125 to $144. The components 
and circuitry comprising an E-Meter are readily available 

and are not complex. The cost of manufacture during the 

relevant period 4  was approximately $12.50. 

i/ The "relevant period" involved in the Court of Claims case consists 

of the four year period from June 1955 through June 1959 Reality  

Minor 71 a bulletin published by the plaintiff this year, offers 

the E -Meter for sale for $112 or $140 depending upon whether the 

purchaser is entitled to an international membership discount of 
701 	 
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A. Under Sugarman v. Forbragd, 405 
F.2d 1189 (C.A. 9, 1968), exclusion, 
of the 8-Meters vas a Discretionary 
Act on Defendants' Part. 

Here, defendants denied entry into the United States of a 

number of E-Meter devices on the ground that they appeared to be 

misbranded within the meaning of Section 502(f)(1) of the Federal 

Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, 21 U.S.C. 352 (f)(1), in that their 

labeling failed to bear adequate directions for use. 

In Sugarman v. Forbragd, 405 F.2d 1189, 1190 (1968), this 

Court held that "by 21 U.S.C. 1381(a) exclusion from import as 

there provided is committed to the discretion of the Secretary of 

Health, Education, and Welfare". The Court also held that absent 

arbitrary or capricious action, an order excluding material from 

import under 5381(a) is not subject to judicial review. 

Plaintiff asserts that these propositions do not control 

here because Seetion 502(f)(1) of the Act, 21 U.S.C. 352(f)(1), 

provides that if directions for use of a device are not necessary 

for the protection of the public health, defendants are required  

to exempt that device from having to comply with the requirements 

of bearing adequate directions for use; and, it asserts, the public 

does not need to be protected from the E-Meter [Brief, Point 2, pp. 

13-141. 

A similar contention was rejected by this Couit in Drown v. 

United  States, 198 F.7d 999  (C.A. 9, 1952). The Court there noted 

that the exemption was not mandatory and that the appellant had 

"not made a sufficient shoving that the requirements of 21 U.S.C.A. 

352(f)(1) are 'not necessary for the protection of the public health' 

as regards her instruments." (198 F.2d, at 1006). 

-6- 
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And as this Court held in United States v. 81-0-Fathic  

Pharmacy, 192 F.2d 62 (1951), the statute does not state the 

exemptiOn in 21 U.S.C. 352(f)(1), it merely empowers the promulgation 

of requirements as the defendants deem necessary. Accord: Arner 

Co. v. United States, 142 F.2d 730 (C.A. 1, 1944), cert. den. 323 

U.S. 730 (1944). There being no requirement that defendants 

promulgate a regulation, the lower court was correct in refusing 

to consider this point. 

Under the import provisions of the Federal Food, Drug, and 

Cosmetic Act, with respect to a device offered for import, the same 

rules prevail as for the food involved in Sugarman. That is, 

defendants' conclusion that the B-Meter device "appears" to be 

misbranded may derive "from the examination of such samples or  

otherwise". 21 U.S.C. 381(a); Sugarman v. Forbrand, 267 F. Supp. 

817 (N.D. Calif., 1967), aff'd. 405 F.2d 1189 (C.A. 9, 1968). 

Clearly, the decisions to deny entry of the 13-Meters were made in 

the exercise of defendants' discretion within the holding of 

Sugarman v. Forbrand,eupra;  See also: Ambrueter v. Mellon, 41 F.2d 

430 (C.A. D.C., 1930); Bowman v. Retzlaff, 65 F. Supp. 265 (D. Md., 

1946). 

B. Defendants Were Not Arbitrary 
And Capricious In Refusing 
Admission Of The E-Meter Devices.  

The sole question here is whether the defendants were 

arbitrary and capricious in detaining the H-Meter devices on the 

ground that they appeared misbranded in violation of the Act. Sugarman  

v. Forbragd, pure. We submit that the facts disclose that, rather 

than being arbitrary and capricious, defendants' action to refuse 

admission of the importations is reasonable. 
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Plaintiff does not question the allegation that t
he B-Meter 

is misbranded in violation of the Federal Food, D
rug, and Cosmetic 

Act. Rather than address itself to that question
, plaintiff's 

main contention is that the detentions of the B-M
eter constitute 

"an illegal interference with a religious establi
shment" in violation 

of"the rights of plaintiff and its parishioners" 
to freedom of 

religion [Complaint, p. 4, lines 26-30, R.5]. In
 support, plaintiff 

alleged in its Complaint that the B-Meters: 

(1) are "marked" as "not intended or effective 

for the diagnosis, treatment or prevention 

of disease". (Complaint, p. 4, lines 1, 2; 

R.5; Finding of Fact 9, R.2591 ' 

(2) are a "confessional aid" intended for use as 

a confessional aid in the dialogue between 

clerical ministers and clerical parishioners." 

[Complaint, p. 3, lines 3, 31; R.4]. 

(3) "are ineffective for" and "should not be use
d" 

for "medical or therapeutic purposes" [Complaint
, 

p. 4, lines 5-7; R.5]. 

This does not establish that defendants acted arb
itrarily or 

capriciously. 

Examination showed that the E-Meter is a simple s
kin galvano-

meter. The Church of Scientology of Texas v. Coh
en, Civil Action No. 

68-45-A, M.D. Tex., February 4, 1969 [App. 	]. A 
number of such 

E-Meterc had been found to be misbranded articles
 of device within 

the meaning of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmet
ic Act, by the 

United States District Court for the District of 
Columbia, United 

States v. An Article of Device ... E-Meter, Civil
 Action No. D.C. 

1-63, [R.96-149]. 

1L/ Compare this legend with the definition of device
 in 21 U.S.C. 

321(h): "An article ... intended for use in the 
diagnosis, 

treatment, prevention, or cure of diseases in ma
n ..." The 

physical samples'of the devices which were before
 the Trial 

Court show that a good proportion of the detained
 meters are 

not labeled in this manner and, in fact, are not 
labeled at 

all. [Finding of Fact 9, R.259]. 
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The statute, 21 U.S.C. 381(a), provides that defendants shall 

refuse admiseion of a device offered for import "if it appears from 

the examination of such samples or otherwise  that ... such article is 

... misbranded." 

Here, based upon the "otherwise" fact that the skin galvanometer, 

the E-Meter had been adjudged misbranded and was indeed intended for 

the diagnosis and treatment of di 	 the defendants refused the 

importation of the E-Meter devices here involved. This is clearly an 

exercise of defendants' discretionary duties. Cf. Alpha Enterprises,  

Inc v. Gardner, C.A. 67-H-252, S.D. Tex., July 26, 1967, where the 

Court held an import refusal, based in part upon a prior decision, 

WSW proper. 

Plaintiff was accorded a hearing to explain its viewpoint as 

to why the E-Meters are admissible [Complaint, paragraph 10, p. 5; R.61. 

At that time, it was pointed out by a witness for plaintiff that the 

detained E-Miters are labeled as "not intended or effective for the 

diagnosis, treatment, or prevention of any disease" [Record of Hearing, 

p. 9, R. 2151. This position is reasserted here (e.g., Brief, p. 91. 

This sticker and/or plaque label does not remove the E-Meter from the 

reach of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. Disclaimers on 

labeling have never been held to counteract false or misleading claims 

or the intended use of a product for the treatment or cure of disease. 

See, e.g., United States v. )tilloax, Inc, 313 F.2d 152 (C.A. 7, 1953); 

V.E. Irons. Inc. v. United States 244 F.2d 34, fn. 8 (C.A. 1, 1957). cert. 

den. 354  U-S. 923 (1957). This is because "no matter how loud and long 

one may declaim that black is white, black is nevertheless black." 

United States v. Nutrition Services, Inc., 227 F. Supp. 375, 380 

(M.D. Pa., 1944). Moreover, as found by the Trial Court, not all of 

the E-Meters are so labeled. Some, indeed, are not labeled at all 

. 	IA01. 
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The B-Meter is a device, because it is intended for use 

in the diagnosis, etc., of di 	. 21 U.S.C. 321(h). Aside 

from the seizure action in which the B-Meter was found to be 

and decreed to be a device which was misbranded because of 

totally false therapeutic claims and because its labeling 

failed to bear adequate directions for use for each of the 

over 70 percent of the illnesses of man for which it was 

recommended, the Report of the Commissioner to the Court of 

Claims in The Founding Church of Scientology v. United States, 

supra, makes clear that processing is done with an K-Meter 

(Finding 4, R. 182]; and that actual physical improvement as a 

result is implied by the literature which claims an ability 

to improVe or eliminate "a wide variety of disorders [by 

processing), including arthritis, cancer, thyroid malfunction, 

cataracts, radiation burns, and ulcers, to name a few" [Finding 

5, R. 183]. 

Thus, defendants had a basis to conclude, and the Trial 

Court agreed, that the R-Meter, intended for the diagnosis of 

disease, etc., is a deviceeven though some of the devices bear 

a false label that it is not intended for such use. And, 

because that device appeared to defendants to be misbranded, 

detention noticei were issued. This is not arbitrary nor 

capricious apd the judgment on that conclusion of the Ttial 

Court should be sustained. 
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C. The Decision of the United States 
Court of Appeals For the District 
of Columbia, in The Founding Church 
of Scientology of Washington. D.C.  

v. United States, 409 F.2d 1146 
(1969) Does Not Compel Reversal Here.  

1. The Doctrine of Res Judicata  Does 
Not Compel Reversal Here. 

Plaintiff would have this Court reverse the judgment because it 

'bee based wholly on the result arrived at in" the District of Col
umbia 

seizure action and none of the tests for application of res iudiest
a  

were met here. [Brief, Point 2, pp. 11-13]. In support, plaintiff
 

asserts that the fact the District of Columbia case was on appeal m
akes 

a difference, because "a question does not become res iudicata unti
l it 

is settled by final and conclusive adjudication, American National 
 

jusurance Co. v. Yee Lim Shee, 104 F.2d 688 (C.A. 9, 1939)." [Brie
f, p. 12]. 

In that case, this Court held an order sustaining a demurrer is not
 a 

final and conclusive adjudication for purposes of res udicata. The 

significance of that decision here is unclear where there was a fin
al 

order in the District of Columbia seizure action. And, it has long
 been 

the rule that the pendency of an appeal does not affect the force a
nd 

validity of a judgment for purposes of res udicata. United States
 v. 

pvsco Labs., 215 F. Supp. 87 (S.D. N.Y., 1963), aff'd 318 F.2d 817 

(C.A. 2, 1963), Reed v. Allen, 276 U.S. 191 (1932)• Deposit Bank v.
 

Frankfort, 191 U.S. 499 (1903). 

But, more importantly, plaintiff misunderetands what occurred 

here. 

Nowhere in defendants' papers or briefs or in the Trial Court's 

findings of fact and conclusions of law is there Lai mention of the
 

doctrine of res iudicata. Defendants merely referred to the Distri
ct 

of Columbia seizure action as a fact on which defendants relied und
er 
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21 U.S.C. 381(a) to support the action to refuse admission of the 

E-Meters. It is in this connection that the Trial Court concluded 

defendants were entitled to rely on that case when the notices were
 

issued despite the pendency of an appeal [R. 261). 

The subsequent reversal of the District of Columbia seizure action 

does not require reversal here on the basis of res udicata because
 that 

doctrine was never relied upon or applied. 

2. The Decision of the Court of 
Appeals For the District of 
Columbia Does Not Forbid Action 
Against the E-Meter. 

Nor does the fact that the decree in the District of Columbia 

seizure action was reversed by the United States Court of Appeals f
or 

the District of Columbia requi 	1 here [Plaintiff's Brief, Pointe 

4 and 5, pp. 14-18). The Court of Appeals first opinion, plus the 

clarifying opinion issued pursuant to the Government's petition for
 

rehearing [409 F.2d, at 1164), make clear that the government is no
t 

foreclosed from proving the E-Meter to be misbranded either because
 of 

false claims or a failure to bear adequate directions for use. 

The Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia states 

specifically that since the basis of the reversal was "that the cas
e was 

improperly framed, rather than the Scientologists' devices and lite
rature 

were absolutely protected, or that the evidence was insufficient, i
t 

would appear that a new trial would be in order" [409 F.2d, at 116
4-5). 

Whether or not a new trial will follow is not yet known. But, in a
ny 

event, the decision is to ban here. Indeed, the first opinion poin
ts 

out (409 F.2d, at 1162) that the rationale of the decision does not
 

preclude a finding that the device is misbranded within the meaning
 of 

21 U.S.C. 352(f)(1) for failure to bear adequate directions for use
--

the specifications in the Notices here involved (R. 258). 
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Plaiitiff asserts, however, that the Trial Court evaluated the 

truth or falsity of the literature used by plaintiff in arriving at 

its decision [Brief, Point 4, pp. 14-15] in violation of the rule of 

United States v. Ballard, 322 U.S. 78 (1944), as applied by the Court 

of Appeals for the District of Columbia. This is not so. To begin 

with, the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia did not prohibit 

all evaluation of Scientology literature. It merely held that the truth' 

or falsity of religious doctrine as such cannot be considered by a jury 

and that, in the District of Columbia seizure action, "the jury *** 

could have found against the E-Meter by finding false statements in 

'labeling' which was at the same time religious doctrine". [409 F.2d, 

at 1164; See 1161-2]. 

Mare, the Trial Court found that "Plaintiff was offering for 

sale and selling publications in its bookshops in Los Angeles, 

California, which contain claims of therapeutic efficacy for the E-Meter 

device in relieving and eradicating many serious disease conditions" 

6 	. 
[Finding of Fact 10, R. 259] and concluded that the E-Meter was 

a device within the meaning of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 

Act [Conclusion of Law 3, R. 260]. 

This was in accord with the rule that whether an instrument or 

apparatus is a "device", as defined by the Act, depends upon its 

intended uses. United States v. 23 ... Phonograph Records, 192 F.2d 

308 (C 	A. 2, 1951); S.7Rep. No. 261, 74th Cong., 1st Sess. (March 
26, 1938). 

Where, as here, the facts reveal that the E-Meter is intended for use in 

the diagnosis or cure or mitigation or treatment or prevention of 

di 	 in man, then, as a matter of law, the E-Meter is a device w
ithin 

6/ This is similar to the findings of the Court of Claims respecting 

the claims for the E-Meter. Founding Church of Scientology v. 
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the meaning of the Act. 21 U.S.C. 321(h)(1). And, in determining 

the intended uses of the B-Meter, the Trial Court could consider all 

relevant sources of whatever kind, including the publications in 

plaintiff's bookshops. In determining the intended use of an article, 

the finder of fact may look to oral representations and statements 

made orally or in any circular, pamphlet, booklet, newspaper, magazine, 

book advertisement, advertising campaign material, etc., by anyone. 

United States v. Articles_of Druz ... Foods Plus, 362 P.2d 923 (C.A. 

3, 1966); United States v. 250 Jars ... Honey, 218 F. Supp. 208 

(B.D. Mich., 1963), aff'd sub nom Detroit Vital Foods. Inc. v. United 

States, 344 F.2d 288 (C.A. 6, 1956); Nature Foods Centres. Inc. v. 

United States, 310 F.2d 67 (C.A. 1, 1962); V.E. Irons. Inc. v. Unite States, 

244 F.2d 34 (C.A. 1, 1957), cert. den. 354 U.S. 923 (1957), cert. den. 

353 U.S. 976 (1957); Alberto Food Products v. United States, 194 F.2d 

463 (C.A. 9, 1952); United States v. Sudden Change, 36 F.R.D. 695 (E.D. 

N.Y., 1965). 

It is not necessary that the "instrument, apparatus or 

contrivance" be the only agent utilized in the diagnosis, treatment, 

etc. of disease in order for the article to come within the definition 

of a device. It is sufficient that it is one of the modalities used. 

For, the definition states that a device is an article "intended for 

use in" the diagnosis, cure, etc. of .disease. 21 U.S.C. 321(h); United
 

States v. 4 Devices 	Cameron Spitler Amblvo-Svntonizer, 261 F. Supp.
 

243 (D. Neb., 1966); United States v. 110 V. Vapozone, 194 F. Supp. 332 

(N.D. Cal., 1961); United States v. 10 Cartons ... 26,332 Black Tablets, 

152 F. Supp. 360 (W.D. Pa., 1957). 
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The Trial Court thus found that the claim is made that the B-Meter 

will do a certain thing, mot that the II-Meter can or cannot do it. This 

is not an evaluation of the truth of statements in plaintiff's literature,. 1 
 

but an evaluation of what the instrument is intended for. Cf. Albert,  

Food Products. Inc. v. United States 194 F.2d 463 (C.A. 9, 1952). As 

the Court stated in The Church of Scientology of Texas v. Cohen, in 

considering a motion to vacate an order dismissing a similar suit because-

of the District of Columbia appellate decision [App. j: 

The case at bar, unlike Founding Church, supra, 
is not a penal, civil, in rem action. Rather, 
it presents the issue of the validity of a Food 
and Drug Administration regulation concerning 
imports. Furthermore, the Court in Founding 
Church, supra, had before it a different section 
of the Food and Drug Act requiring more stringent 
standards of proof. There, the proceeding was 
under Section 334 which mandates a showing of 
actual misbranding. Section 381(a), the applicable 
statute here, requires only the appearance of 
misbranding. Thus, it is not necessary for the 
Secretary to prove the falsity of the E-meter 
claims under Section 381(x), he may proceed if he 
believes them to be untrue. Accordingly, the 
issue of truth or falsity is itself never 
litigated in violation of the Ballard rule, but 
is relevant only to the extent necessary to 
determine the reasonableness of the Secretary's 
belief. 

In this case. the question of defendants' beliefs respecting the 

claims made for the 8-Meters is not even involved. The misbranding 

arose out of a failure to bear adequate directions for use. The question 

is whether defendants were arbitrary and capricious in excluding the 

imports on a finding that the B-Meter appeared to be misbranded because 

their labeling [including the plaque label on some B-Meters) failed to 

2/ The Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia pointed out "that 
some claims made on behalf of the 8-Meter and the auditing process, 
*** had no discernible relation to whatever religious content 
Scientology might have." [409 F.2d, at 1164, fn. 1, referring to 
409 F.2d at 1158, fn. 39 and 40j. 
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bear adequate direc
tions for use. This

 Court has defined 
"adequate 

directions for use"
 in Alberti Food Pr

oducts v. United St
ates, supra, 

as the requirement 
that the labeling m

ust: 

state the purposes 
for which the E-Met

er vas 

intended and suffic
ient information to

 enable 

a layman to intelli
gently and safely a

ttempt 

self-medication. Al
berti Food Products

 v. 

UnIrpd Statpc, 185 
12.2d 321, 325 (9 Cir

. 1950); 

Cf. H. Rep. No. 213
9, 75th Cong., 3d S

ess. 8. 

There is no questio
n but that the devi

ces have no labelin
g directions 

at all. 

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing r
easons, the judgmen

t of the district c
ourt 

should be affirmed.
 

Respectfully submit
ted, 

WM. MATTHEW BYRNE, 
JR. 

United States Attor
ney 

FREDERICK M. BROSIO
, JR. 

Assistant United St
ates Attorney 

Chief, Civil Divisi
on 

LARRY L. BIER 

Assistant United St
ates Attorney 

United States Court
 House 

312 North Spring St
reet 

Los Angeles, Califo
rnia 90012 

Of Counsel: 

WILLIAM W. GOODRICH
 

Assistant General C
ounsel 

JOANNE S. SISK 

Attorney 
U.S. Department of 

Health, Education, 

and Welfare 

Washington, D.C. 20
201 
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UN1TBD 6TATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTLRN DISTa.CT OF TEXAS 

AUSTIN Div;SION 

CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY, ET AL. 	X 	
A.te;.____11 	,'"V 

	

. .X 	
•--..- 1-.  

VS. 	 X 	CIVIL ACTION NO. , 
68-45-A X • 

WILBUR J. COHEN, ET AL. 	,4    

.MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

Came on thin day to be considerod'a motion 

by plaintiffs, CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY, to-vacat
e Order and 

grant new trial, which motion is based on the 
recent decision • 

by the Court 'of Appeals for the District of Co
lumbia, The 

Founding Church of Scientology v. United State
s, F.2d 

(D.C. Cir. 1969). In that case, the Court hel
d that the 

seizure of a number of E-meters from the confi
nes of the 

Washington Church was an invasion of the free exer
cise of 

its religious practices. The Court of Appeals
 in reaching 

its decision in.Founding Church v. U. S., supr
a, reasoned 

that U. S. vs. Ballard, 322 U.S. 78 (1944), pr
ohibited govern- 

ment inquiry into the veracity of religious b
eliefs. The 

Court concluded that since the government's se
izure of the 

articles was based on the various claims of he
aling said to 

be false, the articles,  must be held to be properly branded 

with the removal of that issue from considerat
ion. 

In relying on U. S. vs. Ballard, supra, the 

Court said that the fact that, the Ballards wer
e prosecuted 

for criminal activity was not a meaningful dis
tinction. . 

It gave two reasons why it believed this to b
e so. First, 

said the Court,, civil in rem actions are simi
lar to criminal 

prosecnitinns, both being penal by nature. One
 1958-Plymouth 

Sedan  v. Penniorlvania,.380 U.S. 603 (1965). S
econd, the Court 

emphasized that the constitutional defect in B
allard, supra, 

was not the prosecution of individuals for fal
se beliefs, but 

the very litigation of such truth or 'falsity. 
4 • 



The case at bar, u
nlike Founding Chu

rch, supra, 

is not a penal, ci
vil, in rem action

. Rather, it presents 

the issue of the v
alidity of a Food 

and Drag Administr
ation 

regulation concern
ing imports. Furth

ermore, the Court 
in 

Founding Church, :s
upra, had before it a 

different section 

of the'Food and Dr
ug Act requiring m

ore stringent stan
dards 

of proof.' There, 
the proceeding was

 under Section 334
 which 

mandates a showing
 of actual misbran

ding. Section 381(
a), 

the applicable sta
tute here, require

s only the appeara
nce 

of misbranding. T
hus, it is not nece

ssary for the Se
cretary 

' to prove the fals
ity of the E-meter

 claims under Sect
ion 381(a), 

he 'may proceed if 
he believes them t

o be untrue. Acco
rdingly, 

the issue'of truth
 or falsity is its

elf never litigate
d in 

violation of the B
allard rule, but i

s relevant only to
 the • 

extent necessary t
o determine the re

asonableness of th
e, 

Secretary's belief
. 

Another difference
 is the manner in 

which the 

First Amendment is
sue came before th

e Court in Foundin
g Church, 

supra. There, the 
government brought

 suit for condemna
tion' 

and the record in 
the case was built

 from that point f
orth. 

Hero, because plai
ntiffs failed to e

xhaust their admin
istrative 

remedies, the reco
rd before this Cou

rt is insufficient
 to 

enable it to ascer
tain the freedom o

f religion issue s
aid 

to be present. 

Per the reasons gi
ven above, the Fou

nding Church  

case, supra, is no
t in point. 

It is therefore O
RDERED, ADJUDGED

 and DECREED 

that the Plaintiff
s' motion be, and 

is hereby, OVERRUL
ED.' 

Signed at Austin, 
Texas, this 13th d

ay of 

March, 1969. 

• ),- 
• 

JACK ROliCRTS 
Unied States Dist

rict Judge 
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I UNITED 3TATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

AUSTIN DIVISION 

f1 is I  

 

 

 

 

THE CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY ) ' 0 
.N i ,. • 1 	... 

 
.. 	i 

OF TEXAS, ET AL ) 

VS. ) CIVIL ACTION 
) No. 68-45-A 

WILBUR J. COHEN, Secretary 
of Health, Education, 
and Welfare, ET AL 

) 
•) 
) 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

By espousing their religious beliefs and making use 

of a rather curious device known as en E-meter, plaintiffs 

have =2:1undertaken to achieve a utopian civilization 

without insanity, criminals, war or any other of the various
 

evils which have traditionally plagued mankind. This L-

:0- is in fact nothing more than a crude form of the well-

mown polygraph often used In police investigations. Plain- 

.owever, insist that' the &meter is necessary to the 

pr.ctice. of Scientology. The exclusive source of supply is 

the 'ner.4;uarters of the Scientology Church located in Englan
d. 

Tt - oughout Soientology literature can be found CIGIA3 

rtoz.,di-g the curative effeots of E-Meter processing. The 

Unlk- ed 1.ates Food and Drug Administration, under the Set:i-

v:L...1r of Health, Education, and Welfare, has ruled that 

becLuse of these various claims, E-meters are misbranden 

devisee within 21 U.S.C.A., Seo. 352. This position is main
- 

tninA even though there is a label affixed to each Emeter 

taut oning the user that it is "not intended or effective 

tot 	diagnosis, prevention, or treatment of any disease," 

ayt ,hat it is "for use in Scientology." 

TL6. present. action,-in which an injunct
ion Is ,,cuA..;, 

ccaatoned by the Administration's interception of a 

,r of these contrivances in route to plaintiffs' local 

lization in Austin, Texas. On February 20, 1966, plain-

. wo...3 first notified that the shipment was being aetaine:. 

ho .nine communication, they were allowed to app.ar for 

a. .tr:..g and/or present any pertinent evidence. 5ubsequent":
„1, 

on ..abruakry 29, 1968, oounsel for plaintiffs wrote tOC1., 

1 0 
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Page 2 

A 

Dallas District office of the Food and Drug Adminiatra-

Lion requesting that the E-motora be released or, al-

ternatively, a thirty day extension to allow preparation 

for a hearing. The Administration on March 13 denied plain-

tiffs request for release, but did grant the extension. 

On April 12, 1968, plaintiffs' counsel and an Adminis-

tration agent agreed to set the hearing date for April 4. 

In the meantime, on April 18, 1968, plaintiffs, accompanied 

by counsel, met for an informal discussion at the Dallas Die-

trict
io
ffice. The result of that discussion was the post-

ponement of the April 24 hearing pending a determination, 

. requested by plaintiffs, by the Washington headquarters.of 

• the Food and Drug Administration as to whether jurisdiction 

over the El-meters would continue to be asserted. After a 

/study of the matter, the Administration decided to stand by 

/ the original Notice of Detention and Hearing.. Apparently 

believing that any further proceedings with the Administration 

would be futile, plaintiffs came directly to this Court and 

filed suit. The hearing on motions for summary judgment made 

by both parties was held on January '23, 1969. 

By the provisions of 21 U.S.C.A., Sec. 381(a) the Secretary 

is delegated very broad powers over imports he believes to 

be misbranded. There is no statutory requirement that the 

articles actually be misbranded; it is sufficient if they only 

appeer to be misbrdnded. Sec. 331(A). Plaintiffs do not 

quarrel with the Congressional grant of.such wide discretion, 

but do contend that the Secretary's action prohibits the free 

exercise of their religion in violation of the First Amendment 

to the United States Constitution. 

Notwithstanding that the effect of the Administration's 

orders denies plaintiffs the use of these particualr E-motors, 

this case i3 devoid of any freedom of religion issue. In
 

Church of Scinntologv of California v. Cohen, Civ: 

(C. D. Cal. 1969), a case embraoing almost identical foots. 

the Court found as a matter of laws 

5103 
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include tho froodom to violate the Federal 
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Aot. 

9. Plaintiff assorts it is a bona lido 
roligioun organization. Assuming this to 
bo true, tho froodom of religion guarantood 
by tho First Amondmont to the Constitution 
of the United Statos doos not afford plain;. 
tiff the right to import devices that are 
misbranded wtthir. the moaning of the Fodoral 
Food, Drug, Ind CoaLletio Act, an Aot which 
has as its purpose the protection of the 
public health. 

Since the E-motor is in actuality a simple skin galvanometers  
it is not necessary that plaintiffs have access to the par- 
ticular instruments which are at the center of this dispute 
in order to practice Scientology. This fact contrasted with 
the broad powers delegated to the Secretary reveals plaintiffs' 
interest to be insubstantial. Clearly, no one has a vested 

right to trade with foreign nations. Buttfield v. Stranahan. 

192 U.S. 470, 493 (1903). Likewise, no one has a vested 

right to carry on foreign commerce with the United States. 

Board of Trustees of the University of Illinois v. United States, 

289 U.S. 4.8 (1933). 

The power of Congress over imports is plenary. Board of  

Tr..1stees, act. v. United States, supra; Buttfiold v. Stranahan, 

supra; Sunorman v. Forbrand, 267 F.Supp. 817, 824 (N. D. Cal. 
1967), affirmed Fad (9th Cir. 1968). In this instance, 

it is noted that plaintiffs failed to make full use of the 

normal administrative channels. Absent constitutional con- 
siderations or an abuse of agenoy discretion, the matter is 

not a proper ono for judicial review. 5 U.S.C.A., Sec. 70:(a)(2); 
Superman v. Forbrand, oupra (9th Cir. 1968). It follows that 

the rolief sought by the plaintiffs must be denied. 

It is therefore ORDERED, ADJUDGED, and DECREED that the 

relief sought by the plaintiffs be denied. 4 - 
)•6,4.(4-%.1 1-1.  • Signed at Austin, Texas, on this the -30th day of -Januar:, r 

1969. 

I • •4 1 

Jack Hoborts, United ALitoti 
/ District Judge 

p. taw, 	•••• 	 T c 

1.   • .1. 	•, 	191% 

glow. 	
;$1.4  • 
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Mr. Deb Marrs, Minneapolis District 

Mr. Thomas M. Rice, Division of Case Guidance, Doe 

Follosing a conference with Lure. Joaa*e Sisk sad 4r. John Young of GC 
a 10/17'69, I called sr marrs to inquire about recent soilless of 
promotional Literabure from the Church of Scientology in Minneapolis. 
He stated that very little material had been sailed to the tue Mt-DO 
employees, Miscue L. Day sad Dale A. lenses who are an the mailieg 
list. AIL the material received to date has bees sent to DOG. Nothing 
.1 consequence has been received for several mouths. 

I suggested be have tray more individuals put on the mailing life to 
see what the current promotion gas. I mentioned that perhaps congaed 
Who lived at a suburban Minneapolis address and perhaps songong else 
such as the Sioux Falls, South Dakota resident who uas some distance 
away, but not so for as to be closer to another Church would be Sped 
prospects for this. 

Re will have two sore individuals put on the flailing list and sill 
keep us posted as t4 results. 

Thomas M. Rice 

cc MID DO 
QC 1(Mx. Young) 
RC-1 Reeding Vile 

THRice:wur 10/27/69 F 



U.S. PRICES STANDARDIZED: 

HUBBARD GUIDANCE CENTER PROCESSING 

25 Hour Intensives (to acheive as many grades from Sub-Zero to Grade 
IV as call be done within 2.5 hours): 	 $650. 00 

5 Hour Intensives per single Grade (If more hours are required to acheive 
a single Grade the auditing will be charged for by the hour or portion 
thereof): 	 $150. 00 

Rehabilitation Intensive (Maximum of 5 hours for as many Grades as 
can be attained within the 5 hours): 	 $125. 00 

Stabilization Intensive (Maximum of 5 hours. No discounts): 
$100 . 00 

TRAINING 

Personal Efficiency Course 
	

Free 
Hubbard Apprentice Scientologist Course 

	
$15. 00 

Hubbard Qualified Scientologist Course 
	

$30. 00 
Dianetic Co-audit Course 

	
$25. 00 

Levels 0, I, II, III, IV (a Theory Course and a Practical Course at each 
Level). For each Course: 	 $125. 00 
Dianetic Auditor's Course 	 $500. 00 
Special "HAA Package" (Level 0 through IV): 	 $1000. 00 
Dianetic Auditor's Course plus HAA Package: 	 $1300. 00 

Scholarships for the Dianetic Auditor's Course are available to 
HCAs Class II or above, for $250.,00 

The Hubbard Executive Course 	 $75. 00 

REVIEW PROCESSING AND CRAMMING 

Review Auditing per hour or portion thereof: 
Review Cramming 	 per day 

per half day 
per evening 

DISCOUNTS 

$25. 00 
$10. 00 
$5.00 
$5.00 

With the exception of Stabilization Intensives, 50% discounts are giv'• 
en on all HGC and Review auditing rates to old (pre-Levels) HCAs and 
above, to active Field Staff Members who are HCA Class II and above 
and to students currently enrolled in the Academy who have acheived 
HCA Class II or who have enrolled and paid for HCA Class II training or 
above. Discounts are valid as given herewith only if the person so qual-
ifying has an International Membership in force. 

5% Discounts are given for Advance Payment in full for all services 
excepting Stabilization Intensives and Review. 

Fees promptly refunded to any dissatisfied student or preclear. 

THE FOUNDING CHURCH OF SCIEN OLOGY 
180 El,th Street NW Washint‘ton DC 10009 
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AUDITOR 

IlUISDAKII 

PROFESSIONAL  
AUDITOR 

H P A 

Vbru••••• ow% • ••••• 

• COURSE M 
"mum  

(ARC AND 
ARC BREAKS) 

R-4-11 
ASSESSMENTS 

1111JUILIVIILP 

OF 
SCIENTOLOGY 

YRIIISOL 

III 
RELEASE CERTIFICATE 

COURSE III 

Class 
AUDITOR 

II A HUBBARD CERTIFIED 
AUDITOR 

N C A 

CLASSIFICATION 
COURSE U 

RELIEF 
(OVERT ACTS 

AND 
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AUDITING 
BY 

LIST 
(01W) 

ACADEMIES 
OF 

SCIENTOLOGY 

GRADE 
U 

RELEASE CERTIFICATE 
COURSE II 

Class 
AUDITOR 

I  HUBBARD TRAINED 
SCIENTOLOGIST 

H T S 

CLASSIFICATION 
I

SIF 
COURSE 

PROBLEMS 
PROBLEMS 
PROCESSES 

(5 WAY HELP) 

ACADEMIES 
OF 

SCIENTOLOGY 

GRADE  
I 

RELEASE CERTIFICATE 
COURSE I 

Class 0 
AUDITOR 

HUBBARD RECOGNIZED 
SCIENTOLOGIST 

H R S 

CLASSIFICATION 
COURSE!! 

LiMMUNICATION 

LEVEL 0 
PROCESSES 

PROCESSES) 
(COMM 

ACADEMIES 
OF 

SCIENTOLOGY 

GRADE 
0 

RELEASE 
COURSE 0 

TE 

Not Classed 
HUBBARD QUALIFIED 

I 	savff°1°GisT 
H Q S 

EVENING OR 
W 
COURSED  

OR AS 
ARRANGED 

AUDITING 
(CO-AUDITING) 

COOPERATIVE
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Not Classed 
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OF  
AS 
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THE ELEMENTS 

SCIENTOLOGY 
NONE 

FRANCHISE 
AUDITORS DOES NOT 
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26th SEPTEMBER, 1965 ROUTING AND GI 
FOR TRAINING IN SCIENTOLOGY 

  

AUDITOR CLASSES I 	CERTIFICATE REQUIREMENTS TEACHES ABOUT PROCESSES TAUGHT WHERE OBTAINED AUDITS KS TO: 

Class VII 
AUDITOR 

*HUBBARD GRADUATE 
AUDITOR 

H G A 

INTERN
aus

SHIp FOR POWER
om

PROCES
ERs 

 SING Rim DEKEssEs  SAINT HILL INTERNE 
FOR AN ORG 

KS TO 
GRADE V 

CLEARING 
COURSE 

CLEARING 
SELF R - 6 SAINT HILL 

CLEARING COURSE 
SELF TO 
CLEAR 

Class VI 
AUDITOR 

SCIENTOLOGIST 1 	UH BBARD SENIOR 

H S S 

CLASSIFIC 
COURSE

ATION  
VI THE 

REACTIVE 
MIND 

R-6EW 
SAINT HILL 

R - 6 
COURSE 

SELF TO 
GRADE VI 
RELEASE CERTIFICATE 

COURSE VI 

Class V 
AUDITOR 

A HUBBARD VALIDATED 
AUDITOR 

H V A 

COURSE EXPERT 
AUDITING 

GENERAL 

WHOLE TRACK 

SA

AND 	

NT HILL 
ECIAL 

BRIEFING 
COURSE 

AIL 
LOWER 
GRADE 

RELEASES 
CERTIFICATE 
COURSE V 

Class 
AUDITOR 

IV * HUBBARD ADVANCED  

AUDITOR 
II A A 

CLASSIFICATION 
COURSE IV ABILITIES 

(SERVICE 
FACSIMILES) 

FOS
S  

FOR 
SERVICE 

FACSIMILES 

ACADEMIES 
OF 

SCIENTOLOGY 

GRADE 
IV 

RELEASE CERTIFICATE 
COURSE IV 

Class 
AUDITOR 

HI PROFESSIONAL t 	HUBBARD 

AUDITOR 
RDA 

CLASSIFICATION 
COURSE III FREEDOM 

(ARC AND 
ARC BREAKS) 

R-4-H 

ASSESSMENTS  

ACADEMIES 
OF 

SCIENTOLOGY 

GRADE  
HI 

RELEASE CERTIFICATE 
fanner MI 



GRADE 
RELEASE 

III 
1 _ _ 

FREEDOM 
RELEASE 

FIXATION 
(PAST ARC 
BREAKS) 

CLASS m 
OR 

jIRENE  

GUIDANCE 
HUBBA 

CENTRES 
OR AS AUTHORIZED 

NO 
T 	ING RAIN 

REQUIRED  

RELEASE 
GRADES 
0 TO U 

GRADE 
RELEASE 

H RELIEF 
RELEASE 

OVERTS 
AND 

WMIOLDS 

CLASS U 
OR 

ABOVE 

HUBBARD 
GINDAIKE 

NO 
TRAINING 
REQUIRED 

RELEASE 
GRADES 
0 TO I CENTRES 

OR AS AUTHORIZED 

GRADE 
RELEASE 

I PROBLEMS 
RELEASE 

PROBLEMS 
CLASS I 

OR 
ABOVE 

HUBBARD 
GUIDANCE 
CENTRES 

OR AS AUTHORIZED 

NO 
TRAINING 
REQUIRED 

RELEASE 
GRADE 

0 

GRADE 
RELEASE 

0 A  COMMUNICATIONS 
RELEASE 

COMMUNICATION 
' CLASS 0 

r 
ABO ABOVE 

HUBBARD 
GUIDANCE 
CENTRES 

OR AS AUTHORIZED 

NO 
TRAINING 
REQWRED 

NONE 

UNGRADED 
A 

ASSISTS 
NOS 

UNCLASSED 
ANY 

QUALIFIED 
AUDITOR 

NO 
TRAINING 
REQUIRED 

NONE 

Note: By Sadao,/ AUDITING an inuividuai can attain new states of Existence 

called RELEASE and CLEAR. While no training is required up to Predear GRADE V 

RELEASE, it is then necessary if the individual at GRADE VI Release or Clear is to 

retain all his gains. The quality of processing has been upgraded in 1965 as higher 

states have been found. Clear today is a higher state than previously. We once 

called "Clear" what is today called RELEASE. Clear was higher than was first thought. 

Note: Designations found in the processing column refer to text book code numbers. 

• • I A c 	 rownowlItiCatiPWISOFfiell. World Wide. Printed by the Courier Printing & Publishing Co. Ltd.. Tunbridge Wells 



RADATION CHART 
FOR SCIENTOLOGY PROCESSING 

PRECLEAR GRADES NAME OF STATE SUBJECT AUDITED CLASS OF AUDITOR 
INQUIRED WHERE OBTAINED TRAINING REQUIRED GRADE 

PREREQUISITE 
O. T. f 

CLEAR CLEAR THE REACTIVE 
MIND 

w win 
FOR SELF SAINT HILL 

SAINT Ma 
AS WELL AS 

ORGANIZATION 

RELEASE 
GRADES 
0 TO VI 

GRADE 
RELEASE 

VI WHOLE 
TRACK 

RELEASE 

THE WHOLE 
TRACK 

cuss VI 
FOR SELF SAINT HILL 

SAINT HILL 
AS WELL AS 

ORGANIZATION 

RELEASE 
GRADES 
0 TO V 

GRADE 
RELEASE 

V POWER 
RELEASE 

THE 
POWER 

PROCESSES 

. .1, 
CLASS VII SAINT HILL 

NO 
TRAINING 
REQUIRED 

RELEASE 
GRADES 
0 TO IV 

GRADE 
RELEASE 

IV A  ABILITY 
RELEASE 

ABILITIES 
(SERVICE 

FACSIMILES) 

cups IV 
OR 

ABOVE 

WBBARD
ANCE GUID 6U 

CENTRES 
OR AS AUTHORIZED 

NO 
TRAINING 
REQUIRED 

RELEASE 
GRADES 
0 TO III 

GRADE 
RELEASE 

III FREEDOM 
RELEASE 

FIXATION 
(PAST ARC 
BREAKS) 

CLASS IU 
OR 

ABOVE 

HUBBARD 
GUIDANa 
CENTRES 

OR AS AUTHORIZED 

NO 
TRAINING 

REQUIRED  

RELEASE 
GRADES 
0 TO II 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
MAY tan EDITION 
GSA PPMR (41 CFR) 10I-11.6 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO • 

• 
Theodore E. Byers 
Division of Case Guidance, BoC (RC-100) 

DATE: October 6, 1969 

FROM : 	William W. Goodrich 
Assistant General Counsel/FD&EHD (GC-1) 

suuunn 	Hubbard E-Meter--Founding Church of Scientology 
of Washington, D.C. FDC 48405. 

We are unable to answer your question at this time. 

The Solicitor General has declined to file a petition for certorari. 

A new trial would therefore be the next step. Whether there will 

be a new trial, however, is up to the United States Attorney for 

the District of Columbia and that office has not yet reached a 

decision. 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 
9310-1013 
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5101 North Kenmore Avenue 
Chicago, Minot! - 60640 
October 5, 1969 

Mr. Harry E. Butte, 
Aseietant to the Director 
DiVieion of Caee-Guidance 
Bureau of Compliance 
Food and Drug Administration 
vaehington, D.C. - 29204 

Dear Mr. Butte: 
	

414k41.44  
I wish to inform you that at 939-941 Argyle Street there ie a 
chimney on which are three metal objecte, one of which reeemblee 
a bazooka. This. lagge metal object also reeemblee a laaer device. 
I have seen it glow ae the eun was riving overhead. There ie 
evidently something on the root that reflects sunlight which 
energizes the bottom of the object. I have seen thie device ueed 
by telepathic-Operating Thetan Scientologiete (eateriore) in the 
killing of my mother. 

Sincerely, 
( 

Irwin E. Griewoloi 

5114 
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ABILITY 
Researched by L. RON HUBBARD 
in 1932, '38, '43, '50, '51, '52, (to 
name the principal years) and redevel-
oped in 1962 & 63 NOW in 1969 the 
NEW DIANETICS after years of re-
search, has reached a wonderfully 
fully effective STANDARD. 

What is Greatness ? 

Scientology Answers 
by L. Ron Hubbard 



WHAT IS 
GREATNESS 

By L. RON HUBBARD 
The hardest task one can have is to continue to love one's 

fellows despite all reasons he should not. 
And the true sign of sanity and greatness is to so continue. 
For the one who can achieve this, there is .abundant hope. 

For those who cannot, there is only sorrow, hatred and despair, 
and these are not the things of which greatness or sanity or hap-
piness are made. 

A primary trap is to succumb to invitations to hate. There 
are those who appoint one their executioners. Sometimes for the 
sake of the safety of others, it is necessary to act, but it is not 
necessary also to hate them. 

To do one's task without becoming furious at others who seek 
to prevent one is a mark of greatness - and sanity. And only then 
can one be happy. 

Seeking to achieve any single desirable quality in life is a 
noble thing. The one most difficult and most necessary to achieve 
is to love one's fellows despite all invitations to do otherwise. 

If there is any saintly quality, it is not to forgive. "Forgive-
ness" is a much lower level action and is rather censorious. 

True greatness merely refuses to change in the face of bad 
actions against one - and a truly great person loves his fellows 
because he understands them. 

After all, they are all in the same trap. Some are oblivious 
of it, some have gone mad because of it, some act like those who 
betrayed them. But all, all are in the same trap - the generals, 
the street sweepers, the presidents, the insane. They act the way 
they do because they are all subject to the same cruel pressures 
of this universe. 

Some of us are subject to those pressures and still go on do-
ing our jobs. Others have long since succumbed and rave and 
torture and strut like the demented souls they are. 

To re-save some of them is a dangerous undertaking. Were 
you to approach many ruling heads in the world and offer to set 
them free (as only a Scientologist can) they would go berserk, cry 
up their private police and generally cause unpleasantness. 
Indeed, one did - he was later assassinated by no desire of ours 
but because of the incompetence of his own fellows about him. He 
could have used Scientology. 

Instead, he promptly tried to shoot it down by ordering raids 
and various berserk actions on Scientology organizations. That he 
was then shot had nothing to do with us, but only demonstrated how 
incompetent and mortal he really was. 

As we become stronger, we can be completely openhanded with 
with our help. Until we do, we can at least understand the one fact 
that greatness does not stem from savage wars or being known. It 
stems from being true to one's own decency, from going on help-
ing others whatever they do or think or say and despite all savage 
acts against one; to persevere without changing one's basic atti-
tude toward Man. 

A fully trained Scientologist is in a far better position to un-
derstand than a partly trained one. For the Scientologist who 
really knows is able not only to retain confidence in himself and 
what he can do, but also can understand why others do what they 
do and so knowing, does not become baffled or dismayed by small 
defeats. To that degree, true greatness depends on total wisdom. 
They act as they do because they are what they are-trapped beings, 
crushed beneath an intolerable burden. And if they have gone mad 
for it and command the devastation of whole nations in errors of 
explanations, still one can understand why and can understand as 
well the extent to their madness. Why should one change and begin 
to hate just because others have lost themselves and their own de-
stinies are to cruel for them to face. 

Justice, mercy, forgiveness, all are unimportant beside the 
ability not to change because of provocation or demands to do so. 

One must act, one must preserve order and decency, but one 
need not hate or seek vengeance. 

It is true that beings are frail and commit wrongs. Man is 
basically good but can act badly. 

He only acts badly when his acts done for order and the safety 
of others are done with hatred. Or when his disciplines are founded 
only upon safety for himself regardless of all others; or worse, 
when he acts only out of a taste for cruelty. 

To preserve no order at all is an insane act. One need only 
look at the pessessions and environment of the insane to realize 
this. The able keep good order. 

When cruelty in the name of discipline dominates a race, that 
race has been taught to hate. And that race is doomed. 

The real lesson is to learn to love. 
He would walk scathless through his day must learn this. 
Never use what is done to one as a basis for hatred. Never 

desire revenge. 
It requires real strength to love Man. And to love him despite 

all invitations to do otherwise, all provocations and all reasons 
why one should not. 

Happiness and strength endure only in the absence of hate. To 
hate alone is the road to disaster. To love is the road to strength. 
To love in spite of all is the secret to greatness. And may very 
well be the greatest secret in this universe. 

.0 



NOTES ON THE 

LECTURES ,1 RPN BUY 
DIANETICS: THE 
MODERN SCIENCE 
Of MENTAL HEALTH 

BY L.RON HUBBARD 

DIANETICS 

A 1I9DBOOr. 
IIIANEI IC PPO;:i 011RE 

.L.-..RON,'.1411BBAP,D • 

BUY THIS 
EXCITING 
BOOK 

by 
L. 
RON 
HUBBARD ORDER NOW 

This dynamic book contains notes on the tapes of L, Ron 
Hubbard, during the period when Dianetics first hit the world, 
put into book form so that you can read and be part of the 
work that was the forerunner of Scientology and today's 
Standard Dianetics, 

Learn more about how Affinity, Reality and Communication 
work together for the basis of all Understanding. This basic 
data is applicable to your life no matter what level you are -
new Scientologist through OT. 

With Dianetics: The Modern Science of Mental Health, L. Ron Hubbard 
introduced to the aberrated and confused world of man the first workable 
mental technolbgy in all of history The explosive impact of the truths 
of this book were such that it instantly rose to the top of the American 
best seller lists and has remained an international best seller ever since. 
Dianetics is man's most advanced science of the mind, and from this 
science developed Scientology, the applied.religious philosophy. 
This book will answer all your questions - Just buy it, read it, use it, 
and you'll never be the same again. 

Price: 35/- (Stg.) $5.00 (U.S.) 
20% International Membership Discount: 28/- (Stg.) $4.00 (U.S.) 

Order your copy today from your nearest Hubbard Scientology 
ganization listed on the back of this magazine. 

PRICE: $2. 00. With International Member ship - $1. 60 



SELF 

Order from the Bookstore of your 
nearest Hubbard Scientology Organ-
ization listed on the back of this mag-
azine. 

 

FOR THE PACKET OF BASIC POLICIES ON HOW TO ESTABLISH 
AND OPERATE A .DIANETIC COUNSELING GROUP SEND $2. 50 
TO THE DIANETIC COUNSELING GROUP LIASON OFFICER, 
1812 19th St., N.W., Washington, D. C. , 20009 

The simplicity of this volume and it's 
system of self analysis and self help 
permit anyone who can read and under-
stand English to accomplish the follow-
ing: 

1. To know whatever it may be that 
inhibits your success and your general 
happiness. 
2. To increase your efficiency and ANALysis  
zest for living as much as fifty per 
cent. 
3. To discover the sources of trou- 
blesome problems. 
4. To attain relief for yourself with-
out assistance from anyone. 
5. To understand and alleviate what-
ever concerns and anxieties you may 
have. 

DIANETIC COUNSELING GROUPS 
(excerpts from HCO Bulletin of May 28, 1969, Issue II) 

The isolated practitioner who hung out his shingle, and 
sought its work all alone would have to be a "one-man band". 

Let us list the basic essential "hats" (iobs) he would have to 
wear: Reception; Registrar; Cashier; Ethics Officer; Examiner; 
Case Supervisor; Auditor; Review Auditor; Public Relations. 

If successful he would spend about 5 hours a day auditing, 2 
hours eating and 8 hours sleeping. This leaves 9 hours in which 
to do the remaining "hats". Of necessity one or more would be 
neglected. On that point he would tend to cave in as a one-man 	CO 
band. 

It takes about 2 Administrative personnel to keep a Techni- 
cal personnel going. Even a group of auditors, trying to make in  
lots of money, usually try to do nothing. but audit. It is not that 
they have case failures. It is that they fail to wear the essential 
hats. The best auditing results are obtained from teamwork. 

The best solution to all this is to form a DIANETIC 
COUNSELING GROUP and get the essential posts held. Then the 
advances and gains the group makes will be advances that are 
stable. A Dianetic auditor would be able to audit all day even if 
the whole group only worked evenings. 

Let's face it. The auditor auditing alone will have case fail- 
ures. He won't have time to pick them up. After a while he will 
have losses and some failed cases that muddy up his neighborhood 
just as other prbfessions get. 

Psychiatry and psychology failed as single practitioners not 
only because they had no real technology but because they tried to 
work alone. This turned them toward governments which then 
used them only to control populations and there went whatever 
technology they might have developed. 

The single practitioner theory in Dianetics failed badly as an 
early Dianetics practice. The answer, we have found out long 
since, is the group. 

The full "hats", organization and activities and how they in- 
terelate are available to Dianetic Counseling Groups. A Dianetic 
Counseling Group can be enfranchised and made regular and 
helped. 

Realism requires that auditing be a group action. As such a 
group can also teach a course, it is not difficult to recruit able 
people to help. 

by L. Ron Hubbard 

This book, used a half hour a day -
on the bus to work - during the lunch 
hour - at home - for just one week 
may markedly improve your health 
and happiness. 
If you like simplicity and want a 
chance to live better and be better, 
to have better things, to be better 
liked, this book may be the gold at 
the rainbow's end. 

Price: 20/- (Stg.) $3.00 (U.S.) 
20% International Membership Discount: 

16/- (Stg . ) $2.40 (U.S.) 

Order your copy today and begin an 
exciting adventure in Dianetics, man's 
most advanced science of the mind, 
and forerunner to Scientology, the 
applied religious philosophy. 



STANDARD DIANETICS PROGRAM 
1969, the year of Scientology, has already seen such incredible 
triumphs from Ron as Triple Flow processing and Standard 
tech results but, perhaps the greatest breakthrough of all is the 
Standard Dianetics Program. 

In 1950 one man, one book touched off the spark that has become 
the star for all of Mankind. Now with orgs and many to assist 
him, with the Scientology Standard Tech he developed and the 
introduction of Standard Dianetics by him, the road to that star 
of Clear and Total Freedom can be traveled with ease by every 
being' on this planet. 

THE SOCIAL AIM OF SCIENTOLOGY IS THE SAFEGUARD 

AND INCREASE OF HUMAN RIGHTS AND 

THE REVITALIZATION OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION. 

THE RESULT OF SCIENTOLOGY 

PROCESSING IS A FREE POWERFUL 

AND IMMORTAL BEING 

THE END PRODUCT OF DIANETIC 

PASTORAL COUNSELING IS A 

WELL HAPPY HUMAN BEING. 

GRADIENT: A gradual approach to something, taken 
step by step, level by level, each step or level being 
of itself easily surmountable - so that finally quite 
complicated and difficult activities or high states of 

It but remains for each of us to apply 100% the technologies he, 
L. Ron Hubbard, has given us, advance ourselves to our ulti-
mate goals and, especially, to get the show on the road for the 
rest of Mankind. 

On June 2nd, the Hubbard Standard Dianetic Course incorpor-
ating new refinements and breakthroughs in the field of the 
mind was launched by Sea Org supervisors sent by Ron to the 
major r.cientololgy orgs around the planet. 

The first of these Hubbard Dianetic Counselors are now at the 
Founding Church of Scientolgy ih Washington D.C. delivering 
Standard Dianetic auditing. 

If a person has aches or pains, physical difficulties, bad per-
ception trouble, illness, bizarre and unwanted sensations, or 
physical disability he can and should come to The Founding 
Church of Scientology and get this handled with Standard 
t, einotics, the tochnique 	pastoral counseling. 

"We now have Standard Dianetics. 
We have developed Scientology Standard Tech. 
Both are now valid as themselves. 
They do not cross. 
Dianetics for the Body. 
Scientology for the Spirit. 
Use both." 

L. Ron Hubbard — Founder 

GET DIANETIC AUDITING 

Regular Price 
	

5% Discount 

Price 

5 hour intensive 	 $175.00 
	

$166.25 

25 hour intensive 	 $725.00 
	

$688.75 

Advance payment makes good sense: 
1. You save 5% on advance payment discount. 

2. You ensure advance reservation for the service required. 

Send check or money order with your expected date of arrival to the 

Advance Scheduling Registrar 



Hubbard Standard 	 SCIENTOLOGY ANSWERS Dianetics Course 
DIANETICS IS THE ANSWER TO THE HUMAN MIND 

by L. Ron Hubbard 

Man has asked a great many questions about himself. 
Such questions are, "Who am I?" "Where do I come from?" "What is death't) 
"Is there a Her,fter?". 
Answers have varied through the ages and race to race and this variation alone-ia 
the stumbling block which brings disbelief into faiths. Old religions fade becatme) 
people no longer find their answers to the above questions real. 
Scientology has again asked - and answered - the eternal questions. 
That the answers have the force of truth is attested by the results. 
Various interesting results proceed from the practice of Scientology. 
One's intelligence increases, and one's ability to handle his problems is markedly 
better. 
One doesn't have to believe in Scientology to have it work. Its truths are of the order 
of 	this Black?" "Is this white?" You can see for yourself something is black if 
it's black and that something is white when it's white. 
When you yourself hold the Truth the shadows by which you are bound tend to slither 
away. 
And when you at last know for yourself in your own experience that Scientology dohs 
have the answers, and when you have applied them, you have the result all philoso-
phers, savants, sages and saviours have always dreamed of - and freedom as well. 

WHEN YOU HAVE THE ANSWER TO THE HUMAN MIND 
ANYTHING CAUSED BY THE HUMAN MIND 

CAN BE REMEDIED 

Become A Standard Dianetic Auditor 
AND LEARN ALL ABOUT 

*THE ERASURE OF PAIN AND SUFFERING, RUIN, 
DISASTER AND SHOCK.  

*THE R.E.-)OLUTION OF MENTAL AND PHYSICAL PROBLEMS 

*INCREASING INTELLIGENCE 

7HIS FANTASTI: NEW COURSE CONTAINS 

1. NE:"' "...I;CHNOLOGICAL DATA by L. Ron Hubbard.  

2. r • 	- "'RAND NEW study data and techniques which 
e,ne • ituciv is 100% effective. 

the study of Diane Cc Auditing sessions 
Ey. quperttieci fr,  L. RON HUBBARD. 

4 	 _Jiarietic Case Supervisor data and technology. 

hie to the L.,. 	NEW stud ,: data and techniques - the length 
n. t.tme In: course takes only Z4 weeks full time, and can be 
done in orlv a ,casks in the evenings. It is simple and easy to do 
vet is is a PRECISION COURSE. ANYONE CAN BE TRAINED TO 

EFFECTIVE DIANETIC AUDITING 

  

11 GB F MONTII 1101118111, 11 
DIANETICS:  Means "through thought or mind". It is the subject 
containing the basic discoveries. by L. Ron Hubbard about Man 
and the human mind. It is the technique of pastoral counseling. 
AUDITOR.  Means "one who listens -. A STANDARD DIANETIC 
AUDITOR is a person who has been thoroughly trained in the 
precision application of Dianetics. 
CASE GAIN:  Th" improvements and resurgences a person ex-
periences from auditing. 

PRICE: $500. 00. Advance Payment Discount Price: $475. 00 
ENROLL. NOW: Fill in the enclosed enrollment 'form. 

Scientology - the Road to Total Freedom - is open to all people. 
Send in your name and address for a FREE six month membership 
and get as a member, free Scientology magazines and a 20% discount 
on all Scientology bdoks over 6/- (Stg.) or $1.25 (U.S.), tape lectures 
by L. Ron Hubbard, E-Meters and other items! 

If your membership has expired, renew it TODAY. Write the Member- 
ship Officer of your nearest Hubbard Scientology Organization listed 
on the back of this magazine. 



GET SCIENTOLOGY 
TRAINING 

Become one of the most valuable people on the planet - a trained Scien-
tology Auditor. 
An Auditor is a person who applies the exact techniques discovered and 
developed by L. Ron Hubbard to help another. Scientology training gives 
you the data and technology to help another and increase your awareness 
and vitality. 

Training is arranged in smooth steps or levels, and each level is thorough-
ly learned and understood before going on to the next. Each level consists 
of a Theory Course, where you learn all the data necessary to audit, and a 
Practical Course, where you actually apply the data you have learned by 
auditing another person. 

Take the courses at your Scientology Academy today. 
PRICE: $125. 00 per course. 

5% Advance payment Discount: $118. 75 
HAA Package (10 courses-Levels 0,1,11,111 and IV): 
$1000. 00. Advance Payment Discount: $950. 00. 
HSDC & HAA Package: $1300.00 

5% Advance Payment Discount:$$1235. 00 
Send your Cheque or money order today to the Registrar 
in the self-addressed envelope. 

• 

Would you like to join a group Dedicated to Human Rights 
and Freedom from Pain and Suffering. Join the Staff of 
the D.C. org. 
We are making a safe enviroment in the NATIONS CAPITOL. 
If you want to help people, 
CONTACT: 

PERSONNEL PROCUREMENT 
1812-19th Street N. W. 
Washington, D.C. 20009 

WHAT EVER YOUR SKILLS YOU CAN HELP IN RON'S 
ORGANIZATION. 

GET PROCESSE 
In every Org in the world a Class VIII Auditor 

supervises all cases. 
This is no mean achievement and no small statement. 
YOU .CAN GET YOUR GRADES WITH CONFIDENCE 

IN YOUR NEAREST ORG. 
If you have had any slightest hitch in the past, get to 

your nearest org and get a Case Analysis by a Class VIII. 

FIRST: (If you are a new pc) the HAS (communications) 
Course so you don't waste any time as a pc. 

SECOND: the Scientology Triple Flow Sub-Zero grades; 
the processes that let you know you won't get any worse. 

THEN: Scientology Triple Flow Grades 
Grade Zero: "He who can truly communicate to others 

is a higher being who builds new worlds". L. Ron Hubbard. 
This is what you achieve as a Grade Zero Release. 

Grade One: -make problems vanish with a glance-
is Grade I release. 

Grade Two: Relief from the hostilities and sufferings 
of life is obtained at Grade II Release. 

Grade Three: Freedom from the upsets of the past 
with the ability to face the future is obtained with Grade III. 
Release. 

Grade Four: Moving out of a fixed condition and being 
able to do other things is attained as a Grade IV Release 

ALL THESE ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT THE 
FOUNDING CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY. 
At least SEVENTY  specific points of RELEASE. 

If you missed any on the way up you better get them 

GRADE SIX FOR SOLO AND POWER AND POWER 
PLUS are available at the SAINT HILLS. 

CLEAR is waiting for you at the Advanced Orgs. 
Operating Thetan Levels, improved and smoothed 

out are all ready for you at the Advanced Orgs. 
And that's the ladder to terrific beingness. Al-

ready taped, guarded and obtainable, just for YOU. 
PRICES: HAS (Communications) Course-$15.00 

Scientology Triple Flow Auditing Package: 
$800. 00 
Less 5% Advance payment Discount: 
$760. 00. 

done 



Come and hear this new taped lecture by 

QN'I 1. Ron Hubbard 
NAL 

1 gU8 
FIND OUT WHAT HAS BEEN DONE, WHAT IS BEING DONE AND 
WHAT WILL BE DONE BY THE AMAZING GROUP OF OTs AT THE 
SEA ORG AND ALL SCIENTOLOGISTS WORLD WIDE UNDER THE 
COMMAND AND LEADERSHIP OF L. RON HUBBARD. 

ADMISSION: FREE 
TIME: Saturdays, at 4:00 p. m. 
PLACE: The Founding Church of Scientology 

1812-19th St. N. W. , Washington, D. C. 
(OT: Operating Thetan; that state, achieved through the precise application 
of Scientology technology, of being at cause, knowingly and at will, over Life 

thought, matter, energy, space and time.) 

BUY 
iNf 

PROBLEMS Of WORK 
can I get a good job? 

-0Zon what does holding a job depend? 
itHow can I be more efficient, less exhausted, have more control, more 

security? 
-(1What are the conditions of Success? 

These questions and many others are answered in The Problems of Work 
by L. Ron Hubbard. This is the most enlightening and helpful book ever 
written on the subject of work. Here is how to make  your work easier, 
better and more satisfying. Just apply the data in this book and you will 
find, as many executives and workers have all over the world, that you 
can change conditions for the better with Scientology, the applied Reli-
gious philosophy. 

Price: 6/- (Stg.) $1.25 (U.S.) 

Order your copy today from the Bookstore of your nearest Hubbard 
Scientology Organization listed on the back of this magazine. 

STANDARD DIANETICS 
SUCCESS CONGRESS A 
PLAN TO MAKE THIS CONGRESS held in 
The Windsor room of the Windsor-Park 
Hotel, 2300 Connecticut Avenue N. W. , 
Washington, D. C. 
ADVANCE RESERVATIONS: contact 
the Advance Scheduling Registrar 
Founding Church of Scientology. 
DATE: November 2, 1969 
FEE: $10 per person 
ATTEND ! 

By 1. Ron Hubbard 
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Researched by L. RON HUBBARD 
in 1932, '38, '43, '50, '51, '52, (to 
name the principal years) and redevel-
oped in 1962 & 63 NOW in 1969 the 
NEW DIANETICS after years of re-
search, has reached a wonderfully 
fully effective STANDARD. 

What is Greatness ? 
AND 

Scientology Answers 
by L. Ron Hubbard p
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BOOK ORDER FORM 
Please send me the following books. Encloged is my check(or 
money order) for 

  
 

20% off PROBLEMS OF WORK by L. Ron Hubbard 	$1. 25 

SELF ANALYSIS by L. R on Hubbard 	 $3. 00 $2. 40 

DIANETICS THE MODERN SCIENCE 
OF MENTAL HEALTH by L. Ron Hubbard 	$5. 00 $4.00 

NOTES ON THE LECTURES by L. Ron 
Hubbard 	 $2.00 	$1. 60 
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20% Discount is applicable to International Members. 
Mail your Check or Money order with this order form in the enclosed envelope. 
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ENROLMENT FORM 

Dear Registrar,   (DATE)  
I wish to enrol on the fantastic new HUBBARD STANDARD DIANETICS COURSE. 
I shall be arriving on 	 (DATE). 

Enclosed is my cheque/money order, made payable to CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY. 
The price of the course is $500. 00 	 Deducting 5% for advance payment 
the price is $475. 00 	 There is no price increase although this is a 
fantastic entirely new course. 
The HUBBARD STANDARD DIANETICS COURSE is mandatory for the Solo Audit Course 
for Scientology students without prior training, and is for all students who wish to train 
on the Academy levels of Scientology Training. (Scientology—Study of Knowingness, 
a Religious Philosophy.) 
NAME 	  
ADDRESS 	  

PHONE 	  SIGNATURE 	  



Name FERST. CLASS 
Permit No. 36453 6 

Washington, 1). C. 

Address 

 

 

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL 
No postage stamp necessary if mailed in the United States 

SCIENTOLOGY 

1812 19th Street NW 

Washington DC 20009 
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MEMORANDUM OF CONFERENCE 

October 2, 1969 

Between: Mr. John Matonis, Attorney 

Rev. Ann L. Ursprung, Church of the Scientology 

Mr. William W. Goodrich, Office of General Counsel 

[Jr. H-rhert G. Ley, Jr., Commisioner, FDA 

Subject: Church of the Scientology and the E-Meter 

The two visitors came to discuss in general terms the FDA action and 

interest in regard to the E-Meter. Both Mr. Goodrich and Dr. Ley 

indicated that the Agency was concerned and would continue to be 

in any situation where medical or health claims were made for the 

E-Meter. They made it equally clear that they were not concerned 

in challenging Lhn religion of Scientology. 

The visitors indicated that" they would possibly wish to present infor-

mation to the Commissioner for his review that would place the use of 

the E-Meter in its current perspective. The/felt this was an important 

change that had occurred in the church within the last decade. Dr. Ley 

indicated his willingness to consider any such information presented 

tot 
him. 

Herbert L. buy, Jr., M.D. 	
J

CI 	s  

cc: 
CC-1 
RC-1 
GC 
HLLey/bms 
10/15/69 

I 
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Arai t- rens 
netted States !testate 
Samington, D. C- 20210 

Deer Sweater rem:  

Cherch of Selentology 

OOT 2 1969 	of Sonoleln Semi 	41-i26) 

FILE 
V Geegreadrioael Liaises, Office of the Demeans= bee *And es to 
reply to your request of September 22, 12201 cellettenin an isenimp 
about the actions of to rood enfitrughtbeinistrstiona.litst 
Scientology free havevend Jean IN, Siliatt, reblin Relation, Offieera 
Church of Scientolagy et desalt, danotele, Ransil, 

The o444$00 suet the read avid Drum Adminietestion dated 
eeLeeee acties sletast esevalWidesteee mod ittetetlehil 

use. the true foots are se falienet 

is January 1463, awe:Ornately LSO gabbetd 8- 	re 
large queetity of 'mime pieces ci ggemfeteell eeldedell-
cam seised in possession of Oa DiditeMWOOteneeMSOI, Ifibts 
*cadent of Seientotegy, and the dubberd deddatte. atom* 
Located in seehtegton, D. C. The dertteo mese sesresamted 
mermen to be adequete and *Matta* fat the Alegneele hid 
aunt of ell metal ailments and esessetelly all Opted &Meets et 
eanbiado  .0hice representetione and suggestions vem charged to be 
ielea and adaleading. Tate miser* maim me contested. After a 
thirteen-41.y trial, a jury detereleed the &dose to be edebranded. 
A Decree of Candoseatioa ens filed &meet t8, 1967• 

Sae eleidedes tiled a anted of *Wel to the Dated States Cent* at 
Aftaata for tut District of Colombia Circuit as uctsber 13, 1967. 
aehbreare So  1969, although the mere reversed the findiege of the 
lower court, the **immune found to be "reasonable,'" and that there 
was no unreasonable march and mime*. 

qua daatenaa actually pointed out ts44 the Covet at Appeals does loot 
OnbldieStending Cherish is for all legal purpose* a religion!' 

4114114 if Scientology iv a religiam alt iiteretwo published 
Si IMO relieous doctrine Demme fr

,
the trodesal reed, Dreg, 

COSOStio4 det's or nth** public health lees in general, or the 
Food, Dreg, and C444ette 444 ire pertieeter, have no appLicatios to 
the activities of a relligee-m  The mien sieseggle414 (held that 
milieus the boos of oar reversal ves ant the case 	Xereereetr 
framed, rather thee that the gicientotoststet  device* and literature 
mime absolutely protected, or that the evidence ales Lesuffictentslt 
e0414  appear that a ewe trial would be in sodas." 

5128 



The food mad Drug Administration is net atteaptiag to Mete with religious ffeedea 01 charged, but is only attempting to WM. proclaims of the federal food, Dive, and Cosmetic Act a* br 

Ii us sail he of teethes aseistemee. Oust lot us Wtoer. 

Olacorely years, 

0 ,/c.14__e__) 
lean U. tilpstrich, doting Directs, Office at Legislative end Goverammetsl. Services 

Somoreble niss4L. femg 

Oil feed WI** Administretios ineastigeticas show thatch", Dater 6106moi me Mended to he promoted ice amid relied spin is the dior esnli, treat 	, emd preeentime of emir disuses ameditinte. It le oleo clear that they Lawitsdeinste directiont ter this ion 104, sod thee they ere tintrefare miehramded. 
!hie view hes been supported by tho O. S. District Olen et Los Segel** NS north II, 1969, mid the O. S. District bust tow the Waster, District of fusee es dm= 13, 1939, with respect to the detention of ether finbtow decides. 

incleseres 
Commiteent's ttr 
(a./enclosure) 

cc Coagressional Liaison Office 
cc SAM-DO 
cc CL 10 (2) 
cc RC 100(Mrs. twee) cc AC 1 Reeding Vile 

211Rieemert 4/t 9/26/69 
felt 'Mart 9/29/09 
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A. F 
ILE 

aubbsrd R Meters 	 Church of Scientology 
itiott 442. s 	 of nauseate 

6634 	 Minneapolis (AP..4txptpr._ :311  

: 4i2samititainewsmagnaem 	 /3/ 

MIMI* Sr. farmer Adis, DeemOsPolis Districts fDD 

Sc. Themes IL aice, Otwielem of ease Guidance, Doe 

In the absence of Mr. Robert V. 1irre,.1 called Mr. Perim Adair to 
disuses the status of this tees, as /had soon s copy  of It- gime 
memo of September 2„ 1969, to Geneve& Counsel, Attention Ws. Jounce 

Sisk. 

I had called Mrs. Sisk as Septeuber a, 1969. Sees se SE 
heavy volume of works  the Seems& Counsel's office mill net 
consider this matter for some timOs at bust est for the 

In the meantime, since the case is expected to be tried 
I asked MO DO to keep us pasted en env development* in 
Particularly the date for trial when it is set. 

Thaws M Rica 

CA HID DO 
ce DC 1(tre. Sisk) 
ea RC-110(Mr. Smart) 
ea SC-1 Reeding File 

llincetuar 9/30/69 9 
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.:;1111lnee Stet 

Violeta of (see.eilitese. Bog 

ik-o93 
44932 
Mobbmed &Metes 
FM 4840  

September 29.E 

Penniima Chuseh GE Wastelog 
D. C. 

(Vtlenatiel4136) 

ea April IS, 1969, in denying ens petition fee rebuilds' the 
LB. Coast of appeals f the Millet if Columbia indleated 
list itappeamed• cow trial mild be la order. 

Res a new Mel beers reaensted„ mod It se can yen estimate 
ekes it will awns en the omelet! 

T. B. ayes* 

Bactiosmres 
ea his owe 

ce: SL2600 
cc: BC-1 NP 
Uniceuswe d/t 9-26-69 

=b CP) 
Inft inert 
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11Cniteb 4ifcties senate 
September 22, 1969 

Letter from Rev. John W Elliott, Public Relations 
Officer, Church of Scientology of Hawaii, 143 Nenue St., 

Honolulu, Hawaii 96821 -- Re action of Flood and 
Drug Administration. 

Respectfully referred to 

Congressional Liaison 
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 
Washington, D. C. 20201 

zs.) 

for such cOnsideiation as the communication 

herewith submitted may warrant, and for a report 

thereon, in duplicate to accompany return of 

inclosure.- 

 

By direction of 

HLF:dce 
MOWN 
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FROM : San Francisco District 

SUBJECT: Church of Scientology 

ALEX 	 r. 
Food and 	Officer 
San Francisco strict 

011110NAL FORM NO. 10 
3010-104 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	DIVISION OF CASE GUIDANCE/BOC RC-100 	DATE: 

ATTENTION: Tom Rice 
September 22, 1969 

Please find attached a copy of the letter sent by the Church of Scientology 
to psychotherapists/psychiatrists in California within the past few months. 
This is the letter which is referred to in the article entitled, A Holy War 
On Psychiatry, which appeared in the August 30, 1969 edition of the San 
Francisco Chronicle previously submitted with my memo of September 9, 1969. 
I don't think there is any doubt from this letter that Scientology is claim-
ing ability to treat mental illness. We received the copy of the letter 
upon request from the Northern California Psychiatric Society. 

Enclosure: Letter 

cc: Los Angeles District 
Attn: Dave Holliday 
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festesbec 4, 1969 

NT. Ulan B. drimield 
9101 Berth Reessevo *Sono 
alla00. Illinois 69640 

Best mt. atiesolds 

A. F.  4// /  

this vi/1 soboonlofte receipt of Ivor Latter ciao:gust 19, 1969, 
coutoroiee the YOusding Church of folootelogy. 

Box the record Mr. as1saa14, minayan to hues this while 
vs appleciete the infoovettes you hove soot se, there to oo 
vow casaba:lee yes to set seasievot for moot &dein& 
to stocautago the salon? is vita you ere mad. moilsve• 
always interested is infervetise anoceteime gins me prOdOOM 
to the bus oduivistes, of gnat to idhe it unoleteldebly 
any °Josue Boni Bolo* yea sue moped io is your GOD idea nal 
soy requested by this nosey. 

Bey yams, 

Bervy B. Bette 
Assiatoet to the Director 
Division of Case Guideure 
Demo of Couoliauco 

cc aa-zo 
ye Bli"-B0 
cc RC-1 Reeding File 
Mutts:les d/t 9/3/69 

(F) 9/4/69 
10" Winext49 69  . 
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Mr. tarry E.'Butts 
Assistant to the Director 
Dividion of Case Guidance 
Bureau of Compliance 
Food and Drug Administration 
Washington, D.C. - 20204 

Dear Mr. Butts:  

ro  

,, • 5101 North Kenmore Avenue 

September 3, 1969 
-2 	Chicago, Illinois - 60640 

wawa Moro. se Cog • IMINNONSININIM 

FILE 
This I should have written you before but did 
my report to you around March 15, 1969, I was 
did not write it as I wanted to work it out. 
now and the condition is better. It concerns  

not. At the time of 
having trouble but. 
I am in psychotherapy 
my mother. 

Some months before the time of her death I was feeling strangely. . 
I was feeling some body heat, but there was no reddening of-.the 
skin. I could not understand it. I was feeling some of. the atm.'. 
ptems I had experienced while under Dianazene in Washingten,D.C.' 
in 1956. I felt that I wanted -to kill my mother. I found myselt 
actually going to her bedroom to kill her. I managed to stopmr. 
self, and go into the other room, which was my bedroom.. There 
managed to recover myself. The symptoms left me, and I went 
outside. I could not understand this, and it scared me. But 
I was more afraid of the Scientelsgists and I could not talk about 
it. 

I was talking. to no one in those days - not my mother or Dr. 
Smalley, who is the family Doctor. I guess it was largely fear 
of reprisal. Things are different now, and I am doing something 
about it. 

I attended a Scientology meeting at Jack Perrin's August 31, 1969e 
A report will follow sometime this week. 

Sincerely, 

dth,E.,sbePs-4.1410 
Irwin E. Griswold 

lEG 
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Senator Hiram L. Fong 
702 Finance Factors Bldg. 
195 S. King St. 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 

Dear Senator Fong: 

HONOLULU 
143 Menus Strout 	 Cable. HAW 
Honolulu. Hawaii 9021 	Pnone373 4117 

21, Aug. 1969 

As you may remember I ran for the State House 
of Representitives from the 15th District in 1966. Since that 
time I have become a minister of the Church of Scientology of 
Hawaii. 

There is an issue brewing and I want you to 
be well aware of it. Its a national issue and very large poten-
tially. Someone very close to the President should have all of 
the factS. 

It is this - In 1962 the F.D.A., with drawn 
guns entered the Founding Church of Scientology of Washington 
D.C. and took into their possession thousands of religious 
books, confessional aids, broke into private counciling sessions 
and generally did things that. have NEVER HAPPENED BEFORE OR 
SINCE TO A CHURCH IN THESE UNITED ST?TES. The report of what 
exactly happened is enclosed. 

In this land, an attack on a church surely 
would have to be preceeded by-  crimes, violations, dangers of a 
serious nature on the part of said church. So we sit back and 
wait for these terrible things to be unfolded to the American 
peoPle as justification for illegal search and seizure. Seven. 
years later we are. still waiting. 

In the seven years many things happen: 
1) The Church expands, due to its effectiveness, far 

beyond expectations and in some cases tri,plincrrits membership 
during a •3 month period. Now it has a membership of close to 
5 million people. 

2) Not by choice, these "Scientologists" seem to be a 
very close knit group and they seem to work in close harmony 
and coordination with one another.. 

3) They train 225 professional Public Relations Officers 
and send them to various key !places throughoui the US. • 

4) They do a national piece of market research to find 

.:1;474 	O/  YeZ;Wie:47 	 Ciffe C.74 WWI 	 
L.Rontlubberdjoundm - 

ha Lewd Salmon. President for U.S.A. 	 Kenneth M. Salmon. Vico Proeident 	 Denny L. Fields. Secretary 	 Pam Purdy. President for U. K. di Commonwealth 
s (Mott Resident Agent 

	

Julie Selman. President for Hawaii 	 Kenneth M. Salmon, Vice President for Kraig 	 kilo  

A No% Profit Cernorntiem Fa V.R.A. Registered h Passerr' 
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' what is liked and disliked 'in the American Society and find some 
.very interesting and useful data, but what concerns us here is 
that they found people throughout the US, in vast numbers, still 
love and cherish their Religious Freedom. 

5) The Church takes the matter to court and in the United • 
States Court of Appeals on 5th February 1969 a- favorable judge-
ment is rendered on the Church after a six year legal battle. 

With freedom of religion as a basic reason for 
the very existence of our nation and with so many millions of 
people in the US considering Religious Freedom a prime asset of 
the American way of life I am sure you can see the implications 
in terms of either good or bad public relations. 

The F.D.A. raid took place under President 
Kennedys administration, and the matter has dragged out over 
President Johnsons administration.. No one is blaming President 
Tixon for what has happened. THE F.D.A., HOWEVER, MUST HE 
CALLED OFF ONCE AND FOR ALL AND THE MATTER OF RELIGIOUS FREEDOM 
REESTABLISHED AND REAFFIRMED. 

I have been authorized by the Mother Church 
to contact you and request that you take the matter to the 
President with our urgent appeal that he handle the matter once 
and for all, lest this administration, favored by the Church, be 
embarrassed nationally by the unconstitutional errors of its 
predecessors. . 

I should like to hear from you on this matter 
at your earliest convenience. 

Sincerely, 

“()U4\ 

Reverend John W. Elliott 
Public Relations Officer 
Church of Scientology 
of Hawaii 
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5101 North Kenmore Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois - 60640 
August 19, 1969 

Mr. Harry B. Butts, 
Assistant to the Director 
Division of Case luidanee 
Bureau of Compliance 
Food and Drug Administration 
Washington, D.C. - 20204 

Dear Mr. Butts: 

Thank you for your letter of August 18, 1969. It has lent form and direction to an idea I have been contemplating for the past few weeks. 

I have been considering toning in again, that is, playing my semi-literate James Bond role swag the Scientolegista fer the third time. Actually, the game was begun August 1, 19614- attended Maurice Larudets Starts Motel meeting. I explainetAny absence by way of ease flare-up, and from my general behavier.II had been physically ill for about the previous two weeksi diC-Mlot get medical attention - I would estimate that the cover -winuiVbe::: adequate. As to a plan of 'operation, there is nene at present just take notes,. ask questions and learn what I can. Both.Liride-and Jaok Perrin are used to my note-taking. I am still the ex. Boientelegist trying to get back in but want to get maney-akeadr,  first, etc., for processing and a course or two. This-method-has worked twice, both in 1968 and in early 1969. I am confident it will work a third time. 

I did manage to write one direct mail piece - espy and rough layout - for Maurice Larude before I ended attending Hubbard Association of Scientologist, Intentantienal,,meetings and will work on this during the next few days. I do net see myself going in this Friday, August 22, 1969, but do look to the 29th. Also, I have developed an interest in photography. I shot three or four rolls of film this past month,have selected . with a lot of cropping . the best picture., and will put them into a presentation folder of my own design. With appropriate copy and design art, I should have a visual wedge to get _promotion assignments from the Scion. telegiets and get a little deeper into their Chicago operation. Burton Brownela and HMI's Paul Bezezian did tell me to take out an ad in Advertising Age. I want to sharpen eld skills first, then renew hie advice. 

I am not going, however, to operate as extensively as I did in 1968 and early.1969. Attending two meetings a week and writing reports well into the small hours of the morning had iti effect especially when one has a full-time job. I have one new,. have been there approximately seven weeks, like it and. intend to keep it. It is the best job I have had in quite some time, and I intend to held onto it. Per my life situation at the present tins, the job is ideal. 
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I stopped 'in at Chicago Nonah.Side Scientology and Di-
emotion Center, 834 West Lawrence Avenue, Chicago, early Friday 
evening the 15th. This was before the 8:00 p.m. meeting. Law-,  
renoe and Margaret Vinard, the heads of. the Center, are bask from 
Santa Barbara, California but are now in Detroit. I. have it some-
where in the back of my mind that advanced Dianetic processing is 
also available in Detroit. This I will have to check. Frankly, 
I am still confused as to whether it is Les Angeles or Detroit 
in which Maurice Larude was having trouble getting auditing be-
cause of the scarcity of auditors en the advanced Dianetio teeth.. 
niques. 

Jim Baumgard does not live at the 834 West Lawrence Ave-
nue Center. If my memory serves me, he did live there. I seem is 
remember his name on the mailbox. I bring him up because of the.  
attitude of the WPM= who answered the door bell. Re had been as.. 
elating Lawrence Winard's nephew in running the Center, and I be.. 
/Lave was running it himself while the Winard's were in California. 
The woman is a stranger. She has one son that I saw, is young... 
25 to 28 years old - and didn't exude the usual Scientology friend-
liness. General first impression: I wouldn't want her processing 
me. 

In the interim since my last visit to the 834 Lawrence 
Center, the building has deteriorated; it is not kept up. Mail 
stair rugs are torn and the walls could make use of a theriugh 
washing and a coat of paint. (MASI still 'couples two floors of 
the building and possibly a third.) Children's toys litter the 
front walk and constitute a hazard. The child I saw - about six 
years old - was running about the place nude. This is a "Walk-In 
Any Time for Treatment RASI Scientology Center - the phrase mine 
but the meaning theirs - and I personally don't like it. This is 
HASIla biggest Chicago Center and its a step above a rat.trap. 
Samebody'is going to get awfully sick here sometime...if he or she 
is lucky. 

The woman, above, was defensive. I've run into this 
mere than once at the 834 Lawrence Avenue Center. Many Chicago 
Scientelogists, it seems as I recall, don't like questions. 

Concerning William Powers, the Vice-President in Charge 
of Personnel, Rauland Corporation, Chicago, I never did see him 
is identify him. It gets a little tricky when you suspect the 
VP sf the company you work for is the same person who once headed 
a MASI Center - this one was Dianetics - and was telling you to 
get Dexedrine to help your own case. 

I remembered this in Maich, 1969, did not get the op-
portunity to report fully on this because of what happened that 
month that is probably still in your file. Briefly, someone at 
the Dianetio Processing and Research Foundation, which was headed. 
by the Bill Powers I knew, concocted the idda of processing en-
grams, the moments of pain and unconsciousness that RASI treats, 
with the aid of Dexedrine. As you know, this drug is an aphro-
disiac, and is probably a lot more things that I don't know, and 
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is available under prescription, only. I managed to get the drug 
without one. Everyone at DPRF was using the drug. The staff: Bill Powers, Gilbert Niehas, Jerry Knowlton, David Green, and I 
believe Rick Mauerer. So were their preclears or "patients". Pro 
my experience with the drug, and from what I heard about the 7ex. 
pertmente later on, the auditing :moutons were spent in extra-
auditing activities. I tried to locate the drug store clerk who 
sold me the drug in March of 1969 but couldn't find him. 

I have a file here that I am going to sort. Chief sf it 
are fairly thorough descriptions of early NASI processes, auditing 
commands, etc. These are the processes that I have had and that 
I learned in Washington, D.C. at the RASI school. There is certain 
other material that I will have to go through as well. The data 
may be of interest or of use to you, and I Will get it to you as 
soon as I can. But since the file is copious it will take some 
time. 

This is about all I man think of at this time. As stated, 
I will resume my operation at about the end of this month. I should 
hit one meeting a week. Reports will not be as prompt as before 
but you will receive them. 

Sincerely, 

Irwin E. Griswold 

LEG 
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Maass 18, 1949 

Mt. Irwin & Griswold 
SIGI Mora Miessero Avenge 
atiespo, Illinois 60640 

Dear Mt. Griswold: 

A F.  7//- 	 FILE 

This viii acknowledge receipt of your letter of August 4, 1949, 
concerning Scientology. 

Vs appreciate receiving the informstien you hove submitted. 

Sincerely years. 

Harry B. Butts 
Assistant to the Director 
Division of Case &Manse 
Soirees of Cemplisorm 

 

 

cc CHI-DO 
cc RC-1 Reading File 
HEButts:jes d/8/14/69 

t/8/15/69 
F/8/18/69 
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TWIN CITIES 	 on a aita/  

,31-17" ,Iteolgt "<_5‘dencee, 

)ale A. Kennon 
409 J. Dldrige Ave. 
St. Paul, Minn. 	55113 	 .,-22-19/3 

July 24, 1969 

Dear Mr. Kennon, 

Congratulations on becoming a member of the Hubbard Association 
of 3cientologists, International. 

.Enclosed 	your membership card good until February 1, 1970. 

your mcmbership card entitles you to a 20% discount on all 
books over $1.25. I see that you in the bookstore the other 
and took advantage of it. I "hope enjoy the hooks. 

If you have any questions I'd be har_lpy to answer them for 
you. 

gaaeJoiez 	Ccf 

est Ashes, 

'nderson 
mbership Officer 

5 1 4 2 

Xe 14 t ff-r-hfrace gnht 0/,_9c:ipsk 
(A Non-Profit Corporation in U.S.A., Registered in England.) 



BOOK LIST 
.10C /7/- 79/C 

7- 7-69 
04K 

THE HUBBARD SCIENTOLOGY ORGANIZATION 
3007 Nicollet Avenue, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 55408. 

This is a comprehensive list of available bookstore items. 

From this list specific items have been selected and listed on the attached Book and Material Order 

Form. This is a list of essential items you will need on your course(s). Use the attached form to 

order these necessary course materials in advance. 
Normal 20% Discount 

Price 	Price 
PAMPHLETS 	  50c 

Ability Straightwire 

Axioms of Scientology by L. Ron Hubbard 

Fortress in the Sky by L. Ron Hubbard 

POCKET BOOKS AND PAPERBACKS 	  $1.25 

Scientology : A New Slant on Life by I.. Ron Hubbard 

Dianetics: Evolution of a Science by L. Ron Hubbard 

The Problems of Work by L. Ron Hubbard 

SCientology: The Fundamentals of Thought by L. Ron Hubbard 

Scientology 8-80 by L. Ron Hubbard 

Control and the Mechanics of S. C. S. by L. Ron Hubbard 

Brainwashing 

TECHNICAL MANUALS AND LARGE PAPERBACKS 	  $2.00 	$1.60 

The Book of Case Remedies by L. Ron Hubbard 

The Book of E - Meter Drills by L. Ron Hubbard 

The Book Introducing the E - Meter by L. Ron Hubbard 

E - Meter Essentials by L. Ron Hubbard 

Notes on the Lectures of L. Ron Hubbard 

This is Life by Reg Sharpe 

Ceremonies of the Founding Church 

HARD BACK AND LARGE MANUALS 	  $3.00 	$2.40 

Dianetics '55 by L. Ron Hubbard 

Dianetics: The Original Thesis by L. Ron Hubbard 

Scientology 8-8008 by L. Ron. Hubbard 

History of Man by L. Ron Hubbard 

Have You Lived Before This Life? by L. Ron Hubbard 

How to Live Though an Executive by L. Ron Hubbard 

All About Radiation 

Self Analysis in Scientology by L. Ron Hubbard 

Handbook for Preclears by L. Ron Hubbard 

Advanced Procedure and Axioms by L. Ron Hubbard 

Child Dianetics 
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THE HUBZARD ASSOCIATION 
OF 

SCIENTOLOGISTS, INTERNATIONAL 

This will introduce 

DALE A. KaTNON 
who is a Member in good standing 

1.4ali-Ffebry, y 	;i/2.970 
. 	• 

	 142,40,  Dekf el  

Member's Signature 
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DOC 

S. SAMPLE NO. 

171-791 C 
4. COMMODITY CODE 

814 
0. PRODUCT COLLECTED: 

Church of Scientology mailing 
S. DATE COLLECTED 

28 July 69 
7. IDENTIFICATION (Quote Pertinent Labeling Including Pine Name and Address) 

A total of six pieces received in the U.S. mail from the Church of Scientology: 
Sub #1 - Envelope post.,arked 26 July 69, Jinneapolis, Minnesota 
Sub #2 - One page letter dated 24 July 1969 signed by Jerry Anderson, Membership 

Officer. 
Sub 0 - One page BOOK LIST. 	Sub #4 - Photo copy of THE HUBBARD ASSOCIATION OF 
SCIENTOLOGISTS, INTERNATIONAL membership card. 	Sub 115 - Dealer sales slip #14221 
dated 24 July 6 . 	Sub #6 - Self addressed envelopeby The Church of Scientology. 
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5101 North Kenmore Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois - 60640 
August 4,-1969 

Mr. Harry E. Butte 
Assistant to the Director 
Division of Case Guidance 
Bureau of Compliance 
Peed and Drug Administration 
Washington, D.C. . 

Dear Mr. Buttes 

I hadn't empecled to write you again, ar attend another 
Scientology meeting. I did, however, last August let. To me, it 
was most illuminating. 

I Spent a couple of weeks in Read Zone Center, Chicago, 
ae a patient, began psychotherapy regularly after my release. It 
is early, but there have been some improvements. In any event, res. 
garding the Scientologiste, I was a little curious. 

Maurice and Susan Larude are in I believe Detroit getting 
processed. Barney and hie wife - he is a Zion, Illinois. contractor 
- have been supervisiag the meetings since their absence. He, 
Barney, brought me up to date: 

Hubbard has triggered another revolution because, accord - 
ing to Barney, Hubbard discovered that the body influenees Oper-
ating Thetans. The body seems to hold them back - a !emetic, an 
engram, a level. Whatever the complaint it seems to be an inhibit-
ing fuction. Even OT-6'e don't seem to progress beyond a certain 
level. 

As happened in 1955 or slightly earlier with the produc-
tion of Dianetica, '55, L. Ron Hubbard returned to Dianetics. Thin 
home-Doming seems to be ettll in progress. A book has been written. 
Called New Dianeties, the book has been called "Whole Track Dian-
otiose", that is, its target its more than the present lifetime. 
According to the earlier processing that I am familiar with, this 
target Would consist of major or selested incidents in approxima-
tely 76,000,000,000 years of time. 

Stories or rumor or whatever it is that flits around Scien-
tology circles has it that reading the book will drive you a little 
- or perhaps more than a little - lads. People have been quite re.-
stimulated reading the book. This has been found on the West Comet 
and I bellege, aloe, in the New York City area. The book, inci-
dentally, has not been released yet. 

(Correction: The Larudee are on the Wert Coast - probably 
L.A., not Detroit. I just found it in my notes.) 

k'ade Levels are almost militarily strict at the present 
time. Only Operati4g Thetans can be audited by other Operating 
Thetans. It seems that OT-6'e can be processed by no lower a grade 
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than OT-3, and OT's , Grade Three, who have had Whole Trask Dianetio 
Auditing, defew and far between. New Yerk's situation seems te be 
a little less along*, sted than that in Les Angeles, but, ter example 
Maurice Larude has to wait for either the return of his auditor vr 
another one before he can complete his °purse, it dees net appear 
to be much better. There seems te be a good deal 9f general oen-. 
fusion, and I admit that I don't understand the wheie situation, 
myself. In Lamle' a own ease, he received Dianetio auditing... 
that he -could take a course, did as and get restimulate'. He west 
tel.] he could net f inish the course, had to find a Whole Track 
Diabetic auditor to handle his restimulatien, and has been waiting 
ever since. Nene a eem to be available. His is not a unique sit-
uatisn. Others are experiencing the same general condition. The 
OT course will rest 
	

something that 'only a Dianetio auditer 
can handle. 

New policy will have it that a physical examination be a 
qualified M.D. will be required before taking a Dianetio Auditor's 
Ceurte and before auditing, itself, as well. A case history of 
alimmanamm ailments La wanted, Special M.D.a connected with 
Scientology are to give the examinations. On his return, Manned 
Larude will leek for M.D.'s who will coeperate with Scientolegists. 
Per anamtha example, a Diabetic might need insulin while in pro-
cessing. 

Ren Hubbard has learned that even et's get sick. Dianet-
los seems a prerequisite to Scientelgp and Scientelogy seems to b e 
worthless without Dianetios. He did "make anew breakthrough" and 
a new .aurae was created and i5 being taught. This is evedental4 
the course that Maurice and Susan Larude are on new. It seems tha t 
Scientelogists will have to heal the body first, as the bedy ham 
been found to kick up at the thetan, even the OT. 

Prom where I sat listening te this last Friday, it seems 
that Scientelogy has done a quick about-face. From a new world 
order of Operating Thetans and Clears to working with M.D.'s in 
healing the body that Jack Perrin and I believe ether Scientele-
gists, have oalled a "gee Machine", is a transition of net a litt le 
irony. Early Scientelegists had the same philsevphys  they were 
taught that. I was one of them. The *goo machine" seems to be 
impenitent, after all. Per myself, I learned that after Dianazene. 

I don't see Scientology in its death throes, but I de see 
additlinal changes on a not-too-smooth-course. Hubbard's ship has 
hit a seem. It might be a big one. 

I am going to attend a few Scientology Meetings. The 
shift to healing the bedy is going t. cempete with the proviso.' 
of the M.D., and perhaps whatever little bit of data I can pick up 
might be useful te you people. You'll hear from me again, some-
thing like the last song time, but net as heavy. 

Incidentally, whatever happened to the ease you people 
had against the licientelogiste in the Court of Appeals? I was 
never able -to find eutoreoently,ita dispesitien. 

Sincerely,  
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	: DIVISION OF CASE GUIDANCE 	 DATE: August 1, 1969 

ATTN: TG( RICE (RC-11) 

FROM : Acting District Director 
Boston District 

SUBJECT: Scientology 

Attached article appeared in the WALL STREET JOURNAL. For your 

information. 

tA- 
John S. Rynd 

Attachment 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 
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THE 'SCIENTOLOGY' CULT is denied tax 
exempt status: Better luck In the next life. 

In a recent case, the Court of Claim 
ducked the question of whether the cult is 
legitimate church. Scientology teaches tha 
each person contains an immortal spirit, which 
at death passes into another body. In the 
string of its lives, however, this spirit be-
comes inhibited by "engrams" or "detrimental 
aberrations," rising from misdeeds or unpleas-
ant experiences. Scientology ministers claim 
they can ease the burden of these engrams by 
a certain "processing"—normally offered at 220 
an hour for 25 hours. 

The Court of Claims ruled that the Founding 
Church of Scientology failed to show its net in-
come didn't benefit private individuals. The 
court noted that the group had paid its founder 
more than $100,000 over four years, plus the 
use of a car and a home. His family had also 
received payments, some .of them never ex-
plained. In some cases, the founder was al 
granted 10% of the gross income of affiliate 
Scientology havens. "Such an arrangemen 
suggests a franchise network for privat 
profit," the Claims Court declared. 

• • • 
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BRITISH EMBASSY 
COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT 

Too Mas§achusetts Avenue, N.W. 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20008 

(Tel: 	462-1340) 

ECO 5/8/43 	 29 July, 1969. 

A F 4-L12fit FILE 

0„ 49,1 

Thank you very much for your letter of 7 July. 

We are most grateful for your agreement to allow Sir John 

Foster access to information in your files in relation to 

Scientology and for your offer of co-operation with his 

enquiry. I will let you know as soon as we hear further 

from Sir John Foster about his contemplated visit to 

Washington. 

(E. A. Midgley) 
Minister (Commercial) 

Dr. Herbert L. Ley; Jr., 
Commissioner of Food and Drugs, 
Food and Drug Administration, 
2221, Jefferson Davis Highway, 
Arlington, Va. 
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Dear Doctor: 

Scientology has no wish whatever to drive the individual psychiatrist 
from persomal practice or injure bin economically. 

Slicers of years ago, a situation developed is which the psychiatric 
front organisations refused to accept or help with research on a breakthrough 
in the humanities and drove further research and practice out into the public. 

There is no reason why this grave oversight on the part of large frost 
group' should recoil on the individual psychiatric practitioner. 

Scientology has survived the attacks inspired by these groups. it has 
come of age. Two decades of steady research have placed Scientology organi-
settees is the position of a near but unwanted uomepoly on results in mental 
healing. 

lubbard's first class was composed of the leading psychiatrists of 
Vashlastes, D.C., and they used what he taught Ohms to great profit ami.aftames 
of cases until a Dr. Oberholtser1  a key figure in psychiatric front groups 
and head of St. Ilisabeth's Hospital, who had no knowledge of the subject, 
furiously forbade their use of it as "heretic." 

Since that tins Scientology organisations developed millions of members 
over the world, all in the face of this unreasonable prejudice by psychiatric 
front groups. 	. 

To attempt to restrain knowledge and prevent the use of new ,ate is 
hardly in the spirit of our times. 

But all this is neither here nor there. The fact remains that Scientology 
organisations are decent and responsible and they obtain results far is advance 
of older schools. . 

He have no !miscast wish to exclude the individual practitioner free this 
parade of case successes. 

Ve do not in any way wish to victimise bin simply ►ecause some treat gre•os 
made a mistake. 

Out of courtesy, for years we stayed out of the fields of the Lessee - 41  
the physically ill. 

Unfortunately, as Scientology grew, the many abuses is the bandit.' of the 
insane cams to the notice of Scieutologists. 

You are now getting a public outcry against them. 

Thum we are taking responsibility in this field. 

We only wish to help you, an individual, sad we have no wish to see v.'s 
carried down. 

Therefore, we are making to you pexpenally, the following offer. 
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Tem will find no real trouble handling meat of your patients with 

Scioatelegy. It is, like all school.,a discipline fuestioaal is its 

cum framework and functional only who one is trained.
 

1. It you will take an oath not as use shock sr brain surge
ry on say 

of your patients hereafter; 

2. It you will take an oath not to mix scientology wi
th older practices; 

3. It you will promise to follow the AMditor's Code scrupul
ously; 

4. We will grant you a SO% professional discount on all ser
vices; 

S. Process your own case successfully up to what we call a Gra
de It release; 

6. .Train you up to a Class IV auditor status and award you
 a properquali-

tying certificate; 

7. Defend you personally during training and auditing and p
ublicly in any 

time of outcry against psychiatry. 

Please believe us when we assure you that we ere very sincere in t
his. 

We see no reason why you personally and all your original purpose
s should 

be thrown away just because sons front group sew fit to try to thr
ow sway 

an important developoint two decades ago. 

The crowd is overwhelmingly on our side, public opinion is overwh
elmingly 

agaiaatnider practices. Results are obtainable predictably for t
he first 

time. 

This is a sincere effort to reunite the field of mental healing, 
so badly 

split up by sons misguided people. 

We have no wish that you should suffer. 

Hubbard Scientology Organisations 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 	: DIRECTOR, BALTIMORE DISTRICT 

• 

DATE: 	June 27, 1969 

FROM : Washington Resident Post 

SUBJECT: Scientology 	 The Distribution Center, Inc. 
(4-093 V Hubbard E Meter) 	 Washington, D. C. 

On June 23, 1969, I was handed the attached paper ("Freedom Scientology") 
and insert in front of the Greyhound Bus station, 11th and "I", N. W., 
Washington, D. C. I noticed two persons walking in front of me to also 
receive the paper.. The paper was distributed by a young man with long 
hair walking in the direction opposite to mine. The paper was offered 
without any vocal comment and apparently he would have given them to 
anyone who would accept one, as he offered them by extending the paper 
toward me with his hand. 

I have also been informed by Mr. M. D. Kennedy (B-M) that Scientology 
is having an open convention in the Park Room of the Park-Sheraton Hotel, 
Washington, D. C. Admission to the convention is a $10.00 fee. The 
convention begins 7/5/69. 
No follow-up is planned. 

DANNY D. HORNER 
Inspector, Baltimore District 

DIV. OF CASE GUIDANCE/BC 

We will attend the convention to obtain up-to-date information. 

2cc C.I. 
cc Superv.I. Price 

Enc. Paper "Freedom ** Scientology *" 
Insert in paper "Ability Major Issue 214**"; "The Aims of Scientology" 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 5161 1010-100 





Exhibit 1 	 The Auditor  
World Wide 47  

Doc 171-787 C 
DAK 
7/22/69 

1. We do not believe this recent monthly journal would be regarded as 
religious by the average individual. It is devoted primarily to the 
promotion of Dianetics and Scientology books, materials, and auditing 
services for set fees. 

At p. 8, Scientology is defined as "*** the Religious Philosophy ***" 
in alt4 ad offering taped lectures by L. Ron Hubbard. This is the only 
hint of a religious overtone in the journal. 

At p. 11, under "Focus on Success," "Dianetics" is referred to as some- 
thing apart from, or other than a religion as follows: "I had tried 
many things, Religions, Systems of Self Improvement, and Psychology, 
and had come to the frightening conclusion that nothing could really 
be done about the way one was. What a relief it was to read "Dianetics' " 

2. The E-Meter is offered for sale in an ad on p. 9 for $140.00. While 
the ad has a disclaimer "The E-Meter is not intended or effective for 
the diagnosis, treatment, or prevention of any disease," it states "You 
need a Hubbard Mark V E-Meter (Electrometer) on the Hubbard Dianetic 
Auditor's Course and on every Scientology Course from the Hubbard 
Recognized Scientology Course onwards" "You need an E-Meter on your 
Road to Total Freedom." 

3. Medical claims are made at p. 11 under "Focus on Success" as 
follows "*** (Touch Assist: a simple, easily done process that can 
be applied to anyone to help them recover more rapidly from accidents, 
milli illness or upsets) ***" 

4. This Journal is available to the general public and was given with 
no charge to Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the Church of Scientology 
Book Store, Minneapolis, Minnesota on 7/22/69. 
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religious by the average individual. It is devoted primarily to the 
promotion of Dianetics and Scientology books, materials, and auditing 
services for set fees. 

At p. 8, Scientology is defined as "*** the Religious Philosophy ***" 
in aldi ad offering taped lectures by L. Ron Hubbard. This is the only 
hint of a religious overtone in the journal. 

At p. 11, under "Focus on Success," "Dianetics" is referred to as some- 
thing apart from, or other than a religion as follows: "I had tried 
many things, Religions, Systems of Self Improvement, and Psychology, 
and had come to the frightening conclusion that nothing could really 
be done about the way one was. What a relief it was to read "Dianetics' 

2. The E-Meter is offered for sale in an ad on p. 9 for $140.00. While 
the ad has a disclaimer "The E-Meter is not intended or effective for 
the diagnosis, treatment, or prevention of any disease," it states "You 
need a Hubbard Mark V E-Meter (Electrometer) on the Hubbard Diane tic 
Auditor's Course and on every Scientology Course from the Hubbard 
Recognized Scientology Course onwards" "You need an E-Meter on your 
Road to Total Freedom." 

3. Medical claims are made at p. 11 under "Focus on Success" as 
follows "*** (Touch Assist: a simple, easily done process that can 
be applied to anyone to help them recover more rapidly from accidents, 
mild illness or upsets) ***" 

4. This Journal is available to the general public and was given with 
no charge to Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the Church of Scientology 
Book Store, Minneapolis, Minnesota on 7/22/69. 

IS 
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thing apart from, or other than a religion as follows: "I had tried 
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and had come to the frightening conclusion that nothing could really 
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2. The E-Meter is offered for sale in an ad on p. 9 for $140.00. While 
the ad has a disclaimer "The E-Meter is not intended dr effective for 
the diagnosis, treatment, or prevention of any disease," it states "You 
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religious by the average individual. It is devoted primarily to the 
promotion of Dianetics and Scientology books, materials, and auditing 
services for set fees. 

At p. 8, Scientology is defined as "*** the Religious Philosophy ***" 
in an ad offering taped lectures by L. Ron Hubbard. This is the only 
hint of a religious overtone in the journal. 

At p. 11, under "Focus on Success," "Dianetics" is referred to as some- 
thing apart from, or other than a religion as follows: "I had tried 
many things, Religions, Systems of Self Improvement, and Psychology, 
and had come to the frightening conclusion that nothing could really 
be done about the way one was. What a relief it was to read "Dianetics? " 

2. The E-Meter is offered for sale in an ad on p. 9 for $140.00. While 
the ad has a disclaimer "The E-Meter is not intended or effective for 
the diagnosis, treatment, or prevention of any disease," it states "You 
need a Hubbard Mark V E-Meter (Electrometer) on the Hubbard Dianetic 
Auditor's Course and on every Scientology Course from the Hubbard 
Recognized Scientology Course onwards" "You need an E-Meter on your 
Road to Total Freedom." 

3. Medical claims are made at p. 11 under "Focus on Success" as 
follows "*** (Touch Assist: a simple, easily done process that can 
be applied to anyone to help them recover more rapidly from accidents, 
mild illness or upsets) ***" 

4. This Journal is available to the general public and was given with 
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Book Store, Minneapolis, Minnesota on 7/22/69. 
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promotion of Dianetics and Scientology books, materials, and auditing 
services for set fees. 

At p. 8, Scientology is defined as "*** the Religious Philosophy ***" 
in an ad offering taped lectures by L. Ron Hubbard. This is the only 
hint of a religious overtone in the journal. 

At p. 11, under "Focus on Success," "Dianetics" is referred to as some- 
thing apart from, or other than a religion as follows: "I had tried 
many things, Religions, Systems of Self Improvement, and Psychology, 
and had come to the frightening conclusion that nothing could really 
be done about the way one was. What a relief it was to read "Dianetics! " 

2. The E-Meter is offered for sale in an ad on p. 9 for $140.00. While 
the ad has a disclaimer "The E-Meter is not intended or effective for 
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Achievement  
Minneapolis Scientology  
Magazine Issue XXIV (1969) 
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1. We do not believe this issue would be regarded as religious by the 
average individual. This issue contains the eight dynamics (pp. 1, 3). 
At p. 8, the Eighth Dynamic is given as "*** the urge toward existence 
as infinity. This is also identified as the Supreme Being. It is 
carefully observed here that Scientology does not intrude into the 
Dynamic of the Supreme Being." 

(a) At p. 5 Dianetics is defined as, "*** Man's most advanced school 
of the mind--it is the way up to a capable human being. Scientology 
(an applied philosophy) moves on from there and deals with Man as a 
spiritual being ***." 

2. At p. 7 the Mark V E-Meter is offered.for sale for $140.00, and it 
is stated there that "It [E-Meter] is an essential tool on the road to 
total Freedom. Every auditor and auditor-in-training needs one." It 
also states "the E-Meter is not intended or effective for the diagnosis, 
treatment or prevention of any disease," but the following claims are 
promised as a result of auditing. 

(a) At p. 4, "An auditor is a person who applies the exact techniques 
discovered and developed by L. Ron Hubbard to help another." 

"Diane tics is the route from aberrated or normal human being to capable 
human being." 

(b) At p. 6, "Get processed Irk* Get relief from the hospitals and 
sufferings of life" 

(c) At p. 5, "It [Dianetics] explains *** the source of human aberration." 

3. This issue is available to the general public and was given to 
Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the Church of Scientology Book Store, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota, without charge on 7/22/69. 
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At p. 8, the Eighth Dynamic is given as "*** the urge toward existence 
as infinity. This is also identified as the Supreme Being. It is 
carefully observed here that Scientology does not intrude into the 
Dynamic of the Supreme Being." 

(a) At p. 5 Dianetics is defined as, "*** Man=s most advanced school 
of the mind--it is the way up to a capable human being. Scientology 
(an applied philosophy) moves on from there and deals with Man as a 
spiritual being ***." 

2. At p. 7 the Mark V E-Meter is offered.for sale for $140.00, and it 
is stated there that "It [E-Meter] is an essential tool on the road to 
total Freedom. Every auditor and auditor-in-training needs one." It 
also states "the E-Meter is not intended or effective for the diagnosis, 
treatment or prevention of any disease," but the following claims are 
promised as a result of auditing. 

(a) At p. 4, "An auditor is a person who applies the exact techniques 
discovered and developed by L. Ron Hubbard to help another." 

"Dianetics is the route from aberrated or normal human being to capable 
human being." 

(b) At p. 6, "Get processed *** Get relief from the hospitals and 
sufferings of life" 

(c) At p. 5, "It [Dianetics] explains *** the source of human aberration." 

3. This issue is available to the general public and was given to 
Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the Church of Scientology Book Store, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota, without charge on 7/22/69. 
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1.. We do not believe this issue would be regarded as religious by the 
average individual. This issue contains the eight dynamics (pp. 1, 3). 
At p. 8, the Eighth Dynamic is given as "*** the urge toward existence 
as infinity. This is also identified as the Supreme Being. It is 
carefully observed here that Scientology does not intrude into the 
Dynamic of the Supreme Being." 

(a) At p. 5 Dianetics is defined as, "*** Man's most advanced school 
of the mind--it is the way up to a capable human being. Scientology 
(an applied philosophy) moves on from there and deals with Man as a 
spiritual being ***." 

2. At p. 7 the Mark V E-Meter is offered.for sale for $140.00, and it 
is stated there that "It [E-Meter] is an essential tool on the road to 
total Freedom. Every auditor and auditor-in-training needs one." It 
also states "the E-Meter is not intended or effective for the diagnosis, 
treatment or prevention of any disease," but the following claims are 
promised as a result of auditing. 

(a) At p. 4, "An auditor is a person who applies the exact techniques 
discovered and developed by L. Ron Hubbard to help another." 

"Dianetics is the route from aberrated or normal human being to capable 
human being." 

(b) At p. 6, "Get processed *** Get relief from the hospitals and 
sufferings of life" 

(c) At p. 5, "It [Dianetics] explains *** the source of human aberration." 

3. This issue is available to the general public and was given to 
Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the Church of Scientology Book Store, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota, without charge on 7/22/69. 
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1. We do not believe this issue would be regarded as religious by the 
average individual. This issue contains the eight dynamics (pp. 1, 3). 
At p. 8, the Eighth Dynamic is given as "*** the urge toward existence 
as infinity. This is also identified as the Supreme Being. It is 
carefully observed here that Scientology does not intrude into the 
Dynamic of the Supreme Being." 

(a) At p. 5 Dianetics is defined as, "*** Man's most advanced school 
of the mind--it is the way up to a capable human being. Scientology 
(an applied philosophy) moves on from there and deals with Man as a 
spiritual being ***." 

2. At p. 7 the Mark V E-Meter is offered.for sale for $140.00, and it 
is stated there that "It [E-Meter] is an essential tool on the road to 
total Freedom. Every auditor and auditor-in-training needs one." It 
also states "the E-Meter is not intended or effective for the diagnosis, 
treatment or prevention of any disease," but the following claims are 
promised as a result of auditing. 

(a) At p. 4, "An auditor is a person who applies the exact techniques 
discovered and developed by L. Ron Hubbard to help another." 

"Diane tics is the route from aberrated or normal human being to capable 
human being." 

15 
(b) At p. 6, "Get processed *** Get relief from the hosp4eals and 
sufferings of life" 

(c) At p. 5, "It [Dianetics) explains *** the source of human aberration." 

3. This issue is available to the general public and was given to 
Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the Church of Scientology Book Store, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota, without charge on 7/22/69. 
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1. We do not believe this issue would be regarded as religious by the 
average individual. This issue contains the eight dynamics (pp. 1, 3). 
At p. 8, the Eighth Dynamic is given as "*** the urge toward existence 
as infinity. This is also identified as the Supreme Being. It is 
carefully observed here that Scientology does not intrude into the 
Dynamic of the Supreme Being." 

(a) At p. 5 Dianetics is defined as, "*** Man's most advanced school 
of the mind--it is the way up to a capable human being. Scientology 
(an applied philosophy) moves on from there and deals with Man as a 
spiritual being ***." 

2. At p. 7 the Mark V E-Meter is offered.for sale for $140.00, and it 
is stated there that "It [E-Meter] is an essential tool on the road to 
total Freedom. Every auditor and auditor-in-training needs one." It 
also states "the E-Meter is not intended or effective for the diagnosis, 
treatment or prevention of any disease," but the following claims are 
promised as a result of auditing. 

(a) At p. 4, "An auditor is a person who applies the exact techniques 
discovered and developed by L. Ron Hubbard to help another." 

"Dianetics is the route from aberrated or normal human being to capable 
human being." 

(b) At p. 6, "Get processed *** Get relief from the hospitals and 
sufferings of life" 

(c) At p. 5, "It [Dianetics] explains *** the source of human aberration." 

3. This issue is available to the general public and was given to 
Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the Church of Scientology Book Store, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota, without charge on 7/22/69. 
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1. This leaflet would be regarded as co
ntaining religious overtones 

by the average individual. 

2. Medical claims are made on page 2 w
ith religious overtones as 

follows: 

"The ministers trained in Scientology kno
w how to know, and they 

know, too, how to set you free from pain,
 from grief, from suffering, 

from the endless despair of this veil of 
tears. 

"Scientology can free the human soul and 
deliver the body from pain." 

3. This literature is offered to the gene
ral public and was picked up 

with no charge by Inspector Dale A. Kennen
 at the Church of Scientology 

Book Store, Minneapolis, Minnesota on 7/2
2/69. 
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1. This leaflet would be regard
ed as containing religious overto

nes 

by the average individual. 

2. Medical claims are made on pa
ge 2 with religious overtones as 

follows: 

"The ministers trained in Sciento
logy know how to know, and they 

know, too, how to set you free fr
om pain, from grief, from sufferi

ng, 

from the endless despair of this 
veil of tears. 

"Scientology can free the human s
oul and deliver the body from pai

n." 

3. This literature is offered t
o the general public and was pick

ed up 

with no charge by Inspector Dale 
A. Kennen at the Church of Scient

ology 

Book Store, Minneapolis, Minnesot
a on 7/22/69. 
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1. This leaflet would be regarded as c
ontaining religious overtones 

by the average individual. 

2. Medical claims are made on page 2 w
ith religious overtones as 

follows: 

"The ministers trained in Scientology know 
how to know, and they 

know, too, how to set you free from pain, f
rom grief, from suffering, 

from the endless despair of this veil of te
ars. 

"Scientology can free the human soul and de
liver the body from pain." 

3. This literature is offered to the g
eneral public and was picked up 

with no charge by Inspector Dale A. Kennen 
at the Church of Scientology 

Book Store, Minneapolis, Minnesota on 7/22/
69. 
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1. This leaflet would be regarded as 
containing religious overtones 

by the average individual. 

2. Medical claims are made on page 2 wi
th religious overtones as 

follows: 

"The ministers trained in Scientology kn
ow how to know, and they 

know, too, how to set you free from pain
, from grief, from suffering, 

from the endless despair of this veil of
 tears. 

"Scientology can free the human soul and
 deliver the body from pain." 

3. This literature is offered to the 
general public and was picked up 

with no charge by Inspector Dale A. Kenn
en at the Church of Scientology 

Book Store, Minneapolis, Minnesota on 7/
22/69. 
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1. This leaflet would be regarde
d as containing religious overton

es 

by the average individual. 

2. Medical claims are made on pa
ge 2 with religious overtones as 

follows: 

"The ministers trained in Sciento
logy know how to know, and they 

know, too, how to set you free fr
om pain, from grief, from sufferi

ng, 

from the endless despair of this 
veil of tears. 

"Scientology can free the human s
oul and deliver the body from pai

n." 

3. This literature is offered t
o the general public and was pick

ed up 

with no charge by Inspector Dale 
A. Kennen at the Church of Scient

ology 

Book Store, Minneapolis, Minnesot
a on 7/22/69. 
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1. We see nothing of a religious nature in this leaflet. 

2. It makes no specific medical claims. 

3. It is offered to the general public and was picked up with no 
charge by Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the Church of Scientology 
Book Store, Minneapolis, Minnesota on 7/22/69. 
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"The How to Study Course" 
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1. We see nothing of a religious nature in this leaflet. 

2, It makes no specific medical claims. 

3. It is offered to the general public and was picked up with no 
charge by Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the Church of Scientology 
Book Store, Minneapolis, Minnesota on 7/22/69. 
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1. We see nothing of a religious nature in this leaflet. 

2. It makes no specific medical claims. 

3. It is offered to the general public and was picked up with no 

charge by Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the Church of Scientology 

Book Store, Minneapolis, Minnesota on 7/22/69. 
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1. We see nothing of a religious nature in this leaflet. 

2. It makes no specific medical claims. 

3. It is offered to the general public and was picked up with no 

charge by Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the Church of Scientology 

Book Store, Minneapolis, Minnesota on 7/22/69. 
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1. We see nothing of a religious nature in this leaflet. 

2. It makes no specific medical claims. 

3. It is offered to the general public and was picked up with no 

charge by Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the Church of Scientology 

Book Store, Minneapolis, Minnesota on 7/22/69. 
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Notes on the Lectures of 
L. Ron Hubbard  
4th printing, 1968 
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1. We do not believe this book would be regarded as religious by the 
average individual. It deals primarily with auditing techniques. At the 
third unnumbered page before p.1 dianetics is defined as "through thought" 
and Scientology as "the study of knowledge in its fullest sense." 

The book compares Dianetics and religious principles and gives the impres-
sion that Dianetics is something different from or other than religion as 
follows: 

(a) At p.1, "Thought, Life and the Material Universe. Throughout the 
history of man in various cultures, the Babylonians, the Hindoos, the Ancient 
Greeks, for example, much has been learned and formulated about thought. 
Put some of these things together in a new way and you have Dianetics. *** 
the creation of life is evidently the impingement of the universe of thought 
upon the material universe. *** When we examine the ruling principle of the 
universe, we find that it is a duality, that, like the angels, has two 
faces--survive and succumb. 

(b) At p.3, "The minute you agree that God exists, it becomes necessary 
to invent the devil. 

(c) At p.10, "The less MEST [matter, energy, space, and time], the more 
thought, until, as the Hindoos say, you are all thought or pure thought, 
then you would nebulize and take off for heaven. The more thought, the more 
rationale, the more your are able to control the material universe The 
individual is a continuum in favour of individual immortality. A dead 
person looks awfully dead, but still there is some evidence in favour of 
immortality." 

(d) At p.87, " *** The group is terrifically important. Some governments 
have broken affinity with their own people. Certain religions lie across 
the fourth dynamic. 'man is evil, therefore, we have to make him good,' 
'men are no good,' 'men are all devil,' 'men are all alike'." 

(e) At p.97, "The early Christian church revolted against the Roman 
Empire negating bathing, negating athletics, denying the Roman type of 
government and denying the body. Christianity overthrew the groups of the 
Roman Empire but failed to set up another group. Thus followed the Dark 
Ages. It was a long time before the Church decided that it must be a group, 
and a good group, the Catholic Church. Then. Europe came out of the Dark 
Ages with this development of a group with strong tenets. *** Man has 
succeeded in direct proportion to the rationale and rationality of what the 
group was doing." 
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(f) At. p. 156 & 157, definitions of the seventh and eighth dynamics are 
given as: "the seventh dynamic is the urge towards survival through spirits 
or as a spirit. Anything spiritual ***" "the eighth dynamic is the urge 
towards survival through a Supreme Being, or more exactly, Infinity." Dia-
netics is defined on p.156 as: "Dianetics means through thought, or mind. 
As a subject it is that data which covers only Dynamics from One to Four." 
The first four dynamics include only the urge towards survival of self 
(First Dynamic); survival through sex of children (Second Dynamic); survival 
through a group (Third Dynamic); and survival through all mankind' (Fourth 
Dynamic). There is no hint of anything religious in the list of four 
dynamics. 

2. While the book contains the disclaimer at the unnumbered 5th page before 
page 1, "the E Meter is not intended or effective for the diagnosis, treat-
ment or prevention of any disease," there are claims of medical benefits 
through auditing as follows: 

(a) At p.36, "Arthritis is the avoidance of the painful area by the blood 
cells. When the cells do not cooperate there is a breakdown. His stomach 
disagrees with him. There is too much or too little nerve flow (communica-
tion). The cohesive forces break down. Aliveness depends on the smooth 
functioning of the entire body in unison. 

Where in all these possibilities will we find one to begin the case on a 
resolution of its difficulties? A person can be reached on any of the four 
dynamics. ***" 

(b) At p. 45, "A preclear had an engram in restimulation, containing a 
knitting needle in his left eye. His auditor worked him for five hours, 
knocked out the chronic somatic based on the communication phrase; 'I 
can't see'. When he came up to present time and took off the bandage, he 
was amazed to find the ulceration in his eye was gone." 

(c) At p.54, "Ulcer case - Straight memory, over 1/2 hour, located the 
dramatization of Papa standing around worrying about his stomach. Specific 
moment then contacted. Then the earliest time that Papa was worrying about 
his stomach. He had identified that part of the valence he had been forced 
into, and identifying it, he abandoned it. That was enough." 

(d) At p.70, "This is the way to take a preclear from psychotic to 
neurotic in a short time." 

3. The book is available to the general public and was purchased for 
$1.60 by Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the Church of Scientology Book 
Store, Minneapolis, Minnesota. on 7/22/69. 
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1. We do not believe this book would be regarded as religious by the 
average individual. It deals primarily with auditing techniques. At the 
third unnumbered page before p.1 dianetics is defined as "through thought" 
and Scientology as "the study of knowledge in its fullest sense." 

The book compares Dianetics and religious principles and gives the impres-
sion that Dianetics is something different from or other than religion as 
follows: 

(a) At p.1, "Thought, Life and the Material Universe. Throughout the 
history of man in various cultures, the Babylonians, the Hindoos, the Ancient 
Greeks, for example, much has been learned and formulated about thought. 
Put some of these things together in a new way and you have Dianetics. *** 
the creation of life is evidently the impingement of the universe of thought 
upon the material universe. *** When we examine the ruling principle of the 
universe, we find that it is a duality, that, like the angels, has two 
faces--survive and succumb. 

(b) At p.3, "The minute you agree that God exists, it becomes necessary 
to invent the devil. 

(c) At p.10, "The less MEST [matter, energy, space, and time], the more 
thought, until, as the Hindoos say, you are all thought or pure thought, 
then you would nebulize and take off for heaven. The more thought, the more 
rationale, the more your are able to control the material universe The 
individual is a continuum in favour of individual immortality. A dead 
person looks awfully dead, but still there is some evidence in favour of 
immortality." 

(d) At p.87, " *** The group is terrifically important. Some governments 
have broken affinity with their own people. Certain religions lie across 
the fourth dynamic. 'man is evil, therefore, we have to make him good,' 
'men are no good,' 'men are all devil,' 'men are all alike'." 

(e) At p.97, "The early Christian church revolted against the Roman 
Empire negating bathing, negating athletics, denying the Roman type of 
government and denying the body. Christianity overthrew the groups of the 
Roman Empire but failed to set up another group. Thus followed the Dark 
Ages. It was a long time before the Church decided that it must be a group, 
and a good group, the Catholic Church. Then Europe came out of the Dark 
Ages with this development of a group with strong tenets. *** Man has 
succeeded in direct proportion to the rationale and rationality of what the 
group was doing." 
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(f) At p. 156 & 157, definitions of the seventh and eighth dynamics are 
given as: "the seventh dynamic is the urge towards survival through spirits 
or as a spirit. Anything spiritual ***" "the eighth dynamic is the urge 
towards survival through a Supreme Being, or more exactly, Infinity." Dia-
netics is defined on p.156 as: "Dianetics means through thought, or mind. 
As a subject it is that data which covers only Dynamics from One to Four." 
The first four dynamics include only the urge towards survival of self 
(First Dynamic); survival through sex of children (Second Dynamic); survival 
through a group (Third Dynamic); and survival through all mankini (Fourth 
Dynamic). There is no hint of anything religious in the list of four 
dynamics. 

2. While the book contains the disclaimer at the unnumbered 5th page before 
page 1, "the E Meter is not intended or effective for the diagnosis, treat-
ment or prevention of any disease," there are claims of medical benefits 
through auditing as follows: 

(a) At p.36, "Arthritis is the avoidance of the painful area by the blood 
cells. When the cells do not cooperate there is a breakdown. His stomach 
disagrees with him. There is too much or too little nerve flow (communica-
tion). The cohesive forces break down. Aliveness depends on the smooth 
functioning of the entire body in unison. 

Where in all these possibilities will we find one to begin the case on a 
resolution of its difficulties? A person can be reached on any of the four 
dynamics. ***" 

(b) At p. 45, "A preclear had an engram in restimulation, containing a 
knitting needle in his left eye. His auditor worked him for five hours, 
knocked out the chronic somatic based on the communication phrase; 'I 
can't see'. When he came up to present time and took off the bandage, he 
was amazed to find the ulceration in his eye was gone." 

(c) At p.54, "Ulcer case - Straight memory, over 1/2 hour, located the 
dramatization of Papa standing around worrying about his stomach. Specific 
moment then contacted. Then the earliest time that Papa was worrying about 
his stomach. He had identified that part of the valence he had been forced 
into, and identifying it, he abandoned it. That was enough." 

(d) At p.70, "This is the way to take a preclear from psychotic to 
neurotic in a short time." 

3. The book is available to the general public and was purchased for 
$1.60 by Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the Church of Scientology.  Book 
Store, Minneapolis, Minnesota.on 7/22/69. 
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1. We do not believe this book would be regarded as religious by the 
average individual. It deals primarily with auditing techniques. At the 
third unnumbered page before p.1 dianetics is defined as "through thought" 
and Scientology as "the study of knowledge in its fullest sense." 

The book compares Dianetics and religious principles and gives the impres-
sion that Dianetics is something different from or other than religion as 
follows: 

(a) At p.1, "Thought, Life and the Material Universe. Throughout the 
history of man in various cultures, the Babylonians, the Hindoos, the Ancient 
Greeks, for example, much has been learned and formulated about thought. 
Put some of these things together in a new way and you have Dianetics. *** 
the creation of life is evidently the impingement of the universe of thought 
upon the material universe. *** When we examine the ruling principle of the 
universe, we find that it is a duality, that, like the angels, has two 
faces--survive and succumb. 

(b) At p.3, "The minute you agree that God exists, it becomes necessary 
to invent the devil. 

(c) At p.10, "The less MEST [matter, energy, space, and time], the more 
thought, until, as the Hindoos say, you are all thought or pure thought, 
then you would nebulize and take off for heaven. The more thought, the more 
rationale, the more your are able to control the material universe The 
individual is a continuum in favour of individual immortality. A dead 
person looks awfully dead, but still there is some evidence in favour of 
immortality." 

(d) At p.87, " *** The group is terrifically important. Some governments 
have broken affinity with their own people. Certain religions lie across 
the fourth dynamic. 'man is evil, therefore, we have to make him good,' 
'men are no good,' men are all devil,' men are all alike'." 

(e) At p.97, "The early Christian church revolted against the Roman 
Empire negating bathing, negating athletics, denying the Roman type of 
government and denying the body. Christianity overthrew the groups of the 
Roman Empire but failed to set up another group. Thus followed the Dark 
Ages. It was a long time before the Church decided that it must be a group, 
and a good group, the Catholic Church. Then Europe came out of the Dark 
Ages with this development of a group with strong tenets. *** Man has 
succeeded in direct proportion to the rationale and rationality of what the 
group was doing." 
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(f) At p. 156 & 157, definitions of the seventh and eighth dynamics are 
given as: "the seventh dynamic is the urge towards survival through spirits 
or_ as a spirit. Anything spiritual ***" "the eighth dynamic is the urge 
towards survival through a Supreme Being, or more exactly, Infinity." Dia-
netics is defined on p.156 as: "Dianetics means through thought, or mind. 
As a subject it is that data which covers only Dynamics from One to Four." 
The first four dynamics include only the urge towards survival of self 
(First Dynamic); survival through sex of children (Second Dynamic); survival 
through a group (Third Dynamic); and survival through all mankimi (Fourth 
Dynamic). There is no hint of anything religious in the list of four 
dynamics. 

2. While the book contains the disclaimer at the unnumbered 5th page before 
page 1, "the E Meter is not intended or effective for the diagnosis, treat-
ment or prevention of any disease," there are claims of medical benefits 
through auditing as follows: 

(a) At p.36, "Arthritis is the avoidance of the painful area by the blood 
cells. When the cells do not cooperate there is a breakdown. His stomach 
disagrees with him. There is too much or too little nerve flow (communica-
tion). The cohesive forces break down. Aliveness depends on the smooth 
functioning of the entire body in unison. 

Where in all these possibilities will we find one to begin the case on a 
resolution of its difficulties? A person can be reached on any of the four 
dynamics. ***" 

(b) At p. 45, "A preclear had an engram in restimulation, containing a 
knitting needle in his left eye. His auditor worked him for five hours, 
knocked out the chronic somatic based on the communication phrase; 'I 
can't see'. When he came up to present time and took off the bandage, he 
was amazed to find the ulceration in his eye was gone." 

(c) At p.54, "Ulcer case - Straight memory, over 1/2 hour, located the 
dramatization of Papa standing around worrying about his stomach. Specific 
moment then contacted. Then the earliest time that Papa was worrying about 
his stomach. He had identified that part of the valence he had been forced 
into, and identifying it, he abandoned it. That was enough." 

(d) At p.70, "This is the way to take a preclear from psychotic to 
neurotic in a short time." 

3. The book is available to the general public and was purchased for 
$1.60 by Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the Church of Scientology Book 
Store, Minneapolis, Minnesota.on 7/22/69. 
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1. We do not believe this book would be regarded as religious by the 
average individual. It deals primarily with auditing techniques. At the 
third unnumbered page before p.1 dianetics is defined as "through thought" 
and Scientology as "the study of knowledge in its fullest sense." 

The book compares Dianetics and religious principles and gives the impres-
sion that Dianetics is something different from or other than religion as 
follows: 

(a) At p.1, "Thought, Life and the Material Universe. Throughout the 
history of man in various cultures, the Babylonians, the Hindoos, the Ancient 
Greeks, for example, much has been learned and formulated about thought. 
Put some of these things together in a new way and you have Dianetics. *** 
the creation of life is evidently the impingement of the universe of thought 
upon the material universe. *** When we examine the ruling principle of the 
universe, we find that it is a duality, that, like the angels, has two 
faces--survive and succumb. 

(b) At p.3, "The minute you agree that God exists, it becomes necessary 
to invent the devil. 

(c) At p.10, "The less MEST [matter, energy, space, and time], the more 
thought, until, as the Hindoos say, you are all thought or pure thought, 
then you would nebulize and take off for heaven. The more thought, the more 
rationale, the more your are able to control the material universe The 
individual is a continuum in favour of individual immortality. A dead 
person looks awfully dead, but still there is some evidence in favour of 
immortality." 

(d) At p.87, " *** The group is terrifically important. Some governments 
have broken affinity with their own people. Certain religions lie across 
the fourth dynamic. 'man is evil, therefore, we have to make him good,' 
'men are no good,' 'men are all devil,' 'men are all alike'." 

(e) At p.97, "The early Christian church revolted against the Roman 
Empire negating bathing, negating athletics, denying the Roman type of 
government and denying the body. Christianity overthrew the groups of the 
Roman Empire but failed to set up another group. Thus followed the Dark 
Ages. It was a long time before the Church decided that it must be a group, 
and a good group, the Catholic Church. Then Europe came out of the Dark 
Ages with this development of a group with strong tenets. *** Man has 
succeeded in direct proportion to the rationale and rationality of what the 
group was doing." 
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(f) At p. 156 & 157, definitions of the seventh and eighth dynamics are 
given as: "the seventh dynamic is the urge towards survival through spirits 
or as a spirit. Anything spiritual ***" "the eighth dynamic is the urge 
towards survival through a Supreme Being, or more exactly, Infinity." Dia-
netics is defined on p.156 as: "Dianetics means through thought, or mind. 
As a subject it is that data which covers only Dynamics from One to Four." 
The first four dynamics include only the urge towards survival of self 
(First Dynamic); survival through sex of children (Second Dynamic); survival 
through a group (Third Dynamic); and survival through all mankini (Fourth 
Dynamic). There is no hint of anything religious in the list of four 
dynamics. 

2. While the book contains the disclaimer at the unnumbered 5th page before 
page 1, "the E Meter is not intended or effective for the diagnosis, treat-
ment or prevention of any disease," there are claims of medical benefits 
through auditing as follows: 

(a) At p.36, "Arthritis is the avoidance of the painful area by the blood 
cells. When the cells do not cooperate there is a breakdown. His stomach 
disagrees with him. There is too much or too little nerve flow (communica-
tion). The cohesive forces break down. Aliveness depends on the smooth 
functioning of the entire body in unison. 

Where in all these possibilities will we find one to begin the case on a 
resolution of its difficulties? A person can be reached on any of the four 
dynamics. ***" 

(b) At p. 45, "A preclear had an engram in restimulation, containing a 
knitting needle in his left eye. His auditor worked him for five hours, 
knocked out the chronic somatic based on the communication phrase; 'I 
can't see'. When he came up to present time and took off the bandage, he 
was amazed to find the ulceration in his eye was gone." 

(c) At p.54, "Ulcer case - Straight memory, over 1/2 hour, located the 
dramatization of Papa standing around worrying about his stomach. Specific 
moment then contacted. Then the earliest time that Papa was worrying about 
his stomach. He had identified that part of the valence he had been forced 
into, and identifying it, he abandoned it. That was enough." 

(d) At p.70, "This is the way to take a preclear from psychotic to 
neurotic in a short time." 

3. The book is available to the general public and was purchased for 
$1.60 by Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the Church of Scientology Book 
Store, Minneapolis, Minnesota, on 7/22/69. 
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1. We do not believe this book would be regarded as religious by the 
average individual. It deals primarily with auditing techniques. At the 
third unnumbered page before p.1 dianetics is defined as "through thought" 
and Scientology as "the study of knowledge in its fullest sense." 

The book compares Dianetics and religious principles and gives the impres-
sion that Dianetics is something different from or other than religion as 
follows: 

(a) At p.1, "Thought, Life and the Material Universe. Throughout the 
history of man in various cultures, the Babylonians, the Hindoos, the Ancient 
Greeks, for example, much has been learned and formulated about thought. 
Put some of these things together in a new way and you have Dianetics. *** 
the creation of life is evidently the impingement of the universe of thought 
upon the material universe. *** When we examine the ruling principle of the 
universe, we find that it is a duality, that, like the angels, has two 
faces--survive and succumb. 

(b) At p.3, "The minute you agree that God exists, it becomes necessary 
to invent the devil. 

(c) At p.10, "The less NEST [matter, energy, space, and time], the more 
thought, until, as the Hindoos say, you are all thought or pure thought, 
then you would nebulize and take off for heaven. The more thought, the more 
rationale, the more your are able to control the material universe The 
individual is a continuum in favour of individual immortality. A dead 
person looks awfully dead, but still there is some evidence in favour of 
immortality." 

(d) At p.87, " *** The group is terrifically important. Some governments 
have broken affinity with their own people. Certain religions lie across 
the fourth dynamic. 'man is evil, therefore, we have to make him good,' 
'men are no good,' 'men are all devil,' 'men are all alike'." 

(e) At p.97, "The early Christian church revolted against the Roman 
Empire negating bathing, negating athletics, denying the Roman type of 
government and denying the body. Christianity overthrew the groups of the 
Roman Empire but failed to set up another group. Thus followed the Dark 
Ages. It was a long time before the Church decided that it must be a group, 
and a good group, the Catholic Church. Then Europe came out of the Dark 
Ages with this development of a group with strong tenets. *** Man has 
succeeded in direct proportion to the rationale and rationality of what the 
group was doing." 
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(f) At p. 156 & 157, definitions of the seventh and eighth dynamics are 
given as: "the seventh dynamic is the urge towards survival through spirits 
or as a spirit. Anything.spiritual ***" "the eighth dynamic is the urge 
towards survival through a Supreme Being, or more exactly, Infinity." Dia-
netics is defined on p.156 as: "Dianetics means through thought, or mind. 
As a subject it is that data which covers only Dynamics from One to Four." 
The first four dynamics include only the urge towards survival of self 
(First Dynamic); survival through sex of children (Second Dynamic); survival 
through a group (Third Dynamic); and survival through all mankini (Fourth 
Dynamic). There is no hint of anything religious in the list of four 
dynamics. 

2. While the book contains the disclaimer at the unnumbered 5th page before 
page 1, "the E Meter is not intended or effective for the diagnosis, treat-
ment or prevention of any disease," there are claims of medical benefits 
through auditing as follows: 

(a) At p.36, "Arthritis is the avoidance of the painful area by the blood 
cells. When the cells do not cooperate there is a breakdown. His stomach 
disagrees with him. There is too much or too little nerve flow (communica-
tion). The cohesive forces break down. Aliveness depends on the smooth 
functioning of the entire body in unison. 

Where in all these possibilities will we find one to begin the case on a 
resolution of its difficulties? A person can be reached on any of the four 
dynamics. ***" 

(b) At p. 45, "A preclear had an engram in restimulation, containing a 
knitting needle in his left eye. His auditor worked him for five hours, 
knocked out the chronic somatic based on the communication phrase; 'I 
can't see'. When he came up to present time and took off the bandage, he 
was amazed to find the ulceration in his eye was gone." 

(c) At p.54, "Ulcer case - Straight memory, over 1/2 hour, located the 
dramatization of Papa standing around worrying about his stomach. Specific 
moment then contacted. Then the earliest time that Papa was worrying about 
his stomach. He had identified that part of the valence he had been forced 
into, and identifying it, he abandoned it. That was enough." 

(d) At p.70, "This is the way to take a preclear from psychotic to 
neurotic in a short time." 

3. The book is available to the general public and was purchased for 
$1.60 by Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the Church of Scientology Book 
Store, Minneapolis, Minnesota.on 7/22/69. 
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1. We find nothing in this 
book which the average indivi

dual would 

regard as religious. It is re
presented in the Forward at p

. 5 as 

containing the original conce
pt of Dianetics. It expounds 

upon the 

technique of auditing (pp. 92
-98). It states that Dianetic

s is 

used only to prepare one for 
training in Scientology. (p. 

6). The 

book defines Dianetics and Sc
ientology at p. 6 and on the 

front 

dust cover as follows: "Diane
tics is man's most advanced s

chool 

of the mind." "Scientology me
ans the study of knowledge in

 its 

fullest sense. It is an appli
ed philosophy'***". 

At p. 10, there is the follow
ing definition: "Dianetics is

 an 

heuristic science built upon 
axioms" "***Dianetics is actu

ally 

a family of sciences." 

2. The book is sold to th
e general public and was purc

hased by 

Inspector Dale A. Kennen for 
$2.40 on 7/22/69. 

3. The book contains the fo
llowing medical claims: 

(a) At pp. 155-157, "Case 
No. 1 Hypertension, Combat Fa

tigue, 

Tuberculosis, Arrested Myopic
 Astigmatism" 

(b) At pp. 157-158, "Case N
o. 2 Apathy. Preclear had be

en 

under psychiatric treatment f
or two years prior to Dianeti

c 

auditing. She had experienced
 no relief, malnutrition *** 

All neurotic and psychotic sy
mptoms were relieved with a 

marked improvement in the hea
lth of the preclear and an 

increase of twenty-seven poin
ts on the Army Alpha Test." 

(c) At pp. 159-161, "Case
 No. 3 Psychotic Rages. Chro

nic 

Skin Rash. ***" "The convulsi
on was fully cleared.***" 

(d) At pp. 10-11, "It (Pian
eticd1 is here addressed in t

he form 

of a science of thought appli
cable to psychosomatic ills a

nd 

individual aberrations." 

(e) At p. 6, "Dianetics h
as been found to handle and r

esolve human 

aberrations and psychosomatic
 ills with ease." 
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(b) At pp. 157-158, "Case No. 
2 Apathy. Preclear had been 

under psychiatric treatment for 
two years prior to Dianetic 

auditing. She had experienced no
 relief, malnutrition *** 

All neurotic and psychotic sympt
oms were relieved with a 

marked improvement in the health
 of the preclear and an 

increase of twenty-seven points 
on the Army Alpha Test." 

(c) At pp. 159-161, "Case No. 
3 Psychotic Rages. Chronic 

Skin Rash. ***" "The convulsion 
was fully cleared.***" 

(d) At pp. 10-11, "It fl ianet
icsa is here addressed in the for

m 

of .a science of thought applicab
le to psychosomatic ills and 

individual aberrations." 

(e) At p. 6, "Dianetics has bee
n found to handle and resolve hu

man 

aberrations and psychosomatic il
ls with ease." 
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$2.40 on 7/22/69. 

3. The book contains the fo
llowing medical claims: 

(a) At pp. 155-157, "Case 
No. 1 Hypertension, Combat Fa

tigue, 

Tuberculosis, Arrested Myopic
 Astigmatism" 

(b) At pp. 157-158, "Case 
No. 2 Apathy. Preclear had b

een 

under psychiatric treatment f
or two years prior to Dianeti
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auditing. She had experienced
 no relief, malnutrition *** 

All neurotic and psychotic sy
mptoms were relieved with a 

marked improvement in the hea
lth of the preclear and an 

increase of twenty-seven poin
ts on the Army Alpha Test." 

(c) At pp. 159-161, "Case N
o. 3 	Psychotic Rages. Chr

onic 

Skin Rash. ***" "The convulsi
on was fully cleared.***" 

(d) At pp. 10-11, "It eian
eticd) is here addressed in t

he form 

of a science of thought appli
cable to psychosomatic ills a
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1. We find nothing in this
 book which the average indi

vidual would 

regard as religious. It is 
represented in the Forward 

at p. 5 as 

containing the original con
cept of Dianetics. It expou

nds upon the 

technique of auditing (pp. 
92-98). It states that Dian

etics is 

used only to prepare one fo
r training in Scientology. 

(p. 6). The 

book defines Dianetics and S
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dust cover as follows: "Dia
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general public and was purch
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(a) At pp. 155-157, "Case 
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(a) At pp. 155-157, "Case 
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(b) At pp. 157-158, "Case
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All neurotic and psychotic sy
mptoms were relieved with a 

marked improvement in the hea
lth of the preclear and an 

increase of twenty-seven poin
ts on the Army Alpha Test." 

(c) At pp. 159-161, "Case 
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Chronic 

Skin Rash. ***" "The convuls
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1. We believe this book would be regarded as religious 
by the 

average individual. 

2. It contains sample sermon outlines, and wedding, chris
tening, 

and funeral services, as well as the creed of the Church of
 

Scientology. 

3. It contains no claims for the E-Meter. 

4. It is sold to the general public for $1.60. This book
 was 

purchased by Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the Church of Scie
ntology 

Book Store, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 
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1. We believe this book would be regarded as religious by the 

average individual. 

2. It contains sample sermon outlines, and wedding, christening, 

and funeral services, as well as the creed of the Church of 

Scientology. 

3. It contains no claims for the E-Meter. 

4. It is sold to the general public for $1.60. This book was 

purchased by Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the Church of Scientology 

Book Store, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 
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1. We believe this book would be regarded as reli
gious by the 

average individual. 

2. It contains sample sermon outlines, and weddin
g, christening, 

and funeral services, as well as the creed of the Churc
h of 

Scientology. 

3. It contains no claims for the E-Meter. 

4. It is sold to the general public for $1.60
. This book was 

purchased by Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the Church of 
Scientology 

Book Store, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 
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1. We believe this book would be regarded as religious 
by the 

average individual. 

2. It contains sample sermon outlines, and wedding, christeni
ng, 

and funeral services, as well as the creed of the Church of 

Scientology. 

3. It contains no claims for the E-Meter. 

4. It is sold to the general public for $1.60. This book 
was 

purchased by Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the Church of Sciento
logy 

Book Store, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 
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1. We find nothing in this book which would be regarded as religious 
by the average individual. It is devoted to a description of the 
E-Meter and how to operate it. 

2. The book is sold directly to anyone who wishes to purchase it for 
$1.60. It was purchased by Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the Church of 
Scientology Book Store, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 

3. The book contains no medical claims, and although prior to p. 1 has 
the disclaimer, "The E-Meter is not intended or effective for the 
diagnosis, treatment, or prevention of any disease," it states on p. 48, 
"Every level of training in Scientology from the Dianetic Auditor's 
Course to the Academy Levels 0, I, II, III, IV, and the Saint Hill 
Special Briefing Course (Class VI) gives definite expanded steps of 
E-Meter auditing technology. *** A student on all courses from the 
Dianetic Auditors Course upward must own a Mark V E-Meter." 
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Course to the Academy Levels 0, I, II, III, IV, and the Saint Hill 
Special Briefing Course (Class VI) gives definite expanded steps of 
E-Meter auditing technology. *** A student on all courses from the 
Dianetic Auditors Course upward must own a Mark V E-Meter." 
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1. We find nothing in this book which the average individual would 
regard as religious. It contains the concepts of Dianetics, which is 
defined as a "precision science" on pp. 6 and 7. Techniques of 
dianetic processing or auditing are discussed in this book. The 

auditors code is discussed in Chapter V pp. 45-51 and is given On 
p. 47. 

2. The book is sold to the general public and was purchased by 
Inspector Dale A. Kennen for $2.40 on 7/22/69. 

3. Although at p. IV in the front of the book, there is the disclaimer 
"The E-Meter is not intended or effective for the diagnosis, treatment, 
or prevention of any disease," the book contains the following medical 
claims: 

(a) At pp. 1 and 2, "Each and every impulse of freedom is an impulse 
toward sanity, toward health, toward happiness. *** Dianetics is such 
an impulse *** and because its basic purposes *** have been dedicated 

unswervingly to the attainment of even greater freedom it cannot 
perish ***." 

(b) At p. 143 at the end of the chapter on ARC Processing, "Note--
Of course a very basic process which resolves chronic somatics, eye 
difficulties, any specific item is to have the affected parts or bad 

area of energy say 'hello' and 'okay' and 'all right' until it is in 
good condition--not that an auditor should address specific condi-
tions. L.H." 

(c) At p. 88, The text states: " *** E-Meter *** is not today used 

by the auditor except perhaps in testing the basal metabolism of the 
preclear. The E Meter is no longer used to determine what is wrong 
with the preclear." But the footnote at the bottom of p. 88 states: 

"Not applicable today. E-Meter techniques have been developed and 
refined by L. Ron Hubbard and are used consistently by the Sciento-
logy Auditors today as a part of standard Scientology Technology." 
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(d) At p. 42 the book claims, "With Dianetics to use the study in a 
relative narrow field of application, we have assumed some control 
over insanity, neurosis, aberrations, and can actually start, stop, 
and change aberration *** the mission of the auditor is in the direc-
tion of ability. If he increases the general ability of the preclear 
in any and all fields then, of course, any misability such as those 
represented by psychosis, neurosis, and psychosomatic illness will 
vanish." 

(e) At pp. 108 and 109, "The problems of psychosis never rightly 
belonged in Dianetics but it has been solved there. Opening Proce-
dure of 8-C and the Mimicry techniques as given in the PAB's resolve 
psychosis. They resolve it rapidly and care for it adequately, and 
we have no real worry on that score." 

(f) At pp. 110 & 116 There is a discussion of how to use Mimicry 
and Opening Procedure of 8-C on psychotics. 
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1. We find nothing in this book which the average individual would 
regard as religious. It contains the concepts of Dianetics, which is 
defined as a "precision science" on pp. 6 and 7. Techniques of 
dianetic processing or auditing are discussed in this book. The 
auditors code is discussed in Chapter V pp. 45-51 and is given thn 
p. 47. 

2. The book is sold to the general public and was purchased by 
Inspector Dale A. Kennen for $2.40 on 7/22/69. 

3. Although at p. IV in the front of the book, there is the disclaimer 
"The E-Meter is not intended or effective for the diagnosis, treatment, 
or prevention of any disease," the book contains the following medical 
claims: 

(a) At pp. 1 and 2, "Each and every impulse of freedom is an impulse 
toward sanity, toward health, toward happiness. *** Dianetics is such 
an impulse *** and because its basic purposes *** have been dedicated 
unswervingly to the attainment of even greater freedom it cannot 
perish ***." 

(b) At p. 143 at the end of the chapter on ARC Processing, "Note--
Of course a very basic process which resolves chronic somatics, eye 
difficulties, any specific item is to have the affected parts or bad 
area of energy say 'hello' and 'okay' and 'all right' until it is in 
good condition--not that an auditor should address specific condi-
tions. L.H." 

(c) At p. 88, The text states: " *** E-Meter *** is not today used 
by the auditor except perhaps in testing the basal metabolism of the 
preclear. The E Meter is no longer used to determine what is wrong 
with the preclear." But the footnote at the bottom of p. 88 states: 

"Not applicable today. E-Meter techniques have been developed and 
refined by L. Ron Hubbard and are used consistently by the Sciento-
logy Auditors today as a part of standard Scientology Technology." 
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(d) At p. 42 the book claims, "With Dianetics to use the study in a 
relative narrow field of application, we have assumed some control 
over insanity, neurosis, aberrations, and can actually start, stop, 
and change aberration *** the mission of the auditor is in the direc-
tion of ability. If he increases the general ability of the preclear 
in any and all fields then, of course, any misability such as those 
represented by psychosis, neurosis, and psychosomatic illness will 
vanish." 

(e) At pp. 108 and 109, "The problems of psychosis never rightly 
belonged in Dianetics but it has been solved there. Opening Proce-
dure of 8-C and the Mimicry techniques as given in the PAB's resolve 
psychosis. They resolve it rapidly and care for it adequately, and 
we have no real worry on that score." 

(f) At pp. 110 & 116 There is a discussion of how to use Mimicry 
and Opening Procedure of 8-C on psychotics. 
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1. We find nothing in this book which the average individual would 
regard as religious. It contains the concepts of Dianetics, which is 
defined as a "precision science" on pp. 6 and 7. Techniques of 
dianetic processing or auditing are discussed in this book. The 
auditors code is discussed in Chapter V pp. 45-51 and is given en 
p. 47. 

2. The book is sold to the general public and was purchased by 
Inspector Dale A. Kennen for $2.40 on 7/22/69. 

3. Although at p. IV in the front of the book, there is the disclaimer 
"The E-Meter is not intended or effective for the diagnosis, treatment, 
or prevention of any disease," the book contains the following medical 
claims: 

(a) At pp. 1 and 2, "Each and every impulse of freedom is an impulse 
toward sanity, toward health, toward happiness. *** Dianetics is such 
an impulse *** and because its basic purposes *** have been dedicated 
unswervingly to the attainment of even greater freedom it cannot 
perish ***." 

(b) At p. 143 at the end of the chapter on ARC Processing, "Note--
Of course a very basic process which resolves chronic somatics, eye 
difficulties, any specific item is to have the affected parts or bad 
area of energy say 'hello' and 'okay' and 'all right' until it is in 
good condition--not that an auditor should address specific condi-
tions. L.H." 

(c) At p. 88, The text states: " *** E-Meter *** is not today used 
by the auditor except perhaps in testing the basal metabolism of the 
preclear. The E Meter is no longer used to determine what is wrong 
with the preclear." But the footnote at the bottom of p. 88 states: 

"Not applicable today. E-Meter techniques have been developed and 
refined by L. Ron Hubbard and are used consistently by the Sciento-
logy Auditors today as a part of standard Scientology Technology." 
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(d) At p. 42 the book claims, "With Dianetics to use the study in a 
relative narrow field of application, we have assumed some control 
over insanity, 'neurosis, aberrations, and can actually start, stop, 
and change aberration *** the mission of the auditor is in the direc-
tion of ability. If he increases the general ability of the preclear 
in any and all fields then, of course, any misability such as those 
represented by psychosis, neurosis, and psychosomatic illness will 
vanish." 

(e) At pp. 108 and 109, "The problems of psychosis never rightly 
belonged in Dianetics but it has been solved there. Opening Proce-
dure of 8-C and the Mimicry techniques as given in the PAB's resolve 
psychosis. They resolve it rapidly and care for it adequately, and 
we have no real worry on that score." 

(f) At pp. 110 & 116 There is a discussion of how to use Mimicry 
and Opening Procedure of 8-C on psychotics. 
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1. We find nothing in this book which the average individual would 
regard as religious. It contains the concepts of Dianetics, which is 
defined as a "precision science" on pp. 6 and 7. Techniques of 
dianetic processing or auditing are discussed in this book. The 
auditors code is discussed in Chapter V pp. 45-51 and is given en 
p. 47. 

2. The book is sold to the general public and was purchased by 
Inspector Dale A. Kennen for $2.40 on 7/22/69. 

3. Although at p. IV in the front of the book, there is the disclaimer 
"The E-Meter is not intended or effective for the diagnosis, treatment, 
or prevention of any disease," the book contains the following medical 
claims: 

(a) At pp. 1 and 2, "Each and every impulse of freedom is an impulse 
toward sanity, toward health, toward happiness. *** Dianetics is such 
an impulse *** and because its basic purposes *** have been dedicated 
unswervingly to the attainment of even greater freedom it cannot 
perish ***." 

(b) At p. 143 at the end of the chapter on ARC Processing, "Note--
Of course a very basic process which resolves chronic somatics, eye 
difficulties, any specific item is to have the affected parts or bad 
area of energy say 'hello' and 'okay' and 'all right' until it is in 
good condition--not that an auditor should address specific condi-
tions. L.H." 

(c) At p. 88, The text states: " *** E-Meter *** is not today used 
by the auditor except perhaps in testing the basal metabolism of the 
preclear. The E Meter is no longer used to, determine what is wrong 
with the preclear." But the footnote at the bottom of p. 88 states: 

"Not applicable today. E-Meter techniques have been developed and 
refined by L. Ron Hubbard and are used consistently by the Sciento-
logy Auditors today as a part of standard Scientology Technology." 
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(d) At p. 42 the book claims, "With Dianetics to use the study in a 
relative narrow field of application, we have assumed some control 
over insanity, neurosis, aberrations, and can actually start, stop, 
and change aberration *** the mission of the auditor is in the direc-
tion of ability. If he increases the general ability of the preclear 
in any and all fields then, of course, any misability such as those 
represented by psychosis, neurosis, and psychosomatic illness will 
vanish." 

(e) At pp. 108 and 109, "The problems of psychosis never rightly 
belonged in Dianetics but it has been solved there. Opening Proce-
dure of 8-C and the Mimicry techniques as given in the PAB's resolve 
psychosis. They resolve it rapidly and care for it adequately, and 
we have no real worry on that score." 

(f) At pp. 110 & 116 There is a discussion of how to use Mimicry 
and Opening Procedure of 8-C on psychotics. 
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1. We find nothing in this book which the average individual would 

regard as religious. It contains the concepts of Dianetics, which is 

defined as a "precision science" on pp. 6 and 7. Techniques of 

dianetic processing or auditing are discussed in this book. The 

auditors code is discussed in Chapter V pp. 45-51 and is given din 
p. 47. 

2. The book is sold to the general public and was purchased by 

Inspector Dale A. Kennen for $2.40 on 7/22/69. 

3. Although at p. IV in the front of the book, there is the disclaimer 

"The E-Meter is not intended or effective for the diagnosis, treatment, 

or prevention of any disease," the book contains the following medical 

claims: 

(a) At pp. 1 and 2, "Each and every impulse of freedom is an impulse 

toward sanity, toward health, toward happiness. *** Dianetics is such 

an impulse *** and because its basic purposes *** have been dedicated 

unswervingly to the attainment of even greater freedom it cannot 

perish ***." 

(b) At p. 143 at the end of the chapter on ARC Processing, "Note--

Of course a very basic process which resolves chronic somatics, eye 

difficulties, any specific item is to have the affected parts or bad 

area of energy say 'hello' and 'okay' and 'all right' until it is in 

good condition--not that an auditor should address specific condi-

tions. L.H." 

(c) At p. 88, The text states: " *** E-Meter *** is not today used 

by the auditor except perhaps in testing the basal metabolism of the 

preclear. The E Meter is no longer used to determine what is wrong 

with the preclear." But the footnote at the bottom of p. 88 states: 

"Not applicable today. E-Meter techniques have been developed and 

refined by L. Ron Hubbard and are used consistently by the Sciento-

logy Auditors today as a part of standard Scientology Technology." 
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(d). At p. 42 the book claims, "With Dianetics to use the study in a 

relative narrow field of application, we have assumed some control 

over insanity, neurosis, aberrations, and can actually start, stop, 

and change aberration *** the mission of the auditor is in the direc-

tion of ability. If he increases the general ability of the preclear 

in any and all fields then, of course, any misability such as those 

represented by psychosis, neurosis, and psychosomatic illness will 

vanish." 

(e) At pp. 108 and 109, "The problems of psychosis never rightly 

belonged in Dianetics but it has been solved there. Opening Proce-

dure of 8-C and the Mimicry techniques as given in the PAB's resolve 

psychosis. They resolve it rapidly and care for it adequately, and 

we have no real worry on that score." 

(f) At pp. 110 & 116 There is a discussion of how to use Mimicry 

and Opening Procedure of 8-C on psychotics. 
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1. While this book as stated on the front cover purports to be "The 
Basic Book of the Theory and Practices of Scientology for Beginners," 
we do not believe it would be regarded as religious by the average 
individual, in fact, many passages of the book disclaim that Dianetics 
and Scientology are a religion, or state that they are something other 
than a religion as follows: 

(a) At p. 11, "What is Scientology? Scientology is that branch of 
psychology which treats of (embraces) human ability. It is an extension 
of Dianetics which is in itself an extension of oldtime faculty-psychology 
of 400 years ago." 

(b) At p. 12 & 13, "It [Scientology] is a precise and exact science, 
designed for an age of exact sciences. 

"It is employed by an Auditor (a Scientology practitioner) upon individuals 
or small or large groups of people in their presence. The Auditor makes 
these people, at their choice, do various exercises, and these exercises 
(processes) bring about changes for the better in intelligence, behaviour, 
and general competence. It is employed as well by persons in business 
and government to solve problems and to establish better organization. 

"It is also employed by the average person to bring better order into life." 

(c) At p. 14, "It [Scientology] is also used by business and government 
leaders to establish or improve ogranization. 

It is used as well by the individual at home or at his work to make a 
better life." 

(d) At P. 15, "Scientology is practiced in daily life by enormous 
numbers of people who have no formal training in the humanities beyond 
a study of text books. Scientology was developed to be used by such 
people as well as by the trained practitioner. A person studying by 
himself from text books can use Scientology to help his fellow human 
beings." 

(e) At. p. 25, "Creation in this work may be thought to exclude God. 
We are here considering only those things which man or men as a spirit 
[thetan] can make or manufacture or think. The subject of Who or What 
is doing the creation does not invalidate the cycle. This is a work on 
the subject of the mind, not a work on the subject of the Supreme Being." 
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(f) At pp. 39 & 40, "The Eighth Dynamic--is the urge toward existence 
as Infinity. This is also identified as the Supreme Being. It is 
carefully observed here that the Science of Scientology does not intrude 
into the Dynamic of the Supreme Being. *** This is called the Infinity 
or God Dynamic." 

(g) At p. 72, " *** and the general Authorship of the physical universe 
is only speculated upon, since Scientology does not invade the Eighth 
Dynamic." 

(h) At p. 58, "Probably the greatest discovery of Scientology and its 
most forceful contribution to the knowledge of mankind has been the isola-
tion, description and handling of the human spirit [thetan]. Accomplished 
in July 1951, in Phoenix, Arizona, I established along Scientific rather 
than religious or humanitarian lines that that thing which is the person, 
the personality, is separable from the body and the mind at will and 
without causing bodily death or mental derangement." 

2. The book is sold to the general public and was purchased by 
Inspector Dale A. Kennen for $1.25 on 7/22/69. 

3. The book contains medical claims as follows: 

(a) At p. 12, "Scientology, used by the trained and untrained person, 
improves the health, intelligence, ability, behaviour, skill and appear-
ance of people." 

(b) At p. 14, "The study itself is therapeutic (good medicine) by 
actual testing." 

(c) At pp. 23-24, " *** A man has a bad leg. He is trying to 'get well.' 
He seeks then to create a good leg. He goes to doctors and wants to be 
healed. The treatment is difficult and usually somewhat unstccessful in 
the case of a very severly crippled leg. *** Have him create (by a certain 
Scientology process) bad legs until the counter-creation of bad legs is 
wiped out and the original of a good leg will reappear." 

(d) At. p. 98, "One particular and specialized method of application of 
Scientology is in its use on individuals and groups of people in the 
eradication of physical problems deriving from mental states and the 
improvement of their abilities and intelligence. By processing is meant 
the verbal exercising of an individual (preclear) in exact. Scientology 
processes. *** these processes are capable of addressing the same ills 
of the mind as are delineated by older methodology, with the addition 
that Scientology is alone in its ability to successfully eradicate those 
physhosomatic problems to which it is addressed. It is the only science 
or study known which is capable of uniformly producing marked and signi-
ficant increases in intelligence and general ability." 
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(e) At p. 99, "An additional sphere of activity allied to processing is 
preventive Scientology. In this branch of processing ***. In other 
words, the progress of tendencies, neurosis, habits, and deteriorating 
activities can be halted by Scientology or their occurrence can be 
prevented. *** " 

"Scientology processing is called 'auditing,' by which the auditor 
(practitioner) 'listens, computes and commands'." 

(f) At pp. 122-123, "A Scientologist knowing the mind completely can 
of course do many 'tricks' with the conditions of people to improve them. 
One of these is the ability to address a psychosomatic illness such as a 
crippled leg which, having nothing physically wrong with it, yet is not 
usable. The Auditor would ask the preclear 'tell me a lie about your leg' 
with a possible relief of the pain or symptoms. Asking the preclear 
repeatedly 'Look around here and tell me something your leg could have' 
would undoubtedly release the somatic. Asking the preclear with the bad 
leg 'What problem could your leg be to you?' or desiring him to 'Invent a 
problem of comparable magnitude to your leg' would produce a distinct 
change in the condition of the leg. This would apply to any other body 
part or organ." 

(g) At p. 128, "With Scientology man can prevent insanity, criminality 
and war." 
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1. While this book as stated on the front cover purports to be "The 
Basic Book of the Theory and Practices of Scientology for Beginners," 
we do not believe it would be regarded as religious by the average 
individual, in fact, many passages of the book disclaim that Dianetics 
and Scientology are a religion, or state that they are something other 
than a religion as follows: 

(a) At p. 11, "What is Scientology? Scientology is that branch of 
psychology which treats of (embraces) human ability. It is an extension 
of Dianetics which is in itself an extension of oldtime faculty-psychology 
of 400 years ago." 

(b) At p. 12 & 13, "It [Scientology] is a precise and exact science, 
designed for an age of exact sciences. 

"It is employed by an Auditor (a Scientology practitioner) upon individuals 
or small or large groups of people in their presence. The Auditor makes 
these people, at their choice, do various exercises, and these exercises 
(processes) bring about changes for the better in intelligence, behaviour, 
and general competence. It is employed as well by persons in business 
and government to solve problems and to establish better organization. 

"It is also employed by the average person to bring better order into life." 

(c) At p. 14, "It [Scientology] is also used by business and government 
leaders to establish or improve ogranization. 

It is used as well by the individual at home or at his work to make a 
better life." 

(d) At P. 15, "Scientology is practiced in daily life by enormous 
numbers of people who have no formal training in the humanities beyond 
a study of text books. Scientology was developed to be used by such 
people as well as by the trained practitioner. A person studying by 
himself from text books can use Scientology to help his fellow human 
beings." 

(e) At. p. 25, "Creation in this work may be thought to exclude God. 
We are here considering only those things which man or men as a spirit 
[thetan] can make or manufacture or think. The subject of Who or What 
is doing the creation does not invalidate the cycle. This is a work on 
the subject of the mind, not a work on the subject of the Supreme Being." 
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(f) At pp. 39 & 40, "The Eighth Dynamic--is the urge toward existence 
as Infinity. This is also identified as the Supreme Being. It is 
carefully observed here that the Science of Scientology does not intrude 
into the Dynamic of the Supreme Being. *** This is called the Infinity 
or God Dynamic." 

(g) At p. 72, " *** and the general Authorship of the physical universe 
is only speculated upon, since Scientology does not invade the Eighth 
Dynamic." 

(h) At p. 58, "Probably the greatest discovery of Scientology and its 
most forceful contribution to the knowledge of mankind has been the isola-
tion, description and handling of the human spirit [thetan]. Accomplished 
in July 1951, in Phoenix, Arizona, I established along Scientific rather 
than religious or humanitarian lines that that thing which is the person, 
the personality, is separable from the body and the mind at will and 
without causing bodily death or mental derangement." 

2. The book is sold to the general public and was purchased by 
Inspector Dale A. Kennen for $1.25 on 7/22/69. 

3. The book contains medical claims as follows: 

(a) At p. 12, "Scientology, used by the trained and untrained person, 
improves the health, intelligence, ability, behaviour, skill and appear-
ance of people." 

(b) At p. 14, "The study itself is therapeutic (good medicine) by 
actual testing." 

(c) At pp. 23-24, " *** A man has a bad leg. He is trying to 'get well.' 
He seeks then to create a good leg. He goes to doctors and wants to be 
healed. The treatment is difficult and usually somewhat unstccessful in 
the case of a very severly crippled leg. *** Have him create (by a certain 
Scientology process) bad legs until the counter-creation of bad legs is 
wiped out and the original of a good leg will reappear." 

(d) At p. 98, "One particular and specialized method of application of 
Scientology is in its use on individuals and groups of people in the 
eradication of physical problems deriving from mental states and the 
improvement of their abilities and intelligence. By processing is meant 
the verbal exercising of an individual (preclear) in exact Scientology 
processes. *** these processes are capable of addressing the same ills 
of the mind as are delineated by older methodology, with the addition 
that Scientology is alone in its ability to successfully eradicate those 
physhosomatic problems to which it is addressed. It is the only science 
or study known which is capable of uniformly producing marked and signi-
ficant increases in intelligence and general ability." 
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(e) At p. 99, "An additional sphere of activity allied to processing is 
preventive Scientology. In this branch of processing ***. In other 
words, the progress of tendencies, neurosis, habits,: and deteriorating 
activities can be halted by Scientology or their occurrence can be 
prevented. *** " 

"Scientology processing is called 'auditing,' by which the auditor 
(practitioner) 'listens, computes and commands'." 

(f) At pp. 122-123, "A Scientologist knowing the mind completely can 
of course do many 'tricks' with the conditions of people to improve them. 
One of these is the ability to address a psychosomatic illness such as a 
crippled leg which, having nothing physically wrong with it, yet is not 
usable. The Auditor would ask the preclear 'tell me a lie about your leg' 
with a possible relief of the pain or symptoms. Asking the preclear 
repeatedly 'Look around here and tell me something your leg could have' 
would undoubtedly release the somatic. Asking the preclear with the bad 
leg 'What problem could your leg be to you?' or desiring him to 'Invent a 
problem of comparable magnitude to your leg' would produce a distinct 
change in the condition of the leg. This would apply to any other body 
part or organ." 

(g) At p. 128, "With Scientology man can prevent insanity, criminality 
and war." 
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1. While this book as stated on the front cover purports to be "The 
Basic Book of the Theory and Practices of Scientology for Beginners," 
we do not believe it would be regarded as religious by the average 
individual, in fact, many passages of the book disclaim that Dianetics 
and Scientology are a religion, or state that they are something other 
than a religion as follows: 

(a) At p. 11, "What is Scientology? Scientology is that branch of 
psychology which treats of (embraces) human ability. It is an extension 
of Dianetics which is in itself an extension of oldtime faculty-psychology 
of 400 years ago." 

(b) At p. 12 & 13, "It [Scientology] is a precise and exact science, 
designed for an age of exact sciences. 

"It is employed by an Auditor (a Scientology practitioner) upon individuals 
or small or large groups of people in their presence. The Auditor makes 
these people, at their choice, do various exercises, and these exercises 
(processes) bring about changes for the better in intelligence, behaviour, 
and general competence. It is employed as well by persons in business 
and government to solve problems and to establish better organization. 

"It is also employed by the average person to bring better order into life." 

(c) At p. 14, "It [Scientology] is also used by business and government 
leaders to establish or improve ogranization. 

It is used as well by the individual at home or at his work to make a 
better life." 

(d) At P. 15, "Scientology is practiced in daily life by enormous 
numbers of people who have no formal training in the humanities beyond 
a study of text books. Scientology was developed to be used by such 
people as well as by the trained practitioner. A person studying by 
himself from text books can use Scientology to help his fellow human 
beings." 

(e) At. p. 25, "Creation in this work may be thought to exclude God. 
We are here considering only those things which man or men as a spirit 
[thetan] can make or manufacture or think. The subject of Who or What 
is doing the creation does not invalidate the cycle. This is a work on 
the subject of the mind, not a work on the subject of the Supreme Being." 
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(f) At pp. 39 & 40, "The Eighth Dynamic--is the urge toward existence 
as Infinity. This is also identified as the Supreme Being. It is 
carefully observed here that the Science of Scientology does not intrude 
into the Dynamic of the Supreme Being. *** This is called the Infinity 
or God Dynamic." 

(g) At p. 72, " *** and the general Authorship of the physical universe 
is only speculated upon, since Scientology does not invade the Eighth 
Dynamic." 

(h) At p. 58, "Probably the greatest discovery of Scientology and its 
most forceful contribution to the knowledge of mankind has been the isola-
tion, description and handling of the human spirit [thetan]. Accomplished 
in July 1951, in Phoenix, Arizona, I established along Scientific rather 
than religious or humanitarian lines that that thing which is the person, 
the personality, is separable from the body and the mind at will and 
without causing bodily death or mental derangement." 

2. The book is sold to the general public and was purchased by 
Inspector Dale A. Kennen for $1.25 on 7/22/69. 

3. The book contains medical claims as follows: 

(a) At p. 12, "Scientology, used by the trained and untrained person, 
improves the health, intelligence, ability, behaviour, skill and appear-
ance of people." 

(b) At p. 14, "The study itself is therapeutic (good medicine) by 
actual testing." 

(c) At pp. 23-24, " *** A man has a bad leg. He is trying to 'get well.' 
He seeks then to create a good leg. He goes to doctors and wants to be 
healed. The treatment is difficult and usually somewhat unstccessful in 
the case of a very severly crippled leg. *** Have him create (by a certain 
Scientology process) bad legs until the counter-creation of bad legs is 
wiped out and the original of a good leg will reappear." 

(d) At. p. 98, "One particular and specialized method of application of 
Scientology is in its use on individuals and groups of people in the 
eradication of physical problems deriving from mental states and the 
improvement of their abilities and intelligence. By processing is meant 
the verbal exercising of an individual (preclear) in exact Scientology 
processes. *** these processes are capable of addressing the same ills 
of the mind as are delineated by older methodology, with the addition 
that Scientology is alone in its ability to successfully eradicate those 
physhosomatic problems to which it is addressed. It is the only science 
or study known which is capable of uniformly producing marked and signi-
ficant increases in intelligence and general ability." 
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(e) At p. 99, "An additional sphere of activity allied to processing is 
preventive Scientology. In this branch of processing ***. In other 
words, the progress of tendencies, neurosis, habits, and deteriorating 
activities can be halted by Scientology or their occurrence can be 
prevented. *** " 

"Scientology processing is called 'auditing,' by which the auditor 
(practitioner) 'listens, computes and commands'." 

(f) At pp. 122-123, "A Scientologist knowing the mind completely can 
of course do many 'tricks' with the conditions of people to improve them. 
One of these is the ability to address a psychosomatic illness such as a 
crippled leg which, having nothing physically wrong with it, yet is not 
usable. The Auditor would ask the preclear 'tell me a lie about your leg' 
with a possible relief of the pain or symptoms. Asking the preclear 
repeatedly 'Look around here and tell me something your leg could have' 
would undoubtedly release the somatic. Asking the preclear with the bad 
leg 'What problem could your leg be to you?' or desiring him to 'Invent a 
problem of comparable magnitude to your leg' would produce a distinct 
change in the condition of the leg. This would apply to any other body 
part or organ." 

(g) At p. 128, "With Scientology man can prevent insanity, criminality 
and war." 
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1. While this book as stated on the front cover purports to be "The 
Basic Book of the Theory and Practices of Scientology for Beginners," 
we do not believe it would be regarded as religious by the average 
individual, in fact, many passages of the book disclaim that Dianetics 
and Scientology are a religion, or state that they are something other 
than a religion as follows: 

(a) At p. 11, "What is Scientology? Scientology is that branch of 
psychology which treats of (embraces) human ability. It is an extension 
of Dianetics which is in itself an extension of oldtime faculty-psychology 
of 400 years ago." 

(b) At p. 12 & 13, "It [Scientology] is a precise and exact science, 
designed for an age of exact sciences. 

"It is employed by an Auditor (a Scientology practitioner) upon individuals 
or small or large groups of people in their presence. The Auditor makes 
these people, at their choice, do various exercises, and these exercises 
(processes) bring about changes for the better in intelligence, behaviour, 
and general competence. It is employed as well by persons in business 
and government to solve problems and to establish better organization. 

"It is also employed by the average person to bring better order into life." 

(c) At p. 14, "It [Scientology] is also used by business and government 
leaders to establish or improve ogranization. 

It is used as well by the individual at home or at his work to make a 
better life." 

(d) At P. 15, "Scientology is practiced in daily life by enormous 
numbers of people who have no formal training in the humanities beyond 
a study of text books. Scientology was developed to be used by such 
people as well as by the trained practitioner. A person studying, by 
himself from text books can use Scientology to help his fellow human 
beings." 

(e) At. p. 25, "Creation in this work may be thought to exclude God. 
We are here considering only those things which man or men as a spirit 
[thetan] can make or manufacture or think. The subject of Who or What 
is doing the creation does not invalidate the cycle. This is a work on 
the subject of the mind, not a work on the subject of the Supreme Being." 
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(f) At pp. 39 & 40, "The Eighth Dynamic--is the urge toward existence 
as Infinity. This is also identified as the Supreme Being. It is 
carefully observed here that the Science of Scientology does not intrude 
into the Dynamic of the Supreme Being. *** This is called the Infinity 
or God Dynamic." 

(g) At p. 72, " *** and the general Authorship of the physical universe 
is only speculated upon, since Scientology does not invade the Eighth 
Dynamic." 

(h) At p. 58, "Probably the greatest discovery of Scientology and its 
most forceful contribution to the knowledge of mankind has been the isola-
tion, description and handling of the human spirit [thetan]. Accomplished 
in July 1951, in Phoenix, Arizona, I established along Scientific rather 
than religious or humanitarian lines that that thing which is the person, 
the personality, is separable from the body and the mind at will and 
without causing bodily death or mental derangement." 

2. The book is sold to the general public and was purchased by 
Inspector Dale A. Kennen for $1.25 on 7/22/69. 

3. The book contains medical claims as follows: 

(a) At p. 12, "Scientology, used by the trained and untrained person, 
improves the health, intelligence, ability, behaviour, skill and appear-
ance of people." 

(b) At p. 14, "The study itself is therapeutic (good medicine) by 
actual testing." 

(c) At pp. 23-24, " *** A man has a bad leg. He is trying to 'get well.' 
He seeks then to create a good leg. He goes to doctors and wants to be 
healed. The treatment is difficult and usually somewhat unsuccessful in 
the case of a very severly crippled leg. *** Have him create (by a certain 
Scientology process) bad legs until the counter-creation of bad legs is 
wiped out and the original of a good leg will reappear." 

(d) At. p. 98, "One particular and specialized method of application of 
Scientology is in its use on individuals and groups of people in the 
eradication of physical problems deriving from mental states and the 
improvement of their abilities and intelligence. By processing is meant 
the verbal exercising of an individual (preclear) in exact Scientology 
processes. *** these processes are capable of addressing the same ills 
of the mind as are delineated by older methodology, with the addition 
that Scientology is alone in its ability to successfully eradicate those 
physhosomatic problems to which it is addressed. It is the only science 
or study known which is capable of uniformly producing marked and signi-
ficant increases in intelligence and general ability." 
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(e) At p. 99, "An additional sphere of activity allied to processing is 
preventive Scientology. In this branch of processing ***. In other 
words, the progress of tendencies, neurosis, habits,: and deteriorating 
activities can be halted by Scientology or their occurrence can be 
prevented. *** " 

"Scientology processing is called 'auditing,' by which the auditor 
(practitioner) 'listens, computes and commands'." 

(f) At pp. 122-123, "A Scientologist knowing the mind completely can 
of course do many 'tricks' with the conditions of people to improve them. 
One of these is the ability to address a psychosomatic illness such as a 
crippled leg which, having nothing physically wrong with it, yet is not 
usable. The Auditor would ask the preclear 'tell me a lie about your leg' 
with a possible relief of the pain or symptoms. Asking the preclear 
repeatedly 'Look around here and tell me something your leg could have' 
would undoubtedly release the somatic. Asking the preclear with the bad 
leg 'What problem could your leg be to you?' or desiring him to 'Invent a 
problem of comparable magnitude to your leg' would produce a distinct 
change in the condition of the leg. This would apply to any other body 
part or organ." 

(g) At p. 128, "With Scientology man can prevent insanity „criminality 
and war." 
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1. While this book as stated on the front cover purports to be "The 
Basic Book of the Theory and Practices of Scientology for Beginners," 
we do not believe it would be regarded as religious by the average 
individual, in fact, many passages of the book disclaim that Dianetics 
and Scientology are a religion, or state that they are something other 
than a religion as follows: 

(a) At p. 11, "What is Scientology? Scientology is that branch of 
psychology which treats of (embraces) human ability. It is an extension 
of Dianetics which is in itself an extension of oldtime faculty-psychology 
of 400 years ago." 

(b) At p. 12 & 13, "It [Scientology] is a precise and exact science, 
designed for an age of exact sciences. 

"It is employed by an Auditor (a Scientology practitioner) upon individuals 
or small or large groups of people in their presence. The Auditor makes 
these people, at their choice, do various exercises, and these exercises 
(processes) bring about changes for the better in intelligence, behaviour, 
and general competence. It is employed as well by persons in business 
and government to solve problems and to establish better organization. 

"It is also emplOyed by the average person to bring better order into life." 

(c) At p. 14, "It [Scientology] is also used by business and government 
leaders to establish or improve ogranization. 

It is used as well by the individual at home or at his work to make a 
better life." 

(d) At P. 15, "Scientology is practiced in daily life by enormous 
numbers of people who have no formal training in the humanities beyond 
a study of text books. Scientology was developed to be used by such 
people as well as by the trained practitioner. A person studying by 
himself from text books can use Scientology to help his fellow human 
beings." 

(e) At. p. 25, "Creation in this work may be thought to exclude God. 
We are here considering only those things which man or men as a spirit 
[thetan] can make or manufacture or think. The subject of Who or What 
is doing the creation does not invalidate the cycle. This is a work on 
the subject of the mind, not a work on the subject of the Supreme Being." 
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(f) At pp. 39 & 40, "The Eighth Dynamic--is the urge toward existence 
as Infinity. This is also identified as the Supreme Being. It is 
carefully observed here that the Science of Scientology does not intrude 
into the Dynamic of the Supreme Being. *** This is called the Infinity 
or God Dynamic." 

(g) At p. 72, " *** and the general Authorship of the physical universe 
is only speculated upon, since Scientology does not invade the Eighth 
Dynamic." 

(h) At p. 58, "Probably the greatest discovery of Scientology and its 
most forceful contribution to the knowledge of mankind has been the isola-
tion, description and handling of the human spirit [thetan]. Accomplished 
in July 1951, in Phoenix, Arizona, I established along Scientific rather 
than religious or humanitarian lines that that thing which is the person, 
the personality, is separable from the body and the mind at will and 
without causing bodily death or mental derangement." 

2. The book is sold to the general public and was purchased by 
Inspector Dale A. Kennen for $1.25 on 7/22/69. 

3. The book contains medical claims as follows: 

(a) At p. 12, "Scientology, used by the trained and untrained person, 
improves the health, intelligence, ability, behaviour, skill and appear-
ance of people." 

(b) At p. 14, "The study itself is therapeutic (good medicine) by 
actual testing." 

(c) At pp. 23-24, " *** A man has a bad leg. He is trying to 'get well.' 
He seeks then to create a good leg. He goes to doctors and wants to be 
healed. The treatment is difficult and usually somewhat uns.ccessful in 
the case of a very severly crippled leg. *** Have him create (by a certain 
Scientology process) bad legs until the counter-creation of bad legs is 
wiped out and the original of a good leg will reappear." 

(d) At. p. 98, "One particular and specialized method of application of 
Scientology is in its use on individuals and groups of people in the 
eradication of physical problems deriving from mental states and the 
improvement of their abilities and intelligence. By processing is meant 
the verbal exercising of an individual (preclear) in exact Scientology 
processes. *** these processes are capable of addressing the same ills 
of the mind as are delineated by older methodology, with the addition 
that Scientology is alone in its ability to successfully eradicate those 
physhosomatic problems to which it,  is addressed. It is the only science 
or study known which is capable of uniformly producing marked and signi-
ficant increases in intelligence and general ability." 
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(e) At p. 99, "An additional sphere of activity allied to processing is 
preventive Scientology. In this branch of processing ***. In other 
words, the progress of tendencies, neurosis, habits,: and deteriorating 
activities can be halted by Scientology or their occurrence can be 
prevented. *** " 

"Scientology processing is called 'auditing,' by which the auditor 
(practitioner) 'listens, computes and commands'." 

(f) At pp. 122-123, "A Scientologist knowing the mind completely can 
of course do many 'tricks' with the conditions of people to improve them. 
One of these is the ability to address a psychosomatic illness such as a 
crippled leg which, having nothing physically wrong with it, yet is not 
usable. The Auditor would ask the preclear 'tell me a lie about your leg' 
with a possible relief of the pain or symptoms. Asking the preclear 
repeatedly 'Look around here and tell me something your leg could have' 
would undoubtedly release the somatic. Asking the preclear with the bad 
leg 'What problem could your leg be to you?' or desiring him to 'Invent a 
problem of comparable magnitude to your leg' would produce a distinct 
change in the condition of the leg. This would apply to any other body 
part or organ." 

(g) At p. 128, "With Scientology man can prevent insanity „criminality 
and war." 
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1. We believe the average person would not understand or interpret this 
book as religious. It deals primarily with what to audit and presupposes 
the skill of how to audit has been mastered. (p. 9) It states at p. 9 
that, "It is written to be used in connection with Electropsychometric 
[E-Meter) auditing and the Individual Track Map ***". At p. 10 it states, 
"All incidents in this volume should be detected and audited with the 
assistance of an E Meter. If it were not for the E-Meter these incidents 
would have remained undetected except in the haziest state.Writhout an 
E-Meter they cannot be audited with security or even safety for the 
preclear." 

2. It is sold directly to the public for $2.40 and was purchased by 
Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the Church of Scientology Book Store, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota. 

3. Although at p. 2 the book has the disclaimer, "The E-Meter is not 
intended or effective for the diagnosis, treatment, or prevention of 
any disease, it contains medical claims as follows: 

(a) At p. 5, "With it the blind again see, the lame walk, the ill 
recover, the insane become sane ***." 

(b) At p. 20, (In reference to auditing Prenatal Incident) "Conception 
and the impulses generated answer the conditions for one type of cancer, 
embryonic. 

"Mitosis is an incident, Cellular division, once or many times, is on 
common record. Mitosis answers the conditions for the other type of 
cancer-malignant cell. 

"Cancer has been eradicated by auditing out conception and mitosis." 

(c) At p. 60, (In reference to auditing specific incidents) "Facsimile 
One: ***, when audited out of a long series of people, was found to 
eradicate such things as asthma, sinus trouble, chronic chills, and a 
host of other ills." 
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(d) At pp. 12-13, "Several targets present themselves in a case and 
any of them can be audited with some profit ***. 

"Cellular injuries comprise the first target. *** Cellular Injuries are 
audited no differently than any other kind of incident. *** The pulp of 
a tooth, for instances, tracks back, cell by cell, to early engrains; 
when these are relieved a 'toothache' in thatt tooth becomes almost 
impossible, no matter how many 'nerves' are exposed, a matter which 
brings about quite a revolution in dentistry." 
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1. We believe the average person would not understand or interpret this 
book as religious. It deals primarily with what to audit and presupposes 
the skill of how to audit has been mastered. (p. 9) It states at p. 9 
that, "It is written to be used in connection with Electropsychometric 
[E-Meter] auditing and the Individual Track Map ***". At p. 10 it states, 
"All incidents in this volume should be detected and audited with the 
assistance of an E Meter. If it were not for the E-Meter these incidents 
would have remained undetected except in the haziest state.Writhout an 
E-Meter they cannot be audited with security or even safety for the 
preclear." 

2. It is sold directly to the public for $2.40 and was purchased by 
Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the Church of Scientology Book Store, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota. 

3. Although at p. 2 the book has the disclaimer, "The E-Meter is not 
intended or effective for the diagnosis, treatment, or prevention of 
any disease, it contains medical claims as follows: 

(a) At p. 5, "With it the blind again see, the lame walk, the ill 
recover, the insane become sane ***." 

(b) At p. 20, (In reference to auditing Prenatal Incident) "Conception 
and the impulses generated answer the conditions for one type of cancer, 
embryonic. 

"Mitosis is an incident, Cellular division, once or many times, is on 
common record. Mitosis answers the conditions for the other type of 
cancer-malignant cell. 

"Cancer has been eradicated by auditing out conception and mitosis." 

(c) At p. 60, (In reference to auditing specific incidents) "Facsimile 
One: ***, when audited out of a long series of people, was found to 
eradicate such things as asthma, sinus trouble, chronic chills, and a 
host of other ills." 
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(d) At pp. 12-13, "Several targets present themselves in a case and 
any of them can be audited with some profit ***. 

"Cellular injuries comprise the first target. *** Cellular Injuries are 
audited no differently than any other kind of incident. *** The pulp of 
a tooth, for instances, tracks back, cell by cell, to early engrains; 
when these are relieved a 'toothache' in that,: tooth becomes almost 
impossible, no matter how many 'nerves' are exposed, a matter which 
brings about quite a revolution in dentistry." 
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1. We believe the average person would not understand or interpret this 
book as religious. It deals primarily with what to audit and presupposes 
the skill of how to audit has been mastered. (p. 9) It states at p. 9 
that, "It is written to be used in connection with Electropsychometric 
[E-Meter] auditing and the Individual Track Map ***". At p. 10 it states, 
"All incidents in this volume should be detected and audited with the 
assistance of an E Meter. If it were not for the E-Meter these incidents 
would have remained undetected except in the haziest state.Writhout an 
E-Meter they cannot be audited with security or even safety for the 
preclear." 

2. It is sold directly to the public for $2.40 and was purchased by 
Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the Church of Scientology Book Store, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota. 

3. Although at p. 2 the book has the disclaimer, "The E-Meter is not 
intended or effective for the diagnosis, treatment, or prevention of 
any disease, it contains medical claims as follows: 

(a) At p. 5, "With it the blind again see, the lame walk, the ill 
recover, the insane become sane ***." 

(b) At p. 20, (In reference to auditing Prenatal Incident) "Conception 
and the impulses generated answer the conditions for one type of cancer, 
embryonic. 

"Mitosis is an incident, Cellular division, once or many times, is on 
common record. Mitosis answers the conditions for the other type of 
cancer-malignant cell. 

"Cancer has been eradicated by auditing out conception and mitosis." 

(c) At p. 60, (In reference to auditing specific incidents) "Facsimile 
One: ***, when audited out of a long series of people, was found to 
eradicate such things as asthma, sinus trouble, chronic chills, and a 
host of other ills." 
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(d) At pp. 12-13, "Several targets present themselves in a case and 
any of them can be audited with some profit ***. 

"Cellular injuries comprise the first target. *** Cellular Injuries are 
audited no differently than any other kind of incident. *** The pulp of 
a tooth, for instances, tracks back, cell by cell, to early engrams; 
when these are relieved a 'toothache' in thatt tooth becomes almost 
impossible, no matter how many 'nerves' are exposed, a matter which 
brings about quite a revolution in dentistry." 
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1. We believe the average person would not understand or interpret this 
book as religious. It deals primarily with what to audit and presupposes 
the skill of how to audit has been mastered. (p. 9) It states at p. 9 
that, "It is written to be used in connection with Electropsychometric 
[E-Meter] auditing and the Individual Track Map ***". At p. 10 it states, 
"All incidents in this volume should be detected and audited with the 
assistance of an E Meter. If it were not for the E-Meter these incidents 
would have remained undetected except in the haziest state.Without an 
E-Meter they cannot be audited with security or even safety for the 
preclear." 

2. It is sold directly to the public for $2.40 and was purchased by 
Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the Church of Scientology Book Store, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota. 

3. Although at p. 2 the book has the disclaimer, "The E-Meter is not 
intended or effective for the diagnosis, treatment, or prevention of 
any disease, it contains medical claims as follows: 

(a) At p. 5, "With it the blind again see, the lame walk, the ill 
recover, the insane become sane ***." 

(b) At p. 20, (In reference to auditing Prenatal Incident) "Conception 
and the impulses generated answer the conditions for one type of cancer, 
embryonic. 

"Mitosis is an incident, Cellular division, once or many times, is on 
common record. Mitosis answers the conditions for the other type of 
cancer-malignant cell. 

"Cancer has been eradicated by auditing out conception and mitosis." 

(c) At p. 60, (In reference to auditing specific incidents) "Facsimile 
One: ***, when audited out of a long series of people, was found to 
eradicate such things as asthma, sinus trouble, chronic chills, and a 
host of other ills." 
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(d) At pp. 12-13, "Several targets present themselves in a case and 
any of them can be audited with some profit ***. 

"Cellular injuries comprise the first target. *** Cellular Injuries are 
audited no differently than any other kind of incident. *** The pulp of 
a tooth, for instances, tracks back, cell by cell, to early engrams; 
when these are relieved a 'toothache' in thatt tooth becomes almost 
impossible, no matter how many 'nerves' are exposed, a matter which 
brings about quite a revolution in dentistry." 
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1. We believe the average person would not understand or interpret this 
book as religious. It deals primarily with what to audit and presupposes 
the skill of how to audit has been mastered. (p. 9) It states at p. 9 
that, "It is written to be used in connection with Electropsychometric 
[E-Meter] auditing and the Individual Track Map ***". At p. 10 it states, 
"All incidents in this volume should be detected and audited with the 
assistance of an E Meter. If it were not for the E-Meter these incidents 
would have remained undetected except in the haziest state.Without an 
E-Meter they cannot be audited with security or even safety for the 
preclear." 

2. It is sold directly to the public for $2.40 and was purchased by 
Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the Church of Scientology Book Store, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota. 

3. Although at p. 2 the book has the disclaimer, "The E-Meter is not 
intended or effective for the diagnosis, treatment, or prevention of 
any disease, it contains medical claims as follows: 

(a) At p. 5, "With it the blind again see, the lame walk, the ill 
recover, the insane become sane ***." 

(b) At p. 20, (In reference to auditing Prenatal Incident) "Conception 
and the impulses generated answer the conditions for one type of cancer, 
embryonic. 

"Mitosis is an incident, Cellular division, once or many times, is on 
common record. Mitosis answers the conditions for the other type of 
cancer-malignant cell. 

"Cancer has been eradicated by auditing out conception and mitosis." 

(c) At p. 60, (In reference to auditing specific incidents) "Facsimile 
One: ***, when audited out of a long series of people, was found to 
eradicate such things as asthma, sinus trouble, chronic chills, and a 
host of other ills." 
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(d) At pp. 12-13, "Several targets present themselves in a case and 
any of them can be audited with some profit ***. 

"Cellular injuries comprise the first target. *** Cellular Injuries are 
audited no differently than any other kind of incident. *** The pulp of 
a tooth, for instances, tracks back, cell by cell, to early engrams; 
when these are relieved a 'toothache' in thatt tooth becomes almost 
impossible, no matter how many 'nerves' are exposed, a matter which 
brings about quite a revolution in dentistry." 
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1. We find nothing in this book that the average individual would 
regard as religious. It is published to show how to use the E-Meter 
and represents the E-Meter to be an essential aid to proper auditing. 

2. It is sold directly to anyone who would wish to purchase it for 
$1.60. This book was purchased by Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the 
Church of Scientology Book Store, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 

3. At p. 1 the book states it is "A startling and thorough coverage 
of the E-Meter incorporating all moderm developments and its use in 
Assessments, Security Checking and S.O.P. Goals." It indicates at 
p. 7 "there is no known way to clear anyone without using a meter." 

4. Although at 	2 there is a disclaimer which states "The E-Meter 
is not intended or effective for the diagnosis, treatment, or 
prevention of any disease," at p. 18 item 52 states "the meter will 
Also read Basal Metabolism." 
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E-Meter Essentials 1961  
(Clearing Series: one) 
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1. We find nothing in this book that the average individual would 
regard as religious. It is published to show how to use the E-Meter 
and represents the E-Meter to be an essential aid to proper auditing. 

2. It is sold directly to anyone who would wish to purchase it for 
$1.60. This book was purchased by Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the 
Church of Scientology Book Store, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 

3. At p. 1 the book states it is "A startling and thorough coverage 
of the E-Meter incorporating all moderm developments and its use in 
Assessments, Security Checking and S.O.P. Goals." It indicates at 
p. 7 "there is no known way to clear anyone without using a meter." 

4. Although at p. 2 there is a disclaimer which states "The E-Meter 
is not intended or effective for the diagnosis, treatment, or 
prevention of any disease," at p. 18 item 52 states "the meter will 
also read Basal Metabolism." 
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1. We find nothing in this book that the average individual would 
regard as religious. It is published to show how to use the E-Meter 
and represents the E-Meter to be an essential aid to proper auditing. 

2. It is sold directly to anyone who would wish to purchase it for 
$1.60. This book was purchased by Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the 
Church of Scientology Book Store, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 

3. At p. 1 the book states it is "A startling and thorough coverage 
of the E-Meter incorporating all moderm developments and its use in 
Assessments, Security Checking and S.O.P. Goals." It indicates at 
p. 7 "there is no known way to clear anyone without using a meter." 

4. Although at p. 2 there is a disclaimer which states "The E-Meter 
is not intended or effective for the diagnosis, treatment, or 
prevention of any disease," at p. 18 item 52 states "the meter will 
also read Basal Metabolism." 
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1. We find nothing in this book that the average individual would 
regard as religious. It is published to show how to use the E-Meter 
and represents the E-Meter to be an essential aid to proper auditing. 

2. It is sold directly to anyone who would wish to purchase it for 
$1.60. This book was purchased by Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the 
Church of Scientology Book Store, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 

3. At p. 1 the book states it is "A startling and thorough coverage 
of the E-Meter incorporating all moderm developments and its use in 
Assessments, Security Checking and S.O.P. Goals." It indicates at 
p. 7 "there is no known way to clear anyone without using a meter." 

4. Although at p. 2 there is a disclaimer which states "The E-Meter 
is not intended or effective for the diagnosis, treatment,. or 
prevention of any disease," at p. 18 item 52 states "the meter will 
also read Basal Metabolism:" 
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Booklet 
"Axioms and Logics" 
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1. We do not regard the material in this booklet as being primarily 
religious. It contains the 58 axioms of Scientology, 7 Prelogics, 
24 Logics, and the 194 axioms of Dianetics. These may or may not be 
regarded as religious by the average individual. These include state-
ments of concepts of life, space, time, energy, objects, conditions 
of existence, the physical and other universes, the human mind, creation, 
and survival efforts. A supreme being is mentioned only one time and 
then only as a remote possibility, at p. 18 in Axiom 55 of Dianetics as 
follows: "Survival effort for an organism includes the dynamic thrust 
by the organism for the survival of itself, its procreation, its group, 
its sub-species, its species, all life organisms, material universe, 
the life static and, possibly, a supreme being." 

2. Although at p. 34, there is the disclaimer, "The E-Meter is not 
intended or effective for the diagnosis, treatment or prevention of 
any disease," at p. 4, Axiom 30 of Scientology states "The general 
rule of auditing is that anything which is unwanted and yet persists 
must be thoroughly viewed, at which time it will vanish. If only 
partially viewed, its intensity, at least, will decrease." 

3. The book is sold to the general public and was purchased by 
Inspector Dale A. Kennen for 50i on 7/22/69. 
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1. We do not regard the material in this booklet as being primarily 
religious. It contains the 58 axioms of Scientology, 7 Prelogics, 
24 Logics, and the 194 axioms of Dianetics. These may or may not be 
regarded as religious by the average individual. These include state-
ments of concepts of life, space, time, energy, objects, conditions 
of existence, the physical and other universes, the human mind, creation, 
and survival efforts. A supreme being is mentioned only one time and 
then only as a remote possibility, at p. 18 in Axiom 55 of Dianetics as 
follows: "Survival effort for an organism includes the dynamic thrust 
by the organism for the survival of itself, its procreation, its group, 
its sub-species, its species, all life organisms, material universe, 
the life static and, possibly, a supreme being." 

2. Although at p. 34, there is the disclaimer, "The E-Meter is not 
intended or effective for the diagnosis, treatment or prevention of 
any disease," at p. 4, Axiom 30 of Scientology states "The general 
rule of auditing is that anything which is unwanted and yet persists 
must be thoroughly viewed, at which time it will vanish. If only 
partially viewed, its intensity, at least, will decrease." 

3. The book is sold to the general public and was purchased by 
Inspector Dale A. Kennen for 50i on 7/22/69. 
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1. We do not regard the material in this booklet as being primarily 
religious. It contains the 58 axioms of Scientology, 7 Prelogics, 
24 Logics, and the 194 axioms of Dianetics. These may or may not be 
regarded as religious by the average individual. These include state-
ments of concepts of life, space, time, energy, objects, conditions 
of existence, the physical and other universes, the human mind, creation, 
and survival efforts. A supreme being is mentioned only one time and 
then only as a remote possibility, at p. 18 in Axiom 55 of Dianetics as 
follows: "Survival effort for an organism includes the dynamic thrust 
by the organism for the survival of itself, its procreation, its group, 
its sub-species, its species, all life organisms, material universe, 
the life static and, possibly, a supreme being." 

2. Although at p. 34, there is the disclaimer, "The E-Meter is not 
intended or effective for the diagnosis, treatment or prevention of 
any disease," at p. 4, Axiom 30 of Scientology states "The general 
rule of auditing is that anything which is unwanted and yet persists 
must be thoroughly viewed, at which time it will vanish. If only 
partially viewed, its intensity, at least, will decrease." 

3. The book is sold to the general public and was purchased by 
Inspector Dale A. Kennen for 50i on 7/22/69. 
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1. We do not regard the material in this booklet as being primarily 
religious. It contains the 58 axioms of Scientology, 7 Prelogics, 
24 Logics, and the 194 axioms of Dianetics. These may or may not be 
regarded as religious by the average individual. These include state-
ments of concepts of life, space, time, energy, objects, conditions 
of existence, the physical and other universes, the human mind, creation, 
and survival efforts. A supreme being is mentioned only one time and 
then only as a remote possibility, at p. 18 in Axiom 55 of Dianetics as 
follows: "Survival effort for an organism includes the dynamic thrust 
by the organism for the survival of itself, its procreation, its group, 
its sub-species, its species, all life organisms, material universe, 
the life static and, possibly, a supreme being." 

2. Although at p. 34, there is the disclaimer, "The E-Meter is not 
intended or effective for the diagnosis, treatment or prevention of 
any disease," at p. 4, Axiom 30 of Scientology states "The general 
rule of auditing is that anything which is unwanted and yet persists 
must be thoroughly viewed, at which time it will vanish. If only 
partially viewed, its intensity, at least, will decrease." 

3. The book is sold to the general public and was purchased by 
Inspector Dale A. Kennen for 50i on 7/22/69. 
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1. We do not regard the material in this booklet as being primarily 
religious. It contains the 58 axioms of Scientology, 7 Prelogics, 
24 Logics, and the 194 axioms of Dianetics. These may or may not be 
regarded as religious by the average individual. These include state-
ments of concepts of life, space, time, energy, objects, conditions 
of existence, the physical and other universes, the human mind, creation, 
and survival efforts. A supreme being is mentioned only one time and 
then only as a remote possibility, at p. 18 in Axiom 55 of Dianetics as 
follows: "Survival effort for an organism includes the dynamic thrust 
by the organism for the survival of itself, its procreation, its group, 
its sub-species, its species, all life organisms, material universe, 
the life static and, possibly, a supreme being." 

2. Although at p. 34, there is the disclaimer, "The E-Meter is not 
intended or effective for the diagnosis, treatment or prevention of 
any disease," at p. 4, Axiom 30 of Scientology states "The general 
rule of auditing is that anything which is unwanted and yet persists 
must be thoroughly viewed, at which time it will vanish. If only 
partially viewed, its intensity, at least, will decrease." 

3. The book is sold to the general public and was purchased by 
Inspector Dale A. Kennen for 50i on 7/22/69. 
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1. This booklet contains nothing of a religious nature, but the back is used to advertise other books by L. Ron Hubbard and defines Scientology and Dianetics in non-religious terms as follows: 

(a) "Scientology is applied philosophy." 

(b) "Dianetics is man's most advanced school of the mind." 

2. Medical claims are given for Dianetics on the back page as follows: 

"This is the exciting basic textbook of Dianetics. It gives the fantastic discoveries about the human mind which resulted from a quarter century of research by L. Ron Hubbard, and gives the single answer to the resolution of human aberration." 

3. It is sold directly to any one and was purchased for 580 by Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the Church of Scientology Book Store, Minneapolis, Minnesota on 7/22/69. 
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1. This booklet contains nothing of a religious nature, but the back is used to advertise other books by L. Ron Hubbard and defines 
Scientology and Dianetics in non-religious terms as follows: 

(a) "Scientology is applied philosophy." 

(b) "Dianetics is man's most advanced school of the mind." 

2. Medical claims are given for Dianetics on the back page as 
follows: 

"This is the exciting basic textbook of Dianetics. It gives the fantastic discoveries about the human mind which resulted from a 
quarter century of research by L. Ron Hubbard, and gives the single answer to the resolution of human aberration." 

3. It is sold directly to any one and was purchased for 500 by 
Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the Church of Scientology Book Store, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota on 7/22/69. 
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1. This booklet contains nothing of a religious nature, but the back is used to advertise other books by L. Ron Hubbard and defines Scientology and Dianetics in non-religious terms as follows: 

(a) "Scientology is applied philosophy." 

(b) "Dianetics is man's most advanced school of the mind." 

2. Medical claims are given for Dianetics on the back page as follows: 

"This is the exciting basic textbook of Dianetics. It gives the fantastic discoveries about the human mind which resulted from a quarter century of research by L. Ron Hubbard, and gives the single answer to the resolution of human aberration." 

3. It is sold directly to any one and was purchased for 50i by Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the Church of Scientology Book Store, Minneapolis, Minnesota on 7/22/69. 
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1. This booklet contains nothing of a religious nature, but the back is used to advertise other books by L. Ron Hubbard and defines Scientology and Dianetics in non-religious terms as follows: 

(a) "Scientology is applied philosophy." 

(b) "Dianetics is man's most advanced school of the mind." 

2. Medical claims are given for Dianetics on the back page as follows: 

"This is the exciting basic textbook of Dianetics. It gives the fantastic discoveries about the human mind which resulted from a quarter century of research by L. Ron Hubbard, and gives the single answer to the resolution of human aberration." 

3. It is sold directly to any one and was purchased for 5O by Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the Church of Scientology Book Store, Minneapolis, Minnesota on 7/22/69. 
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1. This booklet contains nothing of a religious nature, but the back is used to advertise other books by L. Ron Hubbard and defines 
Scientology and Dianetics in non-religious terms as follows: 

(a) "Scientology is applied philosophy." 

(b) "Dianetics is man's most advanced school of the mind." 

2. Medical claims are given for Dianetics on the back page as 
follows: 

"This is the exciting basic textbook of Dianetics. It gives the fantastic discoveries about the human mind which resulted from a quarter century of research by L. Ron Hubbard, and gives the single answer to the resolution of human aberration." 

3. It is sold directly to any one and was purchased for 50i by Inspector Dale A. Kennen at the Church of Scientology Book Store, Minneapolis, Minnesota on 7/22/69. 
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.4. F.- ,/ /, 
July 15, 1969 

Mr. C. L. Sargent 
Deportment of Health a Social 

Senitrity 
Alastander Vimaing Reuse 
Elephant & Castle 
London, D.E. 1, geglaad 

Dear Hr. Sargent: 

founding 	lsbic...Church 	Lento  

Your letter of March 14, 1969, asked that ma advise you of the 
outcome of our petition for a re-hearing en bane. 

We have now received a copy of the Court's decision in thi 
and we are attaching a copy of it far year infatmatice. 
Office of General Counsel is considering; abet further ea 
If any, can be taken In this matter. 

Sincerely yours, 

R. B. Duggan 
Acting Associate Caledonian's 

for Compliance 

Enclosure: 
Cy Appellate Opinion 
4-18-69 

CC SLY-D0u/cc Court Opinion 

cc C1-1 

CC-1 

RC-1 1.(7 

HEButts:js d/t 7/11/69 
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SUNDAY HUM YttAYILIII, JULY II, 1040 	A 43_ 

What is this strange movement that has 
attracted 3,000 to 4,000 adherents to its 
portals in a year in Boston? The U. S. 
and Australian governments frown on it, but 
it already has won a baffle in the courts.  

• 

Scientology: 
Milestone or Menace? 'ABANDON YOUR DIFFICULT SEARCH THE ANSWERS; HAVE BEEN FOUND' 

A Scientology. poster. 

By BOB 0110110 — 
nine," the ticket said. "Seven days a week. Free lecture." 
It led me to Mg Boylston St., Suite 529. dome of Scientology of Boston, part of a world-wide movement con-sidered by its founder to be "a mile-stone for man comparable to his dis-covery of lire and superior to his inventions of the wheel and arch." It also has been railed (in a report to the Australian government) "the world's largest organization of un-.unalltied persons engaged in Oa Pru-des of dangerous techniques which cassquesadeoc mental therapy."„ , 

They are pretty much owned by them-melees and I Just more or lam admin-ister them. I'm hardly connected to It 
He says the organization is legally considered a church and on that basis is tax exempt. There are 10,000 to 15,000 active people on the organiza-tion's rolls, not all of them students, Walter says. 

THE INCOME FROM ALL the cen-ters he administers Is about 8300,000 a year, Walter says, "and it casts e000,000 to operate. No, that's not tight — we break about even .....II tell you something there're a lot of other  

the evidence was leauffIclent, It would appear that a new trial would be in order." 
A spokesman said the Justice De-partment is considering whether to bring a new trial. 

FDA Investigators are maintaining a surveillance of the Boston center and samples of literature handed out by scientologists at North Station and elsewhere have been sent to Washing-ton. 

WALTER ISN'T WORRIED about the case against the church In Wash- 

Walter lays, Including himself and 10 or 15 hum the Boston center. 
AT THE BOSTON CENTER, which rents spare In Suite 529 for $.505 a month, I was greeted by Sally Poor, a pretty, young blonde secretary-recep-tionist. I was the only one there that day for the lecture. 
In one corner of the room were dozens of paperback and hardcover books, all apparently written by 1.. Ron Hubbard. A bulletin board con. tateed letters from people enthusiastic -4-* 111.111.410.1•• mom* ad* 	 

scientology courses, but had read some negative articles. 
"Well, some people don't under-stand it and are negative," he said. "We call them suppressive persons. Others just don't want people to get well. Some psychiatrists are tike this. it you're convinced it won't work, then it won't." 

WOULD SCIENTOLOGY conflict with my religion? 
"Well, they prohibit mixed pray-Sip, YOU ULM no atuld1.,.... 
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scientalogist "audited" my reactions 
to queithans and suggestions by watch-
Ins • needle flit across a dial, 

I learned that Scientology of Boa-
ton. in 'operation about a year, has 
moo to 4,000 adherents In this area 
and that scientology students pay up 

" to SUM taking the courses offered In 
Suite 529, Yet It pays no taxes; legally 
it is considered a church. 

TO ITS FOLLOWERS scientology 
Is an applied philosophy, a working 
science of life that can bring greater 
self understanding, that can make the 
able more able, that can increase 
one's ability, 1.Q., talent, communlea-
doe and success. 

It certainly has done a lot for Alan 
C. Walter. 	' 

Walter. 32. a native of London now 
living in California, controls Sciento-
logy of Boston and other scientology 
centers In New York, St. Louis, Kan-
sas City, New Orleans. Dallas and 
Beverly Hills, Calif. There are several 
others In the United States not con-
nected directly with Walter or the 
Boston center, but all are knitted to- 
gether In their allegiance to L. Ron 
Hubbard, founder of scientology, who 
maintains the world headquarters at 
Saint Hill Manor, East Grinstead. Sus-
sex, England. 

"When I canoe Into scientology," 
Walter said by phone from his West 
Coast home the other day, "I was 
eightyodd thousand dollars in debt, I 
used to bee professional footballer In 
Australia and I was eighty-odd thou-
sand dollars In debt and obviously I 
wasn't a very good businessman. 

"By applying scientology to my 
business (he described it as an Aus-
traliziovide distributing company) I 
Cleaned op all those debts.... I got 
Pe Much out of it, I enjoyed it so 
much that I thought, well the best 
thing Is to understand what this is all 
stout. It taught me to handle people." 

Walter said the centers he controls 
grew by "word of mouth." People 
would hear of scientology. invite him 
to lecture in their city, then ask his 
help in establishing a center. 

SCIENTOLOGY GREW OUT of 
dianetics, developed nearly 20 years 
ago by L. Ron Hubbard, who once was 
a science fiction writer. It has been 
attacked in the federal courts of this 
country. Life Magazine called It a 
"tine-life nightmare" in an article last 
November. Parents Magazine's June 
issue has an article branding scien- 
tology a "dangerous cult" to which 
"millions of young people all over the 
world are becoming 'addicted:" ' • 

I 	What does Alan C. Welter think 
about that? Like other scientologists, 
he puts critics Into two categories—
auppressive persons who are actively 
trying to stop advancement of others 
in their environment, and those who 
do not yet understand the subject. 

"It's like anything new," Walter 
said "Galilleo was charged with 
heresy for saying that the world went 
around the sun and they ridiculed 

FILNIBARD: The founder. 

Columbus for saying that the world 
was round... I feel this In as big a 
discovery as any of them." 

What is this big discovery all 
about? 

Scientology's basic theory Is that 
man possesses both a reactive mind 
and an analytic mind. The analytic 
mind Ls a superior computer, incap-
able of error, to which can be attri-
buted none of the human misjudg-
ment, which create social problems 
and individual suffering. 

Scientalogists believe these are 
traceable rather to the reactive mind, 
which Is made up of "mamma" or 
patterns Imprinted on the nervous 
system in moments of pain, stress or 
unconsciousness. The engrams can he 
triggered by stimuli associated with 
the original imprinting and may Pro-
duce unconscious or conditioned be. 
hauler that Is harmful or Irrational. 

Supporters of scientology call the 
ordinary person, laboring with the re-
grew of his reactive mind, a "pre. 
clear —as in a computer from which 
previous!),  programmed Instructions 
have not been erased. 

THE GOAL of scientology? To 
make persons "clear," thus freeing 
the rational and Infallible analytical 
mind, say its Ittnotters. 

The path to "clear" is what mien. 
tologists call "auditing," a process 
that involves conversation with an 
"auditor" and the use of an electrical 
device known as the Hubbard Elec. 
trorneter, the Hubbard E Meter or the 
E Meter. The auditor takes the pre-
clear back along his "time track," 
discovering and exposing manure 

. along the way. Auditing is considered 
primarily a method of improving the 
spiritual condition of man, but some 
rather explicit benefits to bodily 
health are premised as well. 

Hubbard has asserted that arth-
ritis, dermatitis, asthma, some cor-
onary difficulties, eye trouble, busing, 
ulcers and sinusitis are psychosomatic 
and can be cured. 

Hubbard also has claimed kinship 
between his theories and those 
Moused by Eastern religions, es-
pecially Hinduism and Buddhism. He 
holds that man Is essentially a free 
and Immortal spirit (a "Brehm" to the 
language of the acientologists) who 
,merely inhabits the "mat body" 
(mat is an acronym of the words 
matter, energy, space, time). Man, 
says Hubbard, is characterized by the 
qualities of "beingness," "havingness" 
and "doingness." 

Walter says ha doesn't own the 
Boston center or any of the others. 
"You really can't nn one of those 
places. It's non-profit and as such you 
don't really own it, you control it .  

elor who has been in this country five 
years, do for profits? 

"I have, a printing company, a 
distributing company known as Pyg-
malion which Is nationwide and deals 
In women's clothes, and I have an 
investment company. I don't make my 
living at scientology," he said. "We 
break about even as far as I can see. 
There's nothing in it." 

Scientology has had some trouble 
with the U.S. government as well as 
with the Australian government. The 
movement recently won the second 
round of a federal court battle when 
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
District of Columbia Circuit over-
turned a jury conviction of the Found. 
Mg Church of Scientology of Wash-
ington, D.C. 

The lower court jury had supported 
the government's contention that false 
and misleading therapeutic claims 
were made for the Hubbard E meter, 
The government had alleged that the 
meters were represented rie effective 
In diagnosing, preventing and treating 
mental and nervous disorders "and all 
psychosomatic ailments," Including 
arthritis, cancer, the common cold 
and stomach ulcers. 

THE FOUNDING CHURCH of 
Scientology appealed and on last Feb. 
B the conviction was reversed. The 
court said the Founding Church had 
made out a "prima facie cue that it 
Is a lama fide religion and, since no 
rebuttal has been offered. It must be 
regarded as a religion for the purpose 
of this case." The court also found that 
literature setting forth religious doc-
trines and related to the E Meter 
could not be subject to courtroom 
evaluation and therefore couldn't be 
considered labeling under the false 
labeling provisions of the law, 

But In later clarifying lelnarkk the 
court said: "... Since the basis of 
our reversal was that the ease was 
Improperly framed, rather than that 
the scientologiste devices and litera-
ture were absolutely protected, or that 

(Cant'd from Preceding Page) 

an emergency leave, to the retired 
man whose Social Security is all 
mixed up. 

"This part of the business Ls almost 
like being a hinter between the people 
of Massachusetts and the highly com-
plicated and expensive government 
with which they deal." 

He became his father's adminiw 
tredve assistant, the top man in the 
office, in 11161 and five years later he 
struck out for himself, winning .the 
State Senate seat that was being 
vacated when longtime Sen. Philip A. 
Graham moved onto the Tturedice 
Authority.  

results, people tell other people, and If 
you don't produce results people tell 
other people." 

The cost of scientology instruction 
Is treated lightly In the introductory 
literature handed out at the Boston 
center. 

"You can start with as little as 
HZ far a book. The entire auditing 
and training program may cost as 
much as a new car or two. Of course 
the car will fall apart In a few yearn. 
Clearing is forever." 

Says Walter about the cost of the 
Instruction: 

"Two things that are never stated 
that I think are of vital Importance 
and I really would love you to put it 
In, Put It in headlines. 'Money Back 
Guaranteed if Not Satisfied.' This is 
something we stick to. As a matter of 
fact, should I not pay back money I 
get thrown out completely, a disbar-
mut. It's a very along portion of our 
ethics.... 

"You see It's spread over a period 
of six months, the training and private 
counselling, so that is not really that 
much money. We find that people, 
Invariably because they feel better 
and like people more, do better in 
their jobs, get better jobs and increase 
their income." 

HAVE THERE BEEN any requests 
for money back at the Boston center? 

"I think we've given back about 
two or three amounts. I know there 
was one large amount there.... 
Where we give the money back is 
generally on the introductory area 
when a person first comes In and they 
find that It isn't for them...." 

Ten per cent of the income from 
Walter's centers gees to Hubbard's 
Saint Hill Manor headquarters for ma-
terial and literature. 

It Is there, too (or to Los Angeles 
lately), that scientologists must go for 
the ultimate step—that of becoming 
dear. The world now has 2,300 clears, 

YOUNG SALTONSTALL'S politics 
are not a great deal different from his 
father's. 

"I have no basic arguments with 
him," he says. "We are both middle-of-
tha readers. We both believe in steady 
progress, not jumping back and forth. 
If you try to move too fast end fail 
then you go back. 

"I think I'm more like him than I 
am different. If there are any differ. 
slues they are a matter of time. Same 
of the things he would have done now 
can be done a little more. 

"There are differences between 
general:Kew and I think we are fairly 
typical. What Is forward looking today  

mg the names of several people who 
had reached high levels of accomp-
lishment in scientology. 

The young man who gave the lec-
ture was Richard. He was about 21 
and wore a short sleeve blue shirt 
with a little tear on the left shoulder, 
a red knit tie, brown corduroy peens, a 
wide leather belt and two braided 
thongs around one wrist. His hair was 
not unusually long. 

Richard gave a basic explanation of 
scientology, then showed me what 
auditing is like. He referred to the E 
Meter as a Wheatstone Bridge (after 
Sir Charles Wheatstone, English phy-
sicist who died in 1675), and said it 
measures electrical resistance. A little 
plate on the device said It was a 
Hubbard Electrometer. 

Richard had me hold two tin cans 
to which were attached wires nosing 
from the E Meter. The dial on the 
meter said "Ian" "rise" and "set." 
Richard watched the dial as I re. 
sponded to his questions and Instruc-
tions. 

"Can you remember a time when 
you were happy?" The needle moved. 
"Unhappy?" It moved some more. 
"Remember a moment of pain." I 
found I could make the needle move 
by tightening or relaxing my grip on 
the cans. 

ON ANOTHER DAY I met David 
Kaufman, whom Sally described as 
executive secretary of the center. He 
refused to he Interviewed. 

"You see," he said, "interviews are 
based an an effort to stir up contro-
versy ... If you want to find out what 
scientology is get involved, take the 
courses." 

Robert Muir, registrar of the cen-
ter, told me the first course cost 250. 

Later I talked with one of the 
students. The young man had agreed 
to meet me during his lunch break 
from work. lie didn't know I was a 
reporter. 

I told him I was interested in 

will be commonplace In 10 years and 
in 20 years perhaps It should be re-
placed or amended." 

He says he feels the most basic 
problems of today can be solved 
through understanding and respect. 

"The universities and their students 
should make a greater effort to under-
stand each other. At the level of city 
living, people have to understand re-
spect of property. But it's not one-
sided. It's a matter of mutual respect. 
Respect for people as well as prop-
erty." 

HE SEES the differences between 
Republicans and Democrats as largely 
a matter-of approach to problems.  

without their permission. 	e we nu 
religious services here per se, but 
there are at other centers. It's really 
an applied philosophy. They take all 
religions." 

The student, who said he had been 
taking scientology courses for several 
months, was unconcerned about the 
actions against the church taken by 
the government. 

Part of the code of the scientologist 
Is to discourage the abuse of sciento-
logy by the press. I asked Walter 
about that. 

"That's mainly because ... most 
press people ... don't look-for what's 
good about life. They look for what's 
bad . . . This makes you a very 
critical person . . . You cannot see 
anything good about people . . . The 
average newspaper reporter does not 
lank at things from the constructive 
aide . . . Look at the newspapers. 
They're full of death, destruction, as 
cidents. 

"I realize this sells newspapers and 
I realize also this is where the 
reader's at ... You're probably being 
very nice to me but I've got a pretty 
fair idea what sort of article you're 
probably going to come out with." 

SCIENTOLOGISTS CONSIDER the 
reporter a very disturbing element in 
our society, a "Merchant of Chaos". 
Hubbard enumerated the "merchants" 
In one of his books. They include "the 
politician, the reporter, the medico, 
the drug manufacturer, the militarist 
and arms manufacturer, the police 
and the undertaker, to name the 
leaders on the list." 

AU of them, says Hubbard, "fatten 
only upon 'the dangerous enviro-
nment' " and it Is to their Interest to 
make the environment seem as 
threatening as possible, "for only then 
can they profit." 

Even family members can be Mer-
chants of. Chaos, Hubbard wrote, so I 
guess I qualify twice. 

My father is an undertaker. 

"The Democrats tend to use a little 
more government to salve the prob-
lems. 

"Republicans seek to solve prob-
lems privately, and locally, if possible. 
If they can't he solved there then 
move to the state or federal level if 
necessary. 

"Democrats very often start with 
the federal government and work back 
to the private level. 

"We all see the problems. Some. 
times there is broad agreement on 
what they are. The starting paint for 
working on them Is the most signifi-
cent difference." 

Saltonstall: Like Father, Like Son 
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J-LA iy 9, 1969 

Mrs. Mary Ann Lambertine 
16hriruiai"rrSia erre-re--  
Chicago heights. Illinois 60411 

Dear Mrs. Lembertinet 

Your lettere of March 16 and March 19. 1969, concerninayen_ 
experience with the 8ubhardtoiinge4714iii74ogy0aint 
Bietinatothe Federal Trade Commission were referred to the 
Food and Drug Administration. 

Unfortunately, ae cannot be of any assistance to you is gelatin 
a refund for the services you paid for but did not receive, 
are referring your communications. by copy of this letter, tali. 
Postal Authorities as designated below. is do- not knee if OW 
.71.11 be able to help you. 

Sincerely yours. 

Thomas M. Rice 
Assistant t3 the Director 
Division of Case Guidance 
Bureau of Compliance 

cc: Charles A. Miller 
Director, Fraud and Mailability 
Investigational Division 
Department of the Past Office 
daahington, D. C. 20260 
(w/sy inc ltrs & encle) 

cgs 10400 Attention Miss Sinner 
CHI-DO 
GC-1 (Mrs. Sisk) 
RC-1 Reading File 

TMRice:jes t -7 -7 -69 
muf f 7/11/69 
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',arch lb, 1969 

Dear 'Sirs, 
need your aid in helping me solve a problem envolving a return of 31,140.00 due me. Last August, 1968 I was to take a course in Saint Hill, England at the Hub-card College of Scientology. I sent them the $1,140,00 in July and received an invoice receipt stating they received the money. When I arrived at the London airport i was re-iused entrance into England because it had been made il-legal by the British government for American students to study Scientology in their country. 

I immediately wrote to the Hubbard College asking them to return my check. However, after eight months of correspondence i have not received it. They write to tell me that it will he handled but it never is. 
Their address is: 

HUBBARD COLLEGE or SeltNTOLUG/ 
SAINT hiLL MANOR 
EAST GRINSTEAD, ENGLAND 

My address is: 
MARY ANN LAMBERTINO 
1648 BUENA VISTA CIRCLE 
CHICAGO hEIGHT:i, ILL. bU411 

They want to transfer the money to the Los Angeles 
Scientology Center but I want it returned to me. I have no intention of ever taking another of their courses. 

They also nave a center in Chicago. it is the North Side Chicago Scientology and Dianetics Center at 834 West Lawrence Ave. Their phone is /20-6664. 
There was an article in the November 1, 19bb:of LINE magazine exposing Scientology. You may oe interested in 

reading this article to see wnat I am up against. 
i would appreciate your assistance very much, 

Sincerely,  

Mary Ann Lambertino 
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_AN _EXCLUSIVE - 
IN PHOTOS  

Inside:  the White House 
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A growing cult reaches dangerously into the mind 

cptt•IT 0L oc), 

The lights in the hall go dim, leaving the bronzed bust 
of the Founder ispotlightech at center stage From the loud-
speakers comes L. Ron Hubbard's voice, deep and pro-
fessorial. It is a tape called "Some Aspects of Help. Part 
I " a basic lecture in Scientology that Hubbard recorded 
nearly 10 years ago.  

No one in the intensely respectful Los Angeles au-
dience of 500--some of whom paid as much as $16 to 
get in— thought it odd to be sitting there listening to the 
d•sembodied voice. Among beliesers. Scientology and its 
Founder are beyond frivolous question. Scientology is 
the Truth. it is the path to "a civilization without insan- 
ity without criminals and without war 	" and for 
the first t me in all ages there us something that 	de- 
liyers the answers to the eternal questions and delivers um -
mortality as well 
,cf much of a redo might be regarded as harmless—

practically indistinguishable iron any number of minor-
ity schemes for the improyement of \Ian But Suentoh  

ogy is scary—because of its size and growth, and be-
cause of the potentially disastrous techniques it so ca-
sually makes use of To attain the Truth. a Suentologist 
surrenders himself to ''auditing;' a crude form of our-
( hoanalvsis. In the best medical circumstances this is a del-
icate procedure, hut in Scientology it is undertaken by 
an "auditor' who is simply another Scientologist in train-
ing, who uses an 1-meter.' which resembles a Ire de-
tector. A government report. made to the parliament of 
the state of VI( Nina m Austra!la three years ago, called 
Si.-entology ''the world s largest organization of unqual-
ified persons engaged in the practice of dangerous tech- 
niques which masquerade as mental therapy 	autism 
Man Less found out by personal experience pages 1008-
114 the auditing experience can he shattering 

How many souls have become hooked on Scientology 
is 'mpossih'e 	say prec.sey Worldwide membership 
-Fogiand. South Air fa Canada. New Zea:and. Austra-

lia frame Germ.ins lapiin and the AS—s probably 
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Ecientolcgv's world headquarters 
are at Saint Hill above,. a manor 
house in Sus sex. England. But Foun-
der L. Run Hubbard is no longer 
seen there. His base now is the 320-
mot onetime pa.5.dinger terry Roy-
al Scot Sian, on which he and his 
oldest daughter Diana. 13, attect 
nautical gear From one of the 
upper decks he looks down on the 
elite or :US young Sctentologots. 

$ 
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w • 	
E 
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between two and three million. In 
the U.S. offices in Washington. 
New York, Los Angeles and sesen 
other cities:, the figure may now 
he more than several hundred 
thousand. What is astonishing—
and frightening—is the rate or 
growth 	the U S.. membership 
Ills probably tooled or quadrupled 
in the past three years. 

Recruits to Scientology are most 
often young, intelligent and ideal-
istic. They become fanatics on the 
subject, impervious to argument, 
quick to cut themselves off from 
doubters. Many soung people base 
been instructed by their 3ctentolo 
figs: organizations I"orgs." they are 
called: to "disconnect" from their 

'Disconnect" means ex-
actls that: sever all relations. Such 
estrangements can he deep and 
lasting, leasing heartsick parents 
no longer able to speak rationally 
with their children. 

Scientology is expensive. To 
reach the first meaningful stage 
costs the beginner 5050 in tuition. 
To become an Operating Thetan, 
Class Vino—the highest present 
classification—can raise the all-in 
cost (books, tuition, equipment. 
board and lodging at Scientology 
centers during advanced training; 
to as much as 515.000. The high 
costs have the effect of turning 
many young Scientologists into 
permanent parts of the apparatus. 
To finance their own advanced 
studies they take low-paying jobs 
within the org—and in the end 
find themselves alienated from life 
outside of Scientology. 

Scientology is nominally a reli-
gion, and the figure of Hubbard has 
taken on religious implications. The 
Nebraska-horn author of the 1930 
best-seller Dianetics• the Modern 
Science of Mental Health is now 
adored and remote. The literature 
hints at persecution. Iff 1963 agents 
of the Food and Drug Administra-
tion raided—SrTentologys Washing-
ton headquarters and seized a 
number of E-meters. Scientologists 
still speak of the raid on the 
"church." Scientology has been 
banned from the state of Victoria 
in Australia. In England. where 
Hubbard established the world 
headquarters of Scientology at 
Saint Hill, the government has 
looked with increasing disfavor on 
Scientology. Asserting that Scien-
tology is "socially harmful," the 
government recently barred from 
entry a number of would-be par-
iicipants in a world Scientology 
congress. Hubbard himself depart-
ed from England in the summer 
of 1966 and now lives on a 320-
foot converted passenger ferry 
called the Royal Scot Mao, cruising 
mostly between ports in the Med-
iterranean. There. although he 
claims to have given up his official 
ties with Saint Hill. he continues to 
train and send out super-Scientol-
ogtsts to all parts or the world. 
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A student s model 14,1211, ScientoIngc CLE iR to superman  

An exploring writer becomes personally involved 

'A TRUE-LIFE 
NIGHTMARE' 

by ALAN 

LEVY 

CLEAR is the name of a but-
ton on an adding machine. When 
,fio push it all hidden answers 
clear and the machine can be used 
ter a proper computation. 

Co long as the button is not 
pressed. the machine adds all old 
answer,  M all new enorts to com-
pute and wrong answers result.- 

This message. blown up in a 
wall-mounted advertising display 
case at a bu,s,  mid-Manhattan sub-
way,  exit, was a pitch for Scien-
tology—a curious cult about which 
my store tit information was yerN 
limited- Pr-our,. I knew seemed to 
Anew peonle is ho tcere taking it 
00 St reoto/og, had overtones of 
pswhiatn,  It proonced to nuke a 
heifer per,o,1 cat you And. In some 
oat n rnsolked a device that 
worked tike a lie detector. That 
was all I knew. I read on—and, as 
I did the language of the ad 
seemed to take an odd and threat-
ening spin 

'People who have old fixed an-
swers reacting when they tw to  

think get wrong answers to their 
current problem,  Such old answers 
are not cleared. Rollo is still solv-
ing the tantrums of his mother 
who has been dead tor years. Mats-

.belle is still running away from 
the tramp who attacked her vs hen 
she was 10 sears old So Rollo 
stas • home as the solution to the 
women or the world. And %tan.-
belle runs madly about as a so-
lution to all the um truth men she 
sees. Their mend, think they're a 
hit odd. Their doctors prescribe 
pills„And we clear the answers 
which won't let them live." 

I began to wonder how. and 
thus without the faintest idea or 
what I was getting into. I em-
barked upon an adventure in mind-
bending that took me from a ball-
room in Manhattan to a 100-vear-
old brownstone or; Fitzroy Square 
in London to a 30-room Georgian 
manor house in Sussex that could 
base passed for SMERSH headquar-
ters. The last was, actually, the 
home of a Nebraska-horn prophet 
named L. Ron Hubbard. who in 
the 1950s invented a best-selling. 
but soon discredited, "science" of 
mental health called Dianetics and 

Conerer ha slum —I e‘olortql 
some nooks and crannies or in, 
0%111 p•sChe that I sash to l,od 
had nes er been unearthed. 

I did not confront the eleLlionu 
heart of ',,Jen101og‘ --the F -meter 
-(111111 I had ins estecl three fur-
ning. listening m ?ntr ,,duc me. In . 
hares The Church or Sc lentologs 
of %my York occupied the Grand 
Ballroom of the Martinique ,i tar k• 
d, room algid hotel near the nes\ 
‘1,1(11,01) Sucher. Gorden J011.1/1` 
ysiill Itzht and rot ruled its nut-
rocs this !sail/iamb( burr h had an 
aura of crystal clan!, So did the 
Vdant .India portrait,  ot Stieittol- 
ogs . rounder 	stein but tat/fell, 
tspe with Beets eves and an uuD 

hronomelel 	111. w11.1 • 
that lured the walls and nen,  hii 
sale at 53 Su iniec.e The dam 
floor 11.1(1 1)1'01 
rwe, 	t uhuJe. 	11,1)1Jk s 	11111 
I)0.11(1• hibOn,Iti, .1 stand se Iris 
picture Postcards of  Saint I lilt %tail-
or in Su--es and net eption desks -
all stalled mind-the-cluck In 
souffle or dozen 	Pre-C Lk SR. 
working shuts to pa, their inn 
tee, for being audited. 	s 1, tom 
tntogy Plosessing ix called 

Es en one of these people in de 
and teinale moots young, and a 
few middle-aged—had a pet ithor 
smile that %1•11s sublimely sincere. 
but seemed to exist independently 
of the face it was jinxed to They 

CONToN 

who then resurfaced with the tar 
more sinister "religion he call, 
Scientology 

I have Hubbard to thank tor a 
true-life nightmare that .anassed at 
my farads relationships and sad-
dled me w rib a burden of guilt 
I've not yet been able to shed 
Screntorogy does indeed use a ma • 
chine similar to a lie deter tor. and 
the most menacing moments on 
my odyssey toward CLEAR had 
come when—inextricably plugged 
into the elec troencephak wear°. 
rnentunograph. or Elohhacri Pad 

Scientology's I fr0 CLE CR. 1ohn “c-
Ma,ter. a Smith African. became 
No I nr /966 Its youngest CLEAR. 
1111 Goodman. all Enc.cli•If Gal of 
10. made the grade 1.1,1 •timnfer 
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A blade is straight. 
Your face isn't. 

If you're like most men, you want a 
good. close shave. 

And you think the best way to get it 
is with a blade. 

So you try every new razor that 
comes out. You change your brand of 
blades. And you wonder why you still don't 
get the kind of shave you want. 

But the problem isn't your blade. 
It's your face. 
Because a blade is straight. 
And your face isn't. 
You can get around this problem with 

a new Norelco Tripleheader Speedshaver°. 
Instead of a straight shaving edge  

like a blade, it has rotary blades inside new, 
thin, Microgroove— heads that 'float.' 

So they follow your face, to shave 
you closer. 

In an independent laboratory, we had 
some very independent men shave ha lf their 
faces with a leading stainless steel blade. 
And the other half with a Tripleheader. 

And the results showed that the  

Tripleheader shaved as close or closer in 
2 out of 3 shaves. 

You also get a pop-up trimmer. A 
handy, coiled cord. And a 110/220 voltage 
selector. 

In fact, there's really only one thing 
you won't get when you shave with a Triple-
header: It won't pull or nick or cut. 

The Norelco Tripleheader comes in 
a'Cord model and a Rechargeable model. 

And either one of them can make 
shaving a whole lot easier to face every 
morning. 

#ore/co' 
you cant get any closer 

19gg North American Philips COmPany. inc, 100 East 1200 Street. New YOrk. O Y. 10017. Other Products: Rembrandt Square Lotions. Nearing Aids. Radios, AudioVideo Tape Recorder; Dictating mesh:nes. Electronic Educational Kits, Mei:heal-Dental X-Ray. Electronic Tubes, Commercial Sound. Closed Circuit TV, TV Studio. Motion Picture. Cryogenic and Telephone E01/11Nrient. 
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The first audit 

gave me much 

more than I 

bargained for 

CONTINUED 

didn't walk amidst the hotels nut-
ted palms. they floated. Across 
their eves hung a beatific him that 
I wanted to snap my tinzers at. 
Only 11011 and then, when they 
spoke about Scientology coulo 
perceive a Hashing silver glint be-
hind the tilm—an evangelical com-
mitment, perhaps. Otherwise. the 
personal data I offered—Mat I 
lived in Greenwich Village. that I 
had a wire and two kids. that I 
worked in publicity' la half-truth 
which would offend only a jour-
nalism professor—all evoked ethe-
real acknowledgements of "Per. 
feet'" it 'Beautiful!" 

This same enviable inner serenity 
bloomed unblushingly from one 
of my introductory lecturers, a soft-
spoken and radiantly pretty young 
woman in her late 20s named Mish-
ka O'Connor. Her style was per-
sonal and conversational: 

"I'm married to a stained-glass 
artist who just went CLEAR at Saint 
Hill. He's been home a month 
now and he's making four times 
as much money as he used to--
and not working as hard." Mishka 
had gone to Saint Hill with her hus-
band. "But I had to come home be-
fore I could finish my processing. 
My husband's trying to build up 
his business so I can go hack for 
CLEAR. Then he'll sell the business 
so we can both go into Scientology 
professionally. And I'm sure we 
will, because it's amazing how re- 
sourceful you become. 	My 
husband knows exactly who and 
what he is. He can he emotionally 
stable or volatile as he so MOOS-
es!" Mishka took a deep breath 
and concluded fervently: "He's 
beautiful!" 

The lectures—which immersed 
me in Scientology's basic tenets 
and jargon. while spelling out 
the eight distinct levels one must 
pass on the route to CLEAR—
were free. The sample "audit" 
with an E-meter cost me $5. II 
lasted Iwo hours and gave me 
much more than I had bargained 
for. 

The (-meter was an unimpos-
ingly compact box resting on a  

plain table in the middle of a 
bare. windowless cubicle behind 
the ballroom. The machine. ap- 
oarentls 	 ered 	was 
mitcnoecl is oh r gauge ind a mn•.-
na needle sem,  it l ontrol knobs 
sod wires leading to :seta an-
adorned tins 

AS. ha. they look like beer can,'" 
I esalaimed to ITV "auditor." a sal-
low middle-aged man with features 
as austere as his auditing cell. 

'As a matter of fact." he said. 
,oddenly twinkling, "they were V-
El mice cans.- 

"And it works like a lie de-
tector,-  I said dubiously. 

LA ell. we call it a truth de-
tector 

I round his /r1,svPr,  modestly dis-
arming. Now he had me remove 
my watch and wedding ring to 
"prevent interference by outside 
metals." When I gripped the cans 
and sat facing him he turned the 
box so that only he could see the 
needle. 

"I'm going to ask you each ques-
tion twice." he said. "Once just 
to ascertain that you understand 
it. . 	Then, when we're both 
sure you do, I'll ask it again. This 
time. V011 can answer or you don't 
have to. The E-meter will show 
how you react." 

Did I have a criminal record? 
Was I addicted to drugs? Had I. 
as instructed. abstained from drugs 
and drink tor the past 24 hours,  
"Hrnmm. The needle shows a 'read' 
on that." 

Well. I was about to take an as-
pirin last night—hut then I re-
membered.- 

Good. Let me ask the question 
again 	Now sou re clean." 

Did I have a good night's sleep? 
How did I evaluate my relationship 
with my wife? 

What would I like from Scien-
tology? 

I hadn't expected such a ques-
tion. "To work harder, work bet-
ter. do better work, do different 
work—to write plays—to be more 
relaxed, and a better husband and 
rather." 

"Good. Now what would Scien-
tology have to do to convince 
you it worked?" 

To my own surprise, I snapped 
back: "I'd have to write a suc-
cessful play within a year." 

"Thank you," he said. "But I 
still get some 'charge' on that. Is 
there something more you want 
to say about this question?" 

CONTINUED 
At Saint Hill, an auditing subject 
holds two cans attached by wires 
to the E-meter. Her responses to 
questions make the needle jump 
and reveal her inner tensions. 
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It ticks off 5 to 60 minutes. 
When time is up 
a Buffer sounds. 
The MemoTimer is an ingenious instrument. 
precision made by Swiss craftsmen. Uncom-
monly useful . . . for yourself. cr for friends 

ostel \ 	and relatives. If not satisfied, 
exchange or refund within 

10 days, Pay just 

1.95 POST 
PAID 

shipped in a Lucite Gift Boo 
immediate deineery. all year 'round 

(Canadian orders ma be shipped 
from Canada) 

. M.  

Help 	p 	How wilt you use the MemoTimer? 
On March 1,1969, we'll pay one dollar 
each for the 500 best ideas we receive 

by that date. Originality counts! 

0%*:.%'tiet, I 

_slack I 
—White 

--Red I 

ZIP 	 Blue 

A test query 

about 'suppressive 

persons' made 

the needle jump 

Aics 	I c ontessed 	I m starting 
to reel terribly cuinerable Its as 
it Ise lust been asked what price 
I d take tor selling my soul to 
the devil " Sty auditor nodded 
sagely and unsmilingly hut said 
nothtng, sit I rambled on 	Be- 
sides my answer was untair to 
St renkrInftV I mean none of you 
is David Merrick 

O K 	Now it sh—ivss you 'e 
clean." 

\ 'read on Do sou nave too 
much of anything?" finally disap-
peared after I admitted to hap. 
pines. I may be tampering with 
here " 

And then. Are you connected 
with a suppressive peremr- 

My auditor winced. The needle 
almost went on the Tar h ne.-  he 
announced. Then he produced a 
battered copy tit the th-page 
Acumen/0W Ahreleed 11)n hunarv. 
put it in front of me and asked 
no you know what suppressor e 

means?" 
As I had guessed a suppressive 

on was someone out to de-
seoy or damage Scientology. Be-
cause I knew that Scientology 
had a reputation tor cerretiseness 
I had not mentioned that I planned 
to write an mho le about my Me 
perienc es. 	While my auditor 
reread the definition to me the 
names of my agent and the edi-
tor with whom I had discussed 
the possibility of the story it 

paraded up and down 
in my head. Eventually my au-
ditor said. 'Suppose you pick up 
the cans and tell me who you've 
been thinking of. 

Repressing the two names in a 
truth-detector interrogation was 
an awesome struggle. Simulta-
neously' h d an equally strong 

e to shout my own name—
lenounrceri myself as a suppres-
isise inilirator With schizoid de-
tachment : rendered which of 
the three names would cross my 
bps first 

To my absolute astonishment. 
the name I spoke was my wife. 
Well, yes, we had bickered over 
the time I was spending on Scien-
tology. Improvising desperately, I 
explained that my wife wasn t 

suppressive so much as con-
cerned. When I was all talked out. 
my auditor put the -suppressive 
person" question to me again. This 
time the E-meter said I was 
'clean." 
Nesertheless, he stood up.  

so., .1 nase to 'xi use me 	hr 
serf 	\ %henry er se se had ins 
s.nd iit redc 	on suest.ons vise 
de u,• 	 n ,he i x  

m•note a 'ha k•set ,1.1 .n Marx 
rn eater and skirt with chick dark 
hair and 	trice or mustache 
stamped nb the i ...his le She test. 
eel me on the Eameter with the 
same question 

Why do I get a trtIar read' on 
it stelr-  she asked. 

Maybe cepied. because 
m snook up by basing my lu-

dic), yanked away from me like 
this. 

1,l'e rant he too rareful 	she 
....phoned without warmth 

The next time around I was 
'dean with her IOC) hut I still 
didn't get my auditor back. I was  
sent to Ret option to stew for li 
minutes and then ,to before the 
Ethics Otticer. who turned out to 
he an effete strung man decked 
out in a blue :Littleneck sweater 
and lien Franklin glasses His at-
tack was different but also fright-
ening Ile had a printed c hec klist 
tit 	potentially suppressive at ts ' 
that my wile might base ccim-
milted Was she opening or woh• 
holding my madr Garbling phone 
messages,  listening in on phone 
ails{ Denigrating my ambitions? 

With tin cans in hand. I was 
able to acquit or excuse her cm 
all counts The Ethics Officer pro-
nounced irev case 'not NerIllUS -
lust .1 minor break in what we 
all the MtinitV-Reality-ComMUne 

"Ilion Triangle. 
The A-R-C Triangle-  is an im-

portant bit of Scientological Jar-
gon. It means, approximately, that 
to Communicate successfully with 
someone you must feel some Af-
finity for him and you both must 
he talking about the same thing- -
Reality. I knew exactly where the 
break had come but the Ethics Of-
ficer, happily, didn't. With one 
last "-suppressive person" check 
on the 1-meter, he returned me 
to auditing. 

The rest of the session was an-
ticlimactic. Even probing questions 
didn't bother me. While waiting 
for the Ethics Officer. I had worked 
cut a way to beat the E-meter 
when I needed to. 

The needle seemed to record 
emotional stress and. since I am 
good with memory tricks and con-
centration games. I drilled my 
mind to focus on the Esther W-
hams-Kathryn Grayson-lose turbo 
jimmy Durante-Lauritz Melchior 
musical films of my boyhood as 
soon as a tough question hit in. I 
was able to drift dreamily past 
the roughest shoals on a cloud 

CONTr5.../E0 

Everyone you know 
can use this imported 
Swiss  Memolimer 

The Pocket Alarm 
with a thousand 
uses! Great idea 

r Gift Giving! 

ACTUAL SIZE 
Weighs heresy an 
Ounce Conies 	 4 4 different 

t rap an 
Carer!d. 

sem s  
lee nag. 

Twist the dial 

. %Marmara make great 
glifta for Christmas, Wienhngs 
Day, Birthdays, Mother', Day, 
Father's Day, Graduation. Miniver" 
saner. Confirmation; or lust be. 
cause someone was nice, 

990. Housewives use Memo-
Timers for baking and canning.  

991, 3113smen use MemoTimer 
to time their wit land Please 
their prospect). 

992. Mtn.SteM. lecturers. and 
/mitoses use MemoTimeis to 
time their sermons and speeches. 

993. Teachers use MemoTimers 
to time testa or special groan 
activities. 

994. Divan use MemoTimer 
to remind them of parking time.  

995. BusInessmen use Memo-
timers as goodwill gifts. 

996. Nurses use MemoTimers 
to time sits oaths, hot packs 
enrolees, medication. 

997. Secretaries use Memo-
balers to keep their bosses on 
Schedule lend more efficient). 

998. Mothers pin Memobmers 
on little children to remind thorn 
when to come home. 

999. Art instructors use Memo. 
Timers to lime their models. 

r 	mis mai 1.1 MIN MEI MN 111•1 WM ISM 111 
III (PLEASE PRINT CAREFULLY) Enclosed is a check or money order for 	  MemoTimers @ 3,95 each. 

(Canadian orders will be slopped from Canada) 

I NAM 	 

ADDREse 

	 STATF 
I MAIL COUPON TOGETHER WITH CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO 

Charles Alshuler Co. (U. S. Distributor) 
Box 3720, Milwaukee, Wis. 53217 L 	MI 	NMI MI INN NM MN j 
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You should see 
You're looking at one of the most advanced jets in 

the sky today. Double-delta wing, Mach II, com-
pletely computerized. SAAB of Sweden builds it. 

SAAB of Sweden also builds cars. Aerodynami-
cally designed, wind-tunnel tested, with the superb 
traction of front-wheel drive. 

The faster a SAAB goes, the tighter it hugs the 
road. That's aerodynamic design. Automotive style. 

A SAAB can roll off a cliff, land on its wheels and 
drive away. We've tried it. Many times. And never 
even scratched the driver. Solving the terrific stress 
and strain problems of aircraft construction taught 
us how to build one of the safest cars in the world. 

Only SAAB has dual diagonal brakes—the surest 
on any car. Result of a little know-how we picked up 
learning how to stop hundreds of tons of aircraft on 

SAAB DEALERS: MIDDLE WESTERN AND SOUTHERN STATES 
COLORADO 
Boulder—Boulder Import Motors Colorado Springs—Compact Cl, Center. Inc. Oenver—SMIS Never. Inc. 
Fort Collins—German Can Sales 6 Service Greeley—Beethant AMC Salts Puebla—Pueblo foreign Car Service 
Salida—Vern'S Auto Service 
Sterling—Forra Motors 

FLORIDA 
Etainerille—Pinna performance Specialists Jacksonville—Grand Prix Motors, Inc. 
Largo—Checkpoint in. 
Orlando—James lm port, 
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Ltd. West Palm BeaOO—Brecht Motors 
GEORGIA 
Atienta—Global Imports 
Columbus—Rodgers Motors 
Conyers—East Metre SAAB 
Marlette—Imported Car Center 
ILLINOIS 
Chicago—SAAB North 
Chicago—SAAB South 
Elmhurst—SAAB of Elmhurst Granite GW—German Autos. Inc. 
Lansing —Flikkenta Motors 
McHenry—Ewell. Motor. 

Rockford—Can of Ill. Continent, Ltd. Soringlleld—Sprplgtltld Imports. Inc. 
INDIANA 
Fort Wayne—Connell Bradshaw, Inc. Indianapolis—Continental Imports. Inc. Lafayette—Imported Car Center 
Perrysville—Gibson Motor Company 
IOWA 
Ames—Buwalda Garage 
Cedar Calls —flu Lon Automollve Imports 
cedar Railids—Sonnet Foreign Auto Des Molnes —Cave Ostrem Imports 
Estherville—Linn foderber Auto Mart Mason City—Wayland's Aut

g  
o Service C 

 Garage 
KANSAS 
LaHarpe—House of Imports 
Overland Park—SAAB of Overland TopeSa—Roterson Import Motors 
Wichita—Triangle Sports Car Service 
KENTUCKY 
Corington—Madison Motors. Inc. 
LOuismIlo—Coulton Sports 6 imports 
MARYLAND 
1141imore—Schwing Motor Company, 
Bethesda—Walter A. Koopman 6 Co., Inc. Frederick—Christopher R. Custer. Inc. Glen Burnie—Severna Auto Sport 
Maugensville —Brewer's Auto Repair . Seabrook—Gee Dee imported Can  

MICHIGAN 
Mn Arbor—Ann Arbor SAAB, Inc. Ferndale—HOWes Imported Can, Inc. Flint—Trio Motors, Int. 
Gladstone-5W Hill Auto Service Grand Rapids—Ferrall's Motor Sales Marouette—larsson Motors 
Newberry-51's SAAB Salts 6 Service Roseville—Renville Sports Can 
darter—TOW Imported Car Service 
MINNESOTA 
Albert Lea—Adams Import Service 
Brainerd—South East Molar Service, let. Duluth—Odberg 6 Ryan, Int. 
Ortee—Checkdred Flag Imports, Inc. St. Paul—Horvath Motors, Inc. 
Wayzata—WHIRS Import Service 
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planes. Functionally. For maximum performance, comfort and safety. 
Stop by our showroom 

and see what we mean. 
We'll be glad to let you 

need is your driver's li- 
OF SWEDEN 

test hop a SAAB. All you 

The only car in the world made cense. 	
by a jet aircraft manufacturer 

the car we make. 
short runways. 

As for front-wheel drive, Detroit is finally waking up to the fact that it affords vastly superior control and traction on all kinds of roads, in all kinds of weather. But you only get it on America's most ex-pensive cars—like the Eldorado and Toronado. If our body styling seems unconventional, it's because we design our cars the way we design our 

MISSOURI 
Cape Otrarchtau-WostcoSt Motor Co. St. Louis-SpHag/Mtge Automotive, Ire. 
MONTANA 
Baines-Henry's Service 
NEBRASKA 
Bushnell-Midwest Motors 
Omaha-Ace Foreign Can 
NEW MEXICO 
Alburpuereue-Rod Motors, Inc. 
Carlsbad-Hub Auto Company 
Farrington-Ideal Motor Company 
Roswell-Roswell Imported Carl 
Ruldoso-Aspen Motors 
Santa Fe-Auto Service, Inc. 
NORTH CAROLINA 

ctsonville-gports Car Center, Ltd. 

OHIO 
13•01ord-SavedIsh Cars of Cleveland. Int. Canfield-Flick Baton 
Columbus-Corrlsgs Hone Imports, Inc. East Cleveland-Ed Wolf Import Can Falrd-Pholen Motor, 
Poston-llroals Sales A Service 
blansfleld-Woodn's Motors 
OWEIM-Myers Motors, Inc. 
Palnerrille-Import Motors. inc. 
Tallmadge-TrICIty Motors. Inc. 
OKLAHOMA 
Bethany-Vern Collins Motor Cannons Clarernore-Claremore SAAB 
Norman-Sooner Import,. 
St illwater-Cimarron SAAB 
Tusa-SAAB of Tulsa 

SOUTH DAKOTA 
Aberdeen-SAU Importa of Hawker 
Rapid City-Haden Motors 
TENNESSEE 
Chattanooga-Downtown Motors, Inc. 
Renville-Dana Motor Connor./ 
TEXAS 
Amarillo-Br/Ws Pit Stop 
Austin-SAAB of Austin 
Brenham-The Auto Barn 
Corpus Chrlstl-Sclentlflo Auto 

Ciento Analysis 
Dallas-Let mucks!), Motors 
Dallas-SAAB of Dallas, Inc. 
El Paso-Dyer Auto Soles 
Fort Worth -Eurnwan Auto Repair 
Grand Pralrle-lohn Dien Age Wolters 

Marilyn-Rollin Machin Company Lubbock-Emmons Imported Car Service Midland-aildland Motor Sports San Antonio -motor !moons we. 
South Houston-Shannon ad? Service Waco-Hansen soon Car Cen er 
Webster-Continental Sports Can 

of Houston, Inc. 
Wichita 	 Sill Auto Company 
UTAH 
Murray-Cline's Auto Sales 

VIRGINIA 
Arlington-fowler Motors. Ltd. 
Charlothsville-S. K. Motors 
Falmouth-Noble Can 
Hampton-Copeland Motor Car Compaq. 

narrisonburs-Suburban Moton 
Norfolk-John Copeland Motor Company Richmond-Boulevard Import Service, inc. Roanoke-Forelgo Car soscumns, Inc. muenster-Sumter Motors 

WEST VIRGINIA 
Charleston-Jim Stewart Motors 
Huntington-First City Auto Sang Inc. 

WISCONSIN 
Grafton-Suburban Motors of Grafton, Inc. Madison-Swannes S Duman Sales, Inc. Menasha -GullIceson Motors Milwaukee-Lee Motors 
Racine-Import Motors of Racine, In. Inc. Wauwatosa-toss Imports is Cycle 
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Give her the Golden TOUCH & SEW. sewing machine by 
SINGER-the gilled machine every woman wants. It 

has many special features: built-in buttonholing, 
- - • Solid State Speed Control. exclusive 

Push-Button Bobbin, lots more! See 
all five newest TOUCH & SEW 

machines, from $149.95, 
at Singer Centers. 

* See "SINGER presents ELVIS" . . 	 on NBC-TV, December 3-in Color! 

What;; new for tomorrow is at S I -N 
swau campaw 

"Hey 
I 	

look,  
just built a radio 

in 2 minutes:'  
W rh new Lectror I•se-  s'o• zeo -1a.,^et c shocks Is easy to out a so 0 sta'e raa cl ?Nether ta,en take aoan and our,o an eiechoric organ .n 	or a PJMUI,  alarm.automatic right ght re-n indicator r'u'se code trarsre ger reer:Oce and many more that real y NON S ^ ply -rarCe >y-T,O.S On Lectron see-'art, tiOCas 'I' g , • d agrams w 68 cage manual 
No wiring. No lids No oxper e9Ce ,eeded 
'a have hours cat 'an ;roe you rearn 
e ectronrcs COp.tate y sale 
LeCtrOn sets began ..,eoer 
twelve dollars wherever 
tine toys are sold.  

makes electronics 
child's play 

Was I serious 

about going on 

toward CLEAR? 

I said I was 

'CONTINUES 

or \I-G-M escapism—giving away 
Only a, much as I wanted to give 

That's it," said my auditor.  
How do you lee!'" 

Impressed." I said. quite hon-
estly. 

'Good. Now don t he alarmed 
hul I m going to can in the Ex-
aminer one last rime. She has to 
make sure you re ready to go hack 
to the outside world.- 

The frightening girl in black 
asked lust one question' "What 
gains do you feel you ye made 
from this session?'" 

"I know a hit more about my-
sett.' I said, which was true but a 
considerable understatement. 

The question put to me by the 
Registrar when the Examiner had 
gone was blunt enough. Did I 
plan to go on and make a real 
start toward CLEAR! By this time I 
had the distinct impression That 
pressing deeper into Scientology 
would he less than a toy•-ride. Nev-
ertheless, I said that I thought I 
would, ano the Registrar reminded 
me that auditing "through Grade 
IV" was available right at New 
York headquarters. It would cost 
$650. 

I told him that my plans were 
to be in London for the summer.  
Perfect!" he said without missing 

a heat. "We can reter you to the 
London Org and take a commis-
sion. Their fees wont he much de-
mrent from ours and you II only 
be an hour away nom Sant Hill 
which is like the center of the uni-
verse You can go right on out 
there after your Grade IV release. 

In the weeks before leaving 
for England. I learned a few things 
about Lafayette Ronald Hubbard 
and where Scientology had come 
from. Elron Ias his flock speaks of 
html was born in 1911 in Tilden. 
Nebraska. the son of a L.5 Nasy 
commander, and. at 14. while on 
a tour of the Far East with his fa-
ther, 'studied .. with lama 
priests.-  This turned out to be a 
distinct high point in Elron's ed-
ucation. He never graduated from 
college—although he has on oc-
casion claimed a degree. During 
the '30s, he traveled in Central 
America and made a career for 
himself as a prolific r"15 million 
published words') and popular 
writer of science fiction ,Final 
Blackout ,. westerns Buckskin Bri-
gades. and screenplays for a 15- 

episode serial 'n World War 11 
ire ‘er,eci is a L. S s,avv otra- pr 
I 'Ton claim,  u 'day "hat her and 
.wperten(es iiirrned 'he 
the postwar noy el play and mus-
ic 

 
Moter Robert, 

Meanwhile. nom his boyhood 
tinware ituobard had been tor-
mutating a set of at least 200 ',ell- 
resident truth,. 	I saw miracle,  
to India and China done by holy 
men, but long association sash 
them convinced me that they Ord 
lot know entirely how they did 
a I -et out to find out irony no 
clear philosophy.  

This dstillation or applied wo-
rlont hr.( emerged in 1930 ,is 

ii-pace hook called Diane'', 
The Modern scienie ro Menial 
Health. Introduced rust in 4,-
mond/lig o.,ence Fiction maga-
zine, Dianetics was hailed by Hub-
bard himself as ''a milestone for 
Man comparable to his discovery 
of fire and superior to his in-
sention of the wheel and the 
arch." Sloppily but colortully writ-
ten, and propelled mainly by word 
of mouth Dianetics sold 100.300 
copies in the rust three months 
and more than 1.5 million to date. 
II went right to the top of the best-
seller charts. With 500O00 believ-
ers at its zenith. Dianetics became 
--for a time—a household war' 
It was, in effect, a IOW min 
straightening scheme for the do-it-
yourselfer to practice in his own 
parlor 

'The basic discovery of Dia-
netics. • one of my introductory 
lecturers explained. 'was the En 
gram, a word Hubbard borrowed 
from biology, where an Engram 
is the permanent impression Iett 
on protoplasm as the 'esult 01 a 
,timulus But to the Scientologi,t 
an Engram is a picture image 
that is imprinted on a cell—like 
a microgroove on a record—by 
an experience involyang partial 
unconsciousness and some pain. 
It's an area Freud explored but 
dropped when he went on to 
other things. Fortunately for us, 
Elron Hubbard picked it up and 
went on with it." 

Engrams beset man right from 
the beginning. 'Birth is a pretty 
aberrative affair. 	Elron wrote in 
Dianetics. By taking one client 
hack to birth through drug hyp-
nosis, he was able to diagnose 
that "his asthma had been caused 
by the doctor's enthusiasm in 
yanking him off the table lust 
when he was fighting for his first 
breath." Engrains can be incurred 
prenatally: "Mama sneezes, baby 
gets knocked unconscious. . . . 
Papa becomes passionate and baby 
has the sensation of being put in 
a running washing machine. Mama 
gets hysterical, baby gets an 

CONTINUED 
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A new cash crop 
for rural America. 
The biggest migration of this century has been from America's small towns to the big cities in search of jobs. The Make America Better program of Realtors* salutes Mountain Home, Ark., a small community that is successfully reversing this trend. 

Like most farming communities, Mountain Home was steadily losing its people to the cities. The economy slumped steadily until the town grabbed itself by the bootstraps and began to pull. Though handicapped by limited assets, it succeeded in attract-ing two industries to locate in the county. As a result, while most rural areas continue to lose population, Mountain Home is gaining steadily. 
Now that good jobs are available at home, a surprising number of former residents are coming back. And families who otherwise would have emigrated to overpopulated cities are staying at home. Many communities throughout our land, perhaps even your own, can reverse the urban trek by following Mountain Home's example. Help make America better. Join with the 85,000 Realtors in their Make America Better program. For a free pamphlet with ideas on how you can participate in your own community send a stamped, self-addressed business envelope to Dept. D at the address below. 

Ito rseed ova /oh& =Moe a,  the Nebo= Aeseetellea et EMI &Me Boottle. 
IMMO -• profearional k ml tome .the rubserfbn to a orld Code of Mks as • lamb= of the keel ad nab boat sod of the TIMM= Asseetetion of Beal Este= Ham= 

REALTORS' 
NATIONAL FOUNDATION, INC. 
1300 Connecticut Ave., N.W, Washington, D.C. 20038 

The goal, they 

explained, was 

to eliminate 

every Engram 

Engram. Papa hits Mama, baby gets 
an Engram. . . ." And. finally. 
Hubbard's "Non-Germ Theory of 
Disease" holds that many of man's 
ills are Engramic, including arthri-
tis, dermatitis, allergies, asthma. 
some coronary difficulties, eye 
trouble. bursitis, ulcers, sinusitis, 
migraine headaches, and even tu- 

:ulosis and cancer, as well as 
the common cold. The human be-
ing, the lecturer had explained, ac-
tually has two minds: the Analyt-
ical, which is like a perfect com-
puter, and the Reactive, which 
takes care of situations like dodg-
ing an approaching taxi. As a re-
sult of all stimuli it receives, the 
Reactive mind is one mass of En-
grams, feeding the otherwise per-
fect Analytical mind incorrect data. 
The idea is to erase—to CLEAR—
these Engrams. In Dianetics, the 
process took too long. So, in 
the lecturer's words, "Elton Hub-
bard asked himself: Why don't 
we use a lie detector to find 

what really happens behind 
all these nangups and inhibitions? 
He experimented with the idea. 
refined it—and so today we have 
the E-meter." 

The evolution from Dianetics to 
Scientology coincided with some 
messy upheavals in Hubbard's per-
sonal life. Prominent psychiatrists, 
including the late Dr. William 
Menninger, denounced Dianetic 
Auditing as potentially dangerous. 
The Manhattan endocrinologist 
who wrote the laudatory foreword 
to Dianetics broke with Hubbard, 
charging that Hubbard was head-
ing toward "absolutism and au-
thoritarianism" while some of his 
patients were going mad. And 
Hubbard—after a messy court case 
that involved the abduction of his 
own child—shed his second wife 
(who during divorce procedures 
termed him "hopelessly insane") 
in 1951 and later married Mary 
Sue Whipp of the Wichita Dia-
netics Foundation. He took Mary 
Sue first to Phoenix and then to 
England, where she bore him the 
first of four children. They settled 
in baronial splendor at Saint Hill, 
the 57-acre estate Elton acquired 
front the Maharajah of Jaipur. 

Hubbard left behind him, in the 
U.S., Scientology centers in 10 cit-
ies. By designating his theory as a 
religion—a move he himself has 
termed "an historic breakthrough 
into the realm of the Human Spir-
"—Hubbard freed Scientology  

from a number of legal strictures. 
Regulations covering what may be 
said or done in the name of re-
ligion are considerably looser 
than those covering science or 
medicine. 

"It took Elron Hubbard 15 years 
to find the first person who could 
go CLEAR," the lecturer had said. 
"In February 1966 at Saint Hill, 
the first CLEAR was born: a South 
African medical student named 
John McMaster. Then all the tech-
nology fell into place, and the pro-
cessing has now been worked out. 
They're turning out 15 or 20 
CLEARS a week at Saint Hill. 

"Now we can help a person 
free himself from his Engrams and 
the other things that are keeping 
him from being an optimum hu-
man being. It takes maybe 60 
hours of auditing plus a course in 
Dianetic training. The road to 
CLEAR is very fast now." 

In the jet 40.000 feet over the 
North Atlantic, I wrote in my note-
book: "Hubbard and disciples 
clearly believe in what he says." 
Then I added: "P.S.—so do all 
dedicated salesmen." 

The Hubbard Scientology Or-
ganization (Org) in London oc-
cupied a venerable four-story 
building on Fitzroy Street, just 
around the corner from Britain's 
tallest skyscraper, the new 40-sto-
ry Post Office Tower. After check-
ing in and paying my fees (in 
advance, naturally), I met my au-
ditor. David Dunlop was a tac-
iturn Scotsman in his late 20s who, 
the Registrar had confided to me, 
"works very well with Americans." 
He wore the same neat gray suit 
every day throughout my process-
ing. The schedule he proposed to 
get me up to Grade IV—a kind 
of intermediate plateau beyond 
which lay three further levels be-
fore CLEAR—was definitely busi-
nesslike: we would start at 9 
every weekday morning, take an 
hour out for lunch and go on 
until 5 p.m. 

"Now we can get cracking," Da-
vid said when I showed him my 
bursar's receipt. "Cracking" was 
an apt word; in a matter of min-
utes, we were probing a fragile 
item of my mental luggage that I 
thought I'd left behind. 

We began with what David 
called "Straight-Wire Release"—
an exercise designed to strength-
en my memory and "mend past 
breaks in the Affinity-Reality-Com-
munication Triangle." This exercise 
and the one after it, I was sur-
prised to learn, both rated below 
the Zero Grade. Then, if I could 
handle Zero—which David said 
would bring my reactive mind up 
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The auditor 
began to reach 
deep and find 
hidden places 
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to snuff—we could try for Grade I. 
I gripped the cans and David 

monitored his E-meter while he 
posed the same three problems 
over and over. 

"Recall a communication," said 
David. 

"lust before I boarded my plane. 
I phoned my wife from the air-
port," I responded, going 'on to 
tell him the whole trivial farewell 
in detail. 

"Good. Now recall something 
real." 

I described the ticky-tacky in-
terior of my transatlantic jet. 

"Okay. Recall an emotion." 
My father had died four months 

earlier. The button pushed by the 
word "emotion" triggered a de-
scription of my surprisingly passive 
reaction to his death. 

"Fine. Now recall a communi-
cation." 

I described the letter that had 
reached me, eight months before, 
with the fatal diagnosis. 

"Okay. Recall something real." 
"Cancer." 
"Now recall an emotion," said 

David. He was making notes on a 
pad mounted to a clipboard. 

"The letter came just as we were 
pulling out of a trailer camp in 
Kentucky. We'd been on vacation. 
I remember thinking that, if we'd 
only left a few minutes earlier, I 
wouldn't have gotten the letter 
and he wouldn't have cancer. 
Which is silly, of course." 

"Good. Now recall a commu-
nication." 

"A book called The American 
Way of Death." 

"Okay. Recall something real." 
"My awareness, even before the 

diagnosis, that my father's end was 
near. I'd bought the book three 
years earlier, but hadn't read it. 
And yet I took it along and read 
it on that particular vacation. I 
must have been preparing. . ." 

Now I was in deep. I had to 
work at propelling my train of 
thought toward "safer" prOblems. 
Over several dozen go-rounds, I 
went from my relations with my 
father in his lifetime ... to the ster-
ility of living one's life.to achieve 
objectives set by others . . . to 
three drafts of my first adult ven-
ture into playwriting. 

Recall a communication: "A 
trusted adviser's opinion that it 
needs at least two more drafts be-
fore I can show it to David Mer-
rick. But there's another play I  

want to start writing. Yet, if I don't 
stick to what I'm doing, one thing 
at a time, I'll just be creating a 
trunkful of uncompleted plays." 

Recall something real: "Nell  
the next play•has been coming so 
clear in my mind for the past 
three months that it's much more 
real than the play I've written three 
times." At this point, I was so 
wrought-up that David had to re-
mind me to keep both hands on 
the tin cans. 

Recall an emotion: "Anticipa-
tion!" I was shouting and I could 
feel a glow begin to envelope 
me. "Do you know. David, that 
ticipating something can be 
more exciting and rewarding t 
the smooth, logical process of ev-
erything going as it should go?" 

David's answer was: "Very 
good. You can put down the cans 
now." He told me, as I already sus-
pected, that I had just achieved 
Straight-Wire Release. 

"You mean," I said knowledge-
ably, "my needle is still." 

"Oh, no. When the needle is 
still. it just means you're clean on 
a particular question that I'm ask-
ing. But when the needle is float-
ing freely and easily, instead of 
jumping, it means that you've 
achieved release on the whole 
subject." 

0  n my nest sub-Zero level, "Sec-
ondary Release," the repetitive 
questions were Recall a loss and 
Recall a misemotion. Almost in-
stantly, I was enmeshed once again 
in the loss of my father and the 
alarming lack of grief I seemed to 
feel. I found myself brooding into 
the E-meter about why my own fa-
ther's death didn't seem to affect 
me as much as those of President 
Kennedy and Marilyn Monroe. I 
started out with some glib pop so-
ciology about our mobile age with 
its rapid dissolution of family 
bonds and how people we see on 
the screen are more real to us 
than our own kin. But the answer 
lay closer to home and deeper 
within. I wound up describing, 
with appalling accuracy that still 
makes me squirm, the gradual film-
iness that aging casts over a man. 

My father was 79 when he drew 
his last breath. But it struck me 
with hammer force that I had ac-
tually been watching him.die from 
at least the age of 65 onward. 

As soon as I said this,' David in-
formed me that I had now been 
released from "moments of loss 
and misemotion." 

I felt good then—very good—
in my new self-knowledge. Later 
would come the weight of guilt. 

"Communications Release" 
(Grade Zerol was a variation o' 
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FOR ANY DRAINAGE FAILURE 

After each 

session it was 

like awaking 

from a dream 
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the word-association games I used 
to like to play at parties. The 
two alternating queries were 
"What are you willing to tell me 
about? What are you willing to 
tell rue about it?" I caromed 
from sex to words to drama to 
movies to expatriation to deadlines 
to friendship to danger and al-
most a hundred other subjects be-
fore I finally found myself ex-
plaining and justifying a com-
plicated future plan that wouldn't 
he of interest to anyone outside 
my immediate family—except per-
haps someone probing me for vul-
nerability. The psychiatrist I con-
sulted months afterward told me 
that "free association and repe-
tition are two quick ways to in-
duce regression in a patient. He 
starts to lose normal ego control." 

After each Release I had to go 
through an elaborate bureaucratic 
minuet. The first step was always 
Tech Services, where whoever was 
on duty would interview me and, 
whenever I seemed unresponsive, 
peer at me with great concern 
and ask if I was all right. 

If a day's auditing ended in mid-
grade, David wouldn't let me go 
out on the street without first fo-
cusing my attention on each of 
five or six objects (the doorknob, 
for example) in the otherwise bar-
ren auditing room. It felt like being 
awakened from a dream. 

Grade I was concerned with 
"problems." David would ask me, 
"What is the problem?" and, when 
I'd named it. "What solutions 
have you?" We started out with 
money and wound up—not long 
after the E-meter had revealed 
some bypassed charge on the 
problem of comeuppance—by un-
covering the notion of suicide 
which, I discovered, lurked in 
the back of my mind as an ul-
timate solution to the insoluble. 
The more I talked about it, the 
more I knew I could never do 
it. Presto! Problems Release! 

I came away relieved, but I won-
dered then what kind of hornet's 
nest a less sensitive auditor might 
stir up in the mind of a person 
with different hangups. I suspect-
ed that, however well-intentioned 
they might be, Scientology's au-
ditors were simply people who 
had studied Scientology, were de-
voted to the subject and had them-
selves attained one or more levels 
toward CLEAR. Beyond that, 
doubted they had special cloak- 

ficavons to he fooling around in 
a comparatisestranRer's psyche. 

Grade II involved Overt= 
("harmful or contra,uryisral acts") 
and Withholds i"undisclosed con-
trasurvival acts") and was called 
the "Relief Release." David would 
repeat the same 'two questions, 
"What have you done?" and 
"What haven't you said?" I spilled 
out incident after incident until I 
was suddenly overwhelmed with 
the realization that what I'd done 
was to "make life—every aspect 

of it, even every trivial conver- 
sation—a constant battle, a 	d 
of Indian handwrestle to ge 
better of someone. It's all hit- -  
flop, success-or-failure, make-or-
break with me.... David, I think 
I may have achieved a Release 
here!" 

"You have," said David. 
Grade III, or "Freedom Release," 

required me to recall a past break 
with someone in the Affinity-Re-
ality-Communication Triangle. In 
retrospect, it determined my fu-
ture as a Scientologist. Straining 
to keep my traumas legitimate. I 
suddenly jarred open a Pandora's 
box within me. 

Somehow, I was reliving ar 
gument from early in my marriage. 
I had been blathering about how 
well I was doing and how great I 
was, and my wife had made a 
face. I shot back then almost jok-
ingly: "Don't you love me any 
more?" 

"I love you," she had replied, 
choosing her words carefully, "but 
I'm not sure that I like you at this 
very moment." Her words had for 
a brief time devastated me. 

David wanted to know when 
this had happened. 

I thought for a moment and 
said: "In 1958. We were living in 
Louisville and had just come back 
from a winter trip to New Or-
leans, so I'd say early 1958. And it 
was Sunday morning—I remember 
that distinctly." 

"Good. Let's get a fix on the 
date. Was it January? February?" 

"March, I'd think." 
"It was March," said David, con-

sulting the E-meter. "Now the 
date? First to 10th? Eleventh to 
20th? I've got a read on 11th to 
20th." 

"Wouldn't it be easier," I said, 
"to consult a 1958 calendar? There 
are only four or five Sundays in 
March." 

"There's no need for that. And 
keep your hands on the E-meter," 
David said sharply. "The E-meter 
will find out for us. Was it the 
11th to 15th? Sixteenth? Seven-
teenth? Eighteenth? Nineteent' 
Twentieth? That's funny, I gs. 
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The E-meter 

said March 18, 

but something 

was very wrong 
CONTINUED 

reads on the 15th, the 17th and 
the 18th." 

-I think I know.-  I said. "When 
you said '15th' the Ides of March 
went through my head. And the 
17th is St. Patrick's Day. which any-
body who grew up in New York 
remembers. But I don't know 
about the 18th." 

'Then it's probably the 18th," 
said Das id. 

We rechecked March 15th to 
20th on the E-meter. This time 
the only "read" was on the 18th. 

"Before we go on," I said, 
"can't we get a calendar and check 
whether March 18, 1958 was a 
Sunday?" 

"No," said David. "This is the 
session. And don't let go of the 
cans!" 

With that, he rummaged in a 
drawer until he found a 23-part 
checklist which took me over my 
1958 domestic spat. I was too dis-
turbed by the fresh memory of 
the incident and David's harshness 
even to answer Yes or No to most 
of the items. But David reported 
that the omniscient E-meter had 
shown the "greatest read" on 
"Was a past refusal of reality 
restimulated?" 

"Of course it was." I said fierce-
ly. "The Reality being rejected was 
me!" 

This was the Release, but by 
now my hands were clenched 
around the E-meter cans and Da-
vid had to remind me to let go. 

"Are you all right," he asked, 
"or have we overrun your Freedom 
Release?" 

Ability Release," my farewell 
to auditing in London, seemed 
tame by comparison—even though 
it began with the memory of step-
ping on a dancing partner's toes 
and ended still more violently with 
me crawling beneath live machine-
gun fire at Fort Dix. In both in-
stances, I was made aware that 
my clumsiness, or "wrong com-
putations," had hurt or endan-
gered others—particularly a ser-
geant who had crawled out to 
hurry me along the infiltration 
course. 

In fact, even while the London 
Registrar was packeting my bulging 
folder for my transfer to Saint Hill 
—the only place in the world 
where one could take the final lev-
els to CLEAR—I realized that, dur-
ing the whole process, I had been  

made to feel achingly ashamed or 
myself—for mg remote flirtation 
with suicide' tor the battle I'd 
made out or lime tor ssaiking std 
a cssing at the age or 4 and. 
abuse all, for standing by, feeling 
no pain and offering no help. dur-
ing the first dozen sears I watched 
my father age and die. 

Here, there was guilt within 
guilt: I worried that the nest time 
I saw my mother. I might give her 
an inkling of this terrible truth I'd 
unearthed. A tug of war was go-
ing on in mg mind. One pull 
seemed to say Listen! Eversbody 
getc old. He spent eight months 	. 
c{slog, not 14 years. There wa 
a thing you could do that 
didn't do. And you didn t grieve 
because it was a merciful end and 
you had eight months' warning." 
The other, slightly stronger, pull 
seemed to be saving: Only SCien-
tology can save vou—can relieve 
your guilt!" My journalistic in-
volvement had led me this far—
on an inbound voyage of self-
discovery that was starting to tear 
me apart. 

Something else was happening 
to me while I killed time in Lon-
don until my appointment at Saint 
Hill: I, who averaged three or four 
minor headaches a year, was hav-
ing three or four blinding he' 
aches a day. They recurred wilt 
ever I tried to ponder the Sunday, 
March 18, 1958 quarrel with my 
wife. It was as if there were some-
thing basic either in the Incident it-
self or in the uncovering of it that 
my Reactive Mind didn't want my 
Analytical Mind to find out. Strug-
gling in vain to apply the stan-
dard journalistic questions—tVho? 
What? When? Where? Why? Hose? 
—to the revelations of Sunday, 
March 18, 1958. I simply could 
not get beyond when? Invariably. 
a headache would intercept and 
abort my span of attention. 

You.can amass all the evidence 
in the world to convince a man 
that a drug or a practice or a doc-
trine or a cigarette is bad for him 
but when he's halfway hooked by 
it he has to find out for himself. 
This was my case as I rode the Brit-
ish Railways from London 30 miles 
to East Grinstead and took a cab 
to Saint Hill Manor. I craved re-
lease from Scientology and the 
blinding headaches my new self-
knowledge had brought me. And 
yet I needed to know more about 
the significance of the events of 
Sunday, March 18, 1958. I sus-
pected that both could be found 
only at Saint Hill. 

My cab turned off the main 
road onto a country lane that 
climbed through rolling hillsides 
speckled with scooters and kiddie 
cars, sandboxes and swings, and a 
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At Saint Hill. an intense young boy perseveres to reach CLEAR 

At Saint Hill, 

the holy place, 

an impulse 

led to revelation 

OC.OhNtIFO 
dozen children feeding a donkey. 
It was all sunny, open and in-
nocent—until an army of trees 
loomed up to flank and uarken 
the road. As we neared the sprawl-
ing, gloomy-looking manor house. 
the road ended and my driver 
said: This is as far as I can take 
you. Reception's in the first hed 
The mansion was marked: "OFF 
I IMITS." 

My release from Scien'ology 
came that morning and that af-
ternoon in a series of revelatory 
incidents. 

The Registrar had my papers all 
ready for me to sign. But my con-
tract for Grades V through VII 
called upon me to pay not the 
5190 New York and London had 
given me to understand—but 
53 1501  "Plus living expenses." 
added the Cashier, whom the Reg-
istrar had summoned in the ex-
pectation of having my signature 
witnessed. 'The information you 
say you were given in ' ondon 
and New York is wrong. These 
are our rates, payable in advance. 
We can't have credit, can we?" 
And he handed me a rate card. 

It was outrageous. I told him 
that I'd have to go back to Lon-
don and maybe to New York to 
swing it. -Meanwhile. so  my trip 
out here won't be a total waste, 
may I wander about?' Armed with 
the horse-headed pin I had been 
given for reaching Grade IV and a 
map showing what was on and 
otf limits, I explored Saint Hill for 
the rest of that balmy day. The 
grounds were aswarm with but-
terflies, grasshoppers and people. 
At small folding tables behind the 
manor house and around the wish-
ing well, perhaps 60 people were 
auditing some 60 others. E-meters 
between them. Scores more could 
be seen auditing inside various 
bungalows. 

Toward noon, t bought a sand-
wich and a soda from vending ma-
chines and picnicked on the grass 
with what seemed like hundreds 
of my fellow Scientologists. A fat 
lady who'd packed her own hero 
sandwich wore a badge reading: 
"I AM IN POWER PROCESSES 
(Grade VI. PLEASE DO NOT ASK 
ME QUESTIONS, AUDIT ME. OR 
DISCUSS MY CASE WITH ME.-
And. shortly after 12. a bright-
eyed young girl came out of an 
auditing shack and plunked  

herself down amidst henign smiles. 
-11i, Fran'' bewail picnickers 

greeted her.  
I lust wont ( IF YR.' .he -aid 

softie. 
All the boss and :id, within oar-

shot tell user her sheered her, 
pummeled her old Assed her. 
Others came running iher to do 
the same. k a« :e InrIned There 
Was a flurry of rigor Cue-Tunmg, 
which Fran answered l almly and 
self-confidently in a slight Bronx 
accent. Then the conversation died 
down. Frans friend, smiled at her. 
She smiled back. Somebody new 
would pass by.  Fran would mur-
mur, "I went C.I.FAR —  The pass-
ersby would maul her. s ongrat-
ulate her, and ether masse on or 
loin the circle. The -miles would 
come on again. 

Finally, after a long, uneventful 
silence. Fran turned to one of the 
boys in the circle. With a des-
perate pounce. she grabbed his la-
pels and implored him: 'So what's 
new?" 

The emptiness of her going 
CLEAR touched me. I felt like an-
swering her question with another: 
"So who wants itt" 

Right after lunch, a little girl's 
resemblance to my 3-year-old  

daughter caught my eye She was 
1 or perhaps 6. and she wore a 
red dress and white stockings—
her Sunday hest. She was sew, 
son/ tense. Si, was her mother—a 
young woman in lacks who 
sounded like an Yustralian. 

'Now when sou lo before the 
Examner the mother was saying, 
"I want sou •i do lust what we 
did It home this morning. When 
he asks it you feel you se been Re-
leased. sou  say 'Yes' lust like we 
did at home.' 

The child gave a nod, which 
seemed to jolt her whole rigid lit-
tle frame. As she and her mother 
entered an auditing shack, a rate 
chart I d seen— lunior Dianetics: 
410. Children, Cram Course: 
S5 60"—was shockingly fleshed 
out for me. In less than two min-
utes they came out. Now the 
mother's stride was brisk and 
proud. Her daughter was skipping. 
She had pleased her mother and 
now she could go play—until to-
morrow, at least. 

Depressed. I retreated to the in-
evitable Scientology bookstore, 
where a skinny, beady-eyed clerk 
remarked upon the beautiful 
weather: "There hasn t been a 
spell like this since around the  

halo Icahn McMaster went Ca AR.  
It s been this way wince Sun- 

Pier words 'negered another of 
my blinding headaches and in the 
moment I wondered iy-hy. the bat. 
tle betwnen my Reactive Mind and 
my Analytical Mind was at last 

I said_ almost lunging 
at the poor clerk. "Do you have 
any kind of almanac or perpetual 
calendar here?" 

"No." she said. "Nothing like 
that." 

"Can you call me a cab?" I 
said 

-The switchboard can. If you'll 
give me tourpence. I'll see that 
they place the call." 

The only calendar in the book-
store was for 1967—when March 
18 fell on a Saturday. In the 15 
minutes while I waited for the 
cab, one of my minds tried to cal-
culate backward to March 18, 1958 
—a trick I can ordinarily perform 
in two or three minutes—while 
the rather seemed to be crying: 
"Stop' By the time I'd Paid the 
driver and dashed into the W. H 
Smith & Sons bookstore of East 
Grinstead. I had not for the life 
of me been able to get back past 
1960. 

Smith's had an almanac. It took 
me less than a minute to find 
what had been gnawing at me 
about March 18. 1958. It was not 
guilt or my wife's love for me. It 
was simply that in 1958, March 
18 had fallen on a Tuesday, not 
a Sunday. 

It seems pathetic to me still, 
and terribly precarious, that my 
failure to perform so simple a jour-
nalistic chore—under other cir-
cumstances I would have auto,  
matically looked up the date—
could have kept me half tied to 
Scientology, the deep-probing au-
diting sessions and the damned E-
meter. It is still difficult for me to 
admit to myself how deeply those 
months affected me. 4 psychiatrist 
I consulted later in an effort to 
find out what had happened to 
me said: "You haven't been brain-
washed or you wouldn't be here 
talking to me. But they did a re-
markable job of indoctrinating you 
and I hope you'll get your equi-
librium back." 

I am sure that among the mil-
lions of words Elron has written, 
there are some to convince me 
that the Ingram I unlocked in that 
one auditing session did happen 
on a Tuesday—in another life—or 
that March 18 did fall on a Sun-
day when I was in the womb. 
But, thankfully, it no longer 
matters. 
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Anne L. Ursprung 
Assistant Guardian 
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Herbert L. Ley, Jr., 
Commissioner 
Food and :rug Administration 
200 C Street S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20007 

Dear Sir: 

June 28, 1969 

This will inform you that John Joseph Zatonis will be acting 
in behalf of the founding Church in the matter of hearing 
regarding confiscation of twenty (20) Confessional Aids 
(Hubbard 2lectrometers). 

It is our understanding that the hearing is scheduled for 
July 7 at the Baltimore District Office of the Food and Drug 
Administration. 

ALU/af 
cc: District Director 

John J. :atonis, Esq. 

,5‘4,444,17 fgwen44, 
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UNNTEDf STASES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE 

CONSUMER PROTECTION AND ENVIRONMENTAL HE. SERVICE 

Food and Drug Administration 

TO 	, Herbert L. Ley, Jr., MD. 
Commissioner of Food and Drugs 

FROM : Joshua B. Zatman, ACEI 

SUBJECT: Church of Scientology (Hubbard E Meter) 

Two representatives of the Church of Scientology, the Reverend Whitman 

and the Reverend Barnes, came by to see you this afternoon and left 

the attached letter. 

After they began to complain of our activities in seizing the Hubbard 

E Meter, I suggested that they see Mr. Goodrich if they wanted to 

argue about the law under which the seizure was effected. The meter, 

as you know, was seized in 1963, after we filed a court complaint that 

it bore false and misleading therapeutic labeling. 

Commissioner Kirk, who appeared in your absence and that of Mr. Rankin, 

engaged in some verbal sparring. Mr. Kirk recited the facts involved 

in the seizure and the two Church representatives centered their 

fire on our alleged anti-religion bias. After about 20 minutes of 

this the Church representatives left. 
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THE HOPE OF MAN 
by L.Ron Hubbard 

Dianetics, our earliest beginning, was a mechanistic science - very 
mechanistic, but very precise. Without it we could not have proceeded, 

we had Dianetics and we did proceed. All Dianetics was, was a very 
t analytical approach to problems of the mind. 
But when we moved out of this mechanistic approach, back in 1952, it 

was necessary to distinguish the fact. We were no longer considering Man 
a robot. We were no longer considering Man something which you wound 
up and set upon the track of life and he ran for a number of years and ran 
own. We graduated from that. 

We recognized that Man was basically a machine only as far as his 
body went and that Man was otherwise a spiritual entity which had no finite 
survival. It had, this entity, an infinite survival. 

A spirit cannot help but survive whether in heaven or in hell or on 
earth. 

That is the saddest thing to most people. ft is so sad that they very 
well like to forget. They say, "I am going to live a number of years and 
then I am going to die. And that will be the end of me and you should all 
feel sorry for me and send flowers." 

That is an interesting game but it is not true. If a person thinks of 
this at all in the Western hemisphere, he ordinarily thinks of it in this 

: "I am going to live a number of years and then I will go to my re-
. And I hope it won't be what I deserve." 
Now this is another game. This is not to frown in any way upon the 

principles and beliefs of other religions. But it is nevertheless too 
accurately demonstrable that an individual is not finished with the game 
once his body dies. 

Scientology encompasses a broader scope than any Eastern or Western 
religion ever has, but it should be realized that a great deal of what we now 
know with great exactness and added understanding was already known and 
lost thousands of years ago. So we are not dealing with something new 
when we deal with Scientology. What we are doing with this data is new. 
The way this material is organized is new. The technologies with which 
we can bring about a new state in man are new. The basic idea, the basic 
hope of Man as it appears today in Scientology is thousands of years old. 

(cont'd on p.3) 
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GET ' PROCESSED 704, 
DROP THE CHAINS WHICH HOLD YOU BACK IN LIFE. 

Get Scientology Processing. 

Processing is the application of precise technology discovered and 
developed by L. Ron Hubbard to free you from the undesirable elements 
of your mind. 

Get processed in a series of easy levels or gradients and reach higher 
states of awareness and ability. 

Be free of past moments of lose Regain your ability to communicate. 
Be able to recognise the source of problems and make them disappear: 
Acquire the ability to do new things' 

This is Freedom. 

A Scientology Auditor is waiting now to start you on the Road to Total 
Freedom. 

PRICE PER GRADE: $150. (less 5% Advance Payment Discount: 
$142. 50 

Register today. Send your cheque or money order to the Registrar 
of your nearest Scientology Organization as listed on the back of this 

magazine. 

Get this fabulous album today and learn about Dianetics — Man's 
most advanced school of the mind. 	

0 
On this album L. Ron Hubbard lectures on the anatomy of the mind, 

the techniques to handle it and the results you can get. 

The album contains two long-playing records PLUS 
the Story of Dianetics written inside the covers 
and Ron's personally written instructions for the 
student auditor. 

Price: £6. 5. 0 (Stg.) $15.00 (U.S.) 
20% members discount £5. 0. 0. $12.00 

Order today from the Bookstore of your nearest 
Scientology Organization as listed on the back of 
this magazine. 
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BUY the DIANETICS Record Album 

Scleigiology contains a direction and it contains a goal and the goal is 
simply greater freedom for the individual. When we say the individual we 
are talking about something as precise as an apple. We are not talking 
about a collection of behaviour patterns which we all learned about in the 
study of rats. We are talking about something which is finite. We are 
talking about somebody. That somethingness that you are and the capab-
ilities that you can be and this is what we are talking about. 

We know what we are talking about when we talk about you and there-
fore a greater freedom is indicated for the individual. Why? Because 
this individual, you, is today threatened by one of the greatest cataclysms 
Man has been called upon to face. He is threatened by a lot of bodies 
running around, evidently on total automatic, doing and planning interest-
ing things for the demise of the race. The next few years are going to be 
nerve-racking years. 

It will depend upon us to a very large degree whether Man will become 
an animal in earnest or will continue to be a spiritual being. Because 
Man is today threatened by Men who have become animals. 

This work does not represent a revolt; it doesn't even vaguely repre-
sent a desire for the demise of any of these beings. All it represents is 
the hope that Man can again find his own feet, can find himself in a very 
confused, mechanistic society and can recover to himself some of the 
happiness, some of the sincerity, some of the love and kindness with 
which he was created. If Man can do this and if we can help in any way 
then all the years of my life and all the years of yours will have been 
well paid for, and none of us will have lived in vain. 

We today can honour the great spiritual leaders of the past. These 
people handed along enough tradition to make us aware of the fact that 
there was a spiritual side to Man. And they were saying something that 
was much more important than there is a spiritual side to life. They 
were saying, "There is hope." Right on down to this time we are indebted 
to them. 

Today we came into possession of an enormous amount of magnificent 
information: the physical sciences. Although these ran off and pretended 

0 
to be an end-all in themselves completely divorced from spiritual exist- 
ence. nevertheless they furnished a modus operandi by which we could 
analyze the teachings and understand them better. 

Scientology is knowledge. That's all Scientology is. The word Scien- 
tology means knowledge, that's all it means. Scio means knowing in the 
fullest sense of the word. This is the same word as Dharma, which 
means knowledge, Tao, which means the way to knowledge, Buddhism, 
which means the way to spiritual knowledge. It is an old word, a very 
old word. It happens to contain within it today possibly the bulk of what 
is knowable in terms of theory, that is immediately knowable to anybody 
anywhere. 
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B! Linda Wheeler—The Washington Post 

Pickets representing the Church of Sci• Plaza. The administration Is seeking a new 

entology march in front of the Food and hearing to ban the sale of "E•meters" a de. 

Drug Administration building at Crystal vice the group says it uses in diagnosis. 



NEWS FLASH! 

On February 5th 1969, the United States Court of Appeals gave 

judgement in favor of the Founding Church of Scientology at the con-

clusion of a six year legal battle against the F. D.A. 

The events that started this marathon trek through the law courts 

of Washington D. C. are outlined in this booklet. 

In the judgement summary, the following points were made: 

(1) 'On the basis of the record before us, the Founding Church of 

Scientology has made out a prima facie case that it is a bona fide 

religion 	 

(2) ' On the record before us, a prima facie case exists that auditing 

is a practice of Scientology, and that accounts of auditing integrated 

into the general theory of Scientology are religious doctrines 	 

In view of the judgement given in America, this booklet is sent to 

you in order that you can appreciate the particularly vicious attacks 

that are being made on the Church of Scientology throughout the world. 
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" 	:77 	THE .:GENCY FNG GED,  IN 	777 
GAMES OF OOT  AND ROBBERS. INSTF.A.p' 	GU .7•• 	THF 
NITIOI ,_L HEALTH, 	FIND 	AGL,-S'I-CY 'THAT IS l• ALICE 
ORIENTED, CHIEFLY CONCEFNED 	 CUI 
CONVICTIONS, TOTLLY INDIFFERET TO 'I LE FN.D.FTinTI''IL::; 
EIGHTS, :'-IN' L aENT ON USING SN007II:!G CE...-T 	117:',7 
INV.[.DE THE CITI2PEN'S FIGHT OF PRIV.' CY. 

— Senator Edward V. Long of lvii::ourt in his closing 
statement on April 29, 1065 a 	 the Senate 
Subcommittee investigatinci practir..:es of the 

".TT'CKS C-1-1UTCH 

.,../.ASHINGTON, J. C. -- The Food and Drug ::..dministratipa has been 
attacking the Church of Scientology since 1963 cihen 	agents 
raided the Founding Church of Scientology in ..-..lashingtzn, creaking 
into confessionals with drawn guns and confiscatin ClraL-..7:1:: literature 
and confessional aids. 

On February 5, 1930 the U.S. District Court of Appeal: 	) 
ruled in favor of the Church's Constitutional rights. 
attacks persist. 

VI012,TES CONSTITUTION 

1) Congress shall make no law respecting n esta]A.L;;:.:•.- of re 
or prohibiting the force e:rcercise thereof. 

The T. 	has gainaj disrepute 	. 
eF.-Teci:T..117/-  in attacking with gun:, t . 
'''....•arr..2q.s'; a duly constituted Churci.i, 
excercl:e 	a religion. 

at least five MO 	tat 
by tne 	(see mPT. T-71 	• - 

" 
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Vegetable Patrick .I. Foley 
Veiled State• Attorney 
596 V.S. Courthouse 
Fourth and Marquette Amens 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 53401 

Re: Church of Seinatology v. Deportment 
of Health, Defecation, and Welfare, 
et ak.. COO 4-69 Civ 86.  

Deer Mr. Foley: 

As me calculate the time in this comet  the Government's 
Answer is due on May 12, 1969. As you know, similar suits were 
Instituted by local Scientology menisatioes in Log Angeles, 
California, sod Austin, Tessa. Both suits were dismissed on 
the Iovarnmsut•s Mattes: Feeedies,Church of ScienteAver of 
Califorea v. Cohen.  Civil Action Ma. 68-1631-14 Central District 

of California and !Nog= Church of Dust v. ;ohne, Civil 
Action Vo. 68-43-A, Western District of Texas. Ve believe 
that this case is likewise susceptible to such a Motion. 
Accordingly, we are analogies the original and three copies 
of a suggested form of Motion to Dismiss sad for Summery 
JOdenset sod Memorandum in Support. We recommend that these 
be filed rather than an Answer. 

If we may be of say further essisteace, please do net 
hesitate to call upon us. 

Very truly yours, 

Villigell. Goodrich 
Assistant General Counsel 
Food, Drugs, end Davironmental 
Health Divisive 

Soclesures 

VWG:ALG....1Siakijbm5/6/69 
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THE AIMS OF SCIENTOLOGY 
A civilization without insanity, without criminals and without war, 

where the able can prosper and honest beings can have rights, and where 
Man is free to rise to greater heights, are the aims of Scientology. 

First announced to an enturbulated world fifteen years ago, these 
aims are well within the grasp of our technology. 

Non-political in nature, Scientology welcomes any individual of any 
creed, race or nation. 

We seek no revolution. We seek only evolution to higher states of 
being for the individual and for Society. 

We are achieving our aims. 

After endless millenia of ignorance about himself, his mind and the 
Universe, a breakthrough has been made for Man. 

Other efforts Man has made have been surpassed. 

The combined truths of Fifty Thousand years of thinking men, distilled 
and amplified by new discoveries about Man, have made for this success. 

We welcome you to Scientology. We only expect of you your help 
in achieving our aims and helping others. We expect you to be helped. 

Scientology is the most vital movement on Earth today. 

In a turbulent world, the job is not easy. But then, if it were, we 
wouldn't have to be doing it. 

We respect Man and believe he is worthy of help. We respect you 
and believe you, too, can help. 

Scientology does not owe its help. We have done nothing to cause 
us to propitiate. Had we done so, we would not now be bright enough to do 
what we are doing. 

Man suspects all offers of help. He has often been betrayed, his 
confidence shattered. Too frequently he has given his trust and been 
betrayed. We may err, for we build a world with broken straws. But we 
will never betray your faith in us so long as you are one of us. 

The sun never sets on Scientology. 

And may a new day dawn for you, for those you love and for Man. 

Our aims are simple, if great. 

And we will succeed, and are succeeding at each new revolution of 
the Earth. 

*X • 

Your help is acceptable to us. 

Our help is yours. L. RON HUBBARD 
Saint Hill 
September, 1965 
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INTERNATIONAL WIfION No. I 

UBERTY - FRANKNESS - OUTSPOKENNESS - THE 
- RIGHT OF AN INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP TO BE, TO 

DO, TO HAVE. FREEDOM FROM ... FREEDOM TO ... 	 T  SCIEN0LoGy  An applied religious philosophy which en- 

ables able people to become more able by 

improving their ability to communicate. 
(Scio knowing in the fullest sense. Logos: study.) 

HE CALLS IT TREATMENT 

FREEDOM 

There is a psychiatrist in New York, who tries any form of 
therapy, no matter how ludicrous, that he can get his hands 
on. 'Let's all take our clothes off', he is' likely to suggest as 
his regular weekly group therapy begins. 'It will help us feel 
more like ourselves'. His patients are faithful and devoted 
having been coming to him, many of them, for ten or more 
years. They are so attached to him they even take time out in 
their sessions to listen to his problems. (Like where are his 
next drugs coming from. It really isn't such a problem, he's 
got a drug store that supplies his patients with any kind of 
tranquillizer he suggests — from 300 milligrams of meprom-
abate to 100 of thorazine.) He charges you several hundred 
dollars to spend the day with him — both of you on LSD. If 
you're not sure you'd like it you're welcome to try a 'test' 
dosage. One of his outstanding LSD therapy sessions took 
place when he administered an overdose to a girl and then 
kept telling her she should be 'down' by now. His wife called 
him on the telephone and he told her in front of the patient 
that he didn't know what to do. The girl was nearly driven 
insane with fear that she would not ever 'come down'. He 
finally pawned her off on a Greenwich Village clinic for drug 
users. 

In between 'trips' and nudity to combat boredom, breaks 
are taken at which time one can smoke pot or have an 
orgy — there's a spare office. One night he had a drug addict 
go through all the steps of giving himself a fix to the utter  

horror of the group members. Then he permitted the addict 
to take orders and money from the patients for pot. 

Not all of his sessions with his group are conducted in this 
manner. There are plenty of sessions in which the groups 
just cry, or insult each other, or talk about their problems 
and open them up for group agreement. If the group agrees 
on something (which you know better about) you are out of 
luck. Plenty of opportunity to go home feeling invalidated. 
But then if you get too upset — it's OK you can take a tran-
quillizer. 

He has a different trick just about every month. Once it 
was a miniature shock machine. You want to lose weight? 
You think about food and when you've got a delicious 
picture of it — you let him know and he shocks you. It'll be a 
bit harder next time to think about food. How about a nag-
ging wife? 

This man, by the way, is one of the executives of the 
American Board of Psychotherapists. He's got one whole 
wall covered with diplomas, and certificates. Yet he's full not 
sure what to do so he experiments on his patients: small 
shocks, LSD, new drugs, nudity, hypnotism, pot, tranquil-
lizers. 

Interestingly enough, just about every couple that has 
come to him for 'therapy has split up. 

(This is written by a former educational psychologist who 
was a patient of this man for 10 years.) 

Page 1 
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TODAY'S TERRORISM 
While Western countries are spending billions 

' 	terrorist activities abroad they are 
the one they have at home. 

psychiatrist and his front groups operate 
straight out of the terrorist text books. The 
Mafia looks like a convention of Sunday School 
teachers compared to these terrorist groups. 

Setting himself up as a terror symbol, the 
psychiatrist kidnaps, tortures and murders with-
out any slightest police interference or action by 
western security forces. Instead these forces 
attack churches and peaceful, decent social 
groups under the direct orders of these terrorists. 

Rape is rape. torture is torture, murder is 
murder. There am no laws that let even a medical 
doctor do these things. 

The men who directed the attacks on Seim-
telOgy in the press and parliaments were also 
directors of the main psychiatric front group. 

A Scientology predear has an aunt who says 
she doesn't like Saeotology. Instant parliamen-
tary investiguion! Lairs banning Scientology! 
Police raids with drawn guns. 

A psychiatrist kills a young girl for causal  

kicks, murders a dozen patients with an ice pick. 
castrates a hundred Maa. And they give him 
another million appropriation. 

One an only conclude that psychiatric 
terrorism is not limited to the families of mental 
patients. It must extend all the way to the top. 

Extortion, kidnapping, murder — these are 
crimes. Yet where are the Security Forces? 
Thousands of miles away tending to other 
people's business. 

Very few people can be brought to testify 
against psychiatry. Yet 4 out of 5 contacted in a 
recent (JS survey had family or friends who had 
been ruined by psychiatry! They said, in general. 
'If I spoke up or complained, they'd take it out 
on MY (son, friend. retailer. 

I well recall a conversation I had with a Dr 
Center in Savannah. Georgia in 1949. It well 
expresses the arrogance and complete contempt 
for law and order of the psychiatrist. 

A man had just called to inquire after his wife 
who was 'under treatment' in Center's hospital 
Center asked him. 'Do you have else 

m  that's right, thirty thousand ... well y:egeit'a  

get it or I'll have to said your dear wife to the 
state institution and you know what will happen 
then!' 

I was there doing work on charity patients the 
local psychiatrists wouldn't touch. Center had 	(s,  
forgotten I was in the room. He looked at me 
and shrugged, 'He's sold his house, car and 
business already, and he isn't good for any more. 
So over she goes to the operating room. It's just 
as well. The attendants got her pregnant and 
we'll have to abort her anyway. So we may as 
well wash her out. Hell of a business to be in for 
some quick bucks and a few kicks.' 

Thousands and thousands are mired without 
protest of law every week over the 'free' world, 
tortured, castrated, killed. All in the name of 
'mental health'. 

Terrorists never operated more effectively in 
any land with less interference and less outcry. 

The evil is an great the public won't confront 
it. 1984 here we come! 

L R. Hubbard 

• 

HERE WE GO AGAIN . . . 
Approximately 1,200 patients are accident/Hy 
electrocuted while MIMI* treatment ac= 
to Dr Carl W. Walter, a professor of 
Medical School 

Dr Walter said he had obtained the figure on 
electrocutions from an actuary for a national 
insurance company which he refused to name; 
homer. he said that this figure was close to his 
own estimates. 

He stated that such deaths are listed as cardiac 
	 menu andt  that TISIOU these have been fay 

Wines ovatehe deaths and the hazards have 
been little publicized. 

He said such deaths woe mainly caused by 
surges of high voitage, poor circuit designs and 
leakage from equipment. 

We wonder how many such accidental deaths 
occur annually in our mental institutions. 

We suggest Health Depts. should investigate 
deaths d mental patients listed as cardiac arrests. 
Our mental patients do not deserve to be 
electrocuted be electric shock machines and as 
no one will speak up for their rights, we will. 

We wonder just to what extent members of the 
Standing Mental Health Advisory Committee  

influenced the former Minister of Health, Mr 
Robinson, in his unwarranted attack on Men-
telm. 

W can't help bra notice that this Committee 
has members which lead once again to the 
National Association of Mental Health. 

Dr D. N. Clark in the Standing Committee 
is also Vico-Oahu= of the Advisory Com-
mince of the National Association for Mental 
Health. 

Dr G. S. Maley on the Standing Committee is 
on the Council of Management of the National 
Association for Mental Health, also on the 
Standing Committee on Training and Education 
and the Sub-Committee on Hostel Staff Training 
for the National Association for Mental Health. 

The National Association for Mental Health 
and through it the monopoly of psychiatry does 
indeed appear to have. the Government by the 
CM. 

Mr R. K. Mitchell, a Cambridge consultant 
psychiatrist was quoted in a recent press release 
of the National Association for Mental Health 
as saying British psychiatric hospitals Wbue grim 
and badly overcrowded. We still sleep 60 people  

in an open dormitory when the ideal would be 
nearer 30. This disillusions some of our young 
doctors who imagine that somewhere there is a 
place for them, a time for them really to talk with 
their patients, to get to know them as people 
even. Their eyes turn to America or Canada.' 

Such students of psychiatry could not be very 
will informed in their studies or they would 
know that such condition prevail throughout 
both Canada and America. 

In tee rePPH of the Joint Commission on 
Mental Illness and Health under grants admini-
stered by the US government the Commission 
found most of the approximately 500,000 
mentally ill Americans were crowded into the 
277 State mental institutions of the country. 

This Commission found that patients in these 
institutions were given practically no treatment 
at all and that their case was mostly 'custodial 
and punitive'. It called upon the psychiatrists of 
America to devote MOM of their time to the 
community and less time with their treatment of 
private, neurotic patients which is undoubtedly 
more lucrative and which may be the main 
reason their counterparts in England have 'their 

- eyes turned to America or Canada.' 

YES - HE WAS RIGHT No. 2 Ha ram tit aa the arms, rararetaa dl. Rat Hubbard, Fame, at Sesstalaaa. 

The London Sketch, Thursday Feb-
ruary 13 1969 published an article by 
Robert Ottaway entitled 'Have you 
Lived Before Based on a book called 
'Many Lifetimes', the article covered 
the previous lives of certain people who 
could remember earlier existences —
some as far back as Elizabethan times. 

The co-authors of this book are 
a psychiatrist and his wife. Ottaway 
describes the book as providing 'earn-
est, unsensational evidence' that some 
of the psychiatrists' patients have not 
only had earlier existences, but that on 
becoming aware of them they lost 
various neuroses, homosexuality or 
alcoholism. 

For some mental turmoil, claims the 
psychiatrist, may stem from experiences 
before the sufferer was conceived this 
time around. Examples are quoted of a 
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man suffering from an acute thirst, that 
was leading him into becoming an 
alcoholic. Under hypnosis he spluttered 
out a story of the Spanish Civil War 
and having his tongue wrenched out, 
causing him to die of thirst. When he 
fully recovered consciousness he- had 
lost his desire for alcohol and became a 
teetotaller. 

Other cases, concerning a disability 
for which there appeared to be no 
organic cause such as pain in the hand 
or pain in the hips, were traced back to 
an abortion in a previous life, and lifeon 
the lower deck of an Elizabethan 
man-o-war. The psychiatrist concludes 
that many symptoms exhibited 
patients now for which psychiatry has
not got the cure, may well be handled 
by a look at previous existences. 

Which is all very interesting, because  

10 years ago L. Ron Hubbard pub-
lished a book called 'Have you lived 
before this Lifer This was a scientific 
survey of past lives taken from accounts 
related by Scientology students .in 
London. In the 70 people tested, 70 
showed evidence of having lived before. 
No hypnotism was used, no drugs, no 
other form of 'treatment'. lust simple 
questions addressed to the Spirit — or 
soul — the Being which IS the indi-
vidual. These 70 people were all able to 
recall past life experiences — and the 
book published contains their case 
histories. 

So once again earlier researches by 
Hubbard are confirmed by recent 
studies made by other scientasta 	- 
°gophers and religious leaders. There  
will be many more . . . this is the 
second. 
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EXPOSING 
THE 
FRAUD 

.-- 
DavOl YOU CAME,1111 Loo m& AMR MONO 140W, 
YOUR Kum ARE NO LOWARNLEOLD. 

Some call it 

'ILLNESS' 
Professor George W. Albec of Cleveland, a nationally known 

American psychologist, told the American Psychological 

Association in late 1968 that the practice of psychiatry-
should be eliminated, and the mental hospitals emptied of 

patients who are not really sick, because they suffer only 
from emotional problems. Professor Albec accused the 
nation's psychiatrists of perpetrating the 'illness' theory of 

abnormal behaviour for their personal benefit. 
While we do not subscribe fully to Professor Albec's 

assessment that psychiatry should be eliminated, we do feel 
that the governments of the world have delivered into the 
hands of the psychiatrists powers of commitment which 

endanger the civil rights and human liberties of people. It is 
through such arbitrary powers that psychiatry has been able 

to amass so many in its institutions. These laws must be 
changed if mankind is to live in a free, democratic society. 

We do agree with Professor Albec's judgement that the 
mental hospitals should be emptied of people who are 
mentally competent. Psychiatry has so broadened the 

definition of 'insanity' that it is presently defined as 'anyone 
who disagrees with the social autonomy'. On the basis of 
this definition every man, woman and child of all nations 

should at this very moment be institutionalized and should 
be under psychiatric care. Through the means of such an all 

inclusive definition.of 'insanity', psychiatry has been able to 
pad its cells, pad its pockets, and spread alarm and dismay 

about the 'great and ever increasing problem of mental 

illness. 
We agree that psychiatry has perpetrated the idea that 

'illness' is the cause of abnormal behaviour. The Illness' 
theory is inaccurate except for three diseases which produce 
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MIAMI—The 122nd Annual Meeting of the Ameri-
can Psychiatric Association (May 5-9) turned into a stage 
for human rights. Smiling Scientologista and Church 
Ministers paraded in front of Miami Beach's Americana 
Hotel, the APA headquarters, carrying signs protesting 
the brutality- that exists today in the field of mental 
treatment. 

Many psychiatrists approached the picketers, some 
in support and agreement, some trying to justify the use 
of electric shock machines on "depressed patients",and 
others shouting angrily at the Church group. One reign 
psychiatrist was heard saying to a minister, "I am a real-
ist, I know there is no such thing as a cure." 

Scientologists visited exhibits at the psychiatric 
meeting and were witnesses to displays of Pavlovian be-
havior modification techniques,various psyche-pills from 
America's affluent drug houses, electric shock machines 
used in "thought control", and other devices and theories 
that remind one of a-third rate horror movie. 

While Scientologists were few in number to the 
APA's 10,000 psychiatrists, their call for human rights 
rang out clearly and was picked up on radio, television, 
and in newspaper pages. Scientologists feel that psychiatry's 
days are numbered because the public is smart and when 
they find out that psychiatry is guilty of betrayal after 
trust and is in fact a fraud, the money tower of psy-
chiatric "authority" will fall like Goliath hit by a pebble. 

mental derangements. Yet this theory, without basis and 

without proof, is the premise by which psychiatry even 
exists. 

A psychiatrist is only permitted to practise because he has 

a medical degree without which he has no standing or 
authority. Certainly psychiatry as a subject has no scientific 

proof to support its existence. When medical doctors them-
selves will do everything at all costs to avoid treatment from 
psychiatrists, it is little wonder that the general public feel 

the same fear and apprehension. 
When the whips and beatings of yesterday have only been 

replaced with the electric shock machines and electrocutions 
of today, it is little wonder that anyone voluntarily commits 
themselves for treatment at all, which is probably why 

commitment procedures have been so liberalized. 

- 
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THE ANTI-SCIENTOLOGY ORGANIZATION CHART 
THE ATTEMPTED WORLD EMPIRE OF PSYCHIATRY. 

THE ELECTRIC-SHOCK DEATH CAMP UTOPIA. 
Psychiatrists. supporters. 
and fellow travellers front 
together as 	  HE 

WORLD FEDERATION 
OF MENTAL HEALTH 

(HQ in Edinburgh 
Scotland) 

This Federation of 
'World Saviours' is 
by its own admission ... 
'Anti-God. Anti-Christ. 
An advocate of sexual 
promiswity. 
Anti-National Sovemignity, 
and ridicules 
the Bible'. 

The Federation also 
backs psychiatric 	 
death camps. mid is 
anti-Human Rights. 

Money. Graft. Corruption  and influence lines to all continents 

UNITED INGDOM 	 UNITE STATES 	AU 	UA 	NEW LAND SO AFRICA 	RHO. ESIA 	RUB IA 
OF AMERI 

Wawa Association National Aseociation Neatest Association Gemmel= Inked to Sew:maroon groups 
for Mental Health 	Shadow Minis National Amami= for Mental Health 	for Mental Health 	for Mental Health 	invenhate ScianoloW for MiThairisi 
(a psychiatric front 	mud Health. for Mensal Health 	(a psychiatric from • (a *swam= front 	(a psychiatric front 	ma telegram from 
gross* 	VicaPtesident la psydnatrie front group) 	Fagg 	 =led by T. J. 	Warne in Australia. 

of this minima group) I 	 ' 
*wares —the lad gnash  

ister of Health. 	 L 
Robettoo neroducen 	

ocal demon 
throughout the US. Otr7I4evidence 

Phil Vicente in . 
Min and Mona° 

ban on modem of 	other daemons 	I . 	against 'Saentologg a 
Sommlom. Na aho adage: 	'Siberian* Sill puehed Metbourne legato. 
pve• LI0.000 grant to Dr Rumen 	to Coogan to allow Shawn agaderte,  by 
the National A. 'Belem mat* *mediates:on* 	Weems show his 
ation for Mental 	so bad) BMW* ettementormyorte collation** 
Health, *which he 	I 	moon* to be be 	'Dame Das, a 
had been Vim- 	also influeno, need of metal treat- PrRhiatriSt: M006.• 
Padden previously. welt the Daly man without riga of wis was drugged. 
This groom supports Hemmed the appeal. 	' 	and a totally abusive 
psychiatric ham** Ne•na the 	 I 	repro was written 

I 	World—now Raid on Washington by Antietam. CC. the 
Richard °amen. Me stabled wide Cher* of Sdanolom Chairman of the 
row Minister has sa •Thelt*.• paper by FDA using am- I Bard—well maids 
up an inquey into 	in &writhe ale longshoremax Six 	his tams of referenox 
Scientology. Pear 	attacking Seam year legal marathon 	 I 
Mordent, MP. is the adore• 	non y

is.
'
i

Setentotogy — Heath Maas in 
hidden hand'. being 	 other Australian 

Smetana& Seim 
totem. promPted La 
*Hood mrhistric 
front orpnastions. 
Awned raidson 
Chun* of Seientolora 
*Adelaide. 

Memel— Health 
Habeas seaport 
pasehisthe °order 
and brutality. De. 
grading harem* 

ly
haen Seim. 

distributed by 

Don*. 

Health Minima asit 
Enable* to pod= 
"mime for the 
ID( inquiry. 

The psychiatric targets are INFLATION, SEIZURE AND TORTURE OF CITIZENS, who do not CON-
FORM, ABOLITION OF BOUNDARIES, ABOLITION OF CONSTITUTIONS, REDUCTION OF ALL 
CHURCHES. 
Help the Scientologists in their Crusade to eradicate this murderous threat to every individual. The attacks 
on Scientology are just a frantic effort by these people to protect their Empire. If Scientology wins, AS IT IS 
DOING, you will have a- safe environment. 
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ALL TIME LEGAL RECORD 
Scientology organizations have seventy five million dollars worth of suits so 
far filed or about to be filed against psychiatric organ:anon, and others 
over the world in the international conspiracy against Scientology for libel. 
slander. conspiracy and psychiatric efforts to destroy this Church. Thif 
includes the sum about to be filed against the psychiatry controlled US 
agencies which just lost their six year court attack against Scientology in 
Washington DC. It does not include suits against newspapers which were 
dropped by Scientology last autumn or allowed to dwindle out. This huge 
sum was added up at a strategy conference of Scientology legal executives 
just concluded in New York. 'The seas should be easy to win' a legal 
spokesman said. We received 'unexpected top level support and evidence 
from several quarters. including medical doctors. The attacks were appre-
ently an effort to take down Scientology churches as the first move against 
all churches in the west. The attack is failing because the combined govern-
ment investigatory forces urged on by psychiatry could find no real evidence 
against Scientology. This has been a very costly attack for Scientology. The 
attorneys at the meeting were alarmed and horrified at some of the evidence 
which dearly showed the stranglehold psychiatry and brutality have man-
aged to get on some elements in governments and society. There has been 
unbeknownst to Scientology a hidden Over of lies and false documents 
about Scientology being poured out undercover for nineteen years. The 
enemy even composed and mimeographed purported Scientology literature 
and sent it to news agencies and governments. The suits are very straight-
forward. If they all come through they will make Scientology churches 
amongst the richest religious organizations. The money will be used to 
try to straighten out some of the horrors psychiatry has made in the field 
of mental healing. Scientology is one of the most significant advances in the 
humanities in this century and has been bitterly fought by older practices.' 
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ON WRITING 
TO GOVERNMENTS 

by I.. Ron Hubbard 
• 

Governments these days act very strangely when one writes to them. 

In late 19621 wrote the US President after a year had been spent working 
with flight surgeons in an aircraft squadron which, due to Scientology, 
went the whole period without a single accident, to state that we could 
help pilots. The letter was polite and offering help to the government 

Shortly thereafter, longshoremen .posing as marshals, armed with a 
false warrant, made a drawn gun raid on our Washington Church and 
seized prayer books and instruments. 

In 1966 I wrote Dr Verwoerd the South African Prime Minister a letter 
that I had information that a dangerous situation might exist in his 
vicinity. He wrote back thanking me. 

I was suddenly made non persona grata in Southern Africa. Shortly 
afterwards Dr Verwoerd was assassinated by a psychiatric patient. 

In 1967, about July, I wrote Home Office Immigration offering to help 
them with any student immigration problem as I had found that some of 
the people they said were Scieinologists weten't. And that perhaps I could 
get the UK Church directors to co-operate. A very polite letter. 

,The Home Office promptly told the papas my UK visa was cancelled 
and even informed me some three weeks later, they barred out all students, 
even Commonwealth citizens and barred my daughter who is a British 
subject. 

In December 1968 UK parliament said there would be no Scientology 
Inquiry. 

As I had been barred out only on the word of now fired Kenneth 
Robinson, the psychiatric front man, in January 1969,1 courteously wrote 
the Home Office that as the government had not produced any evidence 
against me, could 1-please have my unlimited landing card back. 

The new Health Minister promptly appointed an 'Inquiry into Wien- 
• taloa' and the Home Office rejected my request. 

Those are the only four letters I've written governments. They name 
all pleasant, courteous, routine. 

Each one seems to have-caused a violent even terrified explosion out of 

all proportion. 

It's as if someone on government lines in each case was frightened that 
Scientology would be accepted or used. 

The psychiatric front groups control immigration services through 
'Health' connections. They flood health and immigration files with false 
accusations against any possible rival. I've seen the files and they contain 
false documents and pretended literature. 

All I can make out of it is that• the psychiatric front groups are going 
all out to protect their billions per year handouts and no effective activity 
need apply. 

If the US had accepted our pilot help, they might not be losing their 
plane a day over Vietnam. 

If Dr Verwoerd had accepted my warning he would not be dead. 

If the UK Immigration had accepted my offer of help with students. 
Robinson might still be Health Minister. 

I don't know what will happen on this Star Chamber 'Inquiry'. But 

if it has any similarity to the rest, it won't be successful to the oppositiat 

That's all I can make of this. 

Our psychiatric brethren, alert on the lines for anyone that would 
upset their stranglehold,are not about to let anyone who knows his business 
get into communication with a government. It might upset their free gift 
appropriations and the best laid plans of rats and men. 

But they can't keep it up forever. Murder will out. 

It's rather an amusing picture one gets though, of governments in a sort 
of cage with a psychiatrist as guard. 
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WHAT IS SCIENTOLOGY? 
Total get a better idea if you read these policy letters issued to Seientolo- . 
gists. Thal is a sample of the 'ethnology of Scientology. whkh Ls so bitterly 
fitt in some areas. 
ThE THIRD PARTY LAW 
by L. Ron Hubbard 
I have for a very long time studied the causes of violence and conflict 
amongst individuals and nations. 

If Chaldea could vanish, if Babylon turn to dud. if Egypt could become 
a badlands. if Sicily could have 160 prosperous cities and be a looted ruin 
before the year zero and a near desert ever since — and all this in SPITE of 
all the work and wisdom and good wishes and intent of human beings, then 
it must follow as the dark follows sunset that something must be unknown 
to Man concerning all his works and ways. And that this something must 
be so deadly and so pervasive as to destroy all his ambitions and his 
chances long before their time. 

Such a thing would have to be some natural law unguessed at by himself. 
And there is such a law, apparently, that answers these conditions of 

being deadly, unknown and embracing all activities. 
The law would seem to he: 
A THIRD PARTY MUST BE PRESENT AND UNKNOWN IN 
EVERY QUARREL FOR A CONFLICT TO EXIST. 
or 
FOR A QUARREL TO OCCUR. AN  UNKNOWN THIRD PARTY 
MUST BE ACTIVE IN PRODUCING IT BETWEEN TWO POTEN-
TIAL OPPONENTS. 
or 
WHILE IT IS COMMONLY BELIEVED TO TAKE TWO TO MAKE 
A FIGHT. A THIRD PARTY MUST EXIST AND MUST DEVELOP 
IT FOR ACTUAL CONFLICT TO OCCUR. 
It is very easy to see that two in conflict are fighting. They are very 

visible. What is harder to see or suspect is that a third party existed and 
actively promoted the quarrel. 

The usually unsuspected and 'reasonable' third party:  the bystander who 
denies any part of it Is the one that brought the conflict into existence in the 
first place. 

The hidden third party. seeming at times to be a supporter of only one 
side, is to be found as the instigator. 

This is a useful law on many dynamics. 
It is the cause of war. 
One sees two fellows shouting bad names at each other• sees them come 

to blows. No one else is around. So they, of course. 'caused the fight'. But 
there was a third party. 

Tracing these down, one comes upon incredible data. That is the trouble. 
The incredible is too easily rejected. One way to hide things is to make them 
incredible. 

Clerk A and Messenger B have been arguing. They blaze into direct 
conflict. Each blames the other. NEITHER ONE IS CORRECT AND 
SO THE QUARREL DOES NOT RESOLVE SINCE ITS TRUE 
CAUSE IS NOT ESTABLISHED. 

One looks into such a case THOROUGHLY. He finds the incredible. 
The wife of Clerk A has been sleeping with Messenger B and complaining 
alike to both about the other. 

Farmer .1 and Rancher K have been tearing each other to pieces for 
years in continual conflict. There are obvious logical reasons for the light. 
Yet it continues and does not resolve. A close search finds Banker L who, 
due to their losses in the fighting, is able to loan each side money, while 
keeping the quarrel going, and who will get their lands completely if both 

lose. 

It goes larger. The revolutionary forces and the Russian government 
were in conflict in 1917. The reasons are so many the attention easily sticks 
on them. But only when Germany's official state papers were captured in 
World War II was it revealed that Germany had promoted the revolt and 
financed LENIN to spark it off, even sending him into Russia in a blacked 
out train! 

One looks over 'personal' quarrels, group conflicts, national battles and 
one finds, if he searches, the third party, unsuspected by both combatants 
or if suspected at all. brushed off as 'fantastic'. Yet careful documentation 
finally affirms it. 
This datum is fabulously useful. 

In marital quarrels the correct approach of anyone counseling, is to get 
both parties to carefully search out the third party. They may come to 
many reasons at first. These reasons are not beings. One is looking for a 
third party. an  actual being. When both find the third party and establish 
proof, that will be the end of the quarrel. 

Sometimes two panics. quarreling. suddenly decide to elect a being to 
blame. This stops the quarrel. Sometimes it is not the right being and more 
quarrels thereafter occur. 

Two nations at each other's throats should each seek conference with the 
other to sift out and locate the actual third party. They will always lind one 
if they look, and they eon find the right one. As it will be found to exist in 
fact. 
There are probably many technical approaches one could develop and out. 
line in this matter. 

There are many odd phenomena connected with it. An accurately spot. 
ted third way is usualiy not fought at all by either party but only shunned. 

Marital conflicts are common. Marriages can be saved by both parties 
'really sorting out who caused the conflicts. There may have been, in the 
whole history of the marriage several, but only one at a time. 

Quarrels between an individual and an organization are nearly always 
caused by an individual third party or a third group. The organization and 
the individual should get together and isolate the third party by displaying 
to each other all the data they each have been fed. 

Rioters and govenmients alike could be brought back to agreement could 
one get representatives of both to give each other what they have been told 

hY `rite" 
SUCH CONFERENCES HAVE TENDED TO DEAL ONLY IN 

RECRIMINATIONS OR CONDITIONS OR ABUSES. THEY MUST 
DEAL IN BEINGS ONLY IN ORDER TO SUCCEED. 

This theory might be thought to assert also that there are no bad con-
ditions that cause conflict. There are. But these are usually REMEDIAL 
BY CONFERENCE UNLESS A THIRD. PARTY IS PROMOTING 
CONFLICT. 

In history we have a very foul opinion of the past because it is related by 
recrimations of two opponents and has not spotted the third party. 

'Underlying causes' of war should read 'hidden promoters. 
There are no conflicts which cannot be resolved unless the tree promoters 

of them remain hidden. 
This is the natural law the ancients and moderns alike did not know. 

And not knowing it. being led off into 'reasons' whole civilizations hay e 
died. 

It is worth knowing. 
It is worth working with in any situation where one is trying to bring 

Tens ere for the 2nd ankle by L. Roe liabbarsi. It is an memos of this 
on primed here 
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This anick is on extension of the Inf Pan, Law 
oche precious page. JUSTICE 

Many thinp hare hem said and alleged 
In an extension of Third Party Law I have found 

by L. Ron Hubbard 
cheat Scientology which were not true. This Is one of the true papers of Scientology. 

accepted and acted upon without confronting 
that false reports and suppression are very 
important in Third Party Technology. 

We knoW that a Third Petty is necessary to any 
quarreL Basically it is a 3-Terminal Universe. 

In reviewing several organization upsets I 
have found that the Third Party can go com-
pletely overlooked even in intensive investigation. 

A Third Party adds up to suppression by 
giving false reports on others. 

In several cases an organization has lost 
several guiltless staff members. They were 
dismissed or disciplined in an effort to solve 
enturbulation. Yet the turbulence continued and 
the area became even more upset by reason of 
the dismissals. 

Running this back further one finds that the 
real Third Party, eventually -unearthed. got 

• people removed by giving FALSE REPORTS. 
One source of this is as follows: 
Staff member X goofs. He is very furious and 

defensive at being accused. He blames his goof 
on somebody else. That somebody else gets 
disciplined. Staff member X diverts attention 
from himself by various means including falsely 
accusing others. 

This is a Third Party action which results in a 
lot of people being blamed and disciplined. And 
the real Third Party remaining undetected. 

This missing point of justice here is that the 
disciplined persons were not fined with their 
accusers and were not given the real accusation 
and so could not confront it. 

Another case would be a Third Party simply 
spreading tales and making accusations out of 
malice or some even more vicious motive. This 
would be a usual Third Party action. It is 
ordinarily hissed on False Reports. 	 • 

Another situation comes about whin an 
executive who can't get an area straight starts to 
investigate. gets Third Party False Reports about 
it. disciplines people accordingly and totally 
misses the real Third Party. This enturbulates toe 
area even more. 

The basis of all really troublesome Third 
Party activities is then FALSE REPORTS. 

There can also be FALSE PERCEPTION. 
One sees things that don't exist and reports them 
as 'fact'. 

Therefore we see that we can readily run back 
-an investigation by following a chain of false 
reports. 

In at least one case the Third Party (dis-
covered only after it was very plain that only he 
could have wrecked two sections. one after the 
other) also had these characteristics: 
I. Goofed in his own actions; 
2. Furiously contested any reports or com-

plaints made about him; 
3. Obsessively changed everything when taking 

over an area: 
4. Falsely reported actions. accusing others; 
5. Had a high casualty rate of staff in his area. 
These are not necessarily common to all Third 

Parties but give you an idea of what can go on.  

the accused with all charges and his or her 
accusers. 

An executive should not accept any accusation 
and act upon it. To do so undermines the 
security of one and all. 

What an executive should do. on being 
presented with an accusation, poor performance 
or 'evidence' is conduct an investigation of false 
reports and false perceptions. 

An area is unproductive because of one or 
more of the following: 

I. No personnel; 
2. Personnel not trained; 
3. Cross orders (senior orders unattended 

because of different junior orders); 
4. Area doing something else than what it is 

supposed to do; 
5. An adjacent area dumping its hat (not 

doing its job): 
6. False perception leading to false statistics; 
7. False reports by rumour or misunder-

standing; 
8. False reports from single rare instances 

-becoming metaled as the condition of the 
whole; 

9. False reports on others defensively intended; 
10. False reports on others maliciously in-

tended (real Third Party): 
I I. Injustices cumulative and unrernedied; 
12. Actions taken on others without investi- 

gation and without confronting them with 
their accusers or the data. 

This is a list of probable courses for an upset 
or unproductive area. 

SECURITY 
The personal security of the individual is so 

valuable to him apparently that when it is 
undermined (by false accusations or injustice) 
hebecomes less willing and less efficient and is the 
real reason for a person to start to roller-coast as 
his performance goes up and down. 

JUSTICE 
THE ONLY THING WHICH CAN ACTU-

ALLY REMEDY A GENERAL INSECURE 
FEELING IS A RENEWED FAITH IN 
JUSTICE. 

Justice would consist of a refusal to accept any 
report not substantiated by actual, independent 

- data. seeing that all such reports are investi-
gated. and that all investigations include con-
fronting the accused with the accusation and 
where feasible the accuser. BEFORE any 
disciplinary action is undertaken or any con-
dition assigned. 

While this may 'slow the processes of justice; 
the personal security of the individual is totally 
dependent upon establishing the full truth of any 
accusation before any action is taken. 

Harsh discipline may produce instant cora- 
ln  

An area where only those who try to do their 
jobs are disciplined encourages people to hide 
and he inactive. 

But all discipline must be based on truth and 
must exclude acting on false reports. 

Therefore we get a policy: any false report 
leading to the unjust discipline of another is an 
act of betrayal by the person making the false 
report. This should be made known. 

It is an act of INJUSTICE for any person to 
accept and discipline another on the basis of a 
report which subsequently turns out to have 
been false. 

This then is the primary breakdown of any 
justice system — that it acts on false reports, 
disciplines before substantiation. and fails to 
confront an accused with the report and his 
accuser before any discipline is assigned, or which 
does not weigh the value of a person in general 
against the alleged crime-even when proven. 

Write to 
The Editor ... 

Here in England we get many letters 
from our readers all over the world. 
We are expanding and will publish 
many of the letters sent in. If no one 
else will listen, you can always write 
here. We are a reform group - write 
and tell us of any case of injustice 
or barbaric or degrading practice to 
any individual. Write to the Editor 
cio "Freedom" at 49 W. 32nd ST., 
N.Y., NY 100024 2005 W. 9TH ST., 
LOS ANdELES, 6ALIP. 90006. 

gAy 
SCIENTOLOGY: 

A New Slant on Life 

by L. Ron Hubbard 

This easy-to-read book is full of valuable infor-
mation on mane asrects of life. 'Is it possible to 
be happy?' 'How to live with children. On 
marnage% 'What is the basic mystery', 'Justice'. 
'Communication', and many more. Essays that 
will help you to live a freer, fuller and happier life. 
Essays that you can read. apply and so change your 
life for the better. 

BUY IT — READ IT — USE IT! 

ORDER FORM 

Please send me 	 copies of 

Selentekorri • new slant us life 
by L. Roe Hubbard 

Price for One copy $1.25 
I enclose a chequemioney order for 	 
(Surface pastas is paid to anywhere in the world) 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

SEND TO: The Bookstore. Me Church of Selma* 
egy. 49W 3.11s1 ST.. 	1(1002.1. 2005 W. She
SI.. Lee Angeles. Calif. woos. 

pliance but it smothers t at ve. 
Positive discipline is in itself a stable datum. 

	

After a lot of experience with Ethics and 	People are unhappy in an area which is not well 

	

justice I would say that the real source of upset 	disciplined because they do not know where they 
in an area would be FALSE REPORTS stand. 

ORDER 'FREEDOM' ON A REGULAR BASIS 
SEND $1.50 to cover the cost of 10 copies. Each issue will be 
posted to you upon publication - every month at present. 
Make your• cheque or postal order payable to the "Church of 
Scientology" and send it with your name and address to "Free-
dom", 49 W. 32ND ST., N.Y., NY, 100024-2005 W. 9TH ST., 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90006. Your order will be forwarded 
promptly. 
A limited number of back copies are available, which will be 
mailed, if requested, to regular subscribers. There is no charge for 
these. 

1) 

Published by College of Scientology. EAST GRINSTEAD. SUSSEX. ENGLAND — Copyright .1969 by L Ron Hubbard ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 
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Introduction 

THE FINDINGS 
ON THE U.S. FOOD AND DRUG AGENCY 

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration is a relatively minor Federal agency within the 
Department of Health, Education and Welfare. It originated as an office within the Department 
of Agriculture. The job of FDA is defined by the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act. 

The agency has in fact done little of the duty there defined by Congress but has grown to 
outsized physical and financial proportions. 

The FDA has become, progressively since the ig3os, a source of disturbance to Americans, 
the presidency, the courts and Congress. It is today regrettably described as an agency behaving 
as a sort of cult, with an almost fanatical urge—to save the world. What FDA seems to feel 
it must "save the world" from is simply the ordinary freedoms and pursuits of the society, and 
from the protection and authority of the Constitution of the United States. 

The problems of a government which begins to discover that it has within it an agency 
gone so very awry, but discovering it somewhat late, are enormous. FDA errors have disturbed 
many functions and areas of national life in an extremely miscellaneous, random, or apparently 
random, pattern. 

Perhaps it can be corrected. This Finding treats only of one aspect of FDA errors. Here 
detailed is just one of the agency's excursions into world-saving by its incredible "applications" 
of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act. 

This is the instance of FDA invasion by force of the premises, and the disruption of the 
normal activities of a duly constituted American Church, The Founding Church of Scientology 
of Washington, D.C. There are Churches of Scientology in all the major areas of America and 
on all the continents of Earth. The Washington Church is one of Scientology's best known and 
is greatly respected. 

In this publication are reviewed briefly the facts which regrettably but unmistakably did 
lead to the Finding of FDA guilty. 

The potential further liability to the society of an agency gone as wild as has gone FDA 
is too great for such luxuries as "forgetting the whole thing" or hoping it will all come out 
all right. 

When FDA finds out who it really is, what its duties are, and whether it is willing to do 
them, it can then cease taking upon itself such peculiar roles as religious or anti-religious 
agitator world-saver, and do its job, or go. 

There really is, under the Constitution of the United States, no other set of choices. 
Here, then, are the findings in fact regarding the unauthorized behaviour of the U.S. Food 

and Drug agency toward the Founding Church of Scientology of Washington, D.C., its 
members, students, its Church officials and its American public. 
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"WE FIND THE AGENCY ENGAGED IN BIZARRE AND JUVENILE GAMES 

OF COPS AND ROBBERS. INSTEAD OF GUARDING THE NATIONAL 

HEALTH, WE FIND AN AGENCY THAT IS POLICE ORIENTED, CHIEFLY 

CONCERNED WITH PROSECUTIONS AND CONVICTIONS, TOTALLY 

INDIFFERENT TO THE INDIVIDUAL'S RIGHTS, AND BENT ON USING 

SNOOPING GEAR TO PRY AND INVADE THE CITIZEN'S RIGHT OF 

PRIVACY." 
—Senator Edward V. Long of Missouri in his closing statement 

on April 29, 1965 as Chairman of the Senate Subcommittee 

investigating practices of the Food and Drug Administration. 
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THE SEQUENCE OF EVENTS 
A Brief Summary 

193°— 
At George Washington University in the first course ever given in the United States on 

nuclear physics, one student, L. Ron Hubbard, saw in this new subject clues to the answers 

to thought and the role of Man in the universe. His classmates developed a super bomb. 
L. Ron Hubbard set out on his own quite different search—a philosopher-scientist seeking 

the laws of life energy. 

1938— 
The Soviet government offered L. Ron Hubbard Pavlov's laboratories and large sums 

to complete his work under their auspices. 

1940— 

His investigations interrupted by World War II, he served with distinction as a commander 

of combat vessels in the United States Navy. At war's end L. Ron Hubbard completed the 

technology of Dianetics in a very little over three years. 
Here was a major breakthrough in applied philosophy, and in the subject of the human 

mind Dianetics was its most advanced study and application. 

1942— 
Copy of first manuscript of L. Ron Hubbard's findings stolen in Miami, Florida. 

1949— 
As L. Ron Hubbard's work was attracting intense interest in scientific circles even while 

his findings had not yet been published, the volume of mail, cables, telegrams and personal 

visits of philosophers and scientists to his home made it obvious that Dianetics was going to 

have to be published or its discoverer would have no time for further research and development. 

The technology was ready. 

1950— 
Remaining copy of L. Ron Hubbard's first manuscript stolen, in Los Angeles. These 

thefts apparently connected with 1938 Russian offer. 
May, 195o, DIANETICS: The Modern Science of Mental Health by L. Ron Hubbard 

was published. 
Startling in its discoveries, comprehensive in theory and application, Dianetics unexpec-

tedly became a national best seller, went straight to the top of the New York Times best seller 

list and stayed there for weeks then months and was read by millions. 

1952  
The exactness of application of Dianetic technology brought answers to the oldest 

questions of religious philosophy. 
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The basic discoveries of Scientology were made. Here began Applied Philosophy (the 
basis of all religion) and a new technology with the exactness of mathematics and the essential 
depth of the oldest religious traditions. 

Scientology is a totally new look at and application of the confessional and religious 
instruction. Its balance of theory with immediate practical use in daily living was precise 
and far-reaching. 

In 1952 the first religious Society of Scientology was incorporated—The Hubbard 
Association of Scientologists, International. Today the HASI is the international professional 
and lay membership organization of many thousands of active Scientologists on five continents. 

1954— 
The Creation of Human Ability by L. Ron Hubbard was published, summarizing research 

theory and technology in the total field of fully developed, codified practical religion--making 
the able more able by the single address of Scientology ministry, in auditing technology, to the 
spirit. 

1955 
The Founding Church of Scientology was incorporated in Washington, D.C., on the 

21st day of July. 	
1956— 

Advanced (Post Graduate) Courses resumed in Washington at the Founding Church. 
Ministers and students of Scientology Ministry from all over the world attend. 

1957— 
From this point on, contact with the White House increases as it occasionally requests 

and is given further information on data ranging outside ordinary areas of religious practice 
but which had resulted from years of Scientology educational and Pastoral Counseling 
discoveries within the researches of the Founding Church. 

1958— 
The E-Meter has come into full use, is extremely successful in assisting speed of auditor 

communication efficiency in applying exact religious confessional and Pastoral counseling 
technology. 

1959— 
In March FDA hires spy Taylor Quinn to enroll as a pretended student of the Academy 

of the Founding Church of Scientology. 

1962— 
L. Ron Hubbard writes to President John F. Kennedy. 

President Kennedy: 
(I) Having an intense interest in anything which might give America and the free world 

"an edge" in the space development race with the Soviets, 
(2) Having a personal as well as presidential interest in anything which might help in 

mental and educational areas, and 
(3) Knowing that university and government subsidized researches had not found the 

answers or any workable methodology in mental factors, requested on his regular 
channels information on Scientology as a new possibility. 
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The President's request fell into the hands of Health, Education and Welfare's U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration, itself in trouble with Congress for its investigative tactics 
described in the U.S. Senate as police-state methods. 

Within forty-eight hours of L. Ron Hubbard's again offering a president technical help 
in the race against Communism and a peaceful means of detecting and preventing infiltration 
of our space science efforts by destructive interests, and of raising intelligence and learning-rate 
level in space ventures, the Food and Drug Administration went into every Scientology 
Church in America demanding "evidence" on the E-Meter. A subject which will not clear 
on an E-Meter is a subject about which a person is withholding the truth. The FDA feared 
this "truth detector". They seemed to be withholding something. 

1963 
The FDA made a sudden armed raid on the Founding Church of Scientology on January 

4, 1963, in Washington, D.C. 

The purpose of this booklet is to give some clarification to the events and to the significances 
involved in a totally un-constitutional attack by an agency of the United States Government 
on American religious freedom and upon a Church chartered in the District of Columbia and 
located only a few blocks from the White House itself. 

8 
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FDA RAIDS CHURCH 
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U.S. MARSHALS SEIZING E.METERS AND PUBLICATIONS FROM CHURCH 



FDA RAIDS CHURCH 

On a snowy January 4th in 1963 in Washington the United States Food and Drug 
Administration of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare issued a press release 
to the Washington newspapers reporting FDA had raided Scientology and describing 
Scientology in terms which concealed the fact that it is a church and that FDA had no charges 
to bring against the church and were taking the action on no legal basis whatever. Terins of 
contempt were used exclusively in the press release. 

Washington newspapers printed the story, although the event had not taken place. 
The FDA, coming from a Baltimore office with several armed U.S. Marshals and a dozen 

apparently Baltimore longshoremen's union members specially deputized with two large vans 
and with armed motorcycle policemen, blockaded the streets surrounding the neighbourhood 
of the Founding Church of Scientology and began to move in on the Church buildings. 
What was going on in the Church was the usual quietly busy activity of its Academy for 
ministerial training and its Guidance Center where confessionals and pastoral counseling 
were in progress, and the many important everyday administrative activities especially vital 
to a senior Church having duties regarding all its members and junior Churches throughout 
the nation. It was much like any weekday in a busy national Church with ministerial training 
facilities. 

The FDA agents burst into the Church offices with their armed Marshals and loudly if 
incoherently demanded and threatened all in sight, observed absolutely no courtesies except 
for not actually shooting the guns they carried and denied to the Church administrators any 
opportunity to arrange that students and Church members not be disturbed, upset or 
terrorized. 

Showing no legal warrant the agents and heavy deputies pounded their way up stairways 
bursting into confessional and pastoral counseling sessions causing disruption and violently 
preventing the quiet pursuit of the normal practice of religious philosophy. They broke into 
classrooms. They broke up all Church lessons and studies in progress. 

They seized all the publications and all the confessional aids called E-Meters they could 
find in desks, in ladies' handbags, in students' briefcases and in the session rooms of the 
confessionals. 

Swarming through the neighbourhood, causing disreptuable circumstances and an 
atmosphere of Mafia, the agents and "deputies" broke into student and staff homes, yelling, 
threatening and seizing, and denying all possible sanctuary to the Church itself or sanctity 
of private dwelling. 

No charge had been made, no warrant sworn, no accounting was given by the agents of 
property taken, actually and in fact stolen, by the agents. 

From the publications section and bookstore of the Church the agents removed to the 
waiting vans some tens of thousands of copies of over twenty Church books and Church 
publications, comprising the total stock of these items. Books were seized and dumped in such 
a way as to damage most of the stock. When requested to handle decently, the "deputies" 
from Baltimore gave only sneering illiteracies for answer. Filling two trucks FDA sent for 
more trucks, boasted to the press that they had gotten three tons of the Church's publications 
and equipment. 

The sensitive electronic E-Meters were handled with arrogant carelessness, dumped and 
stacked in the trucks with the finesse of a Department of Sanitation detail. 

The U.S. Marshals, who themselves had apparently not been told they were raiding a 

II 
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FDA RAIDERS STAND NERVOUSLY 
AROUND AFTER BREAKING INTO 
THE EXECUTIVE OFFICES OF THE 

FOUNDING CHURCH 
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THIS IS THE DOOR THE FDA RAIDERS ENTERED FIRST 



Church, behaved with the peculiar guilty air of men caught in a position of compromise of 
their own pretended principles. 

Had the Church invaded been their own they could not have been more guilty. 
As America has no tradition for such an incident, it is then some question as to what 

the source of an attack on an American Church would have been. 
The conclusion to that, not the concern of this booklet, could be anything perhaps, but 

the source is not what we usually think of as American, or as civilized, or as from any good 
authority. 

The FDA is trying to save the world, under the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. 

NOTE 

It was not until four years after the illegal FDA raid on the Church that "the case", in 
which there were still no charges against the Church, was brought to trial in U.S. District 
Court. Only the E-Meter was "charged". 

The FDA was refused in an astonishing offer to the Church of a pre-trial settlement. 
The E-Meter itself was brought to trial April 3, 1967, under the continued pretense 

(because FDA was violating the First and Fourth Amendment) that no action was being 
taken against any Church. 

14 
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. FACTS vs. FDA PRETENCE 

Facts that must be kept in mind to understand the FDA situation at all: 

( i) No Scientologist or official of, or member of the Church of Scientology or the Founding 
Church of Scientology has ever thought that or considered a notion that an E-Meter 
could treat "cure" anything or anyone, or so claimed. 
There is no evidence ever that misrepresentations to such effect have been made to 
the FDA or their associates from sources even outside Scientology. 

(2) The .E-Meter is a well-made instrument in a polished wood case used by simply having 
the person pick up a common tin can (because it is a reliable conductor) in each hand, 
connected to the two lead wires. 
There is a simple meter face with dial and needle. There is a needle-adjustment lever 
called the Tone Arm. 
Using the Tone Arm to keep the needle adjustable into the active range of the meter 
dial, the auditor applies by exact procedure the confessional technology of Scientology 
to the clearing of (freeing the person of) subjects mentioned or offered by the person. 
The needle registers on the dial changes in a tiny current passing through the person's 
skin. The basic Scientology discovery at work here is the correlation between thought 
(action of the individual himself, the spirit) and its impingements on the body. A fully 
trained auditor can see by correlation of subject and needle behaviour the state of the 
person's ability to confront or handle, to be truthful with himself and others on the given 
subject. 
For one example, there are areas of a person's life which contain emotional (but more 
precisely, spiritual) pain. They are things too painful, the person thinks, to know about, 
let alone talk about. 
Sin is composed, according to Scientology, of lies and hidden actions and is therefore 
Untruth. The Electrometer is used in Scientology Confessional and Pastoral Counseling 
to disclose truth to the individual and thus free him spiritually. Only in this way can 
Man's spiritual self be regained. 
All religions seek truth. Freedom of the spirit is only to be found on the road to Truth. 
Religions in the 196os use modern aids. The Electrometer, used in Confessionals, is a 
valid religious aid. It is not intended or effective for the diagnosis, treatment or prevention 
of any disease and has never been so used. 
The Electrometer makes possible the clearing of conscience in a swift, objective procedure 
and without accusation, and without the liability of further burdening a person spiritually 
by inaccuracies and failing to help the person find out the truth about his own role in 
what has been done, and where there was sin, to free him spiritually and in conscience. 

(3) The E-Meter does not do something to the person, just as a barometer does not do 
something to the weather. The E-Meter aids confessional technology in speed and 
precision of application only. 

(4) The Founding Church of Scientology is not in the field of medicine, 
sends people to physicians of their own choice when any question of physical condition 
is thought to exist, before they are accepted for Scientology processing, does not accept 
for processing people with a history of mental illness or under the care of a "therapist" 
of any kind or "psychiatrist", these being church policies of long standing as it has 
been found that people under or requiring treatment or in communication with these 
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are generally unstable whilst the contact is maintained and thus not easily able to learn 
or benefit spiritually as their environment is itself threatening. 

(5) The FDA takes the position of pretending that Scientologists claim the E-Meter is a 
device for medical diagnosis, treatment or cure. The FDA pretends this only and has 
no evidence supporting. 

(6) The FDA pretended not to be attacking a Church while doing so in order not to place 
their violation under the Constitution of the United States, and in order to obtain 
something resembling a warrant, for deception in gaining entry to church and neighbour-
ing property and homes. 

(7) The FDA is linked closely by personnel to large drug firms and occasionally under 
investigation as to these links and associations. The "two-way street' between the FDA 
and the drug.  industry has drawn frequent official critisism. 

(8) The FDA is increasingly, since inception in the unstable leftist atmosphere of the 193os 
behaving as if it is trying to save the world by "saving Americans from themselves", or 
"save the world by outlawing vitamins" going, in other words, into a long list of matters 
outside their proper concern and within the ordinary right of choice of individuals. 
The attack on freedom of religion may be a new phase of their main trend in this direction 
and could be a most serious one in consequences to millions of people and ultimately all 
Americans. Americans do not consider it the job of any government agency to "save 
them". 

(g) The FDA has shirked its important routine job of keeping a vast national food industry 
free of contamination. An over-proliferated minor bureaucracy, it has missed totally on 
the handling of drug-traffic safety. It has missed totally on, and indications are that it 
has aided, the spread of LSD usage into our society. In its duty the FDA is a renowned 
failure in government circles and now under higher scrutiny but rather late for correction 
unless congressional measures are swift and thorough. 

(io) The FDA had apparently thought Scientology a smaller religion than they soon found 
to be the case. Having expected easily to destroy a Church and failing, the FDA attempted 
to settle before trial and were refused by the Church. 

( 

	

	"Saving the world" by government agency is an invalid enterprise at best. An agency 
charged with the duty to serve the society, which perverts that duty into an attack on 
the freedoms within the society, is an agency proceeding on the reactive (unknowing, 
guilty) notion that freedom is dangerous and people must lose it to be saved. 

(12) Only a free people doing the ordinary actions that make things go right in a society can 
have or create a safe environment or a better society. Americans simply want to get on 
with their jobs. 

)) 
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A LETTER TO THE PRESIDENT 

President John Kennedy, 
The White House, 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Mr. President; 
In the early '405 a lonely letter wandered into the White House, uninvited, unannounced. 

It was brief. It was factual, and it gave America the deciding edge in arms superiority. Its 
subject was the atom bomb and its signature was Professor Albert Einstein. 

Fortunately it was not routed to the experts but was read by the President himself; the 
late Franklin Delano Roosevelt. And this despite the fact that a few years before, Einstein's 
theories had been denounced as "the greatest mathematical hoax of all time." 

This is another such letter. 
We believe we have some scientific data, derived from a recent break through which 

would be vital in the space race. 
You have a parity with the Russians. Continued development on both sides along 

conventional lines will only maintain that parity. If an additional edge has been developed 
in a parallel field to space flight, and if it were used by the United States, the parity could be 
unsettled and America could advance. 

Once a student of small energies* at George Washington University, in the next thirty-
two years I developed answers to the human electronic anatomy. This study is currently 
known as "Scientology". 

Mental science that increased human intelligence and stamina and which released new 
energies in human endeavour could be the deciding factor in either war or the space race. 

For instance, we coached the British Olympic team with the result that not one team 
member blew up in the events and their scores were raised. This is an unheard of record. 

The technology is complex, not easily taught, and this is its only safeguard. But it is no 
real safeguard since only last week Communist interests in South Africa stole from our head-
quarters there forty hours of magnetic tape on which were recorded the latest findings in this 
field. Their interest goes back to 1938 when I was offered Pavlov's laboratories by Russia 
and large sums to go there and complete my work. In 1942 the first manuscript of the work 
was stolen in Miami, Florida, in 195o the only other copy vanished by theft, in Los Angeles. 
I feel sure that there exists a growing library on Scientology in Russia. They cannot, however, 
have any advanced knowledge of it as it would apply to a space programme. 

Scientology, in the hands of its own trained people, is easy to apply. A Scientology 
practitioner requires about a year to basically train. The number of hours required to achieve 
increased I.Q. is 25 hours. I.Q. can be increased at will at about 1 point per hour. General 
ability and stability is improved. Latent skills can be increased in the individual. Reaction 
time can be markedly improved. 

In addition to these obvious matters, a whole body of skills exist which are peculiarly 
applicable to flight or space flight. All necessary conditioning for flight can be done thoroughly 
and permanently without any of the conditioning drills now used. The perception of a pilot 
or Astronaut can be increased far beyond human range and stamina and be brought to an 
astonishing level, not hitherto attainable in a human being. The length of time required for 

* The physics of atomic and molecular phenomena. (Ed.) 
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such processing would be around 25o hours per man. No "beliefs" or faith are needed. Hypno-tism and drugs are not used. The number of persons who could be so processed is limited only by the availability of practitioners. Those particularly skilled in this work are few, less than fifty in the whole world. But the number is increasing at the rate of about two per week. Lesser skilled practitioners in the world number around fifty thousand and increase at about fifty per week. 
Scientology is very easy to put into effect. The government only need turn over to us anyone it desires to condition to space flight or flight or anyone whose I.Q. it desires to have raised and we will take it from there. No lengthy discussions or investigations need be under-taken by the government beyond testing the end results in the person after processing is complete. The cost to the government• would be maintenance expenses for the person so detailed and $25 per hour for processing received. Special arrangements for large numbers would have to be made but would be more or less on the same basis. All Scientology processing would be done in our own quarters due to the proximity to our communication lines. We cannot detail practitioners to the government or train government personnel. We cannot guarantee any result outside our own supervision. 
Scientology is therefore very easy for the government to put into effect. Many large corporations have similar arrangements with us to create executives. We reserve the right to reject any applicant for processing. These arrangements are standard. In the case of a govern-ment person we would however use technology suitably advanced and adapted to scientific endeavour or space flight. No technology so used is experimental but is already well tested, safe and proven. 
No other activity on this planet is comparable to this programme and no results of this nature are obtainable in other fields. These results, in view of existing parity, could decide the space race—or the next war—in the hands of America. 
This is a duty letter. I am an American and feel bound to periodically place this matter before the government. I urge nothing. I require nothing. I do not wish to seem the cause of denying my own government this technology. Man will not successfully get into space without us. It is only a question of when. 
I find myself in an odd position in that I collect letters, one every few years, from the government saying that they have no need of actual mental technology. And yet I still write, amongst other activities, pointing out that a ten pound diamond lies on the White House lawn. I feel that someday somebody will not hand the letter to the "experts" and that one will be read by somebody who cares more for his country than his association and hand it on to the President. 
I will be in Washington in early September giving some lectures. I can be contacted at my personal office there at I 827-19th St., N.W. Adams 2-4410. Or I can be reached at any time through my own communication network contacted at that address. Such an office as yours receives a flood of letters from fakes, crackpots and would-be wonder-workers. This is not such a letter. We have been delivering for a dozen years and have survived and come out on top in a highly competitive world. We were new once. The world has marched on and we have risen with it. We do not wish the United States to lose either the space race or the next war. The deciding factor in that race or that war may very well be lying in your hands at this moment, and may depend on what is done with this letter. If that earlier letter from Einstein had been filed away, we would have lost our all in the following twenty years. Is this such a letter? 
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As nearly as can be discovered the President did receive and read this letter and then request on his 
own lines that Scientology capabilities be looked into and reported to him. . 

What happened next is an example of the needless complexities and interior intrigues with which the 
President himself was continually faced in carrying on the work of his office. Receiving the request of the 
President, the most undependable agency of the United States Government, unknown to the President had 
apparently other business and other programs for Americans than his. The letter and proposal was not 
looked into as requested but within forty-eight hours the FDA descended upon all the offices of the Churches 
of Scientology in America in what Senator Edward V. Long of Missouri later described' as a police oriented, 
juvenile game of cops and robbers. 

FDA and associates had motivations and interest contrary to American authority and normal interests. 
Two days after the raid by the Food and Drug Administration on the Founding Church of Scientology 

L. Ron Hubbard made these comments from his office in England : 

January 6, 1963 
Toward the end of August 1962 I offered President Kennedy my assistance and the help 

of Scientology in narrowing the gap in the space race. 
Twice in recent years the White House has specifically requested from us a presentation 

of Scientology to see what it could do to help the general effort. We responded with a mass 
of information. 

As Scientology can raise man's ability through the Church's processing procedures it 
could be of benefit in improving American scientists in their work on technical problems. 
However, as Scientology fell within the realm of the spirit and refused to consider Man an 
animal sprung from mud, the help was not accepted. 

In August when Kennedy had been President awhile I thought it only courteous to 
make the gesture again. I did not realize that there were lesser officials of the government 
who were evidently imbued with ideas of religious persecution. 

I would greatly like to have a conference with Mr. Kennedy on this subject. I am sure 
we could come to some amicable understanding on religious matters. Extreme measures such 
as attacking Churches and burning philosophical texts are not going to solve anything. It puts 
America no further ahead in the space race. Religion should not be a factor in these matters. 

If Scientology can make smarter scientists I don't think we should forego this national victory 
just because of some point of religious difference. If we can make the better pilots and astronauts 
without injuring their faith, I don't see why we can't forego the idea that Man is an animal 
for a bit. The matter should not rise to the heights of religious persecution. Religious bigotry 
has no place in national victory. Unless we do something to give America an edge over her 
enemies she will continue to be bled white by the tax collectors to support some stupid and 
costly science. If by making smarter scientists (and we have many cases that say we can) we 
can save America money and give her victory, religious persecution should not be used to 
keep us from doing it. 

As all of my books have been seized for burning, it looks as though I will have to get busy 
and write another book. 

L. RON HUBBARD 
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THE CHURCH 

The Founding Church of Scientology was incorporated in Washington, D.C., in 1955. 
By Articles of Incorporation, the Founding Church of Scientology is authorized to 

improve the health of its people through prayer or spiritual means. It is authorized to cause 
spiritual healing under the laws of the District of Columbia, which guarantees that Churches 
of whateirer faith may give spiritual counseling in concerns of the spirit or the body. 

The Church does not, however, exercise this right to the degree that some attempt to do, 
and by firm and longstanding Church policy, does not accept for counseling (or processing 
or auditing) people who seek the healing of bodily ills but routes them to their family or other 
medical doctors of their own choice for these things to be handled. 

The Creed of the Church states that the only truly therapeutic agent is the spirit itself. 
But the Church does not deny the medical practitioner his role. 

As one's spiritual awareness and freedom increases, as one becomes free of the upsets and 
antagonisms continually experienced by those less free, people of good faith have known for 
centuries that physical ills often fall away never to return. One could then say that the religions 
of the world were engaged in healing and that it was their realm only, yet the fact is that 
such healing occurs most often when one's spiritual awareness and the cleansing of conscience 
is sought rather than when the body and its ills are addressed. Nowhere is this better known 
than in Scientology and nowhere is it more clearly stated and exactly followed in the policy 
of any Church. 

The Church is not cold to the bodily sufferings of people, but knows that these are never 
the root of the problem and that greater sufferings exist than any physical ones. 

Where the thousands of cases of physical relief have occurred over the years in Scientology, 
Scientology itself views this not as a purpose that reached success, but as an indicator that 
something is now more right with the spirit and knows what it is. 

The degree to which various forces in our societies have placed emphasis and attention 
on the human body tothe negligence of the spirit has created a difficulty in making this principle 
known to some, as they have been given the body as the all of existence and are silent and 
numb on the subject of senior importance which, as they are spiritual beings, is themselves. 

The Church trains its Ministers, and has done so on a nationwide basis, in the Academy 
of Scientology in Washington. The success of its teaching methods, as developed by L. Ron 
Hubbard, Founder of Scientology, has in itself created an advanced subject, attracting world 
attention. 

Possessing a technology of spiritual counseling and religious education of an advanced 
nature, the Church does a great amount of spiritual counseling in which this technology is 
the exact guide for the Minister. This procedure is called auditing, or processing. 

Basically a Scientology Minister is an auditor. This descriptive name is given because a 
Scientology Minister listens. 

An auditor is bound by the ethical and technical codes of Scientology and thus to the 
exact application of authorized procedure in spiritual counseling. 

The Founding Church maintains as a public service and service to members a Hubbard 
Guidance Center, offering the help of the Scientology Ministry to individuals desiring the 
assistance of an auditor. 

The Office of the Chaplain of the Founding Church is open at any time to those who wish 
to talk to someone in a ministerial capacity. It is an office of intense importance as people 
who at any time feel there is "no-one to talk to anywhere" can see the Chaplain. 
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Students of Scientology Ministry from England, Ireland and the United States at 
Hubbard College of Scientology, Saint Hill Manor, East Grinstead, Sussex, England. 

In advanced student's hands at left is a Hubbard Electrometer. 



National and area meetings for Scientologists and Scientology Ministers are held frequently 
by the Church in Washington. At these events Scientologists receive important information 
and instruction and visiting ministers are able to get whatever help and advancement they 
need in order to serve their home areas better. 

The Church sends its own ministers and graduate Academy students on to the Hubbard 
College of Scientology in England for advanced training in Church and ministerial work and 
administration. 

The Church offers free introductory courses both days and evenings, open to all. 
The Sunday Evening Service is attended by the public, students, members and Church 

staff. A sermon on the basics of religions philosophy or any important aspect of Scientology 
is given. 

A basic introductory course gives one an acceptable, simple description of primary 
Scientology data in quite every day language. Such courses are given by all Scientology 
Church organizations as well as by individual Scientologists who have had some training 
and are qualified to give Introductory level. 

These courses have been the key beginning step for the majority of Scientologists who 
are now fully trained and successful auditors and ministers. 

The books of Scientology are of extreme importance to anyone who has been introduced 
to them. The books alone have helped to make lives better and to give individuals the hope 
and immediate grasp of the situation they are in and to go forward in Scientology to more 
desirable states than they have ever experienced or thought possible. The books are those of 
L. Ron Hubbard, Founder of Scientology, and cover all aspects of applied philosophy and 
the guides to application as well as research notes and articles of its development. 

Further important materials are contained in the tape recorded training lectures of 
L. Ron Hubbard. 

Professional Auditor Bulletins by L. Ron Hubbard have been regularly published since 
195o, are issued to members. 

All these materials are drawn from in the actual training course curriculum of Academies 
of Scientology, Hubbard College of Scientology in England and advanced post-graduate 
ministerial training. 

The training given in Scientology courses is uniformly applicable to individuals in 
spiritual counseling technology and equally so to everyday living, as all the material relates 
to the role of the spirit in this universe and among one's fellow beings. 

A Church of Scientology is something of value. Its people are doing service to mankind 
which is not to be interrupted. 
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THE CHARTER 
An excerpt from the Certificate of Incorporation 

of the Founding Church of Scientology under the 
laws of the District of Columbia, 21 July 1955. 

From Article Three 
THIRD, The particular objects, purpose, and non-profit business of such society and corporation 

shall be as follows: 
To act as a parent Church for the propagation of the religious faith known as "Scientology", 

and to act as a Church for the religious worship of that Faith. 
In furtherance of such objects and purpose, the Society and corporation shall conduct 

religious services for men, women, and children of its congregations, and engage in other activities 
of a religious and educational nature for the propagation of its Faith. The purpose of such activities 
shall be to foster the spiritual welfare of its members, recognizing the vital and divinely appointed 
inter-relationship of mind, body and spirit of mankind. 

In the belief that Man's best evidence of God is the God he finds within himself, and trusting 
with enduring Faith that the Author of this Universe intended Life to thrive within it, [THE 
FOUNDING CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY aims to] bring a greater tranquility to the State and 
better order and survival to Man upon this planet. 

In pursuance of its objective, [THE FOUNDING CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY] shall 
propagate and disseminate this creed: That God works within Man his wonders to perform: 
that Man is his own soul, basically free and immortal, but deluded by the flesh; that Man has a 
God-given right to his own life; that Man has a God-given right to his own reason; that Man 
has a God-given right to free and open communication; that the Human Spirit is the only truly 
effective therapeutic agent available to Man; that a civilization can endure only so long as both 
spiritual and material needs find place within its structure; that a civilization is lost when God 
and the Spirit are forgotten by its leaders and its peoples; and that Man and the Nations of Man 
carry with them their own Salvation, and that teachings exist sufficient to effect that Salvation. 

The further objective of [THE FOUNDING CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY] is to practice 
its teachings and beliefs and to propogate, in accordance with its tenets, healing of the sick and 
suffering by prayer or other spiritual means without the use of drugs or material remedy. 

In further pursuance of and not in limitation of the general powers conferred or permitted 
by law, and to promote the objectives and principles herein set forth, it is provided that this 
corporation shall also have the following powers: 

(I) To do all such acts as are necessary or convenient to attain the objects and purposes herein 
set forth, to the same extent and as fully as any natural person could or might do and as 
are not forbidden by law or by this certificate of incorporation or by the bylaws of the 
corporation; and to establish, maintain, assist, conduct, and terminate affiliated, subsidiary, 
and supplementary organizations whether incorporated or unincorporated. 

(2) To charter, establish, assist, or conduct churches and congregations, religious schools, 
educational and guidance centers, and orders and societies. 

(3) To teach, train personnel, and publish books, pictures, pamphlets, documents, tracts, and 
periodicals, in furtherance of the Creed and Faith described herein. 

(4) To engage in social welfare work and charitable undertakings; to accept fees and donations 
for the furtherance of its religious, educational, and missionary objectives and work, and 
generally to minister to the spiritual and interrelated needs of humanity. 
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NEWS FLASH! 

On February 5th 1969, the United States Court of Appeals gave 

judgement in favor of the Founding Church of Scientology at the con-

clusion of a six year legal battle against the F. D. A. 

The events that started this marathon trek through the law courts 

of Washington D. C. are outlined in this booklet. 

In the judgement summary, the following points were made: 

(1) 'On the basis of the record before us, the Founding Church of 

Scientology has made out a prima facie case that it is a bona fide 

religion 	 

(2) ' On the record before us, a prima facie case exists that auditing 

is a practice of Scientology, and that accounts of auditing integrated 

into the general theory of Scientology are religious doctrines 	 

In view of the judgement given in America, this booklet is sent to 

you in order that you can appreciate the particularly vicious attacks 

that are being made on the Church of Scientology throughout the world. 
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(5) To maintain, promote, and carry on such activities, and to have facilities therefor, within 
or outside the District of Columbia, and within or outside the United States of America. 

(6) To take, receive, hold, alter, improve, and convey real estate and personal property necessary 
for the purposes of the corporation, and other real and personal property the income from 
which shall be applied to the purposes of the corporation; and, in accordance with Law, 
to lease, mortgage, execute deeds of trust on, or sell or convey property of the corporation. 
This corporation has no capital stock. 

(7) To engage in all other activities authorized or permitted under the laws made and provided 
for the government of such corporations or societies incorporated in the District of Columbia, 
and to enjoy and exercise all the general powers conferred upon such corporations. 
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EXCERPT from Congressional Record—September 8, 1965 

BIG BROTHER: FDA 

Mr. Long of Missouri: Mr. President, recent hearings before the Subcommittee on Admin-
istrative Practice and Procedure exposed certain activities of the Food and Drug Administration 
to be disgraceful and completely contrary to the protective guarantees of our Constitution. 

Perhaps the most shocking of these exposures involved the raiding of a premises here in 
the Nation's Capital. 

This raid was reminiscent of a bygone era when large numbers of Federal and local law 
enforcement officials set upon centers of gangland activity. True to form, this recent raid 
was preceded by intelligence from an FDA spy planted on the premises. In authentic Hollywood 
style, FDA agents and marshals descended on private property while local police roped off the street and held back the crowds. Press reporters and photographers accompanied the 
agents while they ran through the premises, banged on doors, shouted and seized what they 
viewed as incriminating evidence. 

Three particular aspects of this episode were especially shocking to the subcommittee. 
First, the incursion took place on Church property. Second, the agents had no valid search 
warrant. Third, the particular objects sought and seized were devices used in the Churches confessional procedure. 

Now I have no objection to the use of forceful tactics when the circumstances warrant 
them. These are necessary when bootlegging, gambling and other forms of organized vice 
pose a real threat. 

However, it is difficult, if not impossible, to justify such offensive behaviour by FDA 
agents on the property of the Founding Church of Scientology. 

This senseless example of bureaucratic bungling is completely contrary to the letter and 
the spirit of the constitutional guarantees of this Nation and those of other democracies. 
The whole disgraceful affair is offensive to the sensibilities of all freedom loving men, wherever 
they might live. 
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CONGRESSIONAL RECORD JULY 30, x965 

PROGRESS IN CURBING INVASIONS OF 
Mr. Long of Missouri. Mr. President, a little over a year 

and a half ago, the subcommittee over which I preside, the 
Subcommittee on Administrative Practice and Procedure of 
the Committee on the Judiciary, began a small, limited investi-
gation into the use of electronic snooping devices by the Federal 
Government. At that time my small staff and I were deep in the 
woods not knowing where the small path we had found would 
lead or what we would find along the way. Today we are still 
not out of the woods; in fact, we are in a woods darker and 
more sinister than where we began. For today, the subcommittee 
is deeply involved in a most important and long-overdue 
investigation. 

Initial probes revealed that there had been substantial 
purchases of electronic gear by Government agencies. If the 
agencies had them they must put them to some use. 

As the investigation proceeded a little further, the staff and I 
became incresingly aware of the sophistication of this gear 
and the potential dangers it posed for the right to privacy. 

After further study and reflection we decided that use of 
electronic gear was only one method or weapon used to invade 
privacy. Because of the overall concern for infringements upon 
any aspect of this right, the subcommittee decided to attempt 
to take a hard look at all kinds of invasions of privacy by 
Federal agencies. Pursuant to this decision, a comprehensive 
questionaire was prepared and sent to over 30 agencies of our 
Government. 

The questionnaire while concentrating on the possession, 
cost, and use of electronic gear, also inquired into the use of 
security forces, mail covers, psychological testing, desk checking 
and other activities that might possibly step on the individual's 
privacy without sufficient public need for doing so. 

The results of this questionnaire have only partially been 
analyzed. Lack of cooperation in answering the questionnaire, 
evasive answers when given, and checking the accuracy of the 
responses are some of the roadblocks to a complete and accurate, 
even if preliminary, report of the facts disclosed by the question-
naire. The tally continues. It may be some time before all the 
truth is revealed. 

The questionnaire did serve a very important function. As the 
first public and official step of the investigation, it gave the 
subcommittee a foundation upon which to build a detailed and 
thorough inquiry. In addition, the press reports of this initial 
step made the public aware of our interest in the privacy area. 
The public then began to relate their experiences with the Govern-
ment and their losses of privacy because of those experiences. 

Marshalling the facts gained from the questionnaire and from 
the independent investigations of citizens' complaints, and 
researching the legal posture of the Congress, the Executive 
and the courts in regard to these facts, the subcommittee was 
ready to begin building an official record documenting what we 
knew or had suspicion of for some time. I might add, that 
many times, disclosures were made that were unheard of until 
revealed at the actual hearings. 

Hearings began February 18, 1965, In order to demonstrate 
to the public, to the press, and to the Congress the insidious 
and intrusive character of modem electrical devices. this first 
day was devoted to a demonstration of the workings and use of 
various "bugging" gadgets. Experts in the field testified as to 
the use and effectiveness of the "bugs," and also to their 
potential danger to a free society. Indeed one manufacturer of 
such devices stated his belief that these "bugs" were dangerous 
enough to warrant congressional control through legislation. 
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The devices included innocent looking flower vases and 

cigarette lighters cleverly concealing miniature microphones, a 
Dick Tracy wrist watch transmitter, a transmitter concealed 
in a martini olive, telephone attachments that could sur-
reptitiously intercept and record either telephonic communica-
tions or normal conversations within an entire room. 

One such device, when placed on a telephone line, could be 
activated by merely dialing the phone number of the line to 
which the device was attached The eavesdropper could dial the 
number from just about anywhere in the world—that is, Hawaii 
to Washington. D.C.—as long as he could dial directly and the 
"bug" would be activated. The microphone of the phone would 
then be turned into a transmitter which would transmit over 
the phone line all sounds in the room in which the rigged phone 
was located. I might add, that the rigged phone would not ring 
when dialed, and if the person who was being bugged used his 
phone, the device would automatically deactivate. In short, 
there was absolutely no way to discover this bug other than by 
physical search. 

Other devices of clever concealment were shown. There were 
desk pen mikes, attaché cases that were in reality small, compact 
and efficient broadcasting and recording studios, lapel mikes, 
mikes disguised as cigarette packs, as desk staplers, desk 
calendars, and picture frames. 

The subcommittee was convinced, due to the efficiency and 
size of these bugs, that there is just about no way in which they 
cannot be concealed in an everyday object that we all have in 
our homes or offices; and that there was no home or office that 
did not contain ample locations for such bugs that would 
provide a perfect place of concealment. In short, this first day 
of hearings proved beyond doubt the Orwellian capabilities 
of these small electronic devices. 

The next 4 days of hearings turned the subcommittee's 
attention to activities in the Post Office Department. While 
little information was developed as to the use of electronic 
bugs, the hearings did reveal widespread use of another type 
of investigative technique with which, I for one, have known 
and questioned for some years. This technique is the mail 
cover. 

By now, most of us are aware that a mail cover consists of 
recording the information—the address, return address and 
postmark—on the outside of an envelope. A mail cover does 
not include opening first-class mail. The testimony at the 4 days 
of hearings revealed possible abuses of this investigative 
technique. 

Mail covers are used to locate fugitives or aid in the securing 
of evidence of criminal acts involving the mails. This was 
asserted repeatedly by postal officials. However, it was admitted 
that mail of innocent citizens was often caught in the cover of a 
suspect's mail. The mail of an attorney and his client could be 
covered. The mail of a suspect's wife and children could be 
covered. Anyone corresponding with someone suspected of 
some improper conduct could have his mail covered. 

The lack of safeguards against abusive use of mail covers 
also concerned the subcommittee. There is, barring mistake, 
no way to determine whose mail is covered at any one time. 
There were no records kept of mail covers after 2 years, yet 
there were around 1,000 mail covers placed each month. In 
addition, fearing improper disclosure, the Post Office requested 
to be released from their obligation to deliver a list of 24,000 
names that were subjected to mail covers over the last 2 years. 

The number, scope, and lack of records in regard 
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to mail covers prompted the subcommittee to take immediate 
steps to mitigate the chance for abusive use of mail covers. 
The staff of the subcommittee had several conferences with the 
postal authorities in regard to the corrective steps nereqqary 
to protect the mail of our citizens. The subcommittee was 
particularly gratified with the cooperation given by Postmaster 
General Gronouski. 

Due to the candor and aid of the Postmaster General and 
the Office of General Counsel, a tentative record has been 
reached on one use of mail covers. On June 16, 1965, I placed 
into the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, the new and more rigid 
regulations regarding mail covers issued by the Postmaster 
General. 

I emphasize that this was a tentative agreement. If further 
abuses occur or these new regulations are ignored, the Post-
master General understands that I will renew my previous 
efforts to ban mail covers outright. To this purpose S. 973 was 
introduced some time ago, and is now, and has been pending 
before the Post Office and Civil Service Committee. 

In addition to mail covers. the subject of the use of peepholes 
or observation galleries were examined during these 4 days of 
hearings. In the major post offices around the country a system 
of observation galleries had been established by which postal 
inspectors could spy on the postal employees while at work. 
These galleries extended throughout the work areas, the swing 
or locker rooms—men's and women's—and the men's toilets. 

The postal officials at first claimed that these galleries were 
essential to securing inviolability of the mails. However, after 
questions concerning the propriety of such-galleries and their 
actual effectiveness in protecting the mails, the Post Office 
Department issued new orders blacking out the peepholes in the 
men's toilet rooms and the women's shift rooms. While some 
galleries remain in operation, we have assurances of the Post-
master General that these remaining ones are absolutely 
necessary to protect the mails, and that no peeping at employees 
while engaged in purely personal activity will recur. 

Throughout these 4 days of hearings, the postal officials 
adamantly adhered to their statement that no first-class mail 
was or could be opened unless pursuant to a search warrant 
or statutory directive to the employees of the dead letter office 
However, one witness did testify that his mail was opened. The 
postal officials explained that this was an embarrassing mistake 
that was completely unintentional. 

While preparing to inquire into another agency's activities, 
the subcommittee learned that the profession that the in-
violability and sacredness of first-class mail rendered impossible 
the improper opening of it was not quite accurate. 

On April 13, 1965, the subcommittee held hearings on what 
is now referred to as "mail levies". Under dubious, if not 
nonexistent, legal authority, a mail levy involved the handling 
of all classes of mail—including first class—over to the Internal 
Revenue Service. IRS then would levy on the contents of this 
mail in order to collect delinquent taxes owed by the addressee. 

Thus, without search warrant as required by the Supreme 
Court decision in Ex Parte Jackson, in the face of three criminal 
statutes and the many protestations of the sacredness of the 
mail by postal officials in hearings concluded not 3 weeks 
before, the subcommittee documented 34 cases in which a mail 
levy—involving the opening of first-class mail—was employed 
to collect taxes. 

The upshot of this hearing was the immediate passage of a 
law forbidding the IRS from levying on first-class mail. This 
law went into effect on June 21, 1965. 

The next phase of this investigation revealed some of the 
worst aspects of bureaucratic excess and incompetent ad-
ministration and law enforcement this Senator has seen in a 
long time. 

On April 27, 28, 29, and June 7 the subcommittee took 
testimony concerning the Food and Drug Administration of the 
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. 

From the start, the FDA hierarchy chose to be evasive and 
uncooperative with the subcommittee. Requests to speak with 
various FDA officials often had to be repeated. When FDA finally 
acquiesced in the request, strict instructions were issued as to 
just what the employee or official could discuss with members of 
subcommittee staff. Requests for documents and other official 
papers of the agency were delayed or ignored. Most responses 
came from lower echelon officials instead of the Commissioner 
or Secretary of the Department. 

In typical fashion, when the hearings opened, pious preach-
ments were heard from the FDA officialdom about the serious 
and dangerous task that was being performed by FDA in-
spectors in preserving the health of the Nation. Also in typical 
fashion, after the hearings were concluded, some nameless 
official at FDA branded its critics as crackpots and quacks, and 
charged that the subcommittee chose to believe only one side 
of the story. 

Between these two typical reactions of the FDA, the sub-
committee documented the following astounding activities of 
the FDA. These are only some of those activities. 

In the Kansas City, Mo., area the FDA inspectors conducted 
an investigation in the best traditions of the keystone cops. 
Because some milk substitute allegedly did not contain sufficient 
protein content. FDA sent seven inspectors, a female under-
cover operator, and an array of electronic snooping equipment 
that would shame James Bond to a suburban supermarket. 
The mission was to gather evidence of the illegal sale and 
distribution of this product. Allerjoy. While the bugging turned 
out to be a complete failure, the owner of the company distribut-
ing the product was in any event brought to trial. Thanks to a 
sterling defense by the former Governor of Georgia, Ellis 
Arnall, the owner was acquitted. However, he was forced to 
spend a huge sum of money in this groundless suit, or else 
go to jail for a farcical charge of violating the Food Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act. 

In addition as if more was necessary, the distinguished trial 
judge, recently appointed to the Court of Appeals for the 
Eighth Circuit, expressed his dismay over the conduct of the 
FDA inspectors in the case. Indeed, having well founded belief 
that one of the inspectors prejured himself during the trial the 
judge recommended that the Justice Department look into a 
possible perjury charge. I am informed that the Justice Depart-
ment has looked into the matter, and has taken no action. 

Other witnesses testified of harassment by inspectors, bugging 
raids and other methods of investigatory practices. Charges were 
made of attempts to try citizens in the press prior to the obtaining 
of any judicial process or conducting a hearing. Regulations 
against the use of certain bugging devices were ignored or 
winked at. As will be shown later, this is not a custom limited to 
the Food and Drug Administration. 

Finally, one of the most disgraceful instances to ever occur 
in this country was documented by the subcommittee. Under 
the guise of a technical, anachronistic legal process that fmds 
its origin in admiralty law, libel of information, the FDA out-
did its previous attempts to impersonate the Keystone Cops. In 
January 1963, they staged a 'raid" of a church. This church 
was the Church of Scientology. While it is not one of the major 
faiths of this country, while its members have no wealth or 
political influence, and while the church can justly be described 
as a minority religion, it has been judicially and officially 
recognised as a valid church. Nevertheless FDA got 14 or so 
US marshals with one or two patrol trucks to raid and seize 
the property and literature of the church. This property was 
used in religious practices of the church. 
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Prior to the raid, a spy was planted in the church. During the 
raid, the Metropolitan Police of the District of Columbia roped 
off the street where the church was located. Press and photo-
graphers accompanied the marshals and the FDA agents while 
they ran through the premises of the church, banged on doors, 
shouted and siezed the property of the church. 

Why? 
The reason for all of' this elaborate law enforcement activity 

was that a device used in the confessional practices of the church 
allegedly misbranded under the Food, Drug and Cosmetic 
Act. Yet, I would point out to my colleagues, that only 2 days 
after this raid, the use of these devices was resumed and continues 
to this present day. When the subcommittee inquired into how 
this was possible; that is, how such activity—that warranted 
in the FDA officials' judgement, a raid similar to the type 
used in raiding gambling dens or bawdy houses—was allowed 
to resume operation only 2 days later, we received the perfunc-
tory answer that the FDA had no knowledge that such activity 
had resumed. 

Intimidation, trial by press, groundless but expensive lawsuits, 
"bugging," raiding, and harassment were revealed. Has the 
FDA repented? Has it assured anyone it will at least investigate 
to determine if these facts are true and if so, who is responsible? 
Mr. President, the answer is no, Not one thing, to the knowledge 
of this subcommittee, has been done to investigate and correct 
any abuses. Complete disavowal of any wrong doing, has been 
FDA's only response. 

I remind the Senate that all of these allegations against FDA 
were made in sworn testimony. I also submit that the witnesses 
are respectable lawyers and other professional men. It seems, 
however, that no critisism, no indictment or charge can prompt 
the FDA to even attempt to change their mode of operation. 
However, for the Senate's information, possible legislation is 
now under study to help FDA accomplish that which they seem 
to have no desire nor intention to do themselves. 

Hearings were also conducted that sought to elict the position 
of the Federal Communications Commission in this area of 
electronic snooping. New legislation could obviously help here. 

To bring matters up-to-date. only this month, the subcomittee 
turned its attention to the Internal Revenue Service. To date 
these hearings have elicited no less than Federal agents frequently 
violating Federal and State laws and their own departments 
clear and unequivocal policy directives. 

Since 1934 Federal law has forbidden wiretapping. Since 1938 
the Treasury Department has issued written instructions 
banning the use of wiretaps. Since 1957, Pennsylvania has 
outlawed wiretaps. Yet, in the 1961-64 period various instances 
of wiretapping occurred in the Pittsburgh, Pa. and Boston, Mass. 
areas. 

As if this were not enough, the Internal Revenue Service 
special agents have admitted illegal breaking and entering to 
place "bugs" for the purpose of eavesdropping. Another agent 
admitted his possession of burglar tools. Another agent admitted 
ordering a subordinate to disguise himself as an officer of the 
Coast Guard, knowing that it is a crime to impersonate an 
officer of the military. 

Bugging conference rooms where tax-payers are interviewed 
often with their attorneys, is another trick employed by the 
Internal Revenue Service to catch suspected tax cheats. Sur-
reptitious recorders, 2-way mirrors and snooper scopes and 
sniper scopes to peer in the dark are found in the well-equipped 
Internal Revenue Service agents investigative pouch. 

Intimidation and harassment along with all of the other 
abusive law enforcement techniques are also being documented. 

As with the other agencies subjected to the subcommittee's 
scrutiny, the Internal Revenue Service has chosen to hedge its 
cooperation. Requests for documents are met with refusal or 
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delay. Witnesses refuse to answer questions before the committee 
on the thinnest excuse ever posed before a congressional 
committee. 

Congress has often had witnesses refuse to testify due to 
their 5th amendment rights, or some valid exercise of executive 
privilege. However, never has Congress heard of paragraph 7 
of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue authcrization to 
testify used as an objection to a valadly constituted subcom-
mittee of Congress. 

Mr. President, need I remind my colleagues that this same 
agency, IRS, that has admitted wiretapping, breaking and 
entering, possession of burglar tools, impersonation of officers, 
bugging lawyers' offices and conference rooms, is the same 
agency that previously opened first-class mail to levy on delin-
quent taxpayers. 

Mr. President, I would like, in fairness to the involved special 
agents of IRS, to state for the record that they are not entirely 
to blame for their activities. As I stated earlier, Treasury has 
banned use of wiretapping since 1938. But, which of us would 
not believe that that regulation was made purely for show, to be 
winked at, but not obeyed, when it was the national office of 
IRS, right here in Washington, that not only possessed and issued 
the wiretapping equipment, but also sent out the experts to 
install and remove that equipment? 

Surely, we cannot expect subordinates to obey their depart-
ment's directives when those who issue these directives show 
every intention to ignore them. 

Another aspect that I wish to discuss, is the matter of whose 
prerogative it is to investigate the activities of our Federal 
agencies. 

The Commissioner of IRS made repeated assertions that he 
and his staff would conduct a complete investigation of these 
matters, and then make a full report to Congress and to the 
people. I do not doubt the sincerity of this promise. I sincerely 
believe that the Commissioner deplores the conduct of his 
agents as revealed by this investigation. However, I do not 
believe, first, that it is the Commissioners' prerogative to dictate 
what, where, or when Congress may investigate in order to 
legislate, and second, that the Commissioner can get all the 
facts that an independent, open investigation as conducted 
by a committee of Congress can obtain. After all, the top 
echelon of IRS, from the Commissioner to District Director, 
repeatedly asserted that they had no knowledge of these activi-
ties until after the subcommittee made its probe. 

This lack of knowledge persisted in spite of an elite corps 
of 200 agents in IRS's Inspection Service. The Inspection 
Service has as its sole function the job to investigate IRS 
employees' integrity and efficiency. Two hundred men could 
not find six wiretaps. One investigator for our subcommittee 
found them. 

Lastly, I would like to say a few words on the organized 
crime drive conducted by the Justice Department with the aid 
of IRS. As I stated throughout the hearings, and specifically 
to the Attorney General, the subcommittee and its staff has 
absolutely no desire to hinder the organized crime drive program. 
I regret that some nameless, unidentified official of the Justice 
Department took it upon himself to judge our efforts as killing 
the organized crime drive program. Despite the obvious ir-
relevancy of such an objection to our investigation, since no 
one is authorized to violate constitutional rights to fight crime 
or commit a crime to stop a crime, it is mandatory that Congress 
investigate where it finds possible legislation as the remedy for 
an existing bad situation. 

Testimony at the hearings showed the organized crime drive 
program, at least in Pittsburgh, may not have had the salutary 
effect that would be expected. Local gamblers were caught. 
However, the result of this, according to a distinguished reporter, 
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was to create a vacuum into which the larger, interstate criminal 
elements immediately stepped. 

Today, gambling continues in the Pittsburgh area at about 
the same rate as before. 

One other detail. The Justice Department deemed catching 
one bad policeman more important than putting five organized 
crime drive-type criminals behind bars. The reprehensible 
conduct of a public official taking bribes to protect local 
hoodlums was reprehensible conduct that desrved the swiftest 
and severest punitive action that could be brought to bear. 
Following this policy the US attorney in Pittsburgh promised 
the five organized crime drive criminals that if they testified 
against the officer they would recommend leniency in the 
gamblers' sentences. 

Mr. President, the disclosures made during these hearings 
are truly a sad commentary upon the situation we find ourselves 
in today. Are we losing that stern stuff of our founders which 
created the principle that all men are innocent until proven 
guilty? It would seem so when flagrant disregard for actions in 
violation of our criminal laws is the means to put others behind 
bars, and then to criticize those of us who would stop such 
effrontery of our Constitution and democracy. 

Mr. President, I would like to quote the late Mr. Justice 
Frankfurter, one of the outstanding jurists to grace the Supreme 
Court Bench. Mr. Justice Frankfurter was dissenting in Harris v. 
United States, 331 U.S. 145 (1947). He stated: 

Stooping to questionable methods neither enhances that 
respect for law which is the most patent element in law enforce-
ment, nor, in the long run, do such methods promote successful 
prosecution. In this country police testimony is often rejected 
by juries precisely because of a widely entertained belief that 
illegal methods are used to secure testimony. Thus, dubious 
police methods defeat the very ends of justice by which such 
methods are justified. Respect for law by law officers promotes 
respect generally, just as lawlessness by law officers sets a 
contagious and competitive example to others. Moreover, by 
compelling police officers to abstain from improper methods 
for securing evidence, pressure is expected upon them to bring 
the resources of intelligence and imagination into play in the 
detection and prosecution of crime. 

The great Mr. Justice Brandeis also knew the danger of law 
officers that wink at the law. In his great dissent in Olmstead v. 
United States, 277 U.S. 479 (1928), he stated: 

It is • • • immaterial that the intrusion (by means of 
wiretap) was in aid of law enforcement. Experience should teach 
us to be most on our guard to protect liberty when the Govern-
ment's purposes are beneficent. Men born to freedom are 
naturally alert to repel invasion of their liberty by evil-minded 
rulers. The greatest dangers to liberty lurk in insidious en-
croachment by men of zeal, well-meaning but without under-
standing. 

Mr. President, do we realize the prophetic nature of these 
words? Does the American citizen understand that today, his 
freedom is threatened by smug, self-righteous bureaucrats who, 
through the mistaken belief that they are helping their Govern-
ment, whittle away his constitutional rights and basic dignity? 

Mr. President, the investigation my subcommittee is conduct-
ing continues. It will continue until the complete story is told. 
This may take some time, for, as can be expected, those agencies 
that have violated our citizens' rights are not about to cooperate 
in their own indictment. But, I can assure this body, that no  

matter how long it takes, nor where the investigation leads, 
we shall fully and completely document all the facts for the 
people and Congress to study and act upon. 

Mr. President, in the short time this investigation has been 
underway, significant results have already been accomplished. 

This investigation has brought before the public the modern 
developments in electronics snooping, making it possible for 
rational and corrective steps to be taken to curb future misuse 
of such gear. 

Peepholes in the Post Office Department have been closed 
out—at least in the areas where they were most offensive. 

New rigid regulations have been issued to control the use 
of mail covers. In addition, it is publicly known that if these 
mail cover regulations are not strong enough to stop abusive 
use, that legislation will be pushed to abolish the practice in its 

• entirety. 
A new law has already been enacted which prohibits the 

opening of first class mail by IRS in order to levy on delin-
quent taxpayers. 

Legislation is under study to correct the distressing situation 
that exists in the Food and Drug Administration. 

A record has been built that shows the existing impotence 
of the Federal Communications Commission in their efforts 
to control and police the area of electronic snooping. Such a 
record can be considered the first step to further hearings on 
this topic, with a view toward drafting comprehensive regulatory 
legislation giving the FCC or another agency power to police 
the manufacture, sale, and use of all electronic snooping gadgets. 

The recent disclosures of lawlessness in our law enforcement 
agencies has made the American public, the press, and Congress, 
more acutely aware of an insidious enemy of freedom within the 
very boundaries of our Nation—indeed, within the very walls 
of our Government. 

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue Service has publicly 
promised a full investigation of his agency, and has promised 
a full and complete report to the public. 

Recently the President has expressed his awareness of this 
investigation and has unqualifiedly endorsed its purpose. The 
President restated his long-standing policy against wiretapping 
and use of electronic eavesdropping gear. By such forthright 
and decisive action, the President has placed himself and thus 
the whole executive branch foursquare against further en-
croachments of the individual's rights. Indeed, all of us today 
can be thankful that the President has taken this position in 
the past, and adheres to it today. Perhaps we all can sleep 
better tonight because this policy has been declared. 

There we have it, Mr. President. The public and the Congress 
has been alerted to a modern danger to freedom. Various 
invasions of privacy have been corrected by official directives, 
regulations, and an enactment of Congress. Other legislation 
can be and is being considered based upon the record that has 
already been built, and has yet to be built. The President has 
made it clear where he stands on this issue, and has let his 
position be clearly known to his branch of the Government. 

With this successful record thus far, there is every hope that 
the future promises not an Orwellian nightmare, but a return 
to the ideals and principles that made this country, preserved it 
for nearly 200 years and will save it in the future. The future 
thus promises that the guarantees of our Constitution and the 
basic dignity of all men will be more fully understood, and thus 
more fully realized in fact by all American citizens. 
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FROM THE SENATE SUB-COMMITTEE REPORT 

780 	 iYt ASTONS OF PRIVACY 

The only amuniption that I can make is that when they presented 
this to the judge they did not care for the judge to know that he was 
authorizing a raid upon a church. Why didn't they make it—why 
didn't they name the church t I think we—I say we--I think this 
committee would be well advised to examine the V.S. attorney and his 
assistants to ascertain why the church was not named, and this is im-
portant, whether the judge was advised that he was authorizing a raid 
upon a church without a warrant sworn to and without properly de-
scribing who owned the property:  But it seems to me there was a 
deliberate attempt to evade informing the judge that the church was to 
be raided.' 

Now, I have not felt as a lawyer that I had the right to question the 
judge who issued this warrant.. I don't know wheler the committee 
would want to call upon the judge, but it certainly could call upon 
the V.S. attorney and his assistants and put them under oath and ask 
them whether they informed the judge that he was authorizing& raid 
upon the church. I think that's extremely important to ascertain that 
fact 

Senator Loan. The point that I am interested in—there was some 
proceeding before a district judge. This writ, whether it was proper 
or not as executed by the Federal judge-it is executed by a Federal 
judge and that is some authority to make the raid. That is subject to 
attack—I am more concerned at this time as to the proceedings we had 
in the information and the information up to this raid--by the use of 
electronic gadgets by any type of snoopingdevices that you may have 
or this spy that was planted in there. Those are the invasions of 
privacy. The other constitutional invasions I am not particularly con-
cerned--those are the ones I am particularly concerned about. 

Mr. BRINKMAN. Newspapermen were all there with their cameras 
taking pictures and they were evidently informed. 

Senator Lotto. Do you know who informed them or how they had 
this information 

Mr. BRINKMAN. The Food and Drug Administration has admitted 
that it did inform them that there was to be a raid and it evidently 
gave them information as to the charges. 

I might say that none of the newspapermen came to the church, even 
though they had this knowledge, and asked the church for its version 
of the case. 

Senator Loam That is a matter, too, which our committee has no 
concern. I am sure the newspapermen were acting in what they felt 
was a matter of their concern, although it does smack perhaps of the 

. charge made yesterday of the press. 
Mr. BRINKMAN. Yes: I think it is a, matter of concern when the 

Department of Justice or its officers try a case in the newspapers, and 
we have here the report of the Washington Star under issue ofienuary 
4 written by Miriam Ottenberg. There are pictures on the inside pars 
of the raid and the marshals and the instrument which is charged with 
violation of the law. 

We have the Post the next morning and we have the Washington 
News. They were all informed. They all had their reporters there and 
photographers there in advance. 

Now, then, it appeared from the account written by Miriam Otten-
berg in the Star, which I will read into the record-- 
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Senator LONO. Let ma ask you this. Did I understand you to say 
t hat t lie photographers and newspapermen were on the church pre-
in I...es and on the property of the church t 

Mr. Bins KMAN. They were in the hallways of the church. They had 
invaded t hem. They had no right there. They had not been invited in. 

I t happens that 1 was once a newspaperman myself, and as the old 
saying goes-- 

Senator Lows. I do not condone triallrY press. He would not be a 
good photographer or ue3vipapernuiti if he did not push in to get it. 

Mr. BRINKMAN. I sin not blaming them. I am blaming the Food 
and I irlig Adinin ist ration officials. As a good newspaperman I would 
-try t

th ink
o get in. 

I 	they should—well, they showed themselves to be good news- 
papermen and enterprising Alien. the Government was going to raid 
• a church. It is an event I don't ,think was ever heard of before and 
I hope it does not occur again. I commend these gentlemen and ladies 
who did witness this thing;- 

In the Washington Star amount. written by Miriam Ottenberg there 
appears this information 

The Government action followed a month's long Investigation in which a 
Food and Drug inspector posed as a student of the Academy of Scientology. 

In other words, they had a spy within the church making reports 
to the Food and Drug Administrationt posing as a student of the 
academy. 

Senator IAixo. Just a minute. I see that Mr. Rankin is in the room. 
Mr. Rankin, can you confirm whether or not the Food and 

Dr  Administration did have asPY in the church and tell us who theyareei 
Mr. Ramat:v. Mr. Chairman, this is a pending legal action before the 

courts and I befieVe the committee is aware of the fact that I have been 
instructed and the employees of the Department have been instructed 
not to comment. on pending court actions. 

Senator Lost+. You are aware, too, that we are not aware of that 
situation and you realize there are two Supreme Court decisions that 
say that committees of the Congress can inquire, even on matters that 
are pending or under investigation. 

Mr. 
 

RANKIN. I am not'an attorney, sir. I am not aware of it, but I 
have no reason to question it. 

Senator Lou.r I am sure that is right and we do have that right. 
The decisions are very clear on it. We will not press the matter at this 
time. 

So the record will be clear I want it definitely understood that the 
committee has the view and that we do have that, right. We have the 
ant horny under certain Supreme Court decisions to investigate mat-
ters not only that are under investigation, but other—not only that are 
under investigation by other departments, but may be in the course of 
trial. The courts are very clear on it. We will not press the matter on 
it. 	We have that authority. 

Mr. FENSTERWALD. Mr. Chairman, might I interrupt to supply for 
the record a memorandum on this point of the authorities of the com- 
mittees of Co 	to proceed, even with respect to matters that may 
be in litigation 	do not suggest that we press forward on the point, 
but I do think the record should be made clear that we do have this 
authority that there is no legal question about it. 
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From THE EVENING STAR, 
Washington, D.C., Thursday, April 29, 1965 

Long Blasts FDA Tactics 
As Senate Hearings End 

By DAVID BRAATEN 
Star Staff Writer 

Senate hearings into investigational activities of the Food and 
Drug Administration closed today with a blistering attack on 
FDA techniques by Sen. Edward V. Long D-Mo. 

Long denounced "police state tactics" and "abusive law 
enforcement" and the use of "snooping gear" by the FDA. He 
accused the agency of engaging in "Bizarre and juvenile games 
of cops and robbers." 

The Senator defended vitamins, nutritionists and a religion 
called Scientology, all of which have been subjects of FDA 
enforcement activities according to testimony at the three-day 
hearing. 

Authority Challenged 
"If the FDA would spend a little less time and effort on 

religions, small manufacturers of vitamins and milk substitute, 
and a little more on the large manufacturers of such dangerous 
drugs as Chloromycetin, MER-29, and Thalidomide, the public 
would be better served," Long said. 

"In my view Congress, never intended the FDA to arrogate 
to itself the power to tell Americans what foods to eat or 
whether or not they should take vitamin or nutrient supple-
ments," the senator said. "Nor did the Congress intend to give 
FDA power to tell people what kind of religion to practice, or 
what church to attend. 

"I don't know much about Scientology, but if it helps its 
believers lead better lives, I'm for it. In any event, it is no 
business of FDA to interfere with any religion. 

Raid Here Recalled 
The FDA, which fought off charges of "Gestapoism"  

yesterday, found itself accused today of Communist goon-squad 
tactics and a Mafia-like spirit of vengeance against those who 
cross it. 

One bitter witness, attorney Oscar H. Brinkman, suggested 
the FDA might waht to probe the holy water dispensed. at 
Roman Catholic Churches. Another, Dr. Carlton Fredericks, 
a New York nutrionist said FDA standards could lead to 
investigation of Biblical recommendations on the therapeutic 
value of honey. 

Brinkman appeared as attorney for the Founding Church of 
Scientology, 19th and R Streets NW, and described an FDA-in-
spired raid by U.S. marshals on the church premises Jan. 3, 1963. 

"Six to 10 marshals beat on doors where religious confes-
sionals were going on, and grabbed books out of the arms of 
students who were going to be ministers," Brinkman said, his 
voice trembling with emotion. "They went through the minis-
ters' bureau drawers. It couldn't have occurred anywhere except 
in Russia." 

Machine Demonstrated 
What the marshals were after, apparently, were the so-called 

E•meters, cigar-box-sized electronic instruments used in the 
church's confessional procedure called "processing and audit-
ing." The FDA claimed the machines were being used to treat 
medical symptoms. 

The machines, which Brinkman described as "a little elec-
tronic thing in the nature of a polygraph (lie detector) cost 
members of the church about 8150. According to Wayne 
Rohrer, minister of the church, the responses evoked by the 
machines give the minister valuable clues to the member's 
emotional problems. He flatly denied that they were used 
to cure any disease. 

From THE WASHINGTON POST 
Friday, April 30, 1965 

Snoop Probe Blasts FDA's Church Raid 
By Paul A. Schuelte 

Washington Post Staff Writer 
An "E-meter" used by the Church of Scientology was de-

monstrated at a Senate hearing yesterday, but the electric 
gadget wasn't needed to detect the emotional response of 
Sen. Edward V. Long (D-Mo.). 

Long, whose Judiciary Subcommittee has been investigating 
invasions of privacy by Federal agencies, vigorously criticized 
the Food and Drug Administration for raiding the church here 
and seizing its E-meter in 1963. 

"I don't know much about scientology, but if it helps its 
believers lead better lives, I'm for it," said Long. "In any event, 
it is no business of FDA to interfere with any religion." 

The FDA made scientology its business on grounds that 
the E-meters were misrepresented as possessing healing powers. 
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Wayne Rohrer, minister of the Founding Church of Scientol-
ogy at 1812 19th st. nw., and attorney Oscar H. Brinkman denied 
that allegation. 

Rohrer said that people come to him with problems and he 
uses the machine, which is something like a lie detector, to 
"locate the highest point of emotional upset." 

Brinkman said the FDA planted spies in the organization, 
possibly armed with tape recorders. He said the agency also 
may have tapped the church telephone and imposed a mail 
cover on his own correspondence. 

As for the raid, the lawyer said the FDA could seize holy 
water and medallions at the Shrine of the Immaculate Con-
ception with equal justification. 

FDA Assistant Commissioner Winton B. Rankin refused to 
comment on the case because it has not yet come to trial. 
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HUBERT H. HUMPHREY ON THE 
SENATE INVESTIGATION OF THE FDA 

OCTOBER 3, 1962 

EXCERPT 

"The more we have examined the handling of the new drugs by the Food and Drug 
Administration, the more we have been surprised, shocked and disappointed . . . Often, 
testing has been going on in a manner which should have sent shivers down the spine of the 
medical profession . . . drugs intended for use by victims of chronic disease—day after day, 
year after year—were released by FDA even before—I repeat—before—chronic toxicity tests 
had been completed on animals . . . shocking reports of injuries and deaths to test patients, 
as received by drug companies, have often gone unreported to FDA, or have been down-
graded by skillfully contrived half-truths, or have been reported accurately to FDA, but 
virtually ignored . . . Drugs have been approved which FDA now admits should never have 
been approved. Drugs have been kept on the market long after FDA admits they should have 
been eliminated . . ." 
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The Herektgissminer Omit ffit colutindets wide latitude at express-
ing Opinions on cotabosendal ale  co car readers will be better fn-
mined. The Wean expressed are tees, nettesstiffly those of the newspaper. 
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RUTH MONTGOMERY 

Big Explosion Due
.  

der Probe of FDA 
BO* endoaive Sr* 

watka will be set off early in the new ant,: 

son he a Witigrentenal committee :that 

for three long years has been limekiln-
Mg the Food and Drat Admintstration, - 

its long-awaited' reknit. due out about 

Fen 1, climaxes by all odds the most cent 

prehensive probe of FDA and the drug in-
dually eiten Undertaken on Capital MU. 

SOtirces close to the 'fountain Com-
mittee" — a subcommittee of the Govern-
ment Operations Committee — reveal the 
report will be highly critical of adminis-
trative procedures used by FDA in its at 
tempt to safeguard the public health. 

fit secret and open  sessions, the hear-
ings run to five volumes, not ail of which 
ate yet off the Government printing press. 
But already the watchdog committee 
headed by Rep. L. K Fountain, of North 
Catalina has caused wide repercussions in 
the agency under investigation. 

Almost Entine Staff Resigned 

"Virtually the entire high command at 
FDA retired or resigned. at. the beginning 
of the year fallowing committee exposure 
at slipshod methods in overseeing and 
clearing new drugs. The mass exodus in 
chided Commissioner George P. Carrick. 
his-  deputy commissioner, an assistant 
commissioner, and the director of FDA's 
Bureau fe :Regulatory Cenligie4cer, 	 

The committee also scored a major 
triumph when the new commissioner, 
James L. Goddard, accepted its recom-
mendation to merge two different scientit 
is operations in its Bureau of Medicine. 

Senior committee investigator W. Dolt 
ald Gray points out that until the change 
became effective this Mik one intim of 
FDA scientists kept watch on a drug dtw-
leg Its investigative stages, but when 
pnarreaceutical anufacturers eventually 
abide application

m 
 to market the drug for 

regular use, an entirely different scientific 
staff had the duty of clearing it. 

'Tile FDA always was complaining 
about a shortage of scientific manpower," 
Gray says, "but this wan a clear waste of 
such mahpower, because the second staff 
had to begin its investigation from 
scratch. Under the new setup, the same 
scientists, follow the drug from inception 
trtMarkeiing and beyond." 

Dr. Goddard and his new assistants 
_need not expect a clean bill of health 
from the committee. The comprehensive 
report will make recommendations for 
tightening up numerous procedures 
which have unaccountably delayed new 
drugs from reaching the market, and 
have permitted the sale of some others 
without disclosure of harmful side effects. 

A staff member said FDA's frequent ar-
gurnent that it lacks power to cope with 
some of the problems is untrue Since 
1962, he' insists, the agency has had 
"strong legal authority" to act but fre-
quently has not done so. 

FDA's excuse it is understaffed falls on 
deaf ears in many quarters. Dr Joseph D. 
Cooper. professor of govermnent at How-
ard University recently made a survey of 
the drug industry In Britain. and then 
wrote a report declaring: 

Britain Ahead of Anterka 

"Where the U.B. has an expanding food 
and.drug administration of 'thousands (of 
staff people), drug safety control in Brit-
ain Is administered by a professional sec-
retariat of five doctors and three phar-
macists under the supervision of a medi-
cal assessor and a committee on drug 
safety whose members are drawn mainly 
from academic medicine." 

Dr. Cooper concludes despite the minis-
cule setup, Britain is probably subject to 
less drug hazard than America, and "prob-
ably enjoys therapeutic benefit sooner 
than does the United States- 

A big bureaucracy does not necessarily 
think big. 
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EXCERPT FROM 

HEALTH BULLETIN 
Weekly Coverage of Health News 

January 9, 1965 Vol. 3 No. 2 

CHANGING SCENE AT THE FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION 

Already besieged by a serious morale slump, Food and Drug Administration staff members 
were shocked last week by the voluntary retirement of Gilbert S. Goldhammer, one of its 
most capable and best-liked administrators. Goldhammer was rated as one of the agency's 
best investigators and was currently occupied in preparing the Krebiozen case for court 
action. 

Another top-level personnel change at the FDA could come soon. It is quite likely that 
Commissioner George Larrick himself is in the final months of his tenure. Present plans are 
to let him move into the handsome new FDA headquarters building next to the present 
Health, Education and Welfare Department—a few blocks from the Capitol. High-ranking 
HEW officials are thinking of giving him about six months in the new building (which he 
worked hard to get Congress to provide) before easing him out. Age isn't a serious factor. 
Larrick's opponents consider him a first-class detective but feel that science, rather than 
police work, is the key to better performance in improving the nation's foods and drugs. 

Larrick attended three colleges but did not graduate and has no earned degree. Forty-two 
years ago, he joined the Bureau of Chemistry in the Department of Agriculture, which was 
then charged with the enforcement of the original Pure Food and Drug Law, passed in 1906. 
Made Chief Inspector of the FDA in 1930, Larrick moved up the ranks and was given the 
agency's top job in 1954. Since the days of the Kefauver investigations, he has drawn congres-
sional criticism for FDA's foul-ups in the handling of new drug applications. 

Goldhammer's resignation is blamed by Drug Trade News on the driving personality of 
his boss, Allen E. Rayfield, director of the Bureau of Regulatory Compliance. The break 
between the two followed Rayfield's interference with Goldhammer's preparation of the 
Krebiozen case, the publication said. However, Deputy Commissioner John L. Harvey took 
a different stand. "I have known Mr. Goldhammer and have worked with him for many 
years. He assured me he was not leaving because he was disgruntled and I am sure it is not 
true that differences with Mr. Rayfield forced him to retire," Harvey said. 

Morale of FDA staff members has not been the best in recent years. There is also admin-
istrative confusion in some areas, Drug Trade News says, pointing out that answers to industry 
questions can vary, depending on which FDA staff members is consulted. Health authorities 
have also criticized the agency for taking a long time to find solutions to important problems 
and for slowness in raising its level of scientific competence and research achievement." 
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From the Los Angeles Times, Feb. 16, 1967 

Congressman 'Fed Up' With FDA on Labels 
WASHINGTON— 
Rep. Donald J. Irwin says government "should keep 
its big, fat bureaucratic nose out of the nation's 
vitamin bottles and cigaret packs." 

"The government," the Connecticut Democrat said 
Wednesday, "should draw the line and stop trying 
to protect the American people from their own folly ... 

"If people want to smoke, that's their business. 
If they want to take vitamins, that's their business too. 
The government needn't hold their hand and tell them 
how to spend their money." 

Irwin said in a statement he was becoming "just a 
bit fed up" with what he called a flood of regulations 
and efforts to regulate "emanating from the Food and 
Drug Administration in particular." 

He said he objects especially to a proposed label 
statement the FDA wants to put on vitamin bottles 
that would read: "Vitamins and minerals are supplied 
in abundant amounts by commonly available foods. 
Except for persons with special medical needs, there 
is no scientific basis for recommending routine use of 
dietary supplements." 

From the San Jose News 

Dr. Crane  Food, Drug Agency Termed A 'Gestapo' 
CASE S-456: During the winter I was invited to 

Washington, D.C. to deliver and address against the 
Gestapo behaviour of the Food and Drug Admini-
stration. 

Prior to my talk, I listened to a very challenging 
paper, read by one of our outstanding American 
physicians, Dr. H. Curtis Wood, Jr. 

For a quarter of a century, Dr. Wood has been a 
leading obstetrician in Pennsylvania. 

He is a member of the A.M.A. and other medical 
societies. 

But in 1959 he wrote a book entitled "Overfed But 
Undernourished," which soon ran through 12 printings. 

In it he pointed out the fact that we Americans 
often consume too many calories but not enough 
trace chemicals, vitamins and other food essentials. 

His book was fully documented from the medical 
literature. 

A manufacturer of a food supplement became so 
delighted with the book, that he negotiated with the 
publisher to sell it. 

So this manufacturer disposed of thousands of 
copies. But the Food and Drug Gestapo agents then 
stepped in and confiscated the books. 

It said the food firm had violated one of the Gestapo 
rules of the FDA about "implied endorsement." 

Yet Dr. Wood had never even mentioned that  

vitamin supplement in his book. He knew nothing 
about it. 

Yet his books were confiscated merely because they 
were being sold by the same people who distributed 
a certain food supplement. 

Moreover, the FDA, again in typical Gestapo 
fashion, intimidated the food people till they sent out 
printed forms, asking everybody who had a copy of 
Dr. Wood's book to please burn the book and then 
sign the questionnaire attesting to that fact! 

Shades of Hitler! 
And right here in the U.S.A. 
Newspapers have jealously guarded the rights of 

freedom of speech and freedom of the printed word. 
We can decry government censorship of comic 

books lest the censors establish another Hitler Gestapo. 
Yet the Food and Drug Administration has already 

been doing that same thing. 
It has sneakily reached over into the book publish-

ing field to confiscate innocent books that just 
happened to lie on the same counter with other 
merchandise! This is intolerable! 

Remember, Dr. Wood never even mentioned this 
food supplement that was distributed by the people 
ALSO selling his best seller. 

The head of the FDA has no earned doctor's 
degree at all—neither a Ph.D. in chemistry nor an M.D. 
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Reprinted by the special permission of FATE Magazine 

and the Clark Publishing Co., Highland Park, Ill., U.S.A. 

Scientology 
and the FDA 
Public will pay high price for its 

apathy — if even government agencies become electronic snoops. 

By Richard Edmond Saunders 

Most Americans take religious freedom for granted. 
Some may be vaguely aware that it is guaranteed 
by the first amendment to the Constitution because 
some of the very early settlers on this continent 
came in search of just this freedom, but their general 
attitude is one of indifference. 	 • 

Unfortunately their lofty assumption that churches 
never are harassed in this country is incorrect. Even 
more unfortunately, an agency of the federal govern-
ment itself—the Food and Drug Administration—
has been responsible for some overt harassing. 

On January 3, 1963, a truckload of United States 
marshals raided the Founding Church of Scientology 
in Washington, D.C., on the order of the FDA. The 
minions of the law tramped through the halls of the 
church, interfered with the religious services in 
progress, and siezed large amounts of church property 
—which the Scientologists have not been able to 
get back in all this time despite a lawsuit for its 
recovery. 

As was subsequently disclosed, the principal 
objective of the seizure were machines known as 
E-meters. These E-meters resemble lie detectors and 
function in much the same way; that is, they are 
used to gauge emotional responses. Although they 
are much smaller than lie detectors they are very 
sensitive. 

True, the church is small and relatively unkown. 
It doesn't have a lot of money for a long lawsuit to 
protect its rights and to recover its property. But as its 
counsel contended, the violation of the principle of 
religious freedom was no less flagrant than if the 
forces of the law had forcibly entered the biggest 
Catholic church in town and confiscated its holy 
water or had insisted on examining the wafers and 
wine used sacramentally in other churches. 

The press could not get itself very worked up over 
the raid on the Scientologists. Apparently it did not 
see much of a story in the incident because Scientology 
was not very prominent as a religion—if indeed it was 
regarded as a religion at all in newsmen's minds. 
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However, as was brought out, the FDA gave the press 
advance notice of the raid. 

There is little doubt that the whole affair would be 
forgotten now if it were not for Congress. Despite 
the low esteem in which it now seems popular to hold 
it, Congress always can be counted on to come to the 
rescue when fundamental rights are challenged. It did 
so in this case. 

The matter came to the attention of a Senate 
Judiciary Subcommittee headed by Sen. Edward V. 
Long (D. Mo.) which already was engaged in investi-
gating invasions of privacy by government agencies 
using such means as electronic eavesdropping, wire-
tapping and unwarranted seizures. In fact, the FDA 
already had been called on the Subcommittee's 
carpet and strongly rebuked for going too far in its 
snooping activities. 

At the outset of the hearings on the raid on the 
Scientologists it became apparent that the essential 
issue was the use to which the E-meters were put. 
The printed transcript of the hearing, which became 
available for the first time early this year, is full of 
assertions by the Scientologists that these machines 
are used during what they term the "confessionals" 
or "auditing" of members. The point is stressed that 
while they are helpful in this process, they are not 
indispensable. 

On the other hand, the FDA charged that according 
to the literature seized, the machines were used to 
diagnose or cure various diseases, that they were 
mislabeled because nothing was printed on them 
stating how or for what purpose they were to be used 
—although the label clearly proclaimed they were for 
use in Scientology. 

As it broadly interprets its mission, the Food and 
Drug Administration regards any physical object or 
substance for which medical powers are claimed as 
coming under its jurisdiction. Officials of the agency 
say this is what made them decide to move against 
the Scientologists, making full use of their powers of 
seizure. They also allege they had complaints from 
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persons who paid for treatments without receiving 
beneficial results. 

The Scientologists told the Congressional Sub-
committee a far different story. They made clear their 
organization was a church in the full meaning of the 
word. Wayne Rohrer, a minister of the church, said 
it was officially recognized as a church by the District 
of Columbia authorities and had the right to perform 
marriages and other services. 

Asked by the SubCommittee's chief counsel Bernard 
Fensterwald, Jr., to give a brief account of the essential 
beliefs of the church, Rohrer read the following 
excerpt from the creed: "We of the church believe 
that the spirit can be saved and that the spirit alone 
may save or heal the body." 

The Scientologists emphatically denied they ever 
had claimed the E-meters could cure diseases. After 
having obtained this testimony under oath along with 
the supplementary statement that the machines were 
used in a religious and not a medical way, Sub-
committee Counsel Fensterwald expressed bewilder-
ment as to why the FDA had taken the action in the 
first place. 

"I do not see, then, what business it is of the Food 
and Drug Administration," he said. 

At the Subcommittee's request a short demonstra-
tion of the apparatus as used in measuring emotional 
response was staged. Oscar R. Brinkman, the attorney 
for the Foundation Church of Scientology, agreed to 
clutch the handles through which the machine 
operates and answer a few inconsequential questions 
put to him by Reverend Rohrer. 

One question asked was whether he was nervous in the 
Subcommittee presence. His answer, "Very much so," 
indicated a certain amount of reaction, Rohrer 
informed the amused Senators. 

A lot of clarifying data was placed in the record 
from letters Senator Long received from a businessman 
constituent in Missouri who also is a Scientologist. 
Among other things the Missourian brought out a 
fact about Scientology that seems not to be generally 
understood: although it is a religion in its own right 
there is nothing exclusive about it; members of other 
churches may join it. 

For example. Senator Long's constituent said he 
was an elder in the First Presbyterian Church of his 
hometown as well as a member of the Church of 
Scientology "as they are compatible with each other". 

He wrote that the church used E-meters in a process 
"that would be similar to 'confession' in the Catholic 
church." He said, "Instead of a person confessing 
'whatever 'sins' he cares to confess, the Church of 
Scientology uses a long list of questions that would 
cover almost any sin committed by anyone. Often 
the sin that is causing the most guilt is the one a 
person is most reluctant to talk about." He went on 
to explain that this is where the E-meter proves of 
value—in indicating what needs to be pursued in 
more detail if the person's mind is to be relieved. 

He said he thought it significant that the FDA  

"has never seized an electric shock machine used by 
psychiatrists although many people have been electro-
cuted by them". 

He also made the point that others made: the FDA 
has not picked on other churches. 

The raid on their church and the confiscation of 
their property were not the only outrages they suffered 
at the hands of the FDA, the Scientologists told the 
Senators. Scientologist Attorney Brinkman said it 
was a matter of court record that the agency had 
sent a spy to join the church and ferret out all the 
information he could. 

"We know that there were a great many agents 
involved in this case but we have the names of only 
four or five of them," he said. "We know there were 
many more than that. They have gone all over the 
country to find evidence against the church." 

In addition, Brinkman said, "We suspect—and we 
have some reason for the suspicion—that they tapped 
the telephone lines of the church. We know that our 
mail was delayed. We believe that there may have 
been a mail cover on the mail of the church." 

Although it can't be documented, both the Scientolo-
gist and Senate staffers strongly suspect that the AMA 
was largely responsible for instigating the FDA's 
investigation. The agency does not admit this; its 
explanation, as stated before, is that it had received 
complaints. 

The official position of the FDA regarding the 
general pursuit of its activities as stated in press 
conferences, on radio and during special interviews, 
is that to save people from food or drug poisoning, 
the agency must be able to act immediately and to 
wield extraordinary powers. They have to seize 
contaminated foods or dangerous drugs with utmost 
prompteness, they explain. Obviously this involves 
hasty decisions which later may prove to have been 
a mistake; but where lives are at stake, they insist, 
there is no alternative. 

As an illustration they call attention to a number 
of deaths that occurred a few years ago from botulinic 
poisoning. The source was traced to smoked fish 
packets originating in food processing plants in 
Michigan. The FDA acted with alacrity, seized the 
fish packets as they were being distributed, from the 
shelves of grocery stores and delicatessens, closed 
down the plants until the danger could be eliminated, 
and thus saved the lives of uncounted other consumers 
who might have eaten the poison food. 

But Senator Long is far from satisfied that the FDA 
and the other agencies his Subcommittee has checked 
are using their powers with proper restraint. He has 
expressed particular concern over invasions of privacy 
by the use of electronic snooping devices and the 
planting of spies. 

There seems no doubt that the Subcommittee will 
speak out strongly against government agencies 
using their powers to interfere with religion—particu-
larly when no menace to health or safety is involved. 
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The Subcommittee will make known its position on 
these matters and will recommend corrective action 
when it files its report sometime in the future. 

The Scientologists have suggested a number of 
amendments to the law that would provide better 
protection in the future. One of these suggestions is for 
stricter procedure in the issuance of search and seizure 
warrants by United States District Courts to govern-
ment agencies. Such warrants should be supported 
by sworn testimony of affidavits based on the personal 
knowledge of those making them, they say. Testimony 
before the Subcommittee showed that the FDA had 
no such sworn testimony when it raided the Founding 
Church of Scientology. 

According to the Scientologist's attorney the 
warrant had not been sworn to and had no affidavit. 
It was "merely the statement of the United States 
Attorney and two of his assistants," he said. 

More specifically, Brinkman contends it should be 
just as hard for a government agency to get a warrant 
to invade the premises of a private citizen or a church 
in a civil case as it is in a criminal case. 

He noted that rapists, murderers and drug sellers 
have their rights protected against summary action 
by law enforcement agencies but citizens and churches 
in civil cases do not He said that at present the FDA 
"can invade the premises and take whatever they 
want without a sworn warrant." 
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From: 

Washington, January 2, 1967 

Comes this comment : 
Civil Liberties Investigation. A highly regarded Democratic Senator Edward V. Long 
of Missouri, will continue, as Chairman of a Senate Committee on Administrative Practices, 
to investigate the violation of citizens' civil liberties by government snoopers and spies. 

During the previous session of Congress Senator Long exposed widespread practices of 
wire-tapping and electronic "bugging" of private conversations, practiced by agents of the 
Food & Drug Administration (who even placed a spy in a Church organization), and by the 
Internal Revenue Service, and other government agencies. Exposed also was government 
espionage on the mail of many persons, the use of "informers" of doubtful character, etc. 

It is likely that Senator Long's Committee will propose legislation to curb such invasions 
of citizens' privacy, which have moved toward the establishment in the U.S. of "the police 
state" which exists in Communist countries. 
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CONSTITUTIONAL POINTS 
FDA IN VIOLATION 

The Constitutional points here cited are important ones for keeping the world-saving 

urges of government employees and minor agencies from getting out of hand or endlessly 

extending their activities. 

(i) Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion or prohibiting the force exercise 

thereof. 
This one says Congress shall make none and the fact is that Congress has made no laws 

contrary to this point of Constitutional Law. 

The FDA is currently in disrepute and under Congressional investigation for wildly 

disobeying here and especially in attacking with guns, trucks, U.S. Marshals and faked 	'')))))) 

"warrants" a duly constituted Church, and prohibiting by force the exercise of a religion. 

(2) There shall be no abridgement of freedom of speech or of the press. 

FDA certainly abridged, violated and in fact went engaged on an armed book-seizing 

rampage, maintained a lowly press smear campaign and actually entered Church, loaded 

the total religious book stock of that American Church into vans, rifled desks, ladies' handbags, 

broke into private dwellings, burst into religious confessionals—stopped the total religious 

activity of the church. 
They removed book stocks of value in the neighbourhood of one hundred thousand 

dollars (giving no inventory of what was taken). They roughly stacked over ten thousand 

dollars worth of sensitive electronic confessional aids (E-Meters), property of the Church and 

students on whom they had no warrant to enter or seize anything. 

(3) The Constitution guarantees the right of peaceful assembly. 

The wild look in the eye of an FDA Raider somehow belies this guarantee. The armed 

U.S. Marshals imported and deputized for the raid had not been told they were raiding a Church 

then tried to pretend they weren't, but behaved like barbarians anyway. These were apparently 

deputized from the ranks of the Baltimore longshoremans union and unfamiliar with proper 

U.S. Marshal behaviour, called as they were to serve the aims of a truly unusual cult—the 

FDA. 

(4) The Constitution provides that the right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers 

and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures shall not be violated. 

Every part of this Constitutional provision was violated in the extreme by the FDA 

and the deputized U.S. Marshal in the raid on the Founding Church of Scientology, its member 

students and officials. 
As reported in the Washington press the day of the FDA raid the "action followed a 

month-long investigation in which a Food and Drug Inspector posed as a student of the 

Academy of Scientology". Congress later investigated this "investigation" by FDA in their 

use of a spy in the Church, met with a total unwillingness on the part of FDA to testify as to 

just what they had been doing and the extent of FDA violation of federal law. 
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(5) The Constitution provides that in searches and seizures, no warrants shall issue but upon probable 
cause, supported by oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched and 
persons or things to be seized. 
The FDA had no sworn warrant, during the raid stated with arrogance that Church 

officials didn't need to see a warrant as the FDA and Marshals didn't need one. 
What they carried out was in fanatical violation of these points of Constitutional Law. 

No charges, were possible or made, no warrant sworn, an illegal warrant presented with no 
"particular description of place to be searched or things to be seized" and specifically no 
indication that a Church was to be raided, that, for instance, 1827 igth Street N.W. (the 
Church's executive offices) was to be entered, that private homes of students were to be 
entered and searched, that religious instruction classes were to be loudly broken up by U.S. 
Marshals, that students were to be threatened by officials, that confessionals were to be 
broken into. 

When you have a most usual, quite orderly activity such as a Church and its own school 
of instruction and guidance centers and regular confessionals and duties being carried out, 
and then see violent, wild-eyed swarms of government employees descending upon the activity, 
creating chaos and attempting and using terrorism, then you have simply the odd phenomenon 
of a government agency gone wild in its frenzy (while not doing its usual duties) to save the 
world from all sorts of imagined threat. 

You find also that the single threat seen by such an agency gone mad is order?),  progress, 
someone doing their job, in a word, they see a threat in American freedom. 

They are really quite unable to understand such an orderly authority as the Constitution 
of the United States. 

FDA even feared the Court and when presenting unsworn warrant for issue withheld 
from the judge the fact that they were raiding a Church. 

(6) The Constitution further provides that no person shall be deprived of life, liberty or property without 
due process of law. 
Here, the Constitution makes additionally plain that the very kind of action the FDA 

took upon themselves to perform is the kind of action the authors of the Constitution and all 
Congress and administration since were resolved should not happen in America. 

All the provisions of the American Constitution were written with the wisdom of both 
Man's experience and intimate knowledge of human values as well as a prophetic accuracy 
regarding the fate of any government in fanatical, negligent hands. 

The authors of the Constitution understood a phenomenon such as an FDA gone wild. 
Congress, sworn to uphold that Constitution, is preparing and taking actions to bring 

FDA back to its proper job of duty. 
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NOTE 

In Washington it was widely held and expressed to counsel for the Founding Church of 

Scientology that what is called a "mail cover" was being practised by the FDA in collusion 

with persons in other departments of the government, necessarily including the Postal Depart-

ment. The Church's mail was being illegally interrupted and monitored. Telephone wire 

tapping was continual throughout several years. 

A spy or spies were admitted by the FDA to have been sent into the Church pretending 

good faith to gather "evidence". Finding no evidence of wrongs on the part of the Church or 

Scientologists, spy testimony was not used. The FDA later refused to testify to US Senate 

hearings of the Subcommittee on Administrative Practice and Procedure of the Committee 

on the Judiciary on "invasion of privacy" on the subject of planting a spy in a Church. 

Robert Kennedy was, as Attorney General, attacking the interests usually called the 

"Mafia", an organization totally criminal and heavily involved in drug traffic and influential 

directly and/or indirectly upon the FDA. 
When President Kennedy requested information on the possible uses of Scientology in 

his space programs and possibly in relation to mental health programs, the FDA instead 	fp), 

stepped up its attacks, began to enter Churchs of Scientology, making President Kennedy 

seem to be source of the actions which led up to the raid of the Washington Founding Church. 

Ten months after the raid on the Church, carried out in distinctly Mafia style, Attorney 

General Kennedy had not ceased attacking Mafia and President Kennedy was assassinated, 

Whether in any way these events can be connected the fact remains that President 

Kennedy's interest in actually solving problems of mental health endangered the declining 

psychiatric-drug therapist interests and influence. His Attorney General was endangering 

the other end of the combine, the "Mafia" interests. By attacking a Church under the supposed 

backing of the President, the FDA could and did, to thousands of people, place in question 

his integrity, as the first Roman Catholic President, as a supporter of religious freedom, 

That a Church was attacked and that it happened to possess a technology capable quite 

incidentally of detecting subversives and of aiding the space effort would ordinarily be credited 

only to coincidence and be left at just that. It is certainly not mere coincidence that Robert 

Kennedy is no longer Attorney General and that the government campaign against the 

Mafia is no longer even a gesture in comparison to the Kennedy program while the assassina-

tion of President Kennedy remains in dispute. ))) 
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CONCLUSION 

This booklet understates the facts of FDA behaviour to the Church as well as the tremen-
dously expensive bureaucratic laxity of the agency toward their ordinary duties, masked by 
a fanatical save-the-world frenzy. FDA has in it elements so radically in disagreement with 
America and Americans that they have set out to save them from themselves at any cost. 

The purpose of this booklet has been to make known some of the realities and consequences 
of an agency gone quite wild, which happens to have caused disturbances to a Church of 
Scientology, its members, friends and public, needless overwork of staff members and Church 
executives, inconvenience and expense to students, quite outrageous expense to the Church 
in court actions and in producing and replacing the three tons of Church materials FDA 
boasted of taking. A thorough investigation of FDA and associates is not our intent and 
belongs to Congress and is being done. 

They are, sadly, failures. With backgrounds of criminal negligence and connection 
FDA has nursed comfortably only its delusion of a drug-oriented society, of youth on LSD 
and a national tranquillity attained by chemical means, alternated with addictive stimulants. 

A principle is to be noted here. When an agency or company or association gives trouble 
to productive people and rewards and deals smoothly only with the extreme failures and 
anti-social minorities, then there are hidden crimes and omissions always there to be found, 
and that agency, company or association cannot become normally productive, honorable or 
of any service under its present management or personnel. 

The disturbance caused by FDA to its seniors—the Congress, and the office of the President 
—multiplies the difficulties of proper authority in assisting the nation getting on with their 
jobs and everyday lives. The injection of chaos and needless expense into a branch of American 
religious life by the FDA is regrettable both for the actions taken in disturbance of Americans' 
and for the needed actions not taken in the actual duty area of guarding national health. 

America's destiny is not to wander forth in a drugged haze with freedom only to fail and 
plead disability rewards. 

Actual welfare is never lacking in a strong America, but a minor government agency 
becoming a cult, electing itself world-saver, is a bad indicator as to the security of any govern-
ment and proper authority and service. 

The Church understandably suggests sweeping correction of FDA and its associates 
while the situation is yet relatively contained. The Food and Drug Administration is at present 
a liability to the government of the United States of America, does not know who it is, nor 
does FDA in fact know whether it is friend or enemy to the American people. Actions tell 
this where their words may not. 

The FDA raid and campaign against an American Church foretells a decay of proper 
compliance to duty by the agency and the increase of wild solutions to the bad conscience 
of FDA. 

FDA is listening to another constitution perhaps, but not the Constitution of the United 
States of America. 
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23 June 69 

Dr. Herbert Ley, Commissioner 
Food and Drug Administration 
Washington, D.C. 

The FDA has been and is presently engaged in extra-Constitutional 
activities which clearly fall outside the realm of any authority delegated 
to this agency by the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, 1962. The 
Gestapo-like raid of the Founding Church of Scientology of Washington, D.C. 
in 1963 and the continued harrassment of this Church and its thirteen 
sister churches since then is evidence of only one of the gross threats to 
American Freedom posed by the uncurbed activities of a government agency 
that has gone far off purpose. 

If the FDA would do its job, rather than playing the role of national 
censor, it would probably meet with better public opinion than what it 
presently elicits. Evidence of the FDA's non-survival activities are 
observable in the fact that the Nixon administration recently turned down 
the agency's request for 23 new jobs. Perhaps if the old jobs were done 
within the legal framework provided, expansion and benefit to United States 
citizens would then be inevitable. But now, this is not the case. It is 
conservatively estimated that 1,200 people are killed annually by faulty 
equipment authorized by the FDA, according to insurance companies. Surely 
this would be a good subject for investigation in itself. 

The Churches of Scientology and the over 5,000,000 American citizens who 
have chosen Scientology as their religion have had for 19 years the desire 
to pursue their religious beliefs without interference from the Government. 
We have broken no laws, rather the Church has been acclaimed for "patriotic 
policies in support of our Nation", by the VFW. The congregations of 
American Scientologists demand that you take responsibility for the actions 
of the FDA and answer the following questions: 

1) Why is the FDA anti-religion? 
2) Why is the FDA against human rights? 
3) Why does the FDA condone electric-shock machines which cause broken 

spines, teeth, brain damage,,memory loss and death to thousands of 
unsuspecting mental patients? 

4) Why is the FDA in favor of psychiatric death camps? 
5) How long will the FDA continue to betray citizens who have placed 

their trust for their safety in this agency? 
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Yours in God, 

Reverend Kenneth J. Whitman 
Resident Minister of the Church 
for the Assistant Guardian 
of the Churches of Scientology 
of the Eastern United States 

KJW:lb 



A. F. 	-//-.42  6  FILE 
Dear W. Barnes: 

The Secretary has asked us to reply to your letter of June 5, 1969. 
This replies also to your letter of June 6, 1969 to the Commissioner 
of Feed and Drug°, concerning the recent detention of it-Hater devices 
by the Food and DrugAdildristration. 

Tour letters state that the detention is contrary to a decision of 
the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia 
which yea say held "that the Church of Scientology was indeed a 
religious organisation and entitled to the use of its books and . 
religious literature and its confessional aids," the 2-Mater. 

The decision actually pointed out that the Court of Appeals does 
"not hold that the Founding Church is for all legal purposes a 
religion" or "that, even if Scientology is a religion, ell liter-
ature published by it is [not] religious doctrine immune from the" 
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act or "that public health laws 
is general, or the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act in particular, 
have no application to the activities of a religion." The Court 
specifically held that "since the basis of OW reversal was that 
the case was improperly framed, rather than that the Scientologists' 
devices and literature were absolutely protected, or that the 
evidence was insufficient, it would appear that a new trial would 
be in order". 

The Food and Drug Administration investigations show that the E-Biter 
devices are intended to be promoted for and relied upon in the 
diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of mealy disease conditions. /t 
is also clear that they leek adequate directions for this intended 
use, and that they are therefore misbranded. 

This view has been supported by the U. S. District Court at Les 
Angeles on Harsh 17, 1)69 and the U. S. District Court for the 
Western District of lamas on Mirth 13, 1969 with respect to the 
detention of other SR-Meter devices. 



The Reverend Eric Barnes 	 - 2  - 

WO have seen no evidence that the Food and Drug Administration is 
attacking, harassing, or attempting to destroy the Church of 
Scientology as you charge, but is only attempting to enforce the 
provisions of the Federal rood, Drug, and Cosmetic Act as required 
by Lem. 

Sincerely yours, 

Charles C. Johnson, Jr. 
Assistant Surgeon General 
Administrator 

The Reverend Eric Barnes 
Public Relations Chief 
Office of the Assistant Guardian 
Eastern United States 
Church of Scientology of New York 
49 dist 32nd Street 
Row York, Now York 10001 

CC: EX Sec RMS. 5627 No. 
OA(2) 
LOS-DO 
NYE-DO 
B1T-DO 
CPE-C 
OC-1(Ley) 
RC-1(Bernard) 
RC-1 R/F 

DIRIce:muf 6/19/69 
R/D Init: VWSmart 

TEByers (Acting Dir. BoC) 
Cleared by GC 
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17 June 12C!" 

Mr. John.Erown III 
Assistant to the 7resieent 
The Mite House 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue 
T'ashington, D.C. 

Dear Mr. 77:rown 

I stoppee at the 7-hite reuse last 	 on 
the chance that I might he able to see you one was acvisee 
by your secretor,' to write for an annointrent. 

",qhat I or . about to tell you may sou 	increeihle. 	often, 
when loohino at it from a e4 stant nersnective, fine it UF-
7icult to believe. 'Tht nlease believe that tho-e is ruch 
Jocumentation to back these assertiens anJ I ar writincf to 
you iecause it is often jifficult to cet official "ears.' 

I wishee to arnrise you of a situation in which acencies of 
the UP covernment, actin(' in concert one in sunnort of nri-
vote vested interest erouns, have joiner tooether in a 
strenuous attemrt to obliterate a rinoritv relioion. 

stead- first ane most snecifically cf the 'o(`f' one 7vruo 
AOninistration which has actually coneuctee on orree rai0 
on one of cur churches ane 	 t:Nourfl-. -1/2  '1,7.s lost 
its court case aoainot us af'-cr ran,' Years of e!"nonsive 
litigation, continuos to confiscate our reTioirus raterials 

ilars7-7. us in all onfts of  the cruntrv. 77his nartioular 
('roue, nroeCej bv 71ol- nnof- are a *)r. Pavia of the 7,-- Ciral 
Pevico Pivision ..he  7,ct':1 7oorn to 71;7vo 51c!-- e nersonal 
to jestroy ti- c nurel Ct Poinotoleov, ane 	ei-ect con- 
nections to the American meeical 7. n-co4 ai;en, the 7-cer4can 
7iYchiat-ic 7,ssociation 	fo 7otr;cnal Toor7it.:;= 
'ontal 	ee  l 	r 	1?o,7;to 	5.n4- orta7trl anr'ar-•,, 	raotartion 
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of a. :"!.!7 hillinn annual rental hnalth krenot, is eeinrr all 
in its power.to thorouchiv eisoreeit are wino out thir srall 
hut rapielv cnranCanc Church. 

T:,o have also fount' ties hetween the Justite-  Derartmont ant' 
the 7%.21. cc-Am! hack an vears an ineiCatinr a collusion to 
Cestrov Scientolocv. 

The Internal "evenue Fervice ane ^ost s)ffice Derartrent, too, 
have hent rersistent rressure on 11'7 one Ckarles 	 Chief 
o-=: the 	-ram( T' ti 	of the  Thst cffice, 	knr-cnr- 
fieante of rcvl Tav2or o -c7 -no 	Taylor 	ronu7ar rerorts 
frcr '7iiler on scientolocv are arrarentiv is workirr kare to 
Controv this relinious qrour. 

s'he TPS has heen husilv 	 nrovo that since our relicion 
raises its funes notbv contrikutions, hut kv offorir -rocific 
nuaranteee cervices for a -,nerifiee orforin(7, that we 1, le hp 
o;:errt frog the rrotection of the T"irst 7ronerent.- ,Tn nther 
wor&s, we're rTui]tv hecnuse we arc? eifforont. 

Such vast attention tc a snarl nrour which "a no rocore of ever 
havino harree anv huran heiro, hut instoae 	r 17rt' l',f1tOry 
of helrinc,•is a coi_noieencc '.'ozone'. 1. 	ane 4 r1 	rrt 
worthv of tko rrincirier ane traeitions on whiCh thir croat na7 
tion was founeec. 

woule like to rake an arrointrent with vou at •./our conven- 
ience at which tire T. will ure'ont  written evieenco of 	of 
the charoes T have roe° hero, incroeihle thour-h hc,..r 79^7. 

I aTl - enclos 4 n,T sore hasic rata on cur Church rrcr 
look 17orriarC to 10pri_nr! from 	ahctt the anT:)crit7aert. 

7ith ..:Tar7est affirj.t,7 

7clverenC uric "arnr2s 
r:)ffica of the 7's,7istant. CuarCian 
Ilastern Unitee 7tatos 

Tncis 
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BRITISH EMBASSY 
COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT 

31oo Massachusetts Avenue, N.W. 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20008 

ECO 5/8/43 	 (Tel: 462-1340) 

13 June, 1969. 

SL-a. C 	ir") 

I am writing to seek your assistance in a matter 
which relates to the work of your Division of Medical 
Devices and to the cult known as "Scientology". As you 
may possibly have heard, the British Government set up an 
official enquiry earlier this year into the praCtice of 
Scientology. The enquiry is being conducted by Sir John 
Foster, Q.C., M.P. 

I understand that in 1963 the Food and Drug 
Administration took certain action involving instruments 
called "Hubbard Electrometers" which were being distributed 
by the "Hubbard Communications Office" in Washington; and 
that further legal action connected with these instruments 
is still under consideration. The Hubbard Communications 
Office was the forerunner of the Scientology headquarters 
subsequently established in England. 

In the course of enquiring into the activities of 
the Hubbard Communications Office, I believe that the 
Division of Medical Devices may have acquired information 
regarding the practice of Scientology which would be of 
value to Sir John Foster in conducting his enquiry for the 
British Government. My purpose in writing is to ask 
whether it would be possible for you to permit Sir John 
Foster access to your documents on this subject if he were 
able to visit Washington later this year. He would, of 
course, observe any restrictions which you might wish to 
impose regarding the confidential nature of this material. 

(E. A. Midgley) 
Minister (Commercial) 

5562 
The Commissioner of Food and Drugs, 
Food and Drugs Administration, 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 
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sounding Church 
oZ Scientology 
1312 - 19th. St., N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 

Re: BA-r98: ComZes.lional Aids  

Gentlemen: 

We are extending the time for you to reply to our 
Notice of Detention and Hoarins to include July T. 
1969, and the hearing will be held in our BaltitIore 
Office at 900 Madison Avenue, Baltimore, Md. 

Sincerely yours. 

R.W. CASE 
Acting Director 

cy: 	General Counsel jai cy 	1.!i;ram 
Mrs. Sisk (GC-1.) 

cy: BRC/DCG (RC-100 :7/cy Telegram ,/ 
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WESTERN UNION 'DI=  
NLmNight Letter 

TELEGRAM LT.Internationel  • 
Lena Telegram 

•	  

SERVICE 

Thu's. a fast 
unless ha defeardm

P  
chat 

weer 4 indiested by the 
popes symbol 

The filing time shown in the date line on domestic telegrams is LOCAL TIME at point of origin. Tune of receipt is LOCAL TIME at point of destination 
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ER "P W3076 GW PDF 11 EXTRA. WASHINGTON DC 6 73112 EDT 	1969  JUN 

R W CASE, ACTING OI RECTOR, FOOD AND DRUG ADMINI STRATION, DLY 

75 
900 MADI SON AVE BALTO 

PEFEAING TO NOTICE OF DETENTION AND HEARING MAY 29 BA-3393  

LABEL CONFESSIONAL AIDS SAMPLED AS MISBRANDED. PURSUANT TO 

21 CF R 1.318 REQUEST IS RESPECTIVELY MADE THAT THE TIME AND 

PLACE FOR THE HEARING PROVIDED BY LAW AND REGULATIONS BE CHANGED- 

.10 A DATE NOT EARLIER THAN JULY 6. IN WASHINGTON DC OR THE FDA 

tEADQUARTE RS IN ARLINGTON • THE REASON FOR SUCH REQUEST IS THAT 

OSCAR BRINKMAN COUNSEL IN THI CASE. HAD A HEART ATTACK JUNE 

2 AND THIS. ADDITIONAL TIME IS NECESSARY TO SECURE COUNSEL 

FTADING CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY 1812..19 ST NORTHWEST WASHINGTON 

CC ANN L UBSPRUNG. ASST. 'GUAROI AN: 	 • 

a 
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6 June 1969 

Dr. ilerbert Ley, Jr. 
Commissioner 
Food and Drug Administration 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Dr. Ley 

I have just been informed of the further harassment of the 
Church of Scientology by minions of the FDA. 

Despite a decision handed down by the OF Court of Appeals on 
5 February 1969 that the Church of Scientology was indeed a 
religious organization and entitled to the use of its books 
as religious literature and its confessional aids, the FDA has 
continued its Gestapo tactics and has just confiscated another 
25 confessional aids being shipped into Baltimore from England. 

This gross usurpation of power to attack and attempt to destroy 
a Church and its religious liberty is an attack directly at the 
roots of the Constitution. 

Reliaious freedom, as guaranteed by the fathers of the Consti-
tution, means religious liberty and nothing else. America's 
founders intended to provide a nation, the first on Earth, which 
guaranteed religious liberty to ALL men. Our method of worship 
and the techniques b" which we gain knowledge and spiritual aware 
ness may be "different," hut it was lust that "difference" which 
the Constitution was designed to protect. 

Adolph Hitler gained eternal infamy throuch his attemrts at geno-
cide and the obliteration of a religious body. Thy is the FDA, 
an agency of the greatest naticn on rarth, nracticing rlitlerian 
tactics? Who in God's name do you think vou are serving? 'That 
vested interest group, such as the American sedical 'association, 

Dj65 
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are you working for? 

Dr. Ley, as a man of Cod and a law-abiding citizen of this 
great nation,.I demand your answers. 

Yours in God 

• 

Reverend Eric Barnes 
Public Relations Chief 
Office of the Assistant Guardian 
Eastern United States 

ED:lw 
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6 June 1969 

A F.  t ///--  	ALE 
President Richard M. Nixon 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue 
7.7ashington, D.C. 

Dear President Nixon 

Once again, a unit of the United States government has acted 
to deliberately attack, harass and attempt to destroy a bonafide 
registered and established religion. It is ry (-Treat sorrow to 
report that the Food and Drug Administration, acting in its 
usual Gestapo style, has confiscated another 25 confessional 
aids of our Church being shipped into Baltimore from Fnaland. 
This, despite the fact that a recent US 3\opeals Court decision 
stated that we were indeed a religious organization and entitled 
to make full and free use of our aids. 

The FDA has continued to harass our Church in many cities by this 
guerilla-type warfare. You may recall that our Founding Church 
in Washington was the tarcret of an armed raid by the FDA storm 
troopers in 1963 where Church confessionals and other reliaious 
activities were broken into and disrupted. 

Mr. President, when can we exnect some action to curtail the 
seemingly endless powers of this corrunt organization, already 
under the control of vested interest grouns, so that we may 
practica our religion in the neaceful manner sunnosedly guaran-
teed by the Constitution? Mien will we, as a minority, -,e, en-
titled to the same riahts, nrotectien and rcliaious liberty as 
any other small Church? 

Yours in 

 

 

Reverend Eric Barnes 
Public Relations nureau 
Office of the Guardian 

9:40at .22  Moo, 9-elkd 
A NON-PROFIT CORPORATION IN U.S.A. 	REGISTERED IN NEW YORK 
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5 June 1969 

Mr. Robert Finch 
Secretary 
Department of Health, Education 

and Welfare 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Mr. Finch 

It is my sorry duty to inform you that the rood and Drug 
Asministration, an agency under your jurisdiction, has once 
again taken it upon itself to attack, harass and attempt 
to destroy an established Church, the Church of Scientology. 

Their repressive tactics began in 1963 when they staged an 
illegal armed raid on our rounding Church in Washington, 
sending their Gestapo storm troopers stomping into the Church 
confessionals, and in all ways disrumting the peacefulprac-
tices of a small Church. 

After many years of expensive litigation, our Church was finally 
vindicated in a recent US Court of Tnneals decision which stated: 
that we were indeed a bonafide religious organization and entitl 
to our religious practices which include the use of confessional 
aids. 

Nevertheless, the FDA has continued to attac? our Church and hay 
recently confiscated another 25 confessional aids being shipped 
into the country from England, where they are manufactured. Thi 
confiscation is nothing short of a further attempt on the Part o 
this corrupt organization, already under heavy fire for its poli 
state tactics and control by such vested interest greuns as the 
American Medical Association, to abrogate and den,  the rights of 
a Mincrity group to practice their religion as they see fit. 

We have harmed no one. 7e have helped 	 r.'7e demand. that 

'4 
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the FDA cease its attacks on our Church and grant us the rights 
guaranteed by the First Amendment to t'e Constitution, that of 
religious freedom. 

Let it not be said, !4r. Finch, that it was under your aegis that 
a governmental agency of these United States was the first to se 
out and destroy a religious body. Hitler tried and failed. I 
doubt that any man would rest well with such an incredible crime 
on his conscience. 

Yours in Cod 

. 	I 

Reverend Eric Barnes 
Public Relations Chief 
Office of the Assistant Guardian 
Eastern United States 

E3/1w 
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FOUNDER 

dlt 4x e 	ifeed 

Bill G. Fitsimmons 
1521 U. Pico Blvd 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90015 

Dear Bill, 

HELLO: Would you write and tell me about your plans 
concernino Scientology? 

Scientolooists are making this Planet a saner and 
safer place to live, with an excact technolocy. IT 
WORKS. EVERYBODY WINS: 

I will enjoy hearing from you. 

Love, 

Norma Randell 
Letter Reoistrar 
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